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 �We need a good long couple of decades where this community commits
to having people have this conversation with each other and keep moving forward

toward action out of the conversation.�
 (European American/white organizer in Syracuse)

From September 1, 1998 through September 1, 2000, a team of four researchers brought
together by Roberts & Kay, Inc. of Lexington, Kentucky conducted a study with two main
purposes:

} To deepen understanding of what study circle programs contribute to community
problem solving, particularly with regard to improving race relations and ending
racism

} To identify and highlight the constellation of practices organizers have developed to
organize and implement successful community-wide study circle programs

The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation funded the study through a grant to the Topsfield
Foundation, Inc., sponsor of the study and founder of the Study Circles Resource Center
(SCRC) in Pomfret, Connecticut.  The study concentrated on the organizing work required to
produce successful community-wide �rounds� of study circles (beginning with the initial idea
and proceeding through dialogue to action).  This focus on the community-wide model was
somewhat distinct from analyzing the dialogue that took place among participants in
individual study circle groups; even so, the dialogue component received some attention in
the study because it was central both to the model and to the experience of the 290
participants, organizers, facilitators, and coalition members who took part in the study.

The study�s sponsors chose a �best practices� framework because they believed that
programs had gained enough experience for researchers to be able to discover and describe
the decisions and actions needed to produce effective, diverse study circles on all topics, with
particular emphasis on race-related topics.  The sponsors intended for the study to produce
useful information for SCRC and for organizers in communities where the study circle model
is in use or under consideration.

With the agreement of the sponsors, the researchers chose to use qualitative investigative
methods such as interviews, focus groups, and observation.  These discovery-oriented
methods fit well with the early stage of study circle experience in most communities and suited
the evolving nature of the community-wide model itself.

SCRC staff identified 17 places where programs had demonstrated excellence in
implementing the community-wide program model.  These became the Best Practices
learning sites.  Two of the learning sites were states; the remaining sites were communities
ranging in size from Alread, Arkansas (population around 4001), to the Twin Cities of St. Paul
and Minneapolis, Minnesota (population around 640,618).  Among the sites were 11
programs that had conducted at least one round of study circles on topics related to race or
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diversity; other topics addressed in the sites included education, violence prevention,
neighborhood development, a state�s correctional system, children, youth, state
environmental priorities, substance abuse prevention, and more.

Seven research questions served as the framework for the study:

1. What are the most effective practices for creating a broad-based, diverse organizing
coalition?  Specifically, what are the most effective practices for creating a coalition
that is racially and ethnically diverse?

2. What are the most effective practices for recruiting a diverse group of facilitators?  For
training and supporting facilitators so that they can do their work effectively?

3. What are the most promising practices for recruiting participants from all parts of the
community?  What strategies are most promising for recruiting for racial and ethnic
diversity?  What program elements besides recruitment strategies (such as the issue
being considered, the up-front connection to change and action) are most important
in recruiting for racial diversity?

4. What changes, outcomes, and results do organizers, facilitators, and participants
ascribe to the study circle efforts in their communities?  In what other ways do
researchers observe study circles having an impact on communities?          If on racism and
race relations, what is the range of outcomes?  If on another issue, how do the
outcomes take into account the racial divisions and dynamics of the community?

5. What strategies, methods, or tactics do study circle organizers use to link study circles
with change efforts in the community, and which are most effective?  Specifically, how
are programs linking to individual, collective, and institutional change initiatives on
the issues of racism and race relations?

6. To what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles an effective tool
for addressing racism?

7. What impact does the study circle topic have on (a) study circle programs�
effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b) participation by people of different racial
and ethnic backgrounds?

Four of these research questions � 1, 2, 3, and 5 � led directly to the identification of best
practices.  Research Question 4 required documentation of changes and results people in the
learning sites attributed to study circles.  The final two questions, 6 and 7, were exploratory
and aimed at first-stage effectiveness assessment rather than best practices.
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Creating a broad-based, diverse organizing coalitionCreating a broad-based, diverse organizing coalitionCreating a broad-based, diverse organizing coalitionCreating a broad-based, diverse organizing coalitionCreating a broad-based, diverse organizing coalition

This study focused first on the best practices for creating broad-based, diverse organizing
coalitions that paved the way for implementing the community-wide model effectively.   Many
coalitions evolved into structures reflecting three different levels of responsibility, operating
much like three concentric circles.  In the center circle were the key leaders of the effort, those
with most responsibility.  This circle included people who initiated the study circles, leaders
with visible positions of power in the larger community, and emerging leaders or leaders with
strong connections to specific communities of affiliation.  The middle circle included the
formal or informal decision-making body of the study circle program.  In most places this
included a somewhat formal steering committee or working group.  The outer circle included
a larger group of people and organizations playing specific roles as partners, sponsors,
allies, or funders; some programs distinguished explicitly among these different roles; many
did not.  Typically, all coalition members helped with recruitment responsibilities.  The
responsibilities of those in the center circle were most complex and broad; responsibilities and
contributions became more specific and discrete with each move out from the center.  In
most programs the three circles together made up the entire coalition.

Two major leverage points contributed to building a broad-based, diverse organizing
coalition.  First, when the initiators in the very earliest and most central working group
included visible, active members who reflected the community�s racial and ethnic diversity,
the work of recruiting a diverse coalition received a boost.  The second leverage point was
the intentional inclusion of people who, among them, demonstrated four types of leadership
characteristics:

} Leaders with vision who saw how study circles could benefit their community

} Leaders with resources and connections who helped amass the services, locations,
materials, funds, and other necessary components for implementing study circles

} Leaders with administrative savvy who managed detailed implementation plans
successfully

} Leaders with marketing and promotional skills who envisioned and carried out a
variety of approaches to recruiting a diverse group of participants

Recruiting and training a diverse group of facilitatorsRecruiting and training a diverse group of facilitatorsRecruiting and training a diverse group of facilitatorsRecruiting and training a diverse group of facilitatorsRecruiting and training a diverse group of facilitators

Recruiting and training a diverse body of facilitators is a key component of the community-
wide model.  Programs in most learning sites set specific goals about the number of
facilitators they intended to recruit and the racial or ethnic composition of the facilitator
corps.  All programs that expressed a commitment to developing a diverse group of
facilitators took specific actions to boost facilitator diversity.  Most often this occurred when
coalition members from underrepresented groups � typically people of color and young
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people, and sometimes other groups as well � issued purposeful, personal invitations to
their friends, allies, and communities of affiliation.

Organizers across the learning sites recruited volunteers to serve as facilitators.  Although a
few were professionals who volunteered their time, most were people with commitment,
energy, and an interest in learning the fundamentals of facilitation.  Organizers found that the
pool of participants who had completed study circles was a good source of facilitators for
future circles.  In addition, in some larger cities, organizations and networks of facilitators that
trained and used facilitators regularly for workplace initiatives like Total Quality Management
sometimes included facilitators who wanted to contribute their skills to study circles.

Approaches to training facilitators varied.  One program offered two hours of training for
facilitators, while another requested that facilitators participate in the equivalent of two days
of training spread over several different occasions before, during, and after a round of study
circles.  Most programs offered an average of four to six hours of facilitation training.  Several
programs provided additional coaching after the initial training or arranged for new
facilitators to serve as apprentices or cofacilitators with more experienced facilitators.  Most
programs offered some kinds of supportive activities or structures after initial training to
improve the quality of facilitation and some programs cultivated peer learning networks
among facilitators.  Some programs that addressed race-related topics also offered training
for facilitators on how to conduct study circles with specific race-related content.

Many programs used a team of facilitators or a facilitator-recorder team, for several reasons.
First, mixing facilitators by gender, race, ethnicity, or age appeared to improve the comfort
and climate for conversations, because more participants could then see someone like
themselves in a leadership role in the session.  Second, the amount of skill, energy, and
understanding of the study circle process available to groups increased as a result of having
two trained people guiding a group rather than one.

Recruiting participantsRecruiting participantsRecruiting participantsRecruiting participantsRecruiting participants

When a coalition was diverse and strong, it made a particular difference in a program�s
ability to recruit participants who represented appropriate levels of racial and ethnic diversity
and who came from all parts of the community.  Several programs also used specific
strategies to ensure diversity inside each individual circle.  Every program used multiple
recruitment strategies.  In most programs, every member of the coalition had some specific
responsibilities for participant recruitment.  The main recruitment strategies varied, and
coalitions typically combined them in different ways.  Six strategies emerged as most used
and most effective:

} Building on the base of a strong, diverse coalition.Building on the base of a strong, diverse coalition.Building on the base of a strong, diverse coalition.Building on the base of a strong, diverse coalition.Building on the base of a strong, diverse coalition.  When the coalition had a diverse
base and included people with many connections to groups and individuals, and
when the coalition members were willing to take on recruiting work themselves,
recruiting efforts produced good diversity and good numbers.
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} Featuring leaders.Featuring leaders.Featuring leaders.Featuring leaders.Featuring leaders.  When both traditional and community-based leaders vouched for
study circles, people often responded by signing up to participate.  This strategy had
particular power when leaders of formerly unconnected parts of the community joined
together to take a public, united stand for the value of study circles.

} Benefitting from affiliation. Benefitting from affiliation. Benefitting from affiliation. Benefitting from affiliation. Benefitting from affiliation.  When organizers persuaded a group�s decision makers to
endorse and promote study circles, members affiliated with that group were more
likely to participate.  Similarly, organizers reported that when a person promoted study
circles to friends, colleagues, or family members, the bonds of connection and
affiliation aided in recruitment.

} Cultivating and partnering with media.Cultivating and partnering with media.Cultivating and partnering with media.Cultivating and partnering with media.Cultivating and partnering with media.  Most programs in Best Practices learning sites
established good working relationships with local media.  Newspapers, particularly,
drew community-wide attention to study circles and heightened their credibility.
Newspapers in different communities played different roles, some of which included
free advertising, advance coverage, detailed coverage as rounds proceeded, and, in
at least one case, publication of study circle materials.  Some newspapers became
primary partners in producing study circles.  These partnerships yielded profoundly
positive results for study circle participation.  All programs also developed and used
other forms of media, such as written brochures, websites, or videos.

} Producing highly visible kick-off events.Producing highly visible kick-off events.Producing highly visible kick-off events.Producing highly visible kick-off events.Producing highly visible kick-off events.  Kick-off events in many communities created
attention and generated interest in study circles.  Some kick-off events drew such large
crowds that the sheer numbers added to the credibility of the effort and attracted
additional participants.

} Practicing careful administration.Practicing careful administration.Practicing careful administration.Practicing careful administration.Practicing careful administration.  Several factors in addition to direct recruiting
affected programs� success in attracting a diverse group of participants.  These
additional factors included choosing the topic wisely so that it suited community
interests, maintaining well-kept lists of participants and potential participants, making
good decisions about location and amenities, and using languages in addition to
English.

Contributing to changeContributing to changeContributing to changeContributing to changeContributing to change

Successful organizing efforts typically yielded multiple changes, outcomes, and results.  Many
of the reported changes are subtle and complex, and cannot be attributed definitively only to
the introduction of study circles into a community.  Even so, people in every learning site
reported that study circles � including an action component � contributed to significant
changes.  In this report, the changes are catalogued and presented in two different ways:
first, the report describes overall changes in people, organizations, or communities and
institutions.  Second, it presents and documents changes associated with the topic of race.
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The first type of change took place among individuals.  People got information about
differences and became aware of their communities in new ways.  Second, people gained
courage that led them to take more direct stands for racial equity and against racist
statements and actions.  Third, people formed stronger attachments to their own community
and became more willing to invest in it.  Fourth, people formed new relationships across
racial and other divides.

People also reported many ways study circles contributed to changes in organizations and in
study circle programs themselves.  The organizations most affected were the ones most
directly involved in study circles either as members of the coalition or, more directly, as major
sponsors.  People reported these types of changes in organizations: new purposes; new allies;
new ways of working; new capacity; new employees; new funding or resources; new
credibility; and new opportunities to teach other communities and groups about study circles.

The most extensive group of reported changes was those affecting communities and
institutions.  People identified four types of change in these larger arenas.  First, study circle
programs produced large-scale events that had high visibility and symbolic importance in the
community.  In particular, communities created new celebrations and made changes in
existing celebrations that made the inclusion of people from all racial and ethnic populations
explicit and intentional.

Second, study circles contributed to changes that affected clusters or groups of people within
the community.  These included improvements in retail shopping for African American/black
people and better relationships between governing bodies and specific groups of citizens.

Third, some changes had a �rippling out� quality that began with an impact on a limited
cluster of people and then, over time, became more pervasive and reached others.  These
changes included improvements in the openness and inclusivity of systematic planning
processes and other community-building efforts.

Fourth, people in many communities reported institutional or extensive changes that had a
wide radius and affected large numbers of people in a community, including those who had
not participated in study circles.  Examples included impacts on elections, changes in
newspaper coverage to make it more equitable and inclusive, and changes in state laws.

Many of the changes in the categories above appear as well in a typology of changes
specifically related to race.  These are changes that organizers, facilitators, and participants
attributed either to the study circle sessions themselves or to the action components that
followed the small group conversations in several communities.  The report distinguishes
between changes aimed at improving race relations and those intended to end racism.  It
also distinguishes between actions initiated by individuals and those initiated by
organizations, communities, or institutions.
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The largest number of changes that people reported relating to race were those produced by
organizations, institutions, and communities that aimed either at improving race relations or
at taking action to end racism.  Examples of changes in the latter category included
strengthening organizations that addressed equity in communities, improving police-
community relations, increasing equity in nonprofit board membership, establishing new
volunteer organizations or strengthening existing ones that address racism, and increasing
equity in government hiring.

Linking study circles with change effortsLinking study circles with change effortsLinking study circles with change effortsLinking study circles with change effortsLinking study circles with change efforts

Understanding of the tools or methods study circle organizers used to produce changes such
as those described above is in its infancy.  This is true even though the community-wide
model explicitly suggests some tools, such as action forums and action task forces or
councils.

Organizers have experimented with two main types of tools.  The first type is intended to help
initiate initiate initiate initiate initiate action:

} Action measurementsAction measurementsAction measurementsAction measurementsAction measurements: Two programs experimented with explicit benchmark studies
that help measure action and its impact over time.

} Written action guidesWritten action guidesWritten action guidesWritten action guidesWritten action guides: Four programs, all in larger cities, developed specific written
guides on moving from dialogue to action; these guides were intended for people
who were just completing the dialogue portion of study circles.  Typically the guides
offered information that helped participants consider whether to join existing action
efforts or start a new action effort from scratch.

} Action eventsAction eventsAction eventsAction eventsAction events: Most programs used planned, widely promoted public occasions in
connection with dialogue.  Timing varied; programs chose among events that took
place before, during, after, or in addition to rounds of study circles.  Even kick-off
events, primarily aimed at boosting recruitment, sometimes included a focus on
creating an expectation of action among participants.  Mid-stream events, action
forums, and other events held in relation to study circles all helped generate energy
and cultivate expectations that action and change would take place.

} Action councils or task forcesAction councils or task forcesAction councils or task forcesAction councils or task forcesAction councils or task forces: Participants in 11 learning sites launched specific small
group efforts, typically short-term, in order to address an opportunity or problem they
identified during dialogue.

} Action momentsAction momentsAction momentsAction momentsAction moments: Organizers sometimes used study circles as a way to make rapid
progress on a situation that seemed ready to yield to change; in this way they used
timing as an ally in moving action forward.
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The second type of action tool is intended to help sustain sustain sustain sustain sustain action across time.  Typically, the
programs that developed these �sustaining� tools expected long-term program continuation.

} Permanent action generatorsPermanent action generatorsPermanent action generatorsPermanent action generatorsPermanent action generators: At least two programs developed structures for
generating action on specific topics when action was needed to respond to
suggestions arising from study circles.

} Permanent action groupsPermanent action groupsPermanent action groupsPermanent action groupsPermanent action groups: In a few learning sites, programs supported action councils
or task forces that addressed long-term change initiatives; typically the long-term
councils had a mission of either working on particularly challenging problems or
working on several related action efforts across time.

} Permanent action staffPermanent action staffPermanent action staffPermanent action staffPermanent action staff: Programs in at least three learning sites assigned to employees
the responsibilities for the support of action efforts.  Two of these programs added
responsibilities for cultivating and supporting the efforts of action groups to the other
responsibilities of existing staff; one program hired a full-time action coordinator.

Organizational structure � whether a program was an independent organization or a
component of a sponsoring organization, for example � did not seem to influence a
program�s choices about whether or how to initiate or sustain action.  On the other hand, the
presence of paid staff, regardless of organizational structure, seemed to be linked with
deeper program investment in supporting action and change for the long term.

Ultimately, the greatest determinant of a program�s approach to linking study circle dialogue
with action and change was local knowledge.  Organizers used their understanding of local
conditions, opportunities, needs, and resources � together with their understanding of the
study circle model � to develop specific pathways to change appropriate for their own
communities.  Here are the seven pathways the researchers have identified so far.  All of
these pathways had a firm basis in the dialogue portion of study circles.

} The critical mass pathwayThe critical mass pathwayThe critical mass pathwayThe critical mass pathwayThe critical mass pathway: �If we can generate a �critical mass� of people who have
completed study circles, their new understandings, new connections, and new
commitments will make them want to behave in more active, positive ways in lots of
community settings; over time this will result in community improvement.�

} The informed citizen pathwayThe informed citizen pathwayThe informed citizen pathwayThe informed citizen pathwayThe informed citizen pathway: �If we develop a committed, informed body of citizens,
they will bring about beneficial change.�

} The highly visible event pathwayThe highly visible event pathwayThe highly visible event pathwayThe highly visible event pathwayThe highly visible event pathway: �If we use study circles as the launchpad, we can
create highly visible community events that will offer the larger public an opportunity
to participate in bringing about change.�

} The workplace pathwayThe workplace pathwayThe workplace pathwayThe workplace pathwayThe workplace pathway: �If we want to accelerate change on issues related to race,
then we need to organize study circles in workplaces.�
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} The leadership pathwayThe leadership pathwayThe leadership pathwayThe leadership pathwayThe leadership pathway: �If we involve powerful leaders, then community change will
be a lot more likely to occur.�

} The governance and policy pathwayThe governance and policy pathwayThe governance and policy pathwayThe governance and policy pathwayThe governance and policy pathway: �If we engage citizens in study circles on public
issues, they will advocate before governance and policy-making bodies to make
decisions that will cause change.�

} The multilevel pathway toward ending institutional racismThe multilevel pathway toward ending institutional racismThe multilevel pathway toward ending institutional racismThe multilevel pathway toward ending institutional racismThe multilevel pathway toward ending institutional racism: �If we want to end
institutional racism, our program needs to support at least two levels of work: first,
dialogue that engages participants directly in learning about institutional racism and
what they can do about it, and second, a structure that links participants with our own
experienced advocates, leaders, and decision makers who have a commitment to
institutional change and some power to bring it about.�

Assessing the effectiveness of study circles as a tool for addressing racismAssessing the effectiveness of study circles as a tool for addressing racismAssessing the effectiveness of study circles as a tool for addressing racismAssessing the effectiveness of study circles as a tool for addressing racismAssessing the effectiveness of study circles as a tool for addressing racism

Toward the end of the Best Practices study, researchers conducted a total of six exploratory
focus groups in two communities.  The goal was to begin to understand how organizers and
participants viewed the effectiveness of study circles as a means of addressing racism, how
the study circle topic impacted on programs� effectiveness in addressing racism, and how the
topic affected participation by people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds.  These focus
groups, together with visits to all 17 learning sites, helped researchers form early, tentative
hypotheses about topics that went beyond best practices and into the realm of effectiveness
and evaluation.

For the part of the study that addressed study circles� effectiveness for work on racism, focus
groups with organizers and participants in Hartford and Syracuse, and interviews with
organizers in Fayetteville, served as primary sources.  Researchers learned that organizers and
participants, regardless of race or ethnicity, widely viewed study circles as an effective tool for
working on race relations and for fostering personal changes in individual attitudes and
behaviors about race, developing new relationships, and setting the stage for further change.
Researchers found far less agreement on whether study circles were effective as a tool for
addressing institutional racism.  While organizers seemed more likely to view study circles as
one tool or a solid first step in addressing institutional racism, participants were less likely to
hold this view; in particular, participants of color � and even more specifically, young
African American/black males in the focus groups � viewed study circles as unlikely to bring
about the kinds of institutional change they sought.

Participants seemed hungry for more information about actions addressing institutional
racism.  They reported wishing for more information in advance about how study circles
intended to address action, institutional change, and linkages with other community issues.
Similarly, after study circles were over, many participants wanted to have more information
about action and change opportunities and successes.  The gap between participants�
information and organizers� knowledge seemed significant, and may have contributed to
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some of the differences in views members of these two groups had regarding study circles�
effectiveness as a tool for tackling institutional racism.

In addition to assessing the overall effectiveness of study circles as a means of working on
racism, people in this part of the study identified specific aspects of the small group
conversations that contributed to study circles� overall effectiveness in addressing racism.
These are the four main contributions:

} Structural elements such as the discussion guide, trained facilitators, and ground rules

} The quality of participation that took place when a study circle included participants
who reflected significant racial or ethnic diversity

} The value of dialogue itself

} The power of study circles as a visible process that demonstrated a community�s
commitment to work on issues relating to race

In addition to citing the features of the small group conversations that contributed to study
circles� capacity to address racism, people identified these attributes that constrained or
diminished that capacity:

} Lack of time, depth, or candor in the conversations

} Limited participation by people other than those already interested in the topic

For some people, the shortcomings of study circles as a stand-alone tool for addressing
racism can be mitigated by a concentration on the actions that take place after the small
group conversations.  Organizers were more likely than participants to hold this view.

Understanding the impact of topicUnderstanding the impact of topicUnderstanding the impact of topicUnderstanding the impact of topicUnderstanding the impact of topic

There was some convergence of views regarding the impact of topic on study circles�
effectiveness in addressing racism.  Most people of color, as well as some European
Americans/whites, asserted that study circle programs are both more likely to attract people
like them as participants and to address racism effectively when they �get straight to it� by
naming race, racism, or race relations in the study circle topic.

Some participants suggested that topics that explicitly name racism may be attractive to
African American/black participants and active citizens of all racial and ethnic backgrounds,
but may also be off-putting to some groups.  People said the groups that may find a
straightforward topic less appealing include young people, European Americans/whites,
powerful community leaders, and members of racial and ethnic groups such as Latinos/
Hispanics and Asian Americans, who may not feel personally connected to the issue of race.
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Some participants suggested that topics that include a focus on racism but are not limited to
it may be more likely to attract these groups as participants and may also be more likely to
serve as the basis for effective work to end racism.  For example, people suggested that
topics related to education, transportation, or economic development, with race as an explicit
component, might be compelling and effective alternatives for those groups that are less
attracted to working on racism as a stand-alone topic.  In general, however, people agreed
strongly that the study circle topic needs to express clearly what the conversations will
address, so that citizens can make thoughtful decisions about their willingness to participate.

In conclusion, this study asserts that study circle program organizers adopted the SCRC
process for creating small group dialogues, adapted the community-wide model for

organizing study circles by relying on local knowledge and local conditions, and
experimented with strategies for linking dialogue with action.  Organizers, facilitators, and
participants identified a large number of changes to which study circles in their communities
contributed.  Wide agreement existed that study circles served as an effective way to foster
changes in individuals� understanding of and approach to race and racism, and helped build
positive relationships among people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds who
participated together in study circles.

Far less agreement existed about the effectiveness of study circles as a tool for addressing
institutional racism.  Organizers were more likely than participants � particularly participants
of color � to consider study circles (and their action components) to be a good way to begin
work on institutional racism.  The exact way the topic was stated for study circles on race
seemed to have an impact on participation and effectiveness in addressing racism, but no
agreement existed on the nature of that impact.

The lack of agreement about several aspects of study circles as a tool for addressing
institutional racism contributed to a fair amount of variety in the nature of the findings in this
report.  While it was possible to be quite clear in identifying best practices with regard to
some aspects of the community-wide model, it was impossible to do more than begin
describing the views different groups held with regard to the application of study circles to
issues involving institutional racism in the learning sites.  Perhaps more program experience,
coupled with more reflection and investigation, will make it possible to develop a firmer grasp
of best practices in this important area in the future.

1All population figures in this report are drawn from the 1990 U.S. Census.
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This chapter presents key findings from the 1998-2000 Study
Circles Best Practices study.  This study had as its primary focus
the community-wide model for organizing study circles.  The
study also included some attention to the dialogue sessions
around which the model is built.  People in communities who
talked with Best Practices team members often first described
their own study circle dialogue sessions before addressing topics
related more to organization and implementation.  These key
findings follow the pattern of the interviews � they begin with
dialogue and then move to consideration of specific features of
the organizing model.  This chapter addresses the developing
frontier of linking dialogue with action, and describes some
prevailing and alternative views about the linkage between study
circles and action on institutional racism.  The chapter concludes
with the identification of additional issues.

A.A.A.A.A. Programs Programs Programs Programs Programs adoptedadoptedadoptedadoptedadopted the study circle dialogue the study circle dialogue the study circle dialogue the study circle dialogue the study circle dialogue
sessions as developed by SCRC.sessions as developed by SCRC.sessions as developed by SCRC.sessions as developed by SCRC.sessions as developed by SCRC.

To a remarkable degree, organizers in different places, using
different approaches, organized and implemented study circles
that delivered a consistent experience for participants.  The
similarities of study circle dialogue sessions across places, topics,
and populations suggest that organizers in the 17 learning sites
adopted adopted adopted adopted adopted study circle dialogue as a method for working on
community change.  Perhaps because study circles are new and
distinctive, not just a variation of some other approach more
familiar to them, organizers typically worked to create study
circles �by the book.�  Rather than trying to be inventive, most
organizers did their best to follow SCRC�s instructions about how
to construct and conduct the small groups.

Across the 17 learning sites � in communities of different sizes,
with different issues and varying constraints � participants in the
study circles reported experiences that sounded remarkably the
same, and even used similar terms to describe those
experiences.  Both participants and organizers said study circles
offered something to their communities they had never known
about and never before tried.  Some described study circles as
the only place where everyone was welcome, where everyone�s
voice counted, and where no person or views had special
privilege.  In several places, people said study circles offered the
only opportunity available in their communities for ordinary
citizens of all races, ages, and backgrounds to begin work on

One great thing about
study circles is it does
what it says it is going
to do when people
participate in it.  We all
promote it in the same
language.

--African American/black
organizer in New Castle

County

In our lives, we look for
those no-lose, win-win
situations, and I think
this is one of them.
--European American/white

organizer in Alread
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important community problems and possibilities that previously
had seemed impossible to tackle.  People expressed excitement
about having a new tool that opened the door for interested
citizens to talk and work together on such important issues.

When study circles worked well, as they most often did, they
gave nearly every participant new connections, often
accompanied by a deeper sense of commitment to the
community itself.  Some participants said they got useful new
information and formed valuable new relationships; some also
reported receiving a boost in courage to work for positive
change.  European American/white participants in successful
study circles on race were particularly likely to say they had met
and formed ties to African American/black participants and had
become more active in challenging racist statements and
behaviors after being in study circles.  People who were involved
in study circles on race, as well as those who participated in
circles on many other topics, named dozens of ways study circles
contributed to positive change in their communities.

When individual study circles did not work well, in most cases
people across the learning sites reported that the time was too
short, their groups too homogeneous, or their facilitators too
inexperienced, talkative, or biased.  Among some young men of
color in larger communities, the sense that study circles did not
work well stemmed not from what happened in the circles, but
from a conviction that the tool was not appropriate for the type
of community change they most valued � visible action to end
institutional racism and its built-in power imbalances.

Even these participants, however, joined the great majority of
participants, organizers, and facilitators from the 17 sites in
considering the face-to-face, diverse, structured, facilitated
dialogues to be useful as a means of promoting individual
change and developing new relationships.  Some other
participants, as the study shows, viewed study circles as contrib-
uting to change in organizations, institutions, and communities
as well.

Certain practices made a particular difference in a program�s
ability to produce effective study circle sessions.  Significantly,
each of these is an explicit part of the SCRC model, a fact that
underscores the extent to which programs adopted SCRC
guidelines.

The idea of dialogue
causes people to be real.

--African American/black
facilitator in New Castle

County
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Best practices for study circle dialogue sessions:Best practices for study circle dialogue sessions:Best practices for study circle dialogue sessions:Best practices for study circle dialogue sessions:Best practices for study circle dialogue sessions:

1. Start with SCRC guidesStart with SCRC guidesStart with SCRC guidesStart with SCRC guidesStart with SCRC guides.  All programs used the SCRC
guides at least as a starting point.  Many worked from
the guides as written, and considered them a major
reason why it was possible to produce study circles in
their communities.

2. Use ground rulesUse ground rulesUse ground rulesUse ground rulesUse ground rules.  All programs used ground rules to
help study circle participants know how to contribute
appropriately.  Most used the ground rules proposed in
SCRC guides.  Several organizers, facilitators and
participants described the ground rules as one of the
main reasons for the success of their small groups.

3. Recruit, train, and support excellent facilitatorsRecruit, train, and support excellent facilitatorsRecruit, train, and support excellent facilitatorsRecruit, train, and support excellent facilitatorsRecruit, train, and support excellent facilitators.
Participants reported that trained, skilled facilitators made
a major positive difference in the effectiveness of study
circles.  Programs that invested significant effort in
providing high-quality facilitator training were the least
likely to report troubling levels of participant attrition as
rounds proceeded.

4. Seek diversity in the circles and among facilitatorsSeek diversity in the circles and among facilitatorsSeek diversity in the circles and among facilitatorsSeek diversity in the circles and among facilitatorsSeek diversity in the circles and among facilitators.  Most
programs worked hard to recruit participants and
facilitators who represented their communities� diversity,
particularly in terms of race, ethnicity, gender, age, or
factors specific to that community.  When the programs
succeeded in making individual circles diverse,
participants were likely to name diversity as a singularly
important factor in their positive study circle experience.

One organizer described the community-wide model as
�forgiving� � lots of things could go wrong in the planning and
preparation, but the small group dialogue process had so much
of its own power and logic that healthy, productive study circles
would result from most planning efforts.  In the next section, the
theme of consistency in the dialogue experience yields to a focus
on variety and adaptation of the organizing approaches
programs used to produce successful �rounds� of study circles.

q

It’s important to invest
in the facilitator
function.  In
Springfield we invested
approximately $7,000
per round in training
and support.  We didn’t
have it the first round
but have had it every
round since, and it’s
made a lot of difference.

--African American/black
organizer in Springfield
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B.B.B.B.B. Programs used local knowledge to Programs used local knowledge to Programs used local knowledge to Programs used local knowledge to Programs used local knowledge to adaptadaptadaptadaptadapt
the community-wide organizing mothe community-wide organizing mothe community-wide organizing mothe community-wide organizing mothe community-wide organizing model.del.del.del.del.

In contrast to the high degree of similarity in the small group
conversations, the organizing approaches in the 17 learning
sites demonstrated considerable variety.  Organizers in each
learning site treated the SCRC community-wide model as a set
of suggestions or guidelines, and handled structure and
implementation of their study circles in distinctive ways.  Using
local knowledge, the organizers adapted adapted adapted adapted adapted the model to their own
goals, resources, and contexts.

From each program�s very beginnings, initiators used local
knowledge to begin organizing for study circles.  For example,
although most programs built a coalition, no two programs in
the study constructed their coalitions in the same way.  Each did
what made sense in the local context.  In fact, in order to get
started, a small number of programs produced at least one
community-wide round without constructing any coalition at all.
With experience, however, those programs that settled into
longer-term work tended to strengthen their coalitions and make
them increasingly reflective of their communities� diversity.

Facilitator training provides another example of innovation on
the community-wide model based on local knowledge.  All
programs in the 17 sites recruited and trained facilitators, but
did so in many different ways.  Training length and content
varied significantly.  Some programs made significant, focused
efforts to attract facilitators from communities of color; others
worked with those who volunteered, accepting the resulting
racial and ethnic mix, or lack of it.  Some programs recruited
facilitators through advertisements in the media and lots of
promotion in the community.  Others recruited selectively,
handpicking people likely to succeed.  Still others recruited and
trained all who were interested, and then carefully selected the
people who would facilitate study circles and those who would
carry out other tasks.  It was hard to see substantial patterns in
facilitator recruitment and training, with one exception.  It
seemed that, across time, programs that committed to a
sustained study circle effort were likely to deepen their
investments in facilitator development.

Though programs implemented the community-wide model in
many different ways, the work to implement the model added its

This is a lay facilitation
model . . . you can get
too strung out on trying
to perfect a very non-
perfect process.
That . . . shouldn’t keep
you from striving to
improve, you know, but
you can sweat the
details and maybe get
minimal returns.

--African American/black
facilitator trainer in

Springfield
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own value to communities.  In other words, the organizing
approaches that people used to prepare for study circles had
their own beneficial impact on communities, in addition to the
benefits the dialogue sessions produced.

The first benefit of the model itself was an increase in
connections among organizers.  Collaborating and cooperating
to produce complex, multisession, facilitated circles in multiple
community locations typically drew together organizations not
usually involved with each other.  This connected many people
together in new ways, and led to collaborations on other efforts
in addition to study circles.

Second, some of the best-documented changes occurred in the
organizations most responsible for producing study circles,
especially those principally responsible for producing study
circles on race.  Involvement with study circle coalitions led
some organizations to change from a social service focus to an
empowerment and social justice focus, caused some to use
dialogue more frequently and intentionally as a way of
accomplishing work, and increased the interest of people of
color in serving as board members or volunteers.

The third benefit of the community-wide model was an increase
in the sense of possibility in communities.  In some places,
people attributed this change to the scale of involvement.
People said that seeing several hundred fellow citizens who were
willing to spend several hours working on a community issue
presented convincing evidence of public interest in community
improvement.

In a few places, the sense of expanded possibility was even more
fundamental.  When well-attended rounds of study circles on
race took place in a community widely perceived as denying that
any racial issues or differences existed, some local participants
reported that they had to rethink their presumptions about their
community�s resistance to change and acknowledge that change
could occur.

Fourth, the scale of study circles produced in a community-wide
context led to exponential increases in the opportunities for
organizers and coalition members to strengthen their civic
connections.  With more people in study circles, more people in
the community could connect around an important shared
experience.  People reported that increased connections came

There’s something
about the dynamic that
made it [the effort] keep
going, and that’s about
the individuals, it’s
about the group
dynamic that we got
going . . . I think there
is something about the
nature of what we’re
doing that transfers into
our determination to do
it and the philosophy of
the study circle
concept.
--European American/white

organizer in Aurora
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through formal structures such as kick-off events, closing
celebrations, and action forums, as well as through more
informal occasions when study circle people crossed paths in the
community outside the study circle sphere.

Overall, the community-wide nature of the programs added
benefits that the dialogues alone would not have produced.  In
these Best Practices learning sites, study circles added value two
ways: through dialogue and through the benefits of large-scale
organizing.

Although the ways of carrying out the community-wide model
varied greatly from program to program, some practices seemed
to work well in many different situations.  The practices that
follow relate to several aspects of planning and implementing
successful study circles: getting started; building a strong, diverse
coalition; recruiting and training a diverse group of facilitators;
and recruiting participants.

Best practices for community-wide organizing:Best practices for community-wide organizing:Best practices for community-wide organizing:Best practices for community-wide organizing:Best practices for community-wide organizing:

1. Think through how the model will work locallyThink through how the model will work locallyThink through how the model will work locallyThink through how the model will work locallyThink through how the model will work locally.  Before
beginning, successful organizers considered how study
circles could bring beneficial change to their
communities, paying special attention to what would
work in their specific local contexts.  Organizers tried to
foresee the best fit between community interests and the
study circle approach.  Organizers compared the
suggestions of the community-wide model with local
conditions such as history, leadership structure,
demographics, available resources, and funding, and
then made adjustments to the model that made sense
locally.

2. Align strategies with the beliefs and values of studyAlign strategies with the beliefs and values of studyAlign strategies with the beliefs and values of studyAlign strategies with the beliefs and values of studyAlign strategies with the beliefs and values of study
circlescirclescirclescirclescircles.  As organizers in each community made decisions
about how to adapt elements of the community-wide
model to their own community situations, they relied on a
set of usually implicit beliefs and values that permeated
each layer or aspect of study circles.  Researchers
identified these beliefs and values as strong features of
many successful study circle programs:

There’s got to be some
faith in the process, and
that if you believe in
the work, if you believe
that putting people
together who are very
different than one
another can result in
something constructive,
then at some point you
just have to let it fly.

--African American/black
facilitator trainer in

Springfield
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} Optimism that community change is possible

} Confidence in conversation as the right starting
point

} Commitment to collaboration and joint ownership
of the effort

} Dedication to being welcoming and hospitable

} Allegiance to citizen sovereignty � the right and
responsibility of citizens in a democracy to work
for community improvement

} Commitment to the goals of equity and inclusion,
particularly in terms of race, ethnicity, gender, and
age

} Respect for people from all backgrounds and for
the power of their ideas and efforts

3. Build in diversity at all organizing stagesBuild in diversity at all organizing stagesBuild in diversity at all organizing stagesBuild in diversity at all organizing stagesBuild in diversity at all organizing stages.  In every
learning site, organizers worked toward inclusion of
people reflective of their communities� diversity.  When
the very first people who began working to build a study
circle program reflected a mix in terms of race and
ethnicity, all aspects of coalition building and recruitment
of participants and facilitators benefitted.  In short, the
earlier the diversity manifested, the easier it was for
organizers to make all aspects of their program solidly
diverse.  Most worked to make sure that the organizing
coalition, facilitator corps, participants, and action efforts
included these groups: (1) women and men from the
community�s different racial and ethnic populations, (2)
young people, and, in some cases, (3) people reflecting
other types of groups or divisions present in the
community.  Some organizers had more success than
others in building meaningful diversity into each aspect of
their program.  Most programs in the learning sites
worked on diversity fairly constantly.

4. Include four types of leaders in a broad coalitionInclude four types of leaders in a broad coalitionInclude four types of leaders in a broad coalitionInclude four types of leaders in a broad coalitionInclude four types of leaders in a broad coalition.
Programs thrived when their diverse coalition included
people who, taken together, offered these four types of
leadership capacity to the program: vision, resources,

I feel that if you don’t
stretch and really try to
make the most of what
you see are
opportunities to
advance your program,
that gradually it loses its
excitement for people
in the community and
for people that are
involved.
--European American/white

organizer in Aurora
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administrative savvy, and skills in promotion and
marketing.  Strong coalitions included well-known people
and community leaders of all racial and ethnic
backgrounds, all of whom knew how to make things
happen.  These leaders added credibility, persuaded their
communities of affiliation to take study circles seriously,
inspired skeptical people to participate, and helped
locate necessary resources.  In particular, the leaders�
presence persuaded others to participate.

5. �Evolve� the coalition�Evolve� the coalition�Evolve� the coalition�Evolve� the coalition�Evolve� the coalition.  When program needs changed or
evolved, strong coalitions changed to fit the new
situation.  Programs changed their coalitions in two
circumstances: when things were stable and growth
desirable, or when some key ingredient was missing,
resulting in gaps in guidance and decision making.

6. Cultivate facilitators as precious resourcesCultivate facilitators as precious resourcesCultivate facilitators as precious resourcesCultivate facilitators as precious resourcesCultivate facilitators as precious resources.  Even beyond
the essential investment in facilitator training, some
programs cultivated a body of facilitators through steady
support, peer learning opportunities, and offerings of
advanced training.  Some programs used facilitators as
valued advisers in rewriting guides or helping in other
ways to make the study circle process sound and
coherent.

7. Train facilitators specifically for conducting race-relatedTrain facilitators specifically for conducting race-relatedTrain facilitators specifically for conducting race-relatedTrain facilitators specifically for conducting race-relatedTrain facilitators specifically for conducting race-related
conversationsconversationsconversationsconversationsconversations.  Some programs that addressed some
aspect of the topic of race prepared facilitators
particularly for their work on this topic.  This type of
training is not yet widespread; it seemed linked to
programs with more experience or with more explicit
commitment to working toward ending institutional
racism.

8. Recruit participants both broadly and specifically to createRecruit participants both broadly and specifically to createRecruit participants both broadly and specifically to createRecruit participants both broadly and specifically to createRecruit participants both broadly and specifically to create
diverse study circlesdiverse study circlesdiverse study circlesdiverse study circlesdiverse study circles.  As noted in point 3 above, whether
or not a program focused on a topic related to racial
and other differences, nearly all programs worked hard
to attract people into their study circles who reflected
their communities� diversity.  When the topic was related
to race, organizers worked particularly hard at creating
diverse circles.  All programs used multiple strategies for
recruiting.  Most programs developed ways to make each
individual circle as diverse as possible.  Participants in

Even when you deal
with professional
facilitators that are
volunteering their time,
I think we need to
spend quite a bit of
time on training.
--European American/white

organizer in Twin Cities

You can’t just have a
visionary and not
somebody there that
has the tools to make
things happen.  There
needs to be a blend of
expertise . . .
--European American/white

organizer in Aurora
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well-run, diverse circles reported particularly positive
study circle experiences.

Programs that succeeded in recruitment obviously used local
knowledge well.  Adaptation across different learning sites
meant the array of recruitment strategies varied from place to
place as each program�s organizers used known, proven
strategies for getting the word out in their community.
Adaptation of this type, based on local knowledge, affected all
aspects of implementing the community-wide model in the
learning sites.  The extent of variation and adaptation became
even greater when programs addressed the least-tested feature
of the model � the linkage between dialogue and action.

q
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C.C.C.C.C. Programs Programs Programs Programs Programs experimentedexperimentedexperimentedexperimentedexperimented with different with different with different with different with different
approaches to linking dialogue withapproaches to linking dialogue withapproaches to linking dialogue withapproaches to linking dialogue withapproaches to linking dialogue with
action.action.action.action.action.

From mid-1998 to mid-2000, as the Best Practices study took
place, the most dynamic, fluid aspect of the community-wide
model related to the phase of work that took place after the four
to six small dialogue sessions concluded.  The community-wide
model has been built and rebuilt based on program experience,
but in the domain of linking dialogue and action, the community
experience is still quite limited.  The model currently suggests
several ways to link dialogue with action, including holding
action forums and forming action councils or task forces.  None
of the features of the model related to action has yet had the
benefit of thorough testing by programs.  In fact, the level of
adaptation that programs demonstrated with regard to
generating and supporting action is so significant that it must be
called experimentationexperimentationexperimentationexperimentationexperimentation.

Though study circles and change seem powerfully linked, the
early stage of experimentation with tools and approaches made
it impossible to know exactly which approaches actually led to
specific changes and why.  It is certainly too early to identify best
practices.  In addition, the nature of the study did not make it
possible to determine how widespread the changes based on
study circles are, and how many people in communities have
benefitted from them or know of them.

Although it could not answer these important questions, this
study affirmed that community-wide study circles made a
worthwhile contribution to beneficial community change.  Two
aspects of study circles� contributions to community change drew
widespread agreement with virtually no dissent:

} Study circles contributed to personal changes in
knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes about public or
community issues.

} Study circles served as an arena unlike any other in most
communities, where anyone interested in some form of
community improvement could form new relationships
and make connections with people they would be
unlikely to meet otherwise.  Sometimes these connections
and relationships bridged racial and other divides.

Individual change is
sometimes the goal.
Community change is
sometimes the goal.  It’s
lots of big tributaries
that all join in a big
river.
--European American/white

organizer in Maine

It’s a strange place to be
where you know you
want to make
something happen, and
you’ve got little
connections but they’re
not strong enough.
--European American/white

organizer in Hartford
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These are changes that the dialogue tool itself brought about.
Moving past these changes to those that take place after study
circle dialogue sessions, there was one additional area of strong
agreement, though in this case, some participants held an
opposing view:

} Study circles set the stage or created the climate for
changes in institutions and communities.

So far, study circle programs have not developed a proven array
of approaches for taking advantage of that opening and moving
to action.  A good deal of invention and innovation is under
way, as many organizers well know.  Participants, on the other
hand, are largely unaware of the exploratory efforts and tend to
see limited progress toward working out reliable ways to link
dialogue with action.  In general, participants want more
linkages, and they want the linkages to be more explicit.  A small
number of practices are showing some promise in multiple
settings, and warrant closer attention.

Promising practices for linking dialogue with aPromising practices for linking dialogue with aPromising practices for linking dialogue with aPromising practices for linking dialogue with aPromising practices for linking dialogue with actionctionctionctionction

1. Decide how much action-oriented effort the program canDecide how much action-oriented effort the program canDecide how much action-oriented effort the program canDecide how much action-oriented effort the program canDecide how much action-oriented effort the program can
sustainsustainsustainsustainsustain.  Some programs can support short-term efforts,
and some can develop the resources to support action
efforts over the long term.  Some programs can help
participants launch action efforts and then offer
additional support to keep them going; other programs
have just enough resources to help with the launch and
no more.  When organizers made a thoughtful
assessment about how much support they could provide
for action before implementing a study circle program, it
clarified expectations and reduced disappointments and
disagreements at the coalition level.  If this type of
assessment became a more standard practice, it would
help programs clarify who or what they expect will
change as a result of study circles, and what role both
participants and the program might play in that change.

2. Make the program�s capabilities to support action asMake the program�s capabilities to support action asMake the program�s capabilities to support action asMake the program�s capabilities to support action asMake the program�s capabilities to support action as
explicit as possible for participantsexplicit as possible for participantsexplicit as possible for participantsexplicit as possible for participantsexplicit as possible for participants.  When programs
knew what level of action they could support, and when
they could communicate this in a consistent message to
participants at several points during organizing and
implementation, it gave participants a clearer sense of

There’s a window of
opportunity . . . and if
you lose that then
people just kind of go
back to their lives . . .

--Multiracial participant in
Syracuse

We didn’t have
anything set in place.
So we turned to
partners to take over
the action stuff.  I
thought I had made a
connection, and [it]
turned out to be a
source of money but it
hasn’t taken over the
people.  It is
challenging . . . you get
organizing and getting
people into the
dialogues but then what
are you doing about the
action?
--European American/white

organizer in New Castle
County
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what their own investment might need to be.  (Many
programs simply could not reach this level of clarity
without producing some rounds of study circles and
learning more about participant interests and tendencies
with regard to action.)

3. Develop and use written action guidesDevelop and use written action guidesDevelop and use written action guidesDevelop and use written action guidesDevelop and use written action guides.  Programs that
developed written action guides had an opportunity to
make clear statements to participants about what types of
program support they could expect if they chose to
undertake action.  In addition, written action guides offer
one way to capitalize on the opportunity that occurs at
the end of each round of study circles when participants
typically have a great deal of enthusiasm for taking part
in change efforts.

4. Form community partnerships that support action as wellForm community partnerships that support action as wellForm community partnerships that support action as wellForm community partnerships that support action as wellForm community partnerships that support action as well
as dialogueas dialogueas dialogueas dialogueas dialogue.  Programs that built successful partnerships
with community organizations that had some resources
found that they could produce more powerful action
events, sustain support for action groups longer, and
even find ways to pay staff to support and cultivate action
work.

5. Develop an organizational structure that supports actionDevelop an organizational structure that supports actionDevelop an organizational structure that supports actionDevelop an organizational structure that supports actionDevelop an organizational structure that supports action
as well as dialogueas well as dialogueas well as dialogueas well as dialogueas well as dialogue.  Some programs that made clear
commitments to action began reshaping their structure so
that action as well as dialogue could be supported.
Some programs reshaped their coalitions, staffing,
decision making, and implementation to cultivate action
in addition to dialogue.

Not all the difficulties with action had to do with how to produce
or sustain it.  The next section describes several different points
of view about what types of action are worth pursuing when the
goal is to take action to end institutional racism.

q

If the city is going to go
to the point of
advertising, “Look,
we’re doing this good
deed here and we want
you people in the city
to participate in this,”
my feeling is, “Okay, I
hear you and I’m here
and I want to
participate, but I want
to see some results.”
--European American/white

participant in Fayetteville
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D.D.D.D.D. Organizers and participants Organizers and participants Organizers and participants Organizers and participants Organizers and participants lackedlackedlackedlackedlacked
agreementagreementagreementagreementagreement about whether and how to use about whether and how to use about whether and how to use about whether and how to use about whether and how to use
study circles to take action on institutionalstudy circles to take action on institutionalstudy circles to take action on institutionalstudy circles to take action on institutionalstudy circles to take action on institutional
racism.racism.racism.racism.racism.

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: The researchers believe that the findings in this section
apply to other institutional changes, in addition to racism.  The
framework of the study precluded testing that assumption,
however.

When participants, organizers, facilitators, and coalition
members considered the import and effectiveness of study circles
as a tool that can move beyond the personal or interpersonal
level to address institutional racism, significantly different points
of view surfaced.  There were still views that drew the support of
a substantial number of people, but there were also strongly
held alternative views that merit thoughtful consideration.  Much
of the researchers� understanding of these prevailing and
alternate views came from exploratory focus groups with
organizers and participants in Syracuse and Hartford, and
interviews with organizers in Fayetteville about study circles and
action on racism.

The differences in views are about what constitutes worthwhile
action on institutional racism and whether study circles serve as
one effective way to accomplish that action.  Organizers and
participants who met separately in the focus groups tended
toward different points of view.  Organizers were more likely
than participants to report strongly positive views about the
approach their programs had taken regarding study circles and
action, including action to end institutional racism.  A number of
participants in the focus groups held negative views of study
circles� appropriateness as a tool for addressing institutional
racism.  Virtually no organizers held this view.

Researchers also saw a moderately strong correlation between
race and specific views on the linkage between study circle
dialogue and action on institutional racism.  People of color
were more likely than European American/white people to
express impatience and skepticism about the pace of change
and the nature of change that study circles could generate and
support to end institutional racism.

On a whole other level,
how is it that the
effectiveness or the
outcomes of the
Community
Conversations on Race
are being measured,
recognizing that we’re
talking, in some
instances, [about]
attitudinal changes, in
some instances
behavioral changes, and
how will we know
whether this process
has impacted people’s
lives and in what way?
And what’s the
relationship with this
process and economic
development, which is
one of the things that
brought it here?
--European American/white

organizer in Hartford
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Researchers saw evidence of some other differences in point of
view among other groups.  Men were more likely than women to
express reservations or concerns about study circles and action
on institutional racism, and young adults were more likely than
older adults to say that the actions linked with study circles in
their communities fell short in some way.

In each of the examples that follow, the people who held the
prevailing prevailing prevailing prevailing prevailing view were likely to share one or more of these
identifying characteristics: organizer, European American/white,
adult, female, or resident of a small or mid-sized community.
Conversely, it was likely that people who held the alternativealternativealternativealternativealternative
view could be identified by one or more of these characteristics:
participant, younger adult, person of color, male, or resident of
a larger city.  The divisions were not absolute, but reflected
tendencies, to which there were always exceptions.

} Many people said that the personal and interpersonal
changes experienced in study circles served as a good
starting point for action and change on racism.
Alternatively, a smaller number of people said that
institutional change should take precedence.

} Many people viewed changes in interpersonal
relationships among people of different races as the basis
for positive changes in larger systems and communities.
Alternatively, a smaller number of people viewed such
changes in relationships as primarily making European
American/white people feel better, without adding any
power to bring about institutional change.

} Many people reported that the experience of dialogue
about race and racism in itself constituted change, and
said they had taken an action by participating in study
circles.  Alternatively, a smaller number of people
suggested that, although dialogue might be a platform
for action in some cases, it hardly constituted a
worthwhile action in itself.

Overall, then, many people asserted that study circles could and
did serve as the basis for action on institutional racism.  The
alternative view was that study circles were an inappropriate and
ineffective platform for launching further work on this
enormously challenging community problem.

At least I see a little
movement instead of
just walls that you
couldn’t penetrate
before.

--Latina/Hispanic organizer
in Syracuse
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In essence, what constitutes a valued action or change may
depend on one�s life experience or how much energy one has
invested in study circles.  Two people in the same community �
or even the same circle � who had different experiences,
backgrounds, and points of view were likely to assess the
significance of study circle dialogue as a change mechanism
quite differently.

These early findings about differences in point of view have
implications for programs and organizers who are experimenting
with different dialogue-to-action strategies.

Implications of the different points of view aboutImplications of the different points of view aboutImplications of the different points of view aboutImplications of the different points of view aboutImplications of the different points of view about
study circles as a tool for addressing institutionalstudy circles as a tool for addressing institutionalstudy circles as a tool for addressing institutionalstudy circles as a tool for addressing institutionalstudy circles as a tool for addressing institutional
racismracismracismracismracism

1. It is important to investigate the differences in viewpointsIt is important to investigate the differences in viewpointsIt is important to investigate the differences in viewpointsIt is important to investigate the differences in viewpointsIt is important to investigate the differences in viewpoints
directly and work to understand their basesdirectly and work to understand their basesdirectly and work to understand their basesdirectly and work to understand their basesdirectly and work to understand their bases.  Organizers
will benefit from seeking to understand the different views
about study circles and action on institutional racism that
exist among citizens they hope to recruit as participants.
Best Practices researchers saw little evidence that
organizers in most programs knew about or understood
the importance of the different views or frameworks
regarding action that people undoubtedly brought to the
study circle groups.

2. It is important to engage study circle participants inIt is important to engage study circle participants inIt is important to engage study circle participants inIt is important to engage study circle participants inIt is important to engage study circle participants in
considering together their different views about how toconsidering together their different views about how toconsidering together their different views about how toconsidering together their different views about how toconsidering together their different views about how to
address institutional racismaddress institutional racismaddress institutional racismaddress institutional racismaddress institutional racism.  In order to consider and
choose among different approaches to addressing
institutional racism, organizers may have to consider
even more work than they currently produce.  The work
would involve engaging citizens in inquiry, deliberation,
and dialogue in open, inclusive forums about the
possibilities for action and change.  This work would
stand in marked contrast to the typical approach at
present, which is to make implicit decisions about linking
dialogue to action based on how the people in the
community usually accomplish change.

The program in Syracuse has begun experimenting with
devoting some time and attention to holding dialogue
about what constitutes appropriate action.  The study

The impact of study
circles is coming, [but
it] is slow.  I don’t
believe it’s going to be
an explosion of
harmony.

--African American/black
organizer in Fayetteville
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circle program in Syracuse and some programs in other
learning sites are also experimenting with structures that
would enable them to respond to recommendations study
circle participants generate.

Structures such as these may address part of the challenge of
fostering open and direct consideration of different notions and
viewpoints about linking study circle dialogue with action.  The
extent and intensity of different views recorded for this study
suggest that programs that find ways to tackle this additional
work may identify and remove barriers to building effective
pathways from dialogue to action.

If the fledgling dialogue-to-action components of the
community-wide model are the frontier, then discovering how to
address different expectations about action and change in a way
that honors difference is the frontier of the frontier.  Like all
frontiers, this one involves many unknowns, and even a sort of
danger because of the many sources of difference and the likely
difficulty in reconciling them.  The availability of a proven tool �
well-run, inclusive dialogue � may offer one way for programs
to begin mapping this unknown terrain.

This area of dialogue and action seems more fluid and less fixed
than other aspects of the community-wide model, but it is not
the only arena in which challenging issues exist.  The next
section presents some additional issues � and accompanying
questions � that merit close attention.

q

It’s so fragile that I
think we won’t know
whether study circles
made any difference
until we hit another
[racial] issue . . . and see
if we can work our way
through it without it
becoming as
inflammatory and as
polarizing as the last
incident was.
--European American/white

organizer in Fayetteville
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E.E.E.E.E. The Best Practices study The Best Practices study The Best Practices study The Best Practices study The Best Practices study raised raised raised raised raised severalseveralseveralseveralseveral
additional issues concerning the linkadditional issues concerning the linkadditional issues concerning the linkadditional issues concerning the linkadditional issues concerning the link
between dialogue and action.between dialogue and action.between dialogue and action.between dialogue and action.between dialogue and action.

1. Scarce resources, participant interests, and program
capacity exist together in a tense triangular relationship.
Here are the elements of that tension:

} Participants expressed strong interest in more
support for their involvement in action after the
dialogue sessions.  In addition, given that
participants had less information than organizers
had about either opportunities for involvement
with action or completed improvements, more
investment in communication seems needed in
most programs.

} Many initial study circle success stories depended
in large part on superhuman levels of organizer
commitment that simply cannot be sustained
indefinitely.  Even in programs committed to the
long haul, many organizers reported being
stretched almost unbearably, with no ability to
add new duties related to either action or
communication with participants.

} Many programs have found that ample, sustained
resources such as funding for adequately paid
staff are hard to develop for an effort that still has
a fuzzy image tied heavily to talk.  Yet increased
resources are needed for those programs that
want to keep their skilled organizers on board and
in good health, and particularly for those that
want to expand their action components and their
communication with participants about action
efforts.

QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions: How do programs find a balance between the
sometimes colliding interests of participants and
organizers?  Are additional resources the only answer to
the problems?  How do programs develop the additional
resources they need?  How do programs use volunteer
energy appropriately?  How do programs determine the

For me as an organizer,
in the beginning I was
so focused on getting
everything up and
going that thinking
about action coming
out of it was almost
beyond my physical
ability.  We see that in
organizers all the time.
They can’t do it.  As we
have evolved, as I
personally have moved
along with it, we have
lots to learn.  What
does it take to make it
action?
--European American/white

coordinator in Maine
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amount of resources they need, and whether the results
will justify their investment?

2. In a related issue, programs are struggling to discover the
right degree of permanency, given their communities and
their contexts.  In some places, people do not want their
study circle program to become a permanent
organization, either independent or under sponsorship,
because study circles have a profile of fresh energy and
the benefit of contrasting with the established,
institutionalized ways of doing things.  One organizer
reported having a preference for study circles structured
as an organism rather than an organization.  On the
other hand, some of the programs that have taken pride
in their nature as a series of intensive, short-term
campaigns accomplished the organizing work largely
through the efforts of a single charismatic leader.  When
that leader chose not to continue in that role and people
wanted to produce the next round of study circles, the key
ingredient was missing.

QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions: How do programs decide on and bring about
the right relationship between their study circle effort and
their communities� overall power and decision-making
structures?  What options are best for programs that want
to remain flexible and campaignlike in structure?  Should
programs that are seeking to institutionalize try to
maintain some of the energy and appeal of �outsider�
change efforts?  Can programs that have temporary
structures tackle entrenched, institutional issues?

3. Study circle programs are launching change efforts in
many shapes and sizes.  Often the expectations about
who is to change and who is to support change are
murky, unstated, even unexamined.

QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions: With regard to change efforts, how do
programs determine the appropriate role for the program
itself, for study circle participants, for the coalition
members, and for community institutions and decision
makers?

4. Citizens and institutions operate on different clocks in
terms of the pace of change.  In programs where the
most obvious changes have largely occurred among

It’s very hard to develop
a multiyear strategic
plan for this kind of
thing.  Part of the
reason for that is that
what you do later is so
much premised on what
happens during the
process itself.  So many
possibilities have been
created by each round
of the circles that in a
sense, what comes out
of those circles . . .
really defines what
would be appropriate
for a second or a third
iteration of this thing.
To try to predetermine
that almost stifles the
very idea of what it is
that this is doing.
--European American/white

organizer in Twin Cities
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individuals, some people press for more institutional
change.  In programs that are developing a reputation
for institutional change, some people are expecting
change to occur faster than even willing institutions can
typically respond.  Organizers, in turn, are encouraging
people to value all types of change, including personal
change, which can seem very small.

QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions: How can citizens, participants, organizers,
and coalition members deepen their understanding of
institutional change, so they can make good judgments
about when to have patience as beneficial change
unfolds slowly, and when to press harder against
institutions� resistance?

5. The change process seems to work differently in
communities of different sizes.  Obviously, larger
communities have more change-oriented groups than
smaller ones.  Study circle programs in large and small
communities may operate in radically different contexts in
terms of the opportunities available for citizen
engagement.  The scale of a community may affect
expectations of both organizers and participants in ways
not yet discovered.  The scale may also have an impact
on what study circle programs can most reasonably
expect to accomplish.

QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions: How can organizers fit their programmatic
decisions and strategies appropriately to the size of their
communities?

6. As programs develop new expectations about change,
facilitators may need new skills.  Programs that address
racism or other complex issues may need to provide
special training for facilitators on these topics.  Programs
that create structures to move participants from dialogue
into action may need their facilitators to guide groups
through types of problem solving not addressed in the
community-wide model.

QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions: How do programs deal with the need to
increase the skills of volunteer facilitators?  How do
programs attract and retain competent facilitators?  How
do programs develop and pay for high-quality facilitation
development?  Do programs need to consider some form

What we need to have
is a real vision about
what the study circles
are supposed to
accomplish. . . . I think
it will be much more
effective if the
leadership had the
vision that they
communicate to their
whole constituency . . .
--European American/white

facilitator in Fayetteville
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of facilitator compensation in return for expecting
facilitators to commit more time to study circles?

7. Though it was addressed in detail above, this list must
include the challenges that face programs that address
race-related topics.  Participants want clarity about what
approach the program intends to take, and what the
program expects with regard to action.  Participants also
want more assistance with taking action once their
dialogue work generates energy and commitment to
change.  European American/white participants, African
American/black participants, and participants from other
ethnic groups � particularly Latino/Hispanic and Asian
American � each seem to have somewhat different
interests regarding dialogue and action.  Participants�
and organizers� views are often at variance, as are those
of younger and older adults.

QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions: What strategies and tools can programs
develop and use to address the challenge of making wise
choices in the complex arena of linking dialogue with
action, particularly on race-related topics?

These issues seem enormous, yet programs are already
experimenting with approaches to addressing them.  Over time,
and with sound observation and communication, it is reasonable
to expect that programs will identify and refine workable,
transferable strategies to address these issues.  Those strategies
then can gradually become part of the community-wide model.
This pattern of experimentation and confirmation through
repeated use and adaptation in a variety of community settings
fits the approach to model development that SCRC has followed
since its inception.  Given the extent of unquestioned, valued
results the existing model has yielded in the 17 learning sites so
far, following a tested, proven course to improve the model
makes ultimate good sense.

q

It’s very frustrating
because I feel like
there’s so many
logistical details that
need to be attended to.
And then there’s so
much time that needs
to be devoted to
building the
relationship to really
kind of promoting and
marketing, just really
talking people through
the ideas behind the
project.  That doesn’t
get close to like what
kind of commitments
we’re going to get from
people.
--European American/white

organizer in Twin Cities
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This chapter introduces the key
elements of the report, including
the origins and nature of the
study and an introduction to the

programs in the 17 learning sites chosen for
the study.
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This chapter introduces the key elements of this report: the
origins and nature of the study; the background of the
community-wide approach to study circles; the �best practices�
nature of the study; the premises and key presumptions that
shaped the study; an introduction to key terms; the major
research questions; and an introduction to the programs in the
17 learning sites chosen for the study.

A.  Origins of the studyA.  Origins of the studyA.  Origins of the studyA.  Origins of the studyA.  Origins of the study

In July, 1998 the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation offered a
grant to the Topsfield Foundation, Inc. (TFI), sponsor of the
Study Circles Resource Center (SCRC), to conduct a study
intended to deepen understanding of what study circle programs
uniquely contribute to community problem solving, particularly
with regard to improving race relations, and to identify and
highlight the constellation of effective practices organizers have
developed to produce successful community-wide study circle
programs.  The study took place from September 1, 1998
through September 1, 2000.  The Mott Foundation provided
$363,650 through the Race Relations section of its Civil Society
Program.

TFI engaged Roberts & Kay, Inc. (RKI) to conduct the study.  RKI
formed a four-person Best Practices team that included two
women and two men, two of whom are people of color and two
of whom are European American/white; each team member
brings particular expertise in content or processes central to the
study.  See Appendix A for more information about Best
Practices team members.

This comprehensive report is one product of the two-year study.
The study yielded several additional products:

} A short report for study circle practitioners � people who
produce community-wide study circle programs; this
practitioner report is intended to be useful also to people
who are considering launching a community-wide
program

} Content for a short brochure intended for use with
potential supporters (funders and coalition members)
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} Case studies from three of the learning sites for use as
determined by SCRC/TFI

} A detailed memorandum for SCRC/TFI use containing
findings gleaned from the study that lie outside the formal
research questions and questions the study raised

} Site visit summaries from the initial visit to each of the
learning sites, prepared for the people from each
community who participated in the study

The decision makers at the Mott Foundation and TFI believed
that the practice of producing community-wide study circle
programs, though still in its early development, had reached a
stage suitable for deep investigation of the essentials.  TFI
believed that many aspects of study circle organizing and
implementation could be improved by understanding more
deeply the core processes involved in community-wide programs
and by identifying ways to make those processes as effective as
possible.

q
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B.B.B.B.B. Background of the community-wideBackground of the community-wideBackground of the community-wideBackground of the community-wideBackground of the community-wide
approach to study circlesapproach to study circlesapproach to study circlesapproach to study circlesapproach to study circles

TFI founded SCRC in 1989 and dedicated it to advancing
deliberative democracy and improving the quality of public life
in the United States.  SCRC promotes the use of study circles �
small-group, democratic, highly participatory public
conversations that give everyday people opportunities to make a
difference on critical social and political issues.

Early in its history, SCRC began working to support people
interested in talking together about community issues and
opportunities in a deliberative way, learning about each other�s
views, and figuring out together how to bring about community
improvements.  SCRC had a vision that all kinds of people �
not just the usual public figures and leaders � could use small
group deliberation to improve their communities.  SCRC began
developing written guides for public conversations on specific
topics among small groups of interested citizens, and began
suggesting to communities ways to use these guides most
effectively to produce carefully planned and facilitated groups
that welcomed and included all who were interested.

Each written guide included questions and perspectives
constructed somewhat like the deliberative conversation tools
then being produced by the Kettering Foundation.  The guides
built on the Kettering focus on citizens� authority and
responsibility for considering public issues and making choices
about approaches after considering the trade-offs involved in
different policy options.  Through experience, SCRC learned that
people were interested in talking about community issues for
more than one session, and that it made a big difference if the
initial session invited those present to introduce themselves and
their connections to the issue.  This opening, which became a
standard feature in all SCRC guides, both developed
relationships among participants and generated information they
could use in future shared problem solving.

Responding to the Rodney King verdict in 1991, communities
increasingly sought SCRC assistance with community
conversations on race and racism.  In order to meet this need,
SCRC developed a conversation guide called Can�t We All Just
Get Along?  (This guide has since been modified and is now
called Facing the Challenge of Racism and Race Relations.)
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Besides addressing an issue that many communities wanted to
consider, this SCRC guide for the first time explicitly called for
people to bring together the whole community, though it lacked
specific suggestions about how organizers might make that
happen.   In 1991 the early guide came to the attention of
interested people in Lima, Ohio, who faced civil unrest in their
own city and decided to address it by finding a way for African
Americans/blacks and European Americans/whites to be
together and learn to talk with each other about race.  In
essence, the mayor of Lima, David Berger, and the Clergy Task
Force he formed were seeking a way to invite a whole
community to work together to address racial issues.

SCRC staff people worked with organizers in Lima to produce
the first community-wide round of study circles.  Lima organizers
worked hard to forge new relationships between historically
segregated and isolated religious communities.  After a
successful pilot round that included 75 members of two
churches � St. Paul AME, a predominantly African American/
black congregation, and Zion Lutheran, a predominantly
European American/white congregation � organizers expanded
the study circle effort to include multi-racial circles drawn from
the congregations of 34 churches and 1 synagogue.  More than
800 people participated in this first community-wide round of
study circles in Lima.

From this beginning, SCRC and organizers in an increasing
number of communities began to refine and shape an approach
to conducting study circles as connected sets or rounds of a
significant number of circles all occurring within the same five-
or six-week period, rather than as isolated small groups, and all
focusing on the same topic.  Communities discovered the
strength that came from forming coalitions or collaborative,
diverse groups of organizations that planned and produced the
study circles together, rather than leaving all the work to a single
organization.  This became the essence of the community-wide
model, through which many people and organizations worked
together as a community on an issue.

Based on experiences in a number of communities, SCRC staff
and community organizers came to believe that this community-
wide approach offered the greatest visibility and potential for
study circles to effect positive change on a variety of public
issues.  The approach helped attract people from all parts of the
community and from all kinds of backgrounds, and helped
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expand the circle of community involvement.  The large scale
and ambitious scope of community-wide rounds of study circles
also helped attract attention and recruit participants.

By 1996, SCRC had gathered enough experience and worked
with enough communities taking the �rounds approach� to
formulate a written guide for producing study circles within the
framework of the community-wide model.  In April, 2000, 188
communities in the United States were actively working on some
aspect of producing a community-wide study circle program.
This Best Practices study focuses on the community-wide model
and seeks to understand more about the ways effective
programs have used the model or adapted it to their particular
contexts.

q
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C.C.C.C.C. The “best practices” nature of the studyThe “best practices” nature of the studyThe “best practices” nature of the studyThe “best practices” nature of the studyThe “best practices” nature of the study

Best practices studies are increasingly common learning tools for
complex change efforts.  TFI identified this study as a �best
practices� study in its original program description for the
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation.

The Best Practices team views best practices studies as having
the following characteristics:

}}}}} The roots of best practices work can be found in the
quality improvement domain of industrial processes.  The
theory behind that effort is that the people closest to a
process are the ones most likely to be able to discover
ways to improve it.  If they are empowered to make those
improvements, and if sufficiently motivated to do so, the
people who produce work can improve it steadily by
learning from their own efforts and from others who do
similar work but may accomplish it differently, with better
results.

}}}}} In a best practices study, the standard setters are the peer
group of people and organizations working on a similar
process or product.

}}}}} While some have questioned the use of the term �best�
and have suggested other terms, such as �exemplary� or
�promising,� we use the more familiar term here and
mean it to suggest that the practices people identify in
this study are the best as far as we can tell with what weas far as we can tell with what weas far as we can tell with what weas far as we can tell with what weas far as we can tell with what we
can know at this timecan know at this timecan know at this timecan know at this timecan know at this time � they are not �best� in an
absolute and final sense.

}}}}} Within a context of great complexity and commitment to
continuous improvement, practices that are �best� at any
one point will yield gradually to continuing evolution of
understanding and experience.  This Best Practices study
aims simply to identify those practices that seem best for
a particular growth stage in the life of study circles in a
given community context.

q
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D.D.D.D.D. Premises guiding this Best Practices studyPremises guiding this Best Practices studyPremises guiding this Best Practices studyPremises guiding this Best Practices studyPremises guiding this Best Practices study

Working with TFI, the Best Practices team developed the
following premises to guide its work:

1.1.1.1.1. A focus on usefulnessA focus on usefulnessA focus on usefulnessA focus on usefulnessA focus on usefulness

Both the research sponsors and the researchers themselves
intend for the study to develop new information and
understanding that will be useful to study circle practitioners; an
additional purpose is to advance the field of knowledge about
dialogue and community problem solving, particularly with
regard to issues of racism and race relations.

This intention is in line with the approach toward assessing the
effectiveness of complex community change initiatives advocated
by Lisbeth Schorr, author of Common Purpose, and other
leading thinkers.  Schorr and Public Agenda president Daniel
Yankelovich wrote recently:

Insistence on irrefutable scientific proof of causal
connections [when studying community initiatives] has
become an obstacle to finding out what works, frustrating
the nation�s hunger for evidence that social programs are
on the right path.  Ironically, the methods considered
most �scientific� can actually defeat thoughtful
assessments of promising interventions . . . because
scientific experiments are best equipped to study isolated
interventions, while the most promising social programs
don�t consist of discrete, circumscribed pieces.  (Schorr
and Yankelovich, 2000)

Other sources that informed the research team�s thinking about
this premise include Brookings Institution, 1998; Connell et al.,
1995; NIDR FORUM, 1997; Patton, 1986.

(See Appendix F for a full citation of these and other sources
cited in this chapter.)

2.2.2.2.2. A concentration on community-wide programsA concentration on community-wide programsA concentration on community-wide programsA concentration on community-wide programsA concentration on community-wide programs

The �learning unit� for the study is the community-wide study
circle program.  As described earlier, community-wide programs
are those in which a broad-based coalition works to engage
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significant numbers of citizens in structured, facilitated, face-to-
face study circles on a specific topic within a defined time
period.  In addition, community-wide study circles typically
feature a public kick-off event that draws attention to the effort
and generates energy for it, and an action forum at the close of
the study circle sessions that offers opportunities for those
participants who want to take further action on the issue the
study circles have addressed.  Increasingly, community-wide
programs are inventing additional links to action that function
beyond the action forum.  Ranging from support of ongoing
action groups to the engagement of full-time staff to support
action, these program components are not specifically part of
the community-wide model fostered by SCRC during the time of
the Best Practices study, according to the 1996 SCRC
publication Planning Community-Wide Study Circle Programs: A
Step-by-Step Guide.  These additional program components,
however, are strong features of some community-wide
programs.

3.3.3.3.3. A “key informant” role for organizersA “key informant” role for organizersA “key informant” role for organizersA “key informant” role for organizersA “key informant” role for organizers

Because of the focus on getting to know more about
community-wide programs, the study relies heavily on the views
of those who produce study circles � organizers, decision
makers, and, to some extent, facilitators � for information and
insights about the effectiveness of particular practices and
strategies.  Although the reliance on organizers is strong, it is not
exclusive.  The study includes the views of a significant number
of study circle participants as well; their insights about what does
and doesn�t work in implementing a community-wide study circle
program added depth to the team�s understanding about how
the model works in practice.

Sources that informed the research team�s thinking about this
premise include Beebe, 1995; Beebe, 1987; Chambers, 1994;
Chambers, 1987; Murray, 1999.

4.4.4.4.4. A commitment to joint learning about whatA commitment to joint learning about whatA commitment to joint learning about whatA commitment to joint learning about whatA commitment to joint learning about what
works rather than an arms-length evaluationworks rather than an arms-length evaluationworks rather than an arms-length evaluationworks rather than an arms-length evaluationworks rather than an arms-length evaluation

The study is intended as a way for study circle practitioners,
SCRC staff, TFI, and the Best Practices team to accomplish joint
learning about what works.  The study is not an arms-length
evaluation, and is not built on the model of scientific
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experimentation.  In designing the study, the Best Practices team
and TFI judged evaluation to be inappropriate given the youth
of study circle programs.  Team members also determined that
an experimental model of evaluation was essentially impossible
given the enormous diversity and complexity of study circle
efforts in the United States.  As a result, the team has
emphasized its members� intention to act as learning partners
with communities.

Sources that informed the research team�s thinking about this
premise include Whyte, 1991.

5.5.5.5.5. A framework of democratic dialogue andA framework of democratic dialogue andA framework of democratic dialogue andA framework of democratic dialogue andA framework of democratic dialogue and
deliberationdeliberationdeliberationdeliberationdeliberation

Small group conversations were the heart of every study circle
program in the 17 learning sites.  The study is premised on the
expectation that organizers in every site valued these
conversations as a tool for working on community issues in a
democratic way.  Although organizers in the learning sites did
not use these terms explicitly, the Best Practices team presumes
that the study circle programs in every learning site were built on
a framework of democratic dialogue and deliberation.

Sources that informed the research team�s thinking about this
premise include Barber, 1998a; Barber, 1998b; Gastil, 1993,
Gutman and Thompson, 1996; Mathews, 1994; Young, 1997.

6.6.6.6.6. A particular concentration on race and racismA particular concentration on race and racismA particular concentration on race and racismA particular concentration on race and racismA particular concentration on race and racism

While study circles have addressed a number of pressing
community issues, more rounds of study circles have been
devoted to some aspect of race or racial equity than any other
topic.  Because of this, and because of the funder�s particular
interest in the effectiveness of study circles as a means of
addressing these topics, the Best Practices study concentrates
particularly on those programs that focused on race and racism.

Sources that informed the research team�s thinking about this
premise include Dalton, 1995; Dubois and Hutson, 1997;
Guinier, 1994; Guinier, 1998; Nagda et al., 1995; National
Conference for Community and Justice, 1998; Schoene and
DuPraw, 1994; Zúñiga and Nagda, 1993.
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7.7.7.7.7. A reliance on qualitative methoA reliance on qualitative methoA reliance on qualitative methoA reliance on qualitative methoA reliance on qualitative methodsdsdsdsds

The study takes a qualitative approach in order to offer
opportunities for the team to engage at length with the key
learning communities and address their complexity and richness
across time and in some detail.  Qualitative approaches offer
researchers the opportunity to listen and observe in order to
learn how participants in particular situations described their
experiences in their own words.  Qualitative methods offer the
most appropriate first-stage research for complex community
initiatives that are new, amorphous, and widely varying in many
key features � all of which are characteristics of community-
wide study circle programs at the time of the Best Practices
initiative.

Finally, qualitative methods were necessary and appropriate
because of the dearth of quantitative data as a starting point.
Because many study circle programs operated initially as
volunteer-driven campaigns, few programs had the resources to
keep reliable track of basic aspects of their study circle programs
(number of participants, racial and ethnic background of
participants, racial and ethnic background of facilitators, etc.).  It
appears that this situation may begin to change as programs
develop experience and move toward some degree of
permanency; few programs in the Best Practices learning sites
were institutionalized in these key ways during the time of the
study.

The qualitative approaches in this study are appropriate for the
life stage of the study circle programs included in the study.
Quantitative studies should become more possible and more
appropriate as study circle programs become more mature.

Sources that informed the research team�s thinking about this
premise include Mason, 1996.

For a more detailed look at the methodology in this study, see
Appendix B.

q
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E.E.E.E.E. Presumptions and questions about studyPresumptions and questions about studyPresumptions and questions about studyPresumptions and questions about studyPresumptions and questions about study
circles that underlie this studycircles that underlie this studycircles that underlie this studycircles that underlie this studycircles that underlie this study

This Best Practices study is built on three presumptions and one
major area of inquiry.

1.1.1.1.1. Study circles are valuable.Study circles are valuable.Study circles are valuable.Study circles are valuable.Study circles are valuable.

A primary presumption of this Best Practices study is that study
circles are a valuable way for people in communities to work
directly on pressing public issues.  Assessing the comparative
value of the study circle method is not a function of this study;
instead, describing the ways study circles offer value to
communities is a key focus.  For the purpose of this study, the
researchers assume the fundamental positive value of study
circles.

2.2.2.2.2. Individual dialogue sessions are similar inIndividual dialogue sessions are similar inIndividual dialogue sessions are similar inIndividual dialogue sessions are similar inIndividual dialogue sessions are similar in
different communities.different communities.different communities.different communities.different communities.

Although the Best Practices team understood that the ways
communities construct their study circle programs vary widely,
team members presumed that the individual study circles � the
dialogue sessions � in the 17 learning sites followed quite
closely a pattern or set of characteristics SCRC has defined since
it began fostering study circles in the United States in 1989.
Study circles, as described in SCRC publications, must have
these characteristics:

}}}}} They take place face-to-face in small groups that are as
diverse as possible.

}}}}} They take place across several sessions, typically three to
five.

}}}}} They are voluntary and highly participatory.

}}}}} Facilitators who take no position on the issues guide
each session.

}}}}} During the conversations, participants and facilitators use
a written framework or guide that has a specific issue
focus.
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}}}}} The issues considered are public; if they are complex,
they are broken into manageable pieces for discussion; if
the issue is controversial, the intention is for study circles
to deal with it in depth, with all viewpoints taken
seriously.

}}}}} The first session invites study circle participants to
describe their personal connection to the issue; later
sessions broaden the conversation to include a more
public- or policy-oriented consideration of the issue; in
the final session, and sometimes earlier, organizers invite
and encourage participants to consider taking action on
the issue.

Individual study circles built along these lines form the basic
units of a community-wide study circle program.

3.3.3.3.3. Implementation of the community-wide moImplementation of the community-wide moImplementation of the community-wide moImplementation of the community-wide moImplementation of the community-wide modeldeldeldeldel
varies according to community contexts andvaries according to community contexts andvaries according to community contexts andvaries according to community contexts andvaries according to community contexts and
decisions.decisions.decisions.decisions.decisions.

This study focused on programs in 17 places that linked a
significant number of individual study circles together in a
community-wide study circle program.  Programs that adopt the
community-wide model are strongly positioned to �link
democratic theory and democratic practices,� as described in
the brochure for the Topsfield Foundation, Inc.  Community
experiences, particularly those in Lima, Ohio, beginning in
1993, have influenced the development of the SCRC model for
community-wide study circle programs.  While it is likely that the
model is still evolving, at the time of the Best Practices study in
1999 and 2000 the model included these essential
components:

}}}}} A coalition of people, organizations, and institutions with
different perspectives on the issue and with a dedication
to collaboration

}}}}} Commitment to �a common purpose: the involvement of
ordinary citizens from all parts of the community and
open discussions on the critical issue� [Source: Planning
Community-Wide Study Circle Programs: A Step-by-Step
Guide, pages 1-3]
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}}}}} Efforts to engage a sizable number of citizens in a sizable
number of study circles in order to boost attention for the
effort and increase the chances that the results will
influence large-scale change

}}}}} Concentration on attracting diversity in the coalition, at
all levels of organizing, and among both facilitators and
participants

}}}}} A planned, thoughtful approach to recruiting, training,
and supporting a diverse group of facilitators

}}}}} Careful site management to increase incentives for
participation

}}}}} Effective work to engage community media as partners in
the effort

}}}}} Production of large-scale public forums as components
of an overall program; typically these include at least a
kick-off event at the beginning of the study circles
themselves and an action forum after the study circles
have been completed

}}}}} A concentration on action or community change as an
intended outgrowth of study circles, and specific
strategies linking dialogue with action

Though the researchers began the study with the presumption of
variation in implementation of the community-wide model, the
significance and extent of that variation only became clear as
the study unfolded.  Though not originally intended, the Best
Practices team found it necessary to devote attention to these
variations in implementation of the community-wide model.  The
examples throughout the study reflect the team�s understanding
of variation among the differently structured community-wide
programs.

4.4.4.4.4. Whether study circles are effective in addressingWhether study circles are effective in addressingWhether study circles are effective in addressingWhether study circles are effective in addressingWhether study circles are effective in addressing
racism is an inquiry central to the studyracism is an inquiry central to the studyracism is an inquiry central to the studyracism is an inquiry central to the studyracism is an inquiry central to the study.....

In addition to its focus on the community-wide model, this study
concentrates particularly � but not exclusively � on discovering
ways effective programs use study circles to address race,
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racism, race relations, and other race-related topics.  In addition
to developing findings about best practices with regard to
addressing race, the last two major sections of the study move
into exploratory territory.  These two sections take an initial look
at the questions of whether study circles are an effective tool for
addressing racism, and how the study circle topic impacts on
both participation in the circles and their effectiveness in
addressing racism.  Of the 17 learning sites, 10 (58.8 percent)
addressed topics related to race.  One addressed diversity.
[Note: This is a reasonably close reflection of the overall picture
when the Best Practices study began in 1998.  At that point, of
39 community-wide programs, 23 (58.9 percent) addressed
race.  For comparison, in mid-2000, at the close of the study,
SCRC reports 190 community-wide programs, of which 78 (41
percent) address race.]

q
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FFFFF..... IntroIntroIntroIntroIntroduction to key termsduction to key termsduction to key termsduction to key termsduction to key terms

Here are some important terms, with definitions or explanations
of the way the term is intended and applied in this report:

Coalition:
All members of the working group plus all partners.

Communities:
Primarily, the geographic locations where study circles
took place in the 17 learning sites.  Most communities
are towns or cities, although Alread (population around
400) has no town center.  (Also note that two learning
sites were states that included multiple communities
where study circles took place.)

The report occasionally uses �communities� in a non-
geographic sense when it refers to �communities of
affiliation,� meaning the societal group with which a
person shares cultural or historical bonds.

Community-wide program model:
An approach to organizing and producing study circles
for maximum impact in the community.  The model
evolved across time based on experience in communities;
it is a product of joint learning by active study circle
communities in collaboration with SCRC.  Typical
elements of the community-wide model include building
an intentionally diverse coalition, recruiting broadly for
both participants and facilitators who reflect the
community�s diversity, holding a highly visible kick-off
event and action forum, and taking other steps to ensure
that study circle dialogue work results in positive
community change.

Coordinator:
The one or two people who play the central coordinating
role in each learning site.  The coordinators may be paid,
unpaid, or paid for part of their work but not all.
Typically, the coordinators are the persons in each
community who are in closest contact with SCRC.  In
addition, the coordinator(s) typically organized or helped
organize the Best Practices team visit.  Coordinators are
considered organizers as well.
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Dialogue:
For this study, dialogue refers to the activities that take
place among small groups of study circle participants
during the face-to-face facilitated sessions, usually four to
six in number, as they consider a particular community
public issue.  The Best Practices researchers know that
�dialogue� has many different meanings, and is a term
claimed within several different research, deliberative, or
even philosophical frameworks.  In the present report, it
is important to note that �dialogue� refers to the type of
conversation that takes place during the first portion of
the study circle experience for participants, the face-to-
face conversations.  In this context, dialogue does not
preclude action, nor does it stand as the antithesis of
action.  Dialogue, as used in this report, might also be
called public talk, civic talk, deliberation, or public
conversation.

Initiator:
The person or persons who first have the idea of bringing
study circles to a given place and who then take action
that eventually results in formation of a study circle
program or project.  Initiators may or may not play
further roles in the coalition.

Learning site:
The 15 communities and 2 states SCRC staff identified as
having accomplished one or more aspects of the
community-wide model in a noteworthy way; the primary
learning source for the Best Practices study.

Organizers:
The people, both paid and unpaid, who manage (and
often also carry out) the work of implementing rounds of
study circles and who play key roles in managing and
producing specific components of a round of study
circles, including, in some learning sites, supporting or
guiding follow-up action efforts.

Partners:
(May also be called sponsors, allies, or collaborators)
Organizational or individual members of a study circle
coalition who agree to carry out specific implementation
tasks but do not participate extensively in key decision
making; typical roles for partners include recruiting
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participants; recruiting or training facilitators; identifying
or providing space for sessions; assisting with promotion,
particularly media promotion; or assisting with fund-
raising.

Round:
The set or batch of study circles that happen within the
same time frame, on the same topic, in a particular
community.  For example, a community might sponsor a
round of 20 study circles on race in the first five weeks of
the year.  Each of the 20 groups might meet at a
different time and place; each would use the same
written guide for their conversation and hold the same
number of sessions.  In many cases, rounds end with an
action forum or other gathering of all the participants in
a central place for celebration, planning, and decision
making about future work.

Study circle:
A small, diverse group of citizens who meet several times
in facilitated sessions to address an issue of importance
in their community.  A study circle typically follows a
written guide that leads participants through initial work
to get to know each other and understand each other�s
background and experience with the issue, then invites
consideration of public policy options and choices about
the issue, and finally engages participants in considering
how they can work for positive change on the issue.

Working group:
The core group of decision makers in a community; they
decide how to structure study circles in a particular
community and make decisions in such important areas
as goals, topic, leadership, the structure and nature of
the coalition, funding strategies, promotional tactics, and
participant recruitment.

q
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G.G.G.G.G. The main research questions underpinningThe main research questions underpinningThe main research questions underpinningThe main research questions underpinningThe main research questions underpinning
this studythis studythis studythis studythis study

The research questions are based on the program description
TFI and the Mott Foundation developed to launch the study.  No
community-wide study circle program had existed for longer
than seven years at the time the study began.  Most community-
wide programs, including those identified as Best Practices
learning sites, were much younger.  Working with SCRC and TFI,
the Best Practices team developed seven research questions that
seemed appropriate to the growth stage of community-wide
study circle programs and to the important emphasis on study
circles as a tool for addressing race.  These questions, which
evolved as the study unfolded, organized all the inquiry, reading,
and observation the team conducted.

The mission of the study was to develop workable, useful,
practical answers to these seven research questions.  The
members of the Best Practices team rarely, if ever, asked these
research questions directly to people or groups participating in
the study, though we did show one or more of the research
questions to some groups to help focus a particular
conversation.  Instead, the team developed a series of interviewinterviewinterviewinterviewinterview
questionsquestionsquestionsquestionsquestions that made it easier for participants to talk about the
topics the research questions covered.  Answers to the interview
questions, when analyzed, contributed to answering the research
questions.  See Appendix D for more information about the
research and interview questions.

Here are the seven research questions:

1. What are the most effective practices for creating a
broad-based, diverse organizing coalition?  Specifically,
what are the most effective practices for creating a
coalition that is racially and ethnically diverse?

2. What are the most promising practices for recruiting a
diverse group of facilitators?  What are the most effective
practices for training and supporting facilitators so that
they can do their work effectively?

3. What are the most promising practices for recruiting
participants from all parts of the community?  What
strategies are most promising for recruiting for racial and
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ethnic diversity?  What program elements besides
recruitment strategies (such as the issue being
considered, the up-front connection to change and
action) are most important in recruiting for racial
diversity?

4. What changes, outcomes, and results do organizers,
facilitators, and participants ascribe to the study circle
efforts in their communities?  If on racism and race
relations, what is the range of outcomes?  If on another
issue, how do the outcomes take into account the racial
divisions and dynamics of the community?

5..... What strategies, methods, or tactics do study circle
organizers use to link study circles with community
change efforts, and which are most effective?
Specifically, how are programs linking to individual,
collective, and institutional change initiatives on the
issues of racism and race relations?

6. To what extent do organizers and participants consider
study circles an effective tool for addressing racism?

7. What impact does topic have on (a) study circle
programs� effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b)
participation by people of different racial and ethnic
backgrounds?

q
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H.H.H.H.H. IntroIntroIntroIntroIntroduction to the 17 learning sitesduction to the 17 learning sitesduction to the 17 learning sitesduction to the 17 learning sitesduction to the 17 learning sites

The Best Practices team worked with members of the Community
Assistance team at SCRC to identify arenas of excellence in
community-wide study circles.  The result is a list of criteria,
presented below.  The criteria are not ranked in priority order.

The Community Assistance team recommended an array of
programs that, taken together, could offer the Best Practices
team excellent opportunities to see particular aspects of best
study circle practices in action, and to learn from those
programs that had developed the practices.  The Community
Assistance team believed that each individual learning site had
demonstrated excellence in one or more of the program areas
reflected in these criteria.  Here are the criteria:

1.1.1.1.1. Coalition buildingCoalition buildingCoalition buildingCoalition buildingCoalition building

The core group of people committed to producing the entire
study circle effort broadly reflected the community�s diversity,
and involved people who represent many kinds of leadership:

} Those who will increase the effort�s visibility and make it
attractive to potential participants

} Those who can assemble and allocate resources to the
effort

} Those who can bring organizing skills to the many
logistical challenges of study circles

} Those who will attract typically hard-to-reach groups,
such as young people, senior citizens, low-income
people, and people of color

2.2.2.2.2. Involvement of community leadersInvolvement of community leadersInvolvement of community leadersInvolvement of community leadersInvolvement of community leaders

Visible community leaders appeared among the key organizers,
the coalition, the facilitator group (where appropriate), or the
participant group.  �Leaders� in this case includes elected
officials, but is not limited to them.
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3.3.3.3.3. RecruitingRecruitingRecruitingRecruitingRecruiting

The study circle effort showed particular creativity and success in
the recruiting phase of organizing study circles.

4.4.4.4.4. Attention to diversity in recruitingAttention to diversity in recruitingAttention to diversity in recruitingAttention to diversity in recruitingAttention to diversity in recruiting

The study circle organizers used effective strategies to ensure
significant diversity in study circles themselves.

5.5.5.5.5. Action council or task forceAction council or task forceAction council or task forceAction council or task forceAction council or task force

At the end of the study circle sessions, organizers in the
community did an effective job of establishing task forces or
work groups committed to specific future action.

6.6.6.6.6. Policy impactPolicy impactPolicy impactPolicy impactPolicy impact

The study circle effort has resulted in changes in public policy
either through local or state legislation or regulatory change.

7.7.7.7.7. TTTTTies to governanceies to governanceies to governanceies to governanceies to governance

The study circle effort involved citizens directly in improving their
governance, or built stronger, more participatory governance
structures.

8.8.8.8.8. TTTTTies to actionies to actionies to actionies to actionies to action

The study circle effort led to valued, significant action in
communities or states.

9.9.9.9.9. Other outcomesOther outcomesOther outcomesOther outcomesOther outcomes

The study circle effort produced significant or worthy results not
accounted for in other categories.

10.10.10.10.10. Permanent institutional homePermanent institutional homePermanent institutional homePermanent institutional homePermanent institutional home

The study circle effort has begun developing a permanent
organizational base and a way to sustain it.
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Using these criteria, the SCRC Community Assistance team
recommended 17 localities (communities and states) as good
learning sites for the Best Practices study, and the Best Practices
team accepted the recommendations.  Here are those 17
learning sites:

ALREAD, ARKANSASALREAD, ARKANSASALREAD, ARKANSASALREAD, ARKANSASALREAD, ARKANSAS
Calling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better Schools

Alread�s study circle program began in 1998 in response to the
statewide Calling the RollCalling the RollCalling the RollCalling the RollCalling the Roll project, which promoted the use of
local study circles to address education issues.  Nearly 100
people � one-quarter of Alread�s population � participated in
the first round of study circles on education.  In 1999, Alread
organizers developed their own guide on character education
for a second round of study circles.

AURORA, ILLINOISAURORA, ILLINOISAURORA, ILLINOISAURORA, ILLINOISAURORA, ILLINOIS
Aurora Community Study CirclesAurora Community Study CirclesAurora Community Study CirclesAurora Community Study CirclesAurora Community Study Circles

In 1995, organizers at the Aurora YWCA initiated a study circle
effort to address the YWCA mission of eliminating racism.  In
1997, Aurora Community Study Circles separated from the
YWCA and became an independent 501(c)(3) organization with
two part-time staff members.  To date, more than 2,000 people
have participated in Aurora�s quarterly study circles on race.
The program is now expanding its work with young people
through an effort entitled Many Young VoicesMany Young VoicesMany Young VoicesMany Young VoicesMany Young Voices.

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADOCOLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADOCOLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADOCOLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADOCOLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
Community Conversations on RaceCommunity Conversations on RaceCommunity Conversations on RaceCommunity Conversations on RaceCommunity Conversations on Race

Local community activists organized the Community
Conversations on Race as a one-year study circle project to
address racial intolerance in Colorado Springs.  Colorado
Springs� two rounds of study circles took place from 1998 to
1999, and attracted a total of 675 participants, nearly 50
percent of whom were people of color.  While CCR disbanded
after one year, two other local community organizations
continue to provide people with opportunities for dialogue and
follow-up work on the issues raised during the study circles.
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DECATUR, GEORGIADECATUR, GEORGIADECATUR, GEORGIADECATUR, GEORGIADECATUR, GEORGIA
Decatur RoundtablesDecatur RoundtablesDecatur RoundtablesDecatur RoundtablesDecatur Roundtables

The study circle program in Decatur began in 1998 as a way to
address mounting concerns around neighborhood issues and
school district matters.  Working with SCRC, Decatur organizers
developed a discussion guide on the topic of neighborhoods,
growth, and development, and engaged 450 people in one
round of �Roundtables.�  While no future study circles are
planned, the action teams and follow-up work that grew out of
the Roundtables are alive and ongoing, as part of the city�s
strategic planning process.

FAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINAFAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINAFAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINAFAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINAFAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

In 1998, government, business, and organizational leaders in
Fayetteville began organizing a study circle effort to improve the
city�s ability to deal constructively with racial problems and to
improve the quality of life for all residents through dialogue.
Over 300 people participated in one round of study circles on
race.  As one demonstration of their commitment to follow up
on participants� specific recommendations, organizers have now
conducted study circles on race with young people.

FT. MYERS, FLORIDAFT. MYERS, FLORIDAFT. MYERS, FLORIDAFT. MYERS, FLORIDAFT. MYERS, FLORIDA
Lee County Pulling TogetherLee County Pulling TogetherLee County Pulling TogetherLee County Pulling TogetherLee County Pulling Together

Study circles in Ft. Myers came about in 1997 in response to a
national study that identified Ft. Myers as the most residentially
segregated city in the South.  Concerned citizens and community
leaders created an independent, 501(c)(3) organization � Lee
County Pulling Together (LCPT) � to organize a study circle
program that would bring people of different racial backgrounds
together.  A combined total of nearly 600 people have
participated in two rounds of study circles on race.  Under the
leadership of a new full-time executive director, LCPT is now
launching a small number of study circles several times a year.
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HARTFORD, CONNECTICUTHARTFORD, CONNECTICUTHARTFORD, CONNECTICUTHARTFORD, CONNECTICUTHARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Community Conversations on RaceCommunity Conversations on RaceCommunity Conversations on RaceCommunity Conversations on RaceCommunity Conversations on Race

A 1997 report of the MetroHartford Millennium Project found
that racial and ethnic divisions were economic as well as social
issues and that unless these divisions were addressed, Hartford
would not achieve its goal of becoming one of the top ten
places to live and work.  In response, leaders from the Secretary
of State�s Office, the National Conference for Community and
Justice, Aetna Foundation, and the Millennium Project joined
forces and developed a regional study circle program.  So far,
nearly 2,000 people have taken part in four rounds of study
circles; most of these groups have taken place in workplaces.

INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIAINGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIAINGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIAINGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIAINGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

In Inglewood � a community where 91 percent of the residents
are people of color � approximately 600 parents, educators,
and other concerned citizens participated in one round of study
circles on the topic of education (1997-1998).  This effort was
mandated by the Superintendent and tied to principals�
evaluations, as well as to the school district�s strategic plan.  In
addition to improving relationships among parents of different
racial and ethnic backgrounds and between parents and the
schools, the study circle effort contributed to the successful
passage of Measure K, which made $131 million available for
school facilities improvements.

LIMA, OHIOLIMA, OHIOLIMA, OHIOLIMA, OHIOLIMA, OHIO

As the pioneer of the community-wide study circle model, Lima
began its program in 1992 under the leadership of the Mayor�s
Office, Ohio State University/Lima, and local churches in
response to local disturbances resulting from the Rodney King
verdict.  In the early years of the program, more than 1,000
people from 47 faith communities participated in multiple
rounds of study circles on the topic of race.  The program later
expanded to include people in local businesses, neighborhood
associations, and schools in discussions about race; this
expansion brought the total number of participants to over
4,000 by mid-1999.  Since 1995, people in Lima have also
participated in study circles on the topics of violence and youth
issues.
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MAINEMAINEMAINEMAINEMAINE

In the state of Maine, nearly 50 rounds of study circles have
taken place since 1991 on a wide variety of topics, including
abortion, education reform, environmental priorities, and
substance abuse; while accurate records do not exist, the
researchers estimate that over 10,000 people have taken part in
study circles in Maine.  A large number of study circles have also
taken place on a variety of topics with over 4,000 young people
across the state, as part of a grant from the Lilly Endowment.
Organizers at both the Maine Council of Churches and the
independent organization they created in 1995 � The
Roundtable Center � have promoted study circles as a way to
foster a new kind of conversation on public issues and to
encourage people to examine the moral and social overtones of
these issues in a peaceable way.

NEW CASTLE COUNTY, DELAWARENEW CASTLE COUNTY, DELAWARENEW CASTLE COUNTY, DELAWARENEW CASTLE COUNTY, DELAWARENEW CASTLE COUNTY, DELAWARE
Study Circles on Racism and Race RelationsStudy Circles on Racism and Race RelationsStudy Circles on Racism and Race RelationsStudy Circles on Racism and Race RelationsStudy Circles on Racism and Race Relations

The YWCA of New Castle County developed a study circle
program in 1996 as a way to address the part of its mission
aimed at eliminating racism.  Organizers also saw the program
as a proactive approach to long-standing racial tensions.
Although it has engaged nearly 100 community partners in the
effort, the YWCA has remained the host and main organizer.  To
date, 3,400 people have taken part in four rounds of study
circles on the topic of race; this includes 433 participants in
study circles held at the Department of Labor.

NORTH LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSASNORTH LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSASNORTH LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSASNORTH LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSASNORTH LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
Calling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better Schools

As participants in the 1998 statewide research effort, Calling the
Roll, North Little Rock organizers produced one round of study
circles on the topic of education.  These circles engaged 114
parents, students, teachers, school board members, and other
citizens in discussions aimed at gathering public input on issues
of education.  School board members and the school district
administration have taken responsibility for following up on
participants� recommendations aimed at making the decision-
making process for the district more accessible to members of
the community.
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OKLAHOMAOKLAHOMAOKLAHOMAOKLAHOMAOKLAHOMA
Balancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing Justice
Calling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better SchoolsCalling the Roll: Study Circles for Better Schools

As one of two statewide efforts included in the study, Oklahoma
hosted two rounds of study circles in 1996-1998.  State staff
members of the Oklahoma League of Women Voters and local
League volunteers organized the effort, focusing first on the
criminal justice system and later on education.  For the round on
Balancing Justice, 1,000 people in 13 communities participated;
500 people in 10 communities participated in the Calling the
Roll effort.  The first round of study circles led to major
legislation reforming the state�s criminal justice system.

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOISSPRINGFIELD, ILLINOISSPRINGFIELD, ILLINOISSPRINGFIELD, ILLINOISSPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
Springfield Community-Wide Study Circles Program on RaceSpringfield Community-Wide Study Circles Program on RaceSpringfield Community-Wide Study Circles Program on RaceSpringfield Community-Wide Study Circles Program on RaceSpringfield Community-Wide Study Circles Program on Race
RelationsRelationsRelationsRelationsRelations

Sensing race-based tension surrounding national events and
local issues, in 1997 the mayor and other leaders in Springfield
began developing a study circle program that would facilitate
interaction and provide citizens with the opportunity to assist with
the development of a plan to address the city�s needs in the area
of race relations.  The first round of study circles on race took
place in 1998, with 215 participants, 30 percent of whom were
people of color; 80 people took part in a second round in
1999.  In the third round, held in the spring of 2000, 150
people took part.  Responsibility for organizing the study circles
program has now shifted from the primary sponsorship of city
government to the newly created Race Relations Task Force.

SYRACUSE, NEW YORKSYRACUSE, NEW YORKSYRACUSE, NEW YORKSYRACUSE, NEW YORKSYRACUSE, NEW YORK
Community Wide Dialogue on Ending Racism, ImprovingCommunity Wide Dialogue on Ending Racism, ImprovingCommunity Wide Dialogue on Ending Racism, ImprovingCommunity Wide Dialogue on Ending Racism, ImprovingCommunity Wide Dialogue on Ending Racism, Improving
Race Relations, and Beginning Racial HealingRace Relations, and Beginning Racial HealingRace Relations, and Beginning Racial HealingRace Relations, and Beginning Racial HealingRace Relations, and Beginning Racial Healing

Study circles began in Syracuse in 1996 as a program of the
InterReligious Council (IRC).  The first round addressed this
question: �What kind of community do we want for our children
and how do we make it happen?�  Because the roughly 300
participants in this round consistently identified the negative
impact of racism on children�s futures, the IRC decided to create
and sponsor work that deals directly with several aspects of race.
A diverse design team built a six-session guide for the
Community Wide Dialogue, first used in the fall of 1997.  About
750 people in Syracuse have now participated in study circles
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aimed at ending racism, improving race relations, and
beginning racial healing; study circles have been offered steadily
throughout the year since 1998.

TWIN CITIES (MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL),TWIN CITIES (MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL),TWIN CITIES (MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL),TWIN CITIES (MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL),TWIN CITIES (MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL),
MINNESOTAMINNESOTAMINNESOTAMINNESOTAMINNESOTA
Community Circles CollaborativeCommunity Circles CollaborativeCommunity Circles CollaborativeCommunity Circles CollaborativeCommunity Circles Collaborative

The Education and Housing Equity Project formed in
Minneapolis in 1995 and joined forces with the Amherst Wilder
Foundation in St. Paul in 1998 to promote the idea and
experience of metropolitan citizenship.  The collaboration is
based on the two partners� mutual commitment to boosting
citizen engagement in addressing the tough, interwoven
problems of segregation and racial injustice as they impact on
schools, housing, student achievement, and communities.
Working with many collaborators, including professional
facilitators who serve as civic partners in the effort, the
Community Circles Collaborative has sponsored 80 study circles
on the focal issues over three years, with approximately 1,200
people participating.

WOODRIDGE, ILLINOISWOODRIDGE, ILLINOISWOODRIDGE, ILLINOISWOODRIDGE, ILLINOISWOODRIDGE, ILLINOIS
Woodridge: Where Cultural Diversity is Our StrengthWoodridge: Where Cultural Diversity is Our StrengthWoodridge: Where Cultural Diversity is Our StrengthWoodridge: Where Cultural Diversity is Our StrengthWoodridge: Where Cultural Diversity is Our Strength

Late in 1997, both the Ecumenical Council in Woodridge and
the DuPage Mayors and Managers Conference began
encouraging the Village of Woodridge to take action to address
the increasing diversity among the community�s citizens.  Local
government responded by organizing a coalition and providing
the support necessary to produce a round of study circles on
diversity in the fall of 1998, , , , , with 120 people participating.
Action forum participants identified 39 needed changes; the
Village of Woodridge took responsibility for seeking
organizations or groups willing to work on the
recommendations.

(Throughout the study we refer to towns and cities without their
state, to reduce unnecessary repetition.)

The following chapter provides a composite look at the
�learning field� the 17 different communities presented,

organized around five key factors.

q
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Chapter IVChapter IVChapter IVChapter IVChapter IV
Summary of Program Characteristics and StrategiesSummary of Program Characteristics and StrategiesSummary of Program Characteristics and StrategiesSummary of Program Characteristics and StrategiesSummary of Program Characteristics and Strategies

This chapter addresses the basics,
providing an overview of the
characteristics of the 17 learning
sites that made up the “research

field” for the study.
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This chapter addresses the basics.  It provides an overview of the
�research field� the 17 learning sites, taken together, presented.
It offers a profile of key characteristics of the decisions and
approaches used in the 17 learning sites, organized by five sets
of factors: background, organization, participation, facilitation,
and action-change.

This chapter presents information in aggregate form.  To learn
more about particular factors in specific sites, see the site
analysis charts in Appendix E.

A.A.A.A.A. Background factorsBackground factorsBackground factorsBackground factorsBackground factors

1.1.1.1.1. What topics did the study circles address?What topics did the study circles address?What topics did the study circles address?What topics did the study circles address?What topics did the study circles address?

} Eight programs used the Study Circles Resource Center
(SCRC) guide that is now called Facing the Challenge of
Racism and Race Relations.  (Some of these communities
addressed the topic of race early on, and used earlier
versions of the guide, which had a different name.)
Among the eight, at least two used a Spanish language
translation on occasion.  At least one systematically
supplemented the SCRC guide with reading materials
offered to participants at every session.

} One program added a session on economic
development for its early rounds on race.

} One program built its guide on race from scratch.

} One program developed its own guide on the linkage
between education, housing, and race; the guide has
undergone several revisions.

} Three programs used the SCRC Education guide with
some modifications developed by the Calling the RollCalling the RollCalling the RollCalling the RollCalling the Roll
research project sponsored by the Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory.

} One program used both the SCRC Busy Citizen�s Edition
of the Education guide and the full SCRC Education
guide, in English and Spanish.

1111 programs
addressed race
in some way
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} One program developed its own guide on the topic of
character education.

} One program used the SCRC diversity guide, Toward a
More Perfect Union in an Age of Diversity.

} Programs in one state used the SCRC guide on the
corrections system, Balancing Justice.

} One program developed a guide on the condition of
children for its first round.

} One program shifted to the SCRC guide on violence,
Confronting Violence in Our Communities, after several
rounds on race, and then later began using the youth
guide, Youth Issues, Youth Voices.

} One program has begun using the SCRC Busy Citizen�s
Edition of the Youth Issues, Youth Voices guide in local
schools; the program is focusing particularly on racial
and ethnic tension.

} One program developed its own guide for building a
community vision, built on the premise of engaging
citizens in neighborhoods in planning and carrying out
community improvements; the guide borrowed from
SCRC materials.

} In one state, programs have held dozens of rounds of
study circles using locally developed guides.  The topics
include education reform, abortion, environmental
priorities, preventing substance abuse, local taxation
questions, health, end-of-life issues, sex education, and
more.  Young people alone in this learning site have
conducted study circles on more than 20 different topics.

2.2.2.2.2. What was the main reason people in theWhat was the main reason people in theWhat was the main reason people in theWhat was the main reason people in theWhat was the main reason people in the
learning sites organized to prolearning sites organized to prolearning sites organized to prolearning sites organized to prolearning sites organized to produce study circles?duce study circles?duce study circles?duce study circles?duce study circles?

Organizers in most learning sites named one particular driving
reason for undertaking study circles.  In a few learning sites,
however, different rounds of study circles grew out of different
sets of interests, so the totals below will exceed 17.

3At least 3 used
a  Spanish
translation

6
Programs in 6
learning sites

developed their
own guides
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} In 13 learning sites, concern over simmering local
conflicts or local events led interested organizers to begin
the work to create a study circle program.

} In two learning sites, a sense of crisis preceded the
formation of the study circle program.

} In seven learning sites, encouragement from a regional,
state, or national body contributed to the initiation of
study circles.

} In six learning sites, a sense of having an opportunity to
capitalize on an event, a funding source, or an opening
in the possibilities for change led to the creation of a
study circle program.

3.3.3.3.3. What are the missions or goals of the study circleWhat are the missions or goals of the study circleWhat are the missions or goals of the study circleWhat are the missions or goals of the study circleWhat are the missions or goals of the study circle
programs in the 17 learning sites?programs in the 17 learning sites?programs in the 17 learning sites?programs in the 17 learning sites?programs in the 17 learning sites?

Programs in over half of the learning sites have explicitly stated
mission or goal statements, while the others have implicit
language used by leaders or printed informally in program
documents.  The key elements below draw on both the explicit
and implicit statements.  The mission and goal statements for
each learning site typically include more than one key element.
Here are the major key elements in the 17 mission and goal
statements:

} To strengthen, build or heal the community, or bridge
divisions in the community (four sites)

} To foster, sponsor, facilitate, or provide the opportunity
for dialogue or conversation (eight sites); programs in
two additional sites identified improved communication
as an important goal

} To engage citizens or residents in developing plans and
recommendations for projects, actions, and policy
changes (six sites); in two additional learning sites the
mission or goal statement includes improving citizen
engagement in government decision making at the local
or state level
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} To ensure that participation in study circles is
representative, broad, inclusive, or more diverse (three
sites)

} To improve race relations or improve understanding and
trust across racial and ethnic divides (six sites)

} To end or eliminate racism or foster racial justice (three
sites); in addition, in one learning site the goal includes
racial healing, and in another the goal includes �safe,
meaningful exploration of issues of race�

} To make progress on a specific public issue:

• Improve schools (four sites)

• Improve the local economy (one site)

• Restructure the statewide corrections system (one
site)

• Create a �metropolitan citizenship� (one site)

4.4.4.4.4. Did study circle programs in the learning sitesDid study circle programs in the learning sitesDid study circle programs in the learning sitesDid study circle programs in the learning sitesDid study circle programs in the learning sites
use pilot study circle rounds?use pilot study circle rounds?use pilot study circle rounds?use pilot study circle rounds?use pilot study circle rounds?

} Yes, in 12 learning sites, pilot rounds took place for at
least some aspect of the study circle work; of these, one
program only held a pilot round to test study circles in the
high school setting, not in the community.

} No, programs in five learning sites did not hold any sort
of pilot round; one program did not hold pilot rounds for
some new rounds and new topics.

} Programs in two learning sites used facilitator practice
sessions as a way to get a little bit of experience with
study circles.

5.5.5.5.5. How many rounds of study circles have takenHow many rounds of study circles have takenHow many rounds of study circles have takenHow many rounds of study circles have takenHow many rounds of study circles have taken
place in the 17 learning sites?place in the 17 learning sites?place in the 17 learning sites?place in the 17 learning sites?place in the 17 learning sites?

} Instead of using large rounds of circles that occur within
the same time frame once or twice a year, programs in

Did programs use
pilot rounds?

Yes (12)

No (5)
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two of the learning sites use a �rolling� system of study
circles � smaller numbers of circles begin at more
frequent intervals across the year; the study circle
program at a third learning site is moving to the �rolling�
system after completing three rounds.

} In the state of Maine, so many rounds of study circles
and �Reader Roundtables� have happened since 1991
that no one has kept a complete count; it is likely the
number of rounds is at least 50.

} In the state of Oklahoma, two large rounds took place in
10 to 13 communities statewide.

} Across all the remaining 12 learning sites taken together,
at least 34 defined rounds of study circles have taken
place.

6.6.6.6.6. Are study circles an ongoing effort in the 17Are study circles an ongoing effort in the 17Are study circles an ongoing effort in the 17Are study circles an ongoing effort in the 17Are study circles an ongoing effort in the 17
learning sites?learning sites?learning sites?learning sites?learning sites?

} Yes, in ten learning sites, including the state of Maine.

} No, in four learning sites.

} The situation is unclear in two learning sites.

} In one learning site, no future study circles are planned,
but the task force/follow-up work that grew out of the first
round of study circles is alive and ongoing, as intended.

50
Programs in
Maine have

held at least 50
rounds of study

circles since
1991

q

Are study circles
an ongoing effort?

Yes (10)

No (4)

Uncertain (2)

Alternative
structure (1)
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B.B.B.B.B. Organization factorsOrganization factorsOrganization factorsOrganization factorsOrganization factors

1.1.1.1.1. How did the programs in the 17 learning sitesHow did the programs in the 17 learning sitesHow did the programs in the 17 learning sitesHow did the programs in the 17 learning sitesHow did the programs in the 17 learning sites
structure their coalitions?structure their coalitions?structure their coalitions?structure their coalitions?structure their coalitions?

The study circle program in each learning site built a coalition
structure that, in some ways, reflected the present community
context and the aims of the program.  As a result, though nearly
every study circle program was grounded in a coalition of some
kind, the nature of these coalition organizations varied
considerably from site to site.

} In six learning sites, organizers based their programs on
coalitions of organizational partners.  A seventh program
began using this model with its third round of study
circles.

} Two programs created coalitions of individuals.

} Two programs established independent organizations
with a board that guides the study circle work.

} In Maine and Oklahoma, the organizational structure
varied by program, depending on the topic.  In
Oklahoma, League of Women Voters organizations in
every participating community took initial responsibility
for generating study circles in both rounds held in that
state.  In some communities the League organizations set
up coalitions or steering committees, and in some places
they left the organizing to an individual or small team.  In
Maine, some individual communities created coalitions
for a particular round.  There was also a statewide
coalition with eight local steering committees for the
environmentalpriorities project.

} In two learning sites, the study circle effort is one
component � with its own semiautonomous decision-
making structure � within an established �host
organization.�  Even with this similarity there are
differences: in New Castle County, the host organization
is the YWCA, and it has built a coalition of
organizational partners.  In Syracuse, the host
organization is the InterReligious Council (IRC).  A
coalition of representatives of organizations is called the
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Advisory Committee of the IRC and guides the study
circle work there.

} In one learning site a coalition of representatives of
organizations serves as the steering committee.

} In one learning site a single organization, the public
school system, served as the organizational structure that
fostered study circles.

} In one learning site local government provided the
organizational home base for the effort for the first two
rounds.

2.2.2.2.2. How many coalition/board members had directHow many coalition/board members had directHow many coalition/board members had directHow many coalition/board members had directHow many coalition/board members had direct
experience with study circles?experience with study circles?experience with study circles?experience with study circles?experience with study circles?

} In at least 14 of the learning sites, all or most of the
coalition members, steering committee members, or
board members had taken part in study circles as
participants, facilitators, or both; in learning sites with a
multi-tier organizing structure (a steering committee plus
sponsors or partners who were less directly involved), the
amount of participation by the more distant partners is
less extensive than with the core group.

} In one learning site some of the sponsors participated in
study circles, and others did not.

} In Inglewood, where the school district was the sole
sponsor, many school staff participated as facilitators and
organizers, and the school superintendent was directly
involved.

} In Maine, the extent of coalition or steering committee
experience with study circles varies by topic, round, and
community.

3.3.3.3.3. What was the race and gender of the people whoWhat was the race and gender of the people whoWhat was the race and gender of the people whoWhat was the race and gender of the people whoWhat was the race and gender of the people who
initiated study circle programs in the 17 learninginitiated study circle programs in the 17 learninginitiated study circle programs in the 17 learninginitiated study circle programs in the 17 learninginitiated study circle programs in the 17 learning
sites?sites?sites?sites?sites?

Through reading file materials and asking organizers about how
study circles first came into consideration in each community, the

14

In at least 14
learning sites,
all or most of
the coalition

members have
participated in
or facilitated
study circles;

in some
communities,

participation is a
prerequisite for

coalition
membership
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team made judgments about who the key initiators were in each
learning site.  Several sites had multiple initiators.

} Fourteen of the initiators were European American/white
men.

} Twelve were European American/white women.

} Six were African American/black men.

} One was an African American/black woman.

4.4.4.4.4. What was the race and gender of the keyWhat was the race and gender of the keyWhat was the race and gender of the keyWhat was the race and gender of the keyWhat was the race and gender of the key
decision makers in the 17 learning sites?decision makers in the 17 learning sites?decision makers in the 17 learning sites?decision makers in the 17 learning sites?decision makers in the 17 learning sites?

In some learning sites the initiators also played key decision-
making roles, and in others they did not.  As a result, some
people are included in the counts in both Question No. 3 and
this question.

} Across the 17 sites, at least 18 of the key decision
makers were European American/white women.

} At least 16 were European American/white men.

} Eight were African American/black women.

} Five were African American/black men.

} One was a Latina/Hispanic woman.

5.5.5.5.5. How diverse were the working groups ofHow diverse were the working groups ofHow diverse were the working groups ofHow diverse were the working groups ofHow diverse were the working groups of
coalition members in the 17 learning sites?coalition members in the 17 learning sites?coalition members in the 17 learning sites?coalition members in the 17 learning sites?coalition members in the 17 learning sites?

The people included in the working group are those in the
central decision-making body for a study circle program; in
some places it is a board, in others a steering committee, and in
others a task force or the whole coalition.  The working group
includes the key decision makers identified in Question No. 4.

The diversity addressed in this question is primarily derived from
race and ethnic background.  The age and income diversity in a
community�s study circles are typically not reflected in the
diversity of its working group.

What was the
race and gender of

key initiators?

What was the
race and gender of

key decision
makers?

African American/
black men (6)
European American/
white women (12)
European American/
white men (14)

Men of color (5)

Women of color (9)

European American/
white women (18)

African American/
black women(1)

European American/
white men (16)
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} Ten of the working groups reflected racial and ethnic
diversity that was close or equal to that of the population;
for three of these learning sites this level of diversity was
new, following an initial period of being primarily
reflective of the dominant European American/white
population.

} The working groups in three of the learning sites reflected
diversity that is greater than that of the population of their
communities.

} In three learning sites, the diversity of the working group
was less than that of the population of the community;
this meant that the working group included a greater
percentage of European Americans/whites than was
found in the population in those communities.

} In three of the communities in Oklahoma involved in the
first round on the corrections system, the working groups
reflected the diversity of the larger community; in the
other ten communities the working groups were less
diverse than the communities.

6.6.6.6.6. How did the programs in the 17 learning sitesHow did the programs in the 17 learning sitesHow did the programs in the 17 learning sitesHow did the programs in the 17 learning sitesHow did the programs in the 17 learning sites
carry out the work of organizing the effort?carry out the work of organizing the effort?carry out the work of organizing the effort?carry out the work of organizing the effort?carry out the work of organizing the effort?

For most learning sites, the answer to this question changed
across time.  In some places programs had paid staff during the
life of a study circle organizing effort only.  In others, the
program accomplished one or more rounds with all volunteer
workers, and then hired and paid staff for later rounds.  The
figures below reflect what the research team could determine of
the staff situation at the time of our last visit to each of the 17
learning sites.

} In one learning site, volunteers carried out all aspects of
the work; in another site, the study circle program relied
on volunteers for two rounds before hiring a paid
director.  In Oklahoma, volunteers with the League of
Women Voters carried out the work at the local level.

} Three study circle programs employed paid, temporary
staff people, for the life of the project only.
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} Four programs employed paid, permanent staff people;
these staff people typically held the position of program
director.

} In eight learning sites, the people who carried out the
staff work for study circle programs served as paid
employees of a partner organization or a host
organization or agency.  In some cases, people were
employed on an ongoing basis to devote their energies
full-time to study circles.  In other sites, people added
study circle responsibilities to their other duties in the
organization.

} In at least two of the learning sites, the programs paid for
consultants for such services as designing conversation
guides and training facilitators.

} In Maine, which has a lengthy history of study circle
development and support, the situation with staff has
changed a number of times.  At one point staff were paid
by the Maine Council of Churches; later staff began to
bring in grants to support part of their work.  Since The
Roundtable Center became an independent organization
in 1995, it has paid some staff and consultants at varying
levels, depending on the amount of contracts and grants
available.

7.7.7.7.7. What organizational structures served as the baseWhat organizational structures served as the baseWhat organizational structures served as the baseWhat organizational structures served as the baseWhat organizational structures served as the base
for study circles?for study circles?for study circles?for study circles?for study circles?

} In three learning sites, the study circle work is based in a
dedicated, independent, nonprofit, tax-exempt
organization [501(c)(3) status].

} In six learning sites, study circles were treated
organizationally as a short-term project that did not need
a long-term organizational home base.

} In three learning sites, the study circle program was
considered an important ongoing project of existing
programs or agencies.

} In two learning sites, local government took responsibility
for providing some support for some aspects of study
circle work in those communities.

3
In 3 learning

sites, the study
circle work is

based in a
dedicated,

independent,
nonprofit,

tax-exempt
organization
[501(c)(3)

status]
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} In three learning sites, at least two different intact
organizations shared responsibility for providing the
organizational structure for study circles.

} In one learning site, one of the outgrowths of study circles
was an organization that applied for and received
501(c)(3) status.

8.8.8.8.8. What sources of funding sustained study circleWhat sources of funding sustained study circleWhat sources of funding sustained study circleWhat sources of funding sustained study circleWhat sources of funding sustained study circle
programs in the 17 learning sites?programs in the 17 learning sites?programs in the 17 learning sites?programs in the 17 learning sites?programs in the 17 learning sites?

} Five programs received funding or in-kind services from a
single source; the rest have multiple sources of funding
and in-kind goods and services.

} At least nine programs received grants from foundations
and nonprofits, including, in some cases, the United Way.

} At least eight programs received in-kind services from
local sources such as schools, local government, and
nonprofit organizations.

} At least eight programs received funds directly from either
local government or local school systems.

} At least six programs received some funding from
corporations.

} At least six programs received funding from project
partners.

} At least six programs received funding from individuals.

} At least two programs generated income by contracting
for services with organizations interested in some aspect
of study circles.

} At least three programs received funding from faith
communities.

} At least one program has received funding from
honorariums, cost-only registration and publication fees,
and the operating endowment of one of the primary
partner organizations.

3
In 3 learning

sites, the study
circle program
was considered
an important

ongoing project
of existing

programs or
agencies

12
12 programs

have multiple
sources of
funding
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} At least one program has hosted local fund-raising
events.

9.9.9.9.9. What kinds of relationships did study circleWhat kinds of relationships did study circleWhat kinds of relationships did study circleWhat kinds of relationships did study circleWhat kinds of relationships did study circle
programs in the 17 learning sites have withprograms in the 17 learning sites have withprograms in the 17 learning sites have withprograms in the 17 learning sites have withprograms in the 17 learning sites have with
media in their communities?media in their communities?media in their communities?media in their communities?media in their communities?

In two of the learning sites this question is not answerable.
Alread is a community of 400 people without local media.   The
extent of coverage and collaboration in Oklahoma communities
varied significantly by community.

In every other learning site some collaboration took place
between study circle programs and their local media.  Typically,
the cooperation and collaboration with newspapers was the
most noteworthy.

} In at least seven of the learning sites, the major
newspaper for the area offered significant coverage for
study circles; in at least three learning sites, the
newspapers also provided ad space and helped with
promotion for study circles.

} In at least five learning sites, media, particularly
newspapers, played a key role in the study circle
program, often as a project partner.

} In one learning site, the local newspaper became
supportive of the action phase of study circles after
attending the action forum.

} In four learning sites, small, nonprofit, or neighborhood
papers � including school media � contributed to
publicity and coverage of study circles.

} At least five programs also developed good working
relationships with commercial television, public television,
commercial radio, public radio, or cable television.

} In one learning site, the relationship between the study
circle program and local media is not known.

7
In at least 7 of
the learning

sites, the major
newspaper for

the area offered
significant

coverage for
study circles
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C.C.C.C.C. Participation factorsParticipation factorsParticipation factorsParticipation factorsParticipation factors

1.1.1.1.1. How many people have participated in studyHow many people have participated in studyHow many people have participated in studyHow many people have participated in studyHow many people have participated in study
circles in the 17 learning sites?circles in the 17 learning sites?circles in the 17 learning sites?circles in the 17 learning sites?circles in the 17 learning sites?

Study circles in the 17 learning sites had attracted more than
28,000 participants by the time of the final visit to each place.
There are two caveats, however.  First, some communities gave
us good estimates rather than actual counts, because the
complexity of managing the study circles, coupled with volunteer
staffing, had prevented close record keeping for all rounds.
Second, these are not unduplicated numbers from every learning
site, so the same person may be counted more than once for
participating in more than one round.

2.2.2.2.2. TTTTTo what extent did the racial and ethnico what extent did the racial and ethnico what extent did the racial and ethnico what extent did the racial and ethnico what extent did the racial and ethnic
diversity among participants reflect that of thediversity among participants reflect that of thediversity among participants reflect that of thediversity among participants reflect that of thediversity among participants reflect that of the
communities hosting the study circles?communities hosting the study circles?communities hosting the study circles?communities hosting the study circles?communities hosting the study circles?

The figures below reflect rough assessments based on
information from coordinators:

} In six of the study circle programs, the racial and ethnic
diversity of participants was similar to that in the
community.

} In seven programs, the diversity in the study circles
exceeded that in the community.

} In three programs, the diversity in the study circles was
less than that in the community.

In Oklahoma, the extent of diversity among participants in study
circles varied by community.  In at least two communities in
Oklahoma, about 50 percent of the participants were people of
color, which exceeded the percentage of people of color in the
community population.  In a third community, there was also
considerable diversity.  The situation in the rest of the
communities is not clear.

In three learning sites (Alread � where almost no people of
color live; Maine � where people of color constitute less than 2
percent of the state population; Inglewood � where European
Americans/whites constitute a small percentage of the

28,00028,00028,00028,00028,000

Study circles in
the 17 learning

sites had
attracted more

than 28,000
participants in
by the time of

the final visit to
each place
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population), the focus on creating diversity in groups depended
more upon factors such as age, income, length of time in the
community, job, and other factors.

3.3.3.3.3. TTTTTo what extent did study circle organizers in theo what extent did study circle organizers in theo what extent did study circle organizers in theo what extent did study circle organizers in theo what extent did study circle organizers in the
17 learning sites use explicit strategies to make17 learning sites use explicit strategies to make17 learning sites use explicit strategies to make17 learning sites use explicit strategies to make17 learning sites use explicit strategies to make
individual study circle groups as diverse asindividual study circle groups as diverse asindividual study circle groups as diverse asindividual study circle groups as diverse asindividual study circle groups as diverse as
possible, and to what extent did they succeed?possible, and to what extent did they succeed?possible, and to what extent did they succeed?possible, and to what extent did they succeed?possible, and to what extent did they succeed?

} At least 13 of the 17 learning sites used explicit
approaches to creating diverse individual study circle
groups.  Many had significant success; success was
tempered in some programs by challenges with
transportation and location, by the drop-off in
participation either by people of color or European
Americans/whites, and by the fundamental difficulties of
recruitment.  This category includes at least one
community in Oklahoma where organizers used
approaches to ensure diversity in each group; most of the
other communities in Oklahoma did not use these
diversity-building strategies for individual circles.

} In three learning sites, organizers did not make
intentional mixing by racial and ethnic background a
strategic feature of building individual study circles.

} In Maine, the situation varied by topic, round and
community.

4.4.4.4.4. Where did study circles take place?Where did study circles take place?Where did study circles take place?Where did study circles take place?Where did study circles take place?

} For 15 study circle programs, study circle sessions have
taken place in a wide array of locations in the
community: firehouses, nonprofit organizations, libraries,
religious organizations, community centers, youth
centers, schools, government offices, and more.

} For the second round in Oklahoma � Calling the Roll,
which addressed education � no groups were held in
schools.

} Two programs had extensive study circles in workplaces.
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} Two programs had all study circles at public school
buildings.

} One program that organizes within other organizations
held all study circle sessions in the offices of those
organizations.

} In one program, all study circle sessions happened
simultaneously in one location.

} In one program, people were asked at the kick-off to sign
up for study circles in �a place not too familiar to you.�

} In one program, more �neutral� locations were used for
round two, after discovering that the locations in the
African American/black community or the European
American/white community influenced participation.

q
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D.D.D.D.D. Facilitator factorsFacilitator factorsFacilitator factorsFacilitator factorsFacilitator factors

1.1.1.1.1. How do study circle organizers recruitHow do study circle organizers recruitHow do study circle organizers recruitHow do study circle organizers recruitHow do study circle organizers recruit
facilitators, and where do they look for goofacilitators, and where do they look for goofacilitators, and where do they look for goofacilitators, and where do they look for goofacilitators, and where do they look for gooddddd
ones?ones?ones?ones?ones?

} Organizers in every learning site reported using multiple
strategies to recruit facilitators; typically organizations
used at least four different approaches for facilitator
recruitment.

} The most common approach was to ask like-minded
organizations in the community to nominate or supply
facilitators; these included religious organizations,
nonprofits, and community groups.  In several places,
organizers concentrated on organizations that would be
most likely to identify people of color who would serve as
facilitators.

} At least eight programs relied on recruitment by an
individual as one strategy.  The main responsibility for
individual recruitment varied; in some programs it was
assigned to the program director or coordinator, and in
others the steering committee or partners such as the
mayor contributed to the facilitator recruitment effort.

} In at least six learning sites, the board, working group, or
steering committee members themselves either served as
facilitators or took major facilitator recruitment
responsibilities.

} In a small number of learning sites, programs used the
following strategies:

• Partner organizations (five sites)

• Word of mouth (four sites)

• Study circle participants (four sites)

• Schools, including principals, community liaisons,
teachers, and school social workers (four sites)

• Students (three sites)
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• Newspaper/radio announcements (three sites)

• Workplaces, especially those doing Total Quality
Management or other practices likely to produce
good facilitators (two sites)

• Trained professionals (two sites)

• Trained leadership groups (one site)

• Retired people (one site)

2.2.2.2.2. Did study circle programs in the 17 learning sitesDid study circle programs in the 17 learning sitesDid study circle programs in the 17 learning sitesDid study circle programs in the 17 learning sitesDid study circle programs in the 17 learning sites
use cofacilitators?use cofacilitators?use cofacilitators?use cofacilitators?use cofacilitators?

} In eight learning sites, programs intentionally used
cofacilitators in every possible case.  Typically programs
mixed these facilitator pairs by race, and sometimes by
gender or other factors.  For example, for New Castle
County�s workplace study circles on race, organizers
worked to create biracial teams of cofacilitators, one
from the workplace and one from the community.  For
some of Lima�s youth study circles, organizers created
paired, biracial teams of students with community
volunteers or older students with younger students.

} In three learning sites, programs sometimes used
cofacilitators, depending on availability and other factors.

} In two learning sites, the programs used a facilitator/
recorder team.

} Four programs typically did not use cofacilitators.

} In one program which typically uses a single facilitator,
beginning facilitators are occasionally paired with
experienced ones to form a cofacilitator team.

3.3.3.3.3. How diverse was the facilitator pool compared toHow diverse was the facilitator pool compared toHow diverse was the facilitator pool compared toHow diverse was the facilitator pool compared toHow diverse was the facilitator pool compared to
the diversity in the study circle community?the diversity in the study circle community?the diversity in the study circle community?the diversity in the study circle community?the diversity in the study circle community?

} In 15 of the learning sites, organizers succeeded in
recruiting facilitators who were at least somewhat
reflective of the community�s racial and ethnic diversity.

Did programs use
cofacilitators?

Yes (8)

Sometimes (3)

Used a facilitator/
recorder team (2)
No (4)
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For some rounds, some programs also were able to
reflect gender and age diversity in their facilitator pools.

} In two learning sites, the facilitator group was noticeably
less diverse than the community at large.

4.4.4.4.4. How extensive was the investment in facilitatorHow extensive was the investment in facilitatorHow extensive was the investment in facilitatorHow extensive was the investment in facilitatorHow extensive was the investment in facilitator
training in the 17 learning sites?training in the 17 learning sites?training in the 17 learning sites?training in the 17 learning sites?training in the 17 learning sites?

} In at least nine learning sites, facilitators went through a
five- to six-hour training.

} Two programs used a shorter training � one was four
hours long and one was two hours.

} In three learning sites, training extended to at least 1.5
days, though in some cases the hours were broken up
across several different occasions.

} In one program, the extensive training began with 15
hours developed by the design team; the trainers offered
lots of refresher sessions as well.

} In three learning sites, the length of the facilitator training
is uncertain.

5.5.5.5.5. Did the facilitator training programs address raceDid the facilitator training programs address raceDid the facilitator training programs address raceDid the facilitator training programs address raceDid the facilitator training programs address race
specifically in the 17 learning sites?specifically in the 17 learning sites?specifically in the 17 learning sites?specifically in the 17 learning sites?specifically in the 17 learning sites?

} In nine learning sites, the programs did not include
specific training about race in the facilitator training
curriculum, though in Fayetteville, for example, some of
the facilitators already had background in addressing
issues of race from other training they had completed.

} For the most part, Alread and most communities in
Maine would not have an immediate application for
facilitator training on race itself; in each case, however,
organizations in these communities recognized a variety
of other kinds of difference.

} Organizers in six learning sites provided specific training
intended to help facilitators learn how to facilitate
dialogue on race, race relations, and racism.

6
Organizers in 6
learning sites

provided
specific training
intended to help
facilitators learn
how to facilitate

dialogue on
race, race

relations, and
racism
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6.6.6.6.6. What kinds of support did organizers andWhat kinds of support did organizers andWhat kinds of support did organizers andWhat kinds of support did organizers andWhat kinds of support did organizers and
trainers provide for facilitators during the coursetrainers provide for facilitators during the coursetrainers provide for facilitators during the coursetrainers provide for facilitators during the coursetrainers provide for facilitators during the course
of study circle sessions?of study circle sessions?of study circle sessions?of study circle sessions?of study circle sessions?

} In 11 of the learning sites, programs provided some form
of structured, ongoing learning and troubleshooting for
facilitators during the weeks when study circle sessions
were underway.  In some places the facilitators had a
scheduled debriefing session with a skilled person or with
each other after every session.  In some places staff or
trainers made a specific effort to talk with each individual
facilitator after each session or at certain intervals during
the round.  In one program, trainers structured specific
additional training/mutual learning sessions for all
facilitators twice during the round, with an additional
evaluation session at the round�s conclusion.

} In five learning sites, the organizers and trainers have not
created anything formal for facilitator support; in at least
three of those, the study circle facilitators have significant
facilitation experience from other arenas.  In one of these
sites, organizers have held an informal debriefing and an
informal midpoint meeting of facilitators during various
rounds.

} In at least two learning sites, facilitators organized a
regularly occurring peer learning session for themselves.

} In one site, organizers set up a free-net computer
communication line for facilitators during the first round.

} The situation is unclear in one site.

q
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E.E.E.E.E. Action-change factorsAction-change factorsAction-change factorsAction-change factorsAction-change factors

1.1.1.1.1. How did study circle programs in the 17 learningHow did study circle programs in the 17 learningHow did study circle programs in the 17 learningHow did study circle programs in the 17 learningHow did study circle programs in the 17 learning
sites design, describe, and promote a relationshipsites design, describe, and promote a relationshipsites design, describe, and promote a relationshipsites design, describe, and promote a relationshipsites design, describe, and promote a relationship
between dialogue and action?between dialogue and action?between dialogue and action?between dialogue and action?between dialogue and action?

} In nine learning sites, organizers intended and promoted
an explicit link to action; in each of these sites, study
circles were organized to encourage participants to take
action themselves.  In some places participants also
developed recommendations and suggestions for policy-
making bodies, institutions, and governments regarding
change.

} In four learning sites, including Oklahoma for the
Balancing Justice round, organizers drew explicit links
between study circles and the development of
recommendations to policy-making and government
bodies; these sites concentrated less energy on
encouraging study circle participants to take action
themselves.

} In three learning sites, organizers promoted the dialogue
and conversation aspects of study circles, and did not
position the study circle programs themselves as action-
generating organizations; in each case, however,
organizers did develop approaches to encourage study
circle �graduates� to participate in action and change
activities sponsored by other organizations or groups in
the communities.

} In Maine, most of the rounds of study circles
concentrated on the conversation itself; in some rounds,
however, the purpose was explicitly to make
recommendations to government bodies or to schools, or
to engage citizens in direct action following the
completion of the circles.
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2.2.2.2.2. Did programs in the 17 sites use action forums toDid programs in the 17 sites use action forums toDid programs in the 17 sites use action forums toDid programs in the 17 sites use action forums toDid programs in the 17 sites use action forums to
promote study circle participants’ involvementpromote study circle participants’ involvementpromote study circle participants’ involvementpromote study circle participants’ involvementpromote study circle participants’ involvement
in action following the dialogue sessions?in action following the dialogue sessions?in action following the dialogue sessions?in action following the dialogue sessions?in action following the dialogue sessions?

} Although the experience with action forums is a bit
uneven, programs in 14 learning sites used action forums
at some point in their history.

• In Lima, organizers developed the first prototype
of an action forum following Lima�s first round of
study circles on Confronting Violence in Our
Communities in 1995; Lima organizers have used
action forums following some rounds since then.

• While organizers in Syracuse held an action forum
at the end of their first round on issues relating to
children, their �rolling� approach to the rounds on
race has led them to develop other kinds of large-
scale community events.

• In New Castle County and Hartford, both large
metropolitan areas, the experience with action
forums has been uneven, and organizers continue
to develop new ideas and approaches.

} In three of the learning sites, study circle organizers have
not held action forums.

} The first several years of study circles in Maine included
few rounds that culminated in an action forum.  More
recently, however, action forums have become more
common in Maine, though many took other approaches
to ensure an immediate application to a public issue or
policy.  In particular, the 1999-2000 round in Portland,
sponsored by the Community Asset Builders Coalition
and aimed at engaging citizens in talking about how
young people in Portland are faring, included a well-
attended action forum.

Did programs use
action forums?

Yes (14)

No (3)
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3.3.3.3.3. WWWWWas action or change either an explicit goal oras action or change either an explicit goal oras action or change either an explicit goal oras action or change either an explicit goal oras action or change either an explicit goal or
an expected and welcomed outcome?an expected and welcomed outcome?an expected and welcomed outcome?an expected and welcomed outcome?an expected and welcomed outcome?

} In 13 learning sites, including Oklahoma�s Balancing
Justice round, study circle organizers explicitly aimed for
action or change.

} In five learning sites, including the Calling the Roll round
in Oklahoma, organizers expected change and action to
result from the experiences people would have in study
circles, but did not organize them to promote specific
pathways to that change.

4.4.4.4.4. What was the primary target for expected actionWhat was the primary target for expected actionWhat was the primary target for expected actionWhat was the primary target for expected actionWhat was the primary target for expected action
and change — individuals, organizations, orand change — individuals, organizations, orand change — individuals, organizations, orand change — individuals, organizations, orand change — individuals, organizations, or
communities and institutions?communities and institutions?communities and institutions?communities and institutions?communities and institutions?

} In 16 of the 17 learning sites, organizers intended for
changes to take place in communities or in major
institutions.

} Organizers in at least 15 learning sites intended for
change to take place at the level of individual study circle
participants.

} Organizers in at least 11 learning sites aimed for
organizational changes, such as increased collaboration
or more equitable workplace standards and practices.

} In 15 learning sites, organizers aimed for more than one
level of change.

} In one learning site, organizers aimed primarily at
community, institutional, and policy change.

} In one learning site, organizers aimed primarily at
developing the critical mass of individuals who would
experience change in the level of their active citizenship.

} In one learning site, organizers aimed at fostering a
greater sense of regionalism.
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5.5.5.5.5. What mechanisms did study circle organizersWhat mechanisms did study circle organizersWhat mechanisms did study circle organizersWhat mechanisms did study circle organizersWhat mechanisms did study circle organizers
build to link dialogue to action, and how wellbuild to link dialogue to action, and how wellbuild to link dialogue to action, and how wellbuild to link dialogue to action, and how wellbuild to link dialogue to action, and how well
have these mechanisms been sustained?have these mechanisms been sustained?have these mechanisms been sustained?have these mechanisms been sustained?have these mechanisms been sustained?

} In ten learning sites, the organizers engaged participants
in developing action teams, action councils, or task
forces.  These action bodies encouraged participants to
move further along the action spectrum following
dialogue work.  A few of these new groups faded away
fairly quickly.

} In at least five learning sites, programs in early 2000 had
strong, ongoing action groups, some of which began at
action forums and some of which have evolved in other
ways; the status and strength of action groups in two
additional learning sites is unclear at this time.

} At least four programs have written action guides to assist
study circle participants in moving successfully into
action.

} The study circle program in Hartford has recently hired a
full-time action coordinator; study circle staff in at least
three other programs spend part of their time consistently
fostering the action component of study circle work.

} The program in Twin Cities relies on its �action partners�
� typically organizations � to take the most promising
ideas for action and develop them into projects.

} In six learning sites, programs did not develop action
teams, councils, or task forces.

} Maine has a great deal of complexity, and some study
circle programs there have specifically created
mechanisms to support action.  For example, in the
1999-2000 round in Portland on youth assets � as well
as in earlier rounds in South Portland on young people,
substance abuse, and education � organizers developed
structures to help participants move from talk to action.
Similarly, earlier rounds aimed at advising or influencing
governing bodies also featured intentional links between
study circles and changes in governmental policies.

4
At least 4

programs have
written action
guides to assist

study circle
participants in

moving
successfully into

action
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6.6.6.6.6. How many of the study circle programs in the 17How many of the study circle programs in the 17How many of the study circle programs in the 17How many of the study circle programs in the 17How many of the study circle programs in the 17
learning sites communicate regularly in writinglearning sites communicate regularly in writinglearning sites communicate regularly in writinglearning sites communicate regularly in writinglearning sites communicate regularly in writing
with study circle participants and allies?with study circle participants and allies?with study circle participants and allies?with study circle participants and allies?with study circle participants and allies?

} At least six programs published their own ongoing
newsletter; in addition, Lee County Pulling Together in Ft.
Myers has a weekly column in the Sunday News-Press,
the major newspaper for Ft. Myers.

} At least three programs published newsletters while
sessions were ongoing.

} One program has plans to develop a newsletter that will
be published regularly.

} At least five programs communicated using other
organizations� publications; in some cases the
publication belonged to the host organization or a major
partner.

} At least five programs send other periodic mailings to
past participants announcing upcoming events or new
rounds of study circles.

} At least two of the programs maintain a website; one
program posts information about study circles on a
partner�s site.

} Three programs have not concentrated on written
communication.

This chapter has presented a summary of the characteristics of
the programs in the 17 learning sites during the time of the

Best Practices study.  Because of the length of the study,
characteristics in nearly every site changed as programs
continued their work from 1998-2000.  Of course, the changes
continue now that the report is complete.

This chapter, along with the site analysis charts (see Appendix E),
must be treated as a kind of panoramic snapshot of the context
in the learning sites during one 18-month period in their
programs� development.  The characteristics of the programs in
the learning sites during the time of the Best Practices study
served as the foundation for the researchers� investigation into

6
At least 6
programs

published their
own ongoing

newsletter
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the programs� adoption and adaptation of the community-wide
model at a particular growth stage in each learning site.

q
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Chapter VChapter VChapter VChapter VChapter V
Creating a Broad-Based, Diverse Organizing CoalitionCreating a Broad-Based, Diverse Organizing CoalitionCreating a Broad-Based, Diverse Organizing CoalitionCreating a Broad-Based, Diverse Organizing CoalitionCreating a Broad-Based, Diverse Organizing Coalition

This chapter addresses Research
Question One: What are the
most effective practices for
creating a broad-based, diverse

organizing coalition?  Specifically, what are
the most effective practices for creating a
coalition that is racially and ethnically
diverse?
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1. While programs in the study built their coalitions in many
different ways, most shared a commitment to building and
sustaining coalitions that reflected the community�s
diversity.

2. Strong coalitions included leaders with vision who initiated study
circles, as well as leaders with resources, administrative savvy,
and promotional skills who built and sustained sound programs.
These leaders typically had a strong network of connections and
credibility in the community that they utilized to help produce a
study circle program.

3. The more the initiators of study circles reflected the community�s
diversity, the easier it seemed to achieve diversity among the rest
of the organizing coalition, particularly in terms of race and
ethnicity.

4. Many coalitions developed a structure built like three concentric
rings, with key leaders in the center, the formal or informal
decision-making body in the second ring, and a large group of
partners, sponsors, and allies in the outer ring.  Contributions to
the overall effort were most likely to be specific and discrete at
the outer ring, becoming broader and more complex with each
move toward the center ring.
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Within these 17 Best Practices learning sites, we found 17
different ways to organize a successful study circle program.
Even though no two community-wide programs were exactly
alike in terms of organizing, most shared one essential
commitment � building a broad-based, diverse organizing
coalition to guide their effort.  While the study circle community-
wide model provided guidance about the practical steps for
organizing and carrying out effective programs, it was clear that
communities adapted this model to local circumstances,
intentions, resources, and leadership.  That is, organizers
tailored strategies to the particular conditions they faced in their
respective communities as they undertook a community-wide
effort.

This chapter presents best practices for creating a broad-based,
diverse organizing coalition.  It describes three critical
components that contribute in different ways to building and
sustaining the coalition.  The chapter also offers a particular
focus on identifying best practices for creating a coalition that is
racially and ethnically diverse.  The three components of the
core coalitions are: key leaders, the central organizing body,
and community partners/sponsors.  These components can be
thought of as concentric rings, with the greatest responsibilities
and most complex tasks handled at the center, and more
specific, discrete contributions delegated to partners or allies in
the outside ring.

A. Key leadersKey leadersKey leadersKey leadersKey leaders were those individuals or existing
organizations who pushed the effort forward through
their vision, resources, and administrative savvy.  Leaders
functioned as the initiators of the effort, the main decision
makers, the skilled administrators, and the persistent
promoters.

B. The central organizing bodyThe central organizing bodyThe central organizing bodyThe central organizing bodyThe central organizing body included the group of
decision makers who took primary responsibility for
planning and implementing the effort.  This group often
included key leaders, but not always.

C. Community partners/sponsorsCommunity partners/sponsorsCommunity partners/sponsorsCommunity partners/sponsorsCommunity partners/sponsors included organizations
(and sometimes individuals) that provided support for the
study circle effort but typically did not make decisions
about the program.
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This chapter provides descriptive examples of each
organizational component from the programs that most clearly
exhibited these practices or that offered useful strategies for
carrying them out.

A.A.A.A.A. Key leadersKey leadersKey leadersKey leadersKey leaders

Key leaders are among the most fundamental elements of
organizing any successful community-wide study circle program.
These leaders address the most complex, ongoing questions
associated with coalition building and the development of a
successful study circle program.  Without key leaders, it is
difficult to imagine how any of the efforts in the 17 Best Practices
learning sites would have come into being, much less have been
carried out successfully.  Key leaders were particularly vital in
establishing and maintaining an effective organizing coalition.

Any new effort in a community must establish its claim on the
time and resources of individuals and organizations within the
community.  Study circle programs in the Best Practices learning
sites often had much more to overcome in establishing that
claim, since they constituted not only a new effort but also an
approach that was new to many people.  Communities that have
had successful community-wide efforts started with leaders who
possessed the standing to establish that claim and attract other
visible leaders and members of the general community to the
effort.  These key leaders � either individuals, organizations, or
a fortuitous combination of both � brought to the efforts their
vision, resources, administrative savvy, and commitment to
diversity.  Key leaders in the 17 Best Practices learning sites
included people in four categories:

1. Key initiators
2. Key decision makers
3. Key administrators
4. Key marketers and promoters

Whether one individual provided leadership in all three
categories or a team of people supplied different leadership
skills at different levels, the presence of these key leaders paved
the way for the creation of a broad-based, diverse organizing
coalition.  The following sections describe these key leaders and
suggest ways they contribute to creating and maintaining the
organizing coalition.
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1.1.1.1.1. Pay conscious attention to key initiators.Pay conscious attention to key initiators.Pay conscious attention to key initiators.Pay conscious attention to key initiators.Pay conscious attention to key initiators.

Key initiators played the most fundamental role by bringing the
issue at hand to the forefront of the community and offering a
way to address it.  In addition, key initiators had the vision to
understand who needed to be involved to make the organizing
effort diverse and broad-based.  Regardless of whether these key
initiators had formal or informal leadership roles in the
community, other people recognized them as credible and
effective.  Through their own commitment to the process, these
key leaders provided assurance that effort and resources
expended were likely to yield positive results.  Their standing in
the community and their vision gave initial credibility to the
program and aided in recruiting others to the organizing effort.
When these key initiators included people of color as well as
European Americans/whites, it seemed to help with the
challenge of building diverse coalitions and recruiting a diverse
group of participants in those communities that had these types
of diversity in their populations.  Key initiators included
individuals, organizations, or a strong combination of both.

a.a.a.a.a. IndividualsIndividualsIndividualsIndividualsIndividuals

Individuals who played a key initiating role often combined
vision and resources that attracted diverse, broad-based
community leaders to the study circle effort.  Here are examples
of key initiators in two of the learning sites:

} In Colorado Springs, organizers reported that the
credibility and widespread esteem for key initiator and
community activist Amy Divine was particularly
instrumental in their success in recruiting members for the
Community Conversations on Race Steering Committee.
Amy had organized earlier successful efforts such as
Citizens Project and Food for Thought Gatherings in
response to the growing influence of the religious right in
the community.  Those projects provided opportunities for
people to develop ways to speak for tolerance, diversity,
and religious freedom, and to develop relationships.
Another key initiator of the program, Jerome Page,
executive director of the Urban League of the Pikes Peak
Region, singlehandedly attracted many people to both
the Steering Committee and the broader coalition of
supporting organizations.
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} In Decatur, Jon Abercrombie, a longtime Decatur
resident and director of Common Focus, took leadership
and met with members of city government, the business
community, the faith community, and the housing
development community.  Jon initiated conversations and
catalyzed actions across Decatur to move study circles
from idea to reality.  Jon, a European American/white
man, also made a key alliance with the mayor, an
African American/black woman who provided significant
guidance about how to organize the effort and recruit
participants.

b.b.b.b.b. Individuals within an organizationIndividuals within an organizationIndividuals within an organizationIndividuals within an organizationIndividuals within an organization

Key initiators brought credibility to the organizing effort by the
nature of who they were and the role they played in the
community.  In some learning sites, key leaders functioned within
a credible organization that supported and enhanced their
efforts.

} In Hartford, the effort began with two highly visible
leaders who held formal organizational roles: Miles
Rapoport, then Connecticut Secretary of State, who is
European American/white; and Sanford Cloud, Jr., the
National President of the National Conference for
Community and Justice, who is African American/black.
The history and commitment of these institutions and the
credibility and vision of these two men attracted both
corporate and community leaders to the study circle
program.

} In Inglewood, the late School Superintendent Dr.
McKinley Nash served as an initiator with vision and
influence who was based in an important organization,
the Inglewood Unified School District.  Dr. Nash
understood that something proactive had to be done in
his district to prevent the Inglewood schools from having
the same problems with racial difference that neighboring
school systems had experienced when their populations
changed rapidly.  Through Dr. Nash�s leadership, the
Inglewood Unified School District assumed the central
organizing role for a round of study circles on education
intended to engage the primarily African American/black
and Latino/Hispanic parents in talking and learning
about the schools in a productive way as well as get their
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input on improving the schools.  This commitment of the
School District and its key leader conveyed the
importance of the project to principals and school-
community liaisons, and provided the credibility needed
for a successful community-wide program.

} In Syracuse, the InterReligious Council�s (IRC) then-
Executive Director Dorothy Rose played the key initiating
role.  Dorothy used her position within the IRC to recruit
credible, diverse community leaders to the study circle
organizing effort, including an African American/black
man with a leadership position at Syracuse University and
a successful European American/white businessman who
served as cochairs.  Both of these men provided the
program with visible �faces� that the community could
recognize.  One of the cochairs alluded to Dorothy
Rose�s powers of persuasion when he described his
experience of being recruited to the organizing effort:

So it was important that I say yes to someone that
could really back me in a corner and make me
say yes, and Dorothy had that capacity because of
her knowledge of me and because she and I had
a mutual respect for one another, for what we
could do.  (African American/black Advisory
Board member in Syracuse)

In some learning sites, powerful leaders within local government
served as the key initiators of study circles in their community.
The credibility of these leaders, along with the resources
available to them through the government, boosted the visibility
of the effort and attracted others to it.

} In Lima, Mayor David Berger�s recognition of the need to
work on race relations in the community and his
understanding of who needed to be involved to move the
effort forward provided the initiating spark that led to the
community-wide study circle effort.  Drawing upon his
credibility as mayor, he was able to convene groups of
other leaders, particularly leaders of faith organizations.
His initial invitation to bring together African American/
black and European American/white clergy resulted in
the formation of the 12-member Lima Area Clergy Task
Force.  This group considered ways to work on race
relations, and later became the overall guiding force for

It is really important
that there is genuine
buy-in by the leadership
in a community.  The
leaders and
administrators in the
city have to really have
a gut feeling that this is
important to them or
otherwise it’s not going
to work.

--African American/black
facilitator in Lima
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the study circle effort in Lima.  Mayor Berger devoted a
considerable amount of his own resources, in addition to
the resources of city government, to the effort.

} In Springfield and Woodridge, individuals in powerful
leadership positions in local government served as the
key initiators for study circles.  Both Community Relations
Director Sandy Robinson in Springfield and Village
Management Analyst John Lockerby in Woodridge
utilized government resources and the credibility of their
own positions to move the study circle efforts in their
communities forward.

c.c.c.c.c. OrganizationsOrganizationsOrganizationsOrganizationsOrganizations

In several learning sites, a community organization functioned in
the key initiating role, providing the necessary vision, resources,
and administrative savvy.  These organizations also lent
credibility and demonstrated their own commitment by devoting
staff and other resources to the effort.  Typically, these
organizations viewed the study circle effort as both consistent
with their own mission and a way to further their own institutional
goals.  Here are some examples:

} In both Aurora and New Castle County, the local YWCA
played a key initiating role.  These organizations
promoted study circles as a way to address the national
YWCA mission, which states that the YWCA �strives to
attain peace, justice, freedom and dignity for all
people. . . . and to eliminate racism wherever it exists by
any means necessary.�  The credibility of the YWCA in
each community attracted others to the effort.  The
YWCA of the U.S.A. also supported their efforts through
its growing commitment to racial justice.

} In Oklahoma, the League of Women Voters spearheaded
the statewide effort for two rounds of study circles, one
on criminal justice and one on education.  The first round
of study circles took place in 13 cities where there were
League offices, and were coordinated by League
members and staff.  Ten of these cities participated in the
second round.  Each community had its own
leadership team.
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2.2.2.2.2. Identify and recruit key decision makers.Identify and recruit key decision makers.Identify and recruit key decision makers.Identify and recruit key decision makers.Identify and recruit key decision makers.

Just as every learning site had key initiators who provided vision
at the outset, each program had key decision makers who
provided guidance about how to fulfill that vision.  In many
communities, the same person(s) or organization(s) served as
both initiator and decision maker.  In other communities, key
initiators recruited decision makers as part of a strategy to make
the study circle effort as broad-based and diverse as possible.
Diversity among the key decision makers themselves often
contributed to ensuring diversity in the community-wide effort.
Here are a few examples from the Best Practices learning sites:

} In Fayetteville, key initiator and City Manager Roger
Stancil brought Chairperson Linda Lee Allen of the
Chamber of Commerce and President Ray Shipman of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People together to serve as cochairs of Fayetteville
United, a new entity that focused on improving race
relations and guided the study circle program.  This
established the solid base of African American/black and
European American/white collaboration at the heart of
the organizing and decision-making structure for study
circles.  By working together as key decision makers, both
of these leaders modeled diversity in front of their own
organizations and natural constituencies.  The
collaboration between Linda Lee Allen, a European
American/white woman, and Ray Shipman, an African
American/black man, also created a bridge between the
traditional leaders in the community and other
community leaders, established the precedent of crossing
traditional boundaries, and provided legitimacy for the
effort in both the African American/black and European
American/white communities.

} In Lima, Mayor Berger involved three others in a small
circle of key decision makers for the initial phase of the
study circle effort: assistant to the mayor Ron Hagaman,
a European American/white man; Rev. James McLemore,
an African American/black man; and Dr. Carol Fasig
from Ohio State University, a European American/white
woman.  Each of these decision makers provided
different kinds of leadership, whether in the form of
recruiting diverse groups of people, developing facilitator
trainings, or managing the details of the program.

You’ve got to have a
really enthusiastic
person who’s willing to
do things and keep it
going, and we had
it. . . . And I don’t
think it can be just
somebody.  I think it
has to be somebody that
is visible and well-
known to people
and . . . that is genuine
in their attempt.
--European American/white

organizer in Alread
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} In Springfield, Sandy Robinson, first as a staff member
and then as director of the city�s Community Relations
Commission, served as one of the key decision makers
for the study circle effort.  As an African American/black
man, Sandy brought both credibility and resources to the
effort that attracted other African Americans/blacks to the
organizing coalition.

} In Syracuse, the InterReligious Council made a
commitment to diversity at the key decision-making level.
Initially, the Council employed a program director and a
full-time assistant to work on study circles.  These roles
have now evolved into two equal positions, and the
program now has key interracial leadership, with an
African American/black woman and a European
American/white man serving as program codirectors.

3.3.3.3.3. Recruit and utilize key administrators.Recruit and utilize key administrators.Recruit and utilize key administrators.Recruit and utilize key administrators.Recruit and utilize key administrators.

A third characteristic of key leadership that lends itself to
creating a broad-based organizing coalition is administrative
savvy.  Just as one or two people or organizations must provide
key visible leadership as the initiators of the effort, one or two
people must drive the day-to-day aspects of implementation.  All
the logistics of organizing a study circle effort require high-level
administrative skills and attention.

In almost every learning site people mentioned one or two
people � sometimes staff who extended themselves well beyond
the reasonable expectations for their work, sometimes volunteers
who functioned as full-time staffers � whose efforts and
commitment to diversity were key to the success of the program
and added to its credibility.  Key administrators provided
inspiration by the example of their own effort and commitment.
They put a personal face on the effort and provided the
motivation that attracted others to the effort and kept them
involved.  Because of the nature of the effort, these leaders were
usually considered part of the coalition as well as people who
served the coalition in a particular way.  We describe a few of
them here:

} The organizers and staff of study circles in New Castle
County demonstrated a strong dedication and
commitment to the administrative needs of the program.

I enjoy what I do, that
makes a difference. It is
my vision to make sure
that everything is done
well from the top down,
everybody gets what
they need to do the
work smoothly . . .

--African American/black
organizer in New Castle

County
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One person described the effort in New Castle County
this way:

The administration of the effort, and the continuity
of the administration has been pretty close to
amazing.  I have seen a lot of programs, but I
have yet to see a program that has one person
who is there to see that everybody has everything.
It is so well organized . . . The support that the
volunteers get is amazing; everything is right
there.  The YWCA has a range of programs and
they have found the study circles to be valuable
enough to have a supportive administration for
this program.  (African American/black facilitator
and trainer in New Castle County)

} According to most accounts, Ann Estlund was the driving
force behind all the organizing work in Ft. Myers.  She
functioned as a full-time volunteer during the formative
stages of Lee County Pulling Together, the organization
set up to support the study circle effort in Ft. Myers and
took on leadership of the Working Council, the group
that does the actual organizing for study circles.  People
described her as either doing the work or encouraging,
cajoling, or organizing other people to do it.

} In Syracuse, the administrative staff served as tangible
evidence of the program�s commitment to ending racism,
improving race relations, and beginning racial healing.
After some experimentation, organizers settled on an
administrative structure with two paid staff people, an
African American/black woman and a European
American/white man.  (This structure mirrored the
commitment to a racially mixed pair of cochairs for the
Advisory Board and the Advisory Committee.)  The way
the two staff members talked and worked together in
public situations, and their unusually high level of
commitment to this work, helped convince people of the
value of study circles.
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4.4.4.4.4. Utilize people with key marketing andUtilize people with key marketing andUtilize people with key marketing andUtilize people with key marketing andUtilize people with key marketing and
promotional skills.promotional skills.promotional skills.promotional skills.promotional skills.

Organizers in the 17 learning sites reported that even though all
the other forms of leadership may be present, people in the
community may not come to study circles unless leaders with
marketing skills apply their savvy and persistence to the work of
persuading citizens to try something new.

} In Aurora, Program Director Mary Jane Hollis is
legendary for her constant focus on encouraging people
to participate in upcoming rounds of study circles.  Mary
Jane maintains lists of people who might be interested
and calls them personally.  She makes presentations to
as many community groups as possible, particularly those
where people of color are participating or in the
audience.  She carries brochures with her and passes
them out at all times.

} Similarly, in Springfield, Mayor Karen Hasara and
Community Relations Director and study circle organizer
Sandy Robinson missed no opportunities to promote their
community�s study circle program.  The two of them took
brochures everywhere they went in the weeks leading up
to the first round of study circles.

This section has emphasized the importance of four types of key
leaders � those who initiate study circles, those who make
decisions and provide guidance as study circles unfold, those
who carry out the administrative aspects of community-wide
study circles, and those who take the lead to promote study
circles effectively.  It is important to note that all these leaders
share one characteristic � they have connections, and they use
them to produce and promote study circles.  Key leaders in each
of the four categories are most likely to succeed when their
network of connections is large and when they are adept at
influencing their network to support and advance study circles.

In addition, this section noted that when leaders in the coalition
reflected the racial and ethnic diversity of the community, efforts
to foster significant participation by people from the community�s
different racial and ethnic populations seemed to be more
successful.

For that first round, we
just did the hard work.
We went everywhere
we could go, every part
of the community, and
we promoted,
promoted, promoted.

--African American/black
organizer in Springfield
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All the types of leaders described here make up one key
component of an effective coalition.  The next section presents
the middle ring of an effective, broad-based coalition, the
central organizing body.

q
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B.B.B.B.B. Central organizing boCentral organizing boCentral organizing boCentral organizing boCentral organizing bodydydydydy

Either formally or informally, organizers in most sites formed a
central organizing group composed of a diverse, broad base of
community leaders and organizations.  This central group then
functioned on multiple levels of responsibility and involvement.
While community programs referred to these groups in many
different ways, nearly all organizers used this central group of
the coalition as the main decision-making and implementing
body for the study circle effort.  This section presents some of the
best practices related to creating a broad-based, diverse central
organizing body, particularly those practices related to ensuring
its racial and ethnic diversity.

1.1.1.1.1. Reach out early and often to a broad base ofReach out early and often to a broad base ofReach out early and often to a broad base ofReach out early and often to a broad base ofReach out early and often to a broad base of
community leaders and organizations.community leaders and organizations.community leaders and organizations.community leaders and organizations.community leaders and organizations.

Study circle organizers aimed much of their earliest efforts at
including a broad base of community leaders and organizations
in the central organizing body.  In most communities this meant
working to make sure the central organizing body included
European Americans/whites, people of color, and people
reflecting the community�s other ethnic groups.  In the few
learning sites where there is very little racial and ethnic diversity,
leaders made efforts to include people who represented the
kinds of diversity that made a difference in their communities,
such as age, occupation, or history in the community.  In this
way, the organizers established the legitimacy and credibility
needed to work on issues affecting the entire community.

Here are some specific strategies organizers in the learning sites
used to engage a  broad base of community leaders and
organizations in the central organizing body, especially those
who added racial and ethnic diversity.

a.a.a.a.a. Identify all related community organizations andIdentify all related community organizations andIdentify all related community organizations andIdentify all related community organizations andIdentify all related community organizations and
institutions.institutions.institutions.institutions.institutions.

} In New Castle County, organizers discussed the various
ways they included more than 100 different partner
organizations in the study circle effort there.  The YWCA
Executive Director said that it was important to involve
key partners who had taken some responsibility for
addressing issues of race and racism, such as the Human

And I think too the
most key thing is that
advisory board.  I would
imagine that almost
every nonprofit in this
city would drool to
have the diversity that
our advisory board has,
and the leadership.
--European American/white

organizer in Syracuse
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Relations Commission of New Castle County and the
NAACP, in order not to alienate anyone or lose their
support.  One of the partners and facilitators made this
comment:

The fact that the YWCA was able � in the
beginning  �  to bring such a wide group of
agencies together on their working group and
other groups planning the different events and get
input right from the beginning started off on a
good fast track.  I don�t think you could do a
program like this if it was narrow and only one or
two groups tried to do this.  (European American/
white facilitator in New Castle County)

} When the initial study circle organizers in Fayetteville
created Fayetteville United as an independent body, they
invited representatives from groups that had participated
in the city�s annual International Festival to serve on the
Working Group.  The festival was widely viewed as
including the full range of ethnic and cultural diversity
found in the community.

} The lead organizers in Decatur intended from the
beginning to build a diverse, effective organizing
coalition and made those intentions known early and
often.  An initial diverse group of organizations created a
�leadership map� of the city of Decatur and identified
125 different organizations, institutions, and associations,
both formal and informal.  At two meetings attended by
representatives from 85 groups on the �leadership map,�
organizers invited the representatives to participate in the
central organizing body.  About thirty percent of the
people from those groups were African American/black.

} The organizers of the Oklahoma statewide effort for
Calling the Roll invited members     from local parent-
teacher associations, mental health institutions, colleges,
universities, schools, vocational/technical institutions,
churches, and the business community to participate in
organizing coalitions of study circles related to issues of
education.  In Oklahoma County, organizers put
together a racially and ethnically diverse coalition of
representatives from the Latino/Hispanic, African
American/black, Vietnamese, and other ethnic
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communities.  In order to cover all of Oklahoma County,
they made a list of all relevant organizations and created
a steering committee that consisted of representatives
from school districts, businesses, and a range of
organizations.

b.b.b.b.b. Initiate one-on-one contact.Initiate one-on-one contact.Initiate one-on-one contact.Initiate one-on-one contact.Initiate one-on-one contact.

One-on-one contact is a general strategy that some organizers
employed for all aspects of recruiting a diverse central
organizing group.  Others employed this strategy to supplement
general strategies that had not been entirely successful in
attracting the diversity deemed necessary for an effective core
group.  One-on-one recruitment then became a matter of
identifying the kinds of diversity not adequately represented,
identifying individuals who would contribute to diversity, and
contacting those individuals directly.  Here are a number of
examples of the different uses of one-on-one contact.

}}}}} In the small, rural, relatively homogeneous community of
Alread, key initiator Ron Harder recruited coalition
members one by one to work with him to plan the study
circle program.  He wanted to be sure that the coalition
members represented the diversity within the community
and among them had direct contact with everyone else in
the community.  In doing so, Ron personally invited
people from the different geographic parts of the
community, from the different churches that were active
in the community, and from the different categories
recognized by residents: those who were �from the
mountain� and the various categories of those who were
�from off� (visitors, recent inhabitants, or self-described
back-to-the-landers who moved to Alread in the early
1970s).  One coalition member described Ron�s strategic
efforts this way:

Well, I remember quite a bit about him working
on it, because he tried to make sure there was
somebody, at least one person from every church
and every organization . . . so he was trying very
hard to include somebody from every group that
we might have in our community, and I think they
were there.  (European American/white organizer
in Alread)
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} In Ft. Myers, when Fritz Jacobi, publisher of the local
newspaper, and Wayne Robinson, minister at a large
Unitarian church, initiated the study circle effort, they
recognized that they would need to have a group of
highly visible community leaders at the core of the
program�s decision-making body.  Fritz and Wayne, two
European American/white men, also recognized the need
to have significant African American/black involvement in
the very early planning stages and in any leadership
group.  As a result of extensive outreach � including
personal contact by both men and then by people they
had initially recruited � the people who came to the first
coalition-building workshop included leaders from the
European American/white, African American/black, and
Latino/Hispanic communities.

} Hartford organizers emphasized one-on-one recruitment
to achieve a broad-based, diverse coalition.  In 1999,
the Advisory Group identified a broad range of groups
that could help accomplish goals for that year.  Various
members then took responsibility for personally recruiting
people from these groups by contacting specific
organizations and individuals.  People in the Advisory
Group emphasized the importance of making personal
contacts in organizations.

} In Syracuse, organizers carried out one-on-one
relationship building in order to recruit partners from
diverse places in the community.  While the big breakfast
meetings held by organizers attracted many people to the
Community Wide Dialogue program, those who attended
often did not represent the diversity necessary for
successful efforts.  Thus, the one-on-one contact became
necessary to increase diversity.  Program Directors John
Landesmann and Arethia Brown formed many
relationships through holding one-on-one meetings and
attending different community group meetings.

} In Colorado Springs, key initiators Amy Divine and
Jerome Page formed a steering committee composed of
people associated with diversity-oriented organizations,
initially based on people who were involved in the early
conversation about how to address rising intolerance in
their community.  These organizers employed a variety of
one-on-one strategies to recruit a diverse, broad-based
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group of members for the central organizing body,
including face-to-face contacts, telephone calls, and
letters.

c.c.c.c.c. Provide potential coalition members with study circleProvide potential coalition members with study circleProvide potential coalition members with study circleProvide potential coalition members with study circleProvide potential coalition members with study circle
experience.experience.experience.experience.experience.

Organizers in many Best Practices learning sites provided
community leaders with direct experience with the study circle
model in order to recruit members for the organizing coalition
and to increase their level of commitment.  People in several
learning sites emphasized that these experiences with study
circles through direct participation or orientation sessions
accomplished buy-in from diverse community leaders in ways
that no other kind of activity could.

} In Alread, a major part of the initial organizing meeting
� which attracted 33 people, 17 of whom became
members of the core committee � was devoted to mock
study circles.  Reflecting on the impact of this experience,
one person said:

My impression has always been that the
commitment to the study circles idea was
substantially stronger from the first night where we
did the practice sessions . . . my feeling is that the
buy-in was a lot better by having gone through
the breakouts at the practice session.  (European
American/white organizer in Alread)

} New Castle County organizers ran pilot study circles in
order to get buy-in and support from decision makers.
As part of the decision-making process about what topic
to use, organizers conducted two pilot study circles for
the 30 working group participants � one on issues of
violence and one on issues of race.  At the same time,
the YWCA board members participated in a pilot study
circle.

} In Twin Cities, organizers often used large orientation
meetings and other types of informational sessions to
recruit project partners.  Typically, organizers showed
videos of study circles at these orientation sessions.  In
the beginning of the effort, they showed the Lima study
circle video; now Twin Cities program organizers have
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developed their own video.  One organizer explained the
impact of this direct experience with study circles on
potential coalition members:

What we did at that one to convince the Human
Rights Commission that they could really do this,
we invited a couple of the League facilitators to
actually join me, so I gave a little bit of factual
information at the beginning but then we all broke
out into circles � in fact one big circle, it was a
small enough group that we could do that � and
the facilitator facilitated one hour of the first
session . . .  (European American/white organizer
in the Twin Cities)

2.2.2.2.2. Build on existing networks.Build on existing networks.Build on existing networks.Build on existing networks.Build on existing networks.

In a number of Best Practices communities, initial organizers
used their extensive networks of existing contacts and allies to
move the effort forward.

} In North Little Rock, a tight time frame associated with
research related to the statewide effort meant that it was
crucial for central organizers Debbie Rozell and Monieca
West to rely on their existing relationships and
connections.  They were able to move quickly to conduct
a round of study circles in part because they had already
developed the skills of working together.  Monieca, the
vice president of the local Chamber of Commerce, lined
up support from the Chamber to act as a fiscal agent
and handle the mailing lists.  She used her own contacts
to generate $5,000 for staff support for the effort from
Chamber members.  Debbie, who was chair of the PTA
Council, recruited that group to handle arrangements for
the study circles.  The PTA Council provided food and
recruited many of the participants for the circles from its
own ranks.  Together Debbie and Monieca enlisted the
mayor, who, on behalf of the city, signed letters of
invitation and attended the kick-off.

} In Aurora, the study circle effort began with a core group
of people who had a rich, densely connected set of
relationships with community leaders and organizations.
Program Director Mary Jane Hollis in particular came to
the work with a deep knowledge of the community and
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extensive community contacts.  Marj Colley, director of
the Aurora YWCA, also had a rich network of community
connections that contributed to their ability to create a
broad-based organizing coalition.

} In Twin Cities, a regional partnership between the
Education and Housing Equity Project (EHEP), an
established study circle program in Minneapolis, and the
Wilder Foundation, an established operating foundation
in St. Paul, provided a base for the effort in both
communities.  This effort provides an example of a
collaboration between two organizations that had no
previous experience with working together, yet built on
their complementary existing networks.  From EHEP�s
side, the attraction to the partnership was the opportunity
to work with a St. Paul-based organization rather than try
to do study circles in St. Paul from a Minneapolis base.
EHEP needed a credible partner organization in St. Paul
that had some history in and commitment to the city.
One EHEP organizer said:

Our initial interest in this was that we were not
really penetrating St. Paul with this project. . . .
What we needed to do was partner with an
institution that was central to St. Paul and really
would know how to do it in St. Paul. . . . One of
the things I think makes this work well in St. Paul is
[the Wilder Foundation] has built up these
relationships with many of these groups, even
before the circle, so in a way there was a potential
for a collaborative partnership there from the
beginning.  It wasn�t like they [Wilder] had to
build that from scratch.  (European American/
white organizer in Twin Cities)

On the other side, the program developed at EHEP was
an attraction for the Wilder Foundation.  One organizer
from the Wilder Foundation described it this way: �And
they [EHEP] had at least some form of a discussion guide
and they had a connection with some facilitators. . . .
They had sort of a system in place . . . �  (European
American/white organizer in Twin Cities)

I think it’s important, I
think the wider
knowledge a person has
of the community, the
more able you are to
build a strong coalition.
--European American/white

organizer in Aurora
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3.3.3.3.3. Be clear about commitment and expectations.Be clear about commitment and expectations.Be clear about commitment and expectations.Be clear about commitment and expectations.Be clear about commitment and expectations.

In several learning sites, organizers indicated that their ability to
be clear about the commitment they sought from members of
the central organizing body and the expectations they held of
them contributed to the creation of a sound, broad-based
coalition.

} In Decatur, organizers were explicit and deliberate in
asking coalition members to contribute resources, work
on recruiting participants, or participate in other
meaningful ways.  They used coalition meetings to help
shape materials and approaches that would attract
additional participation in the study circles.  Coalition
members also participated in a process of determining
what the major issues were across the city, identifying
issues for the conversation, and laying groundwork for
the materials to be used in the roundtables.

} In Oklahoma City, when organizers invited participation
on the coalition they specified exactly what people would
have to commit to and for how long.  The steering
committee devised a plan and identified the work;
members then divided the work among themselves.
Members made a commitment that they would meet for
one and a half hours once a month for three months and
then twice a month for the next three months.
Organizers set up subcommittees for such things such as
site coordination, publicity, and training facilitators.  Each
of the subcommittees added members, carried out the
work, and reported to the whole steering committee each
month.

} Organizers in New Castle County emphasized the
importance they placed on being up front about
expectations when recruiting people for the central
organizing body, especially given the study circles� focus
on a topic as large as racism.  One of them said:

Sincerity, you have to be truthful.  You have to not
raise expectations, not to say that this is the cure
to the disease.  You have to say that this is going
to take a lot of work, got to take partnership,
some money, commitment. . . . I cannot speak for

I’ve been a part of the
board almost a year and
one thing that I’ve
noticed that really
makes this organization
work is that I’ve seen a
lot of people walk like
they talk.

--African American/black
organizer in Aurora
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the black community, the Anglo community, but I
can speak for the Latino community.  For a Latina
woman, the thing that succeeds is that you do a
face-to-face contact, not raise expectations you
can�t meet.  What succeeds is building
partnerships and saying that we need your help
but there is a lot of work to be done.  It�s not a pill
that you take and are done with that.  (Latina/
Hispanic organizer in New Castle County)

4.4.4.4.4. Incorporate new individuals and organizations asIncorporate new individuals and organizations asIncorporate new individuals and organizations asIncorporate new individuals and organizations asIncorporate new individuals and organizations as
study circles proceed.study circles proceed.study circles proceed.study circles proceed.study circles proceed.

Some Best Practices communities incorporated new individuals
and organizations into the effort as the study circle program
evolved, continually widening the base of the organizing group.

} In Lima, key leaders incorporated new organizations and
individuals into the coalition as study circle work
expanded.  From its beginning as a small inner circle, the
central organizing coalition in Lima expanded to include
people who had some hand in the program�s success,
whether as participants, group leaders (facilitators), or
organizers.  As study circles broadened beyond faith
organizations to other sectors of Lima � such as
businesses, schools, and neighborhoods � the
organizing body expanded to include representatives of
those entities.  By 1999, the core group included leaders
from the NAACP, Allen Lima Leadership (an annual civic
leadership development program that includes both adult
and youth components), the Lima Senior High School Key
Club, and many others.  This contributed to the diversity
and enhanced the base of the central organizing body.

} Hartford organizers added more people from the African
American/black and Latino/Hispanic communities to an
informal �working group� that advised the staff on
outreach and implementation.

5.5.5.5.5. Make changes to the central organizing boMake changes to the central organizing boMake changes to the central organizing boMake changes to the central organizing boMake changes to the central organizing bodydydydydy
when necessarywhen necessarywhen necessarywhen necessarywhen necessary.....

The central organizing body in several programs has undergone
a series of modifications or transformations.  In many instances,
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these changes were designed to contribute to a more diverse,
broad-based organizing coalition, particularly in terms of racial
and ethnic diversity.

} In Springfield, Sandy Robinson did most of the planning
and organizing for the first two rounds of study circles.
While some organizations contributed one or more of
their members to serve as facilitators and potential
�liaisons,� initially the study circles in Springfield had a
single sponsor � local city government, with particular
leadership from Mayor Karen Hasara.  At the time of the
second round, the mayor appointed a 12-person Race
Relations Task Force, which will help guide the study
circle effort in the future.  A key organizer explained the
intention behind forming the Task Force this way:

We gave people � or organizations � an
opportunity to kind of self-select into a coalition, if
you will at the beginning.  But, rather than being a
part of the per se organizing effort, we wanted
them to signify their participation in the coalition
by providing us with an individual from their
organization to help with the facilitation process,
to be trained as a facilitator.  And then that
person could also serve as a liaison as to what
was taking place in the study circles program,
back to their organization and their individual
members. . . . [The organization of the actual
program] was primarily done through our
department in consult with the mayor and the
Community Relations Commission.  And as a
result of that first round, we had a number of
individuals that kind of distinguished themselves
by their commitment and involvement with the
program, and those are the individuals that are
now going to primarily make up our Race
Relations Task Force.  (African American/black
organizer in Springfield)

The organizations represented on the new task force
include: NAACP (represented by its vice president);
Urban League (represented by its head); Greater
Springfield Interfaith Association (represented by its
president); University of Illinois at Springfield; the local
Catholic diocese; the local Baha�i community; the

I look at it as constantly
moving forward because
there will always be
challenges out in the
community that will
require us to evolve
accordingly.

--Latino/Hispanic organizer
in Aurora
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Chinese American Association; Image Inc. (a national
Latino/Hispanic organization); and the United Way Board
(represented by its president).

} In Syracuse, the central organizing body has undergone a
number of transformations.  Initially, the Community
Wide Dialogue program had an Outreach Committee.
After some confusion about management and oversight,
the program constituted a formal Advisory Board, which
absorbed members from both the Outreach Committee
and a diverse design team, which had met for six months
to produce a new study circle discussion guide tailored
specifically to community interests.  The first Advisory
Board had over 50 members, chosen on an ad hoc
basis, and was cochaired by one African American/black
and one European American/white man.  The �ad hoc�
recruiting of the original board had been done to
promote the dialogue work.  Organizers realized later
that the board needed to have a broader function and
set of duties, and felt that the board might be competing
with the InterReligious Council�s own board.  The
program again experienced a reorganization and
emerged with a new Advisory Committee, with about 30
members who are recruited purposefully to ensure
diversity.  Organizers considered this reorganization to be
healthier for the program�s long-term survival and a
better way to follow through on their commitment to
action and outcomes.

In summary, this section described five main ways organizers
built and rebuilt their central organizing bodies.  In most
learning sites, a commitment to including people who reflect the
community�s racial and ethnic populations contributed to the
development of these five best practices, which range from
connecting to both familiar and unfamiliar sympathetic
organizations to changing the structure of the organizing body
when appropriate.  The next and final section presents the outer
concentric ring of an effective coalition, community partners and
sponsors.

q

We have a challenge
there to create . . . a
study circle-like
environment because
what we didn’t do in
the initial board is to
create that
environment and we
spent about a year
fighting with each
other.
--European American/white

organizer in Syracuse
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C.C.C.C.C. Community partners/sponsorsCommunity partners/sponsorsCommunity partners/sponsorsCommunity partners/sponsorsCommunity partners/sponsors

The third component that many study circle programs used to
create a broad-based, diverse organizing coalition involved
community partners/sponsors.  These diverse organizations and
institutions (and sometimes individuals) did not participate in the
core group responsible for decision making and implementation
of the overall organizing effort.  Typically they provided specific,
discrete services or contributions.  For example, specific partners
or sponsors contributed such services as publicity, endorsement,
funding, recruiting, and site arrangements for the study circles.
The involvement of these community partners/sponsors was a
significant means of broadening and diversifying the network of
organizations and institutions that worked together on a
community issue.  This section describes some of the ways
community partners/sponsors contributed to creating a broad-
based, diverse organizing coalition.

} The organizers of Community Conversations on Race
(CCR) in Colorado Springs used an open process to
build the coalition and provide options for leaders from
diverse groups to participate in various ways.  Steering
Committee members contacted all organizations in the
community likely to be sympathetic to the mission,
seeking various levels and kinds of support.  Steering
Committee members such as Jim Sauls, an educator and
member of the Black Coalition of Concerned Citizens,
conducted extensive outreach efforts to parts of the
community with which they were connected.

CCR secured the support and endorsement of 36 diverse
community groups, churches, governmental bodies, and
other organizations for the pilot round.  These
�participating organizations� contributed the use of their
names, meeting space, funds, resource people, and
other means of support.  Organizers maintained contact
with these partners throughout the effort and kept asking
for support.  As CCR began its first full round of study
circles, the number of participating organizations
increased to 45.  With the second round, that number
grew nearly twofold to more than 85.

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity
partners/sponsorspartners/sponsorspartners/sponsorspartners/sponsorspartners/sponsors
included theincluded theincluded theincluded theincluded the
following kinds offollowing kinds offollowing kinds offollowing kinds offollowing kinds of
organizations andorganizations andorganizations andorganizations andorganizations and
institutions:institutions:institutions:institutions:institutions:

• universities
•  churches
• chambers of

commerce
• civic groups
• education

associations
• government

institutions
• local newspapers
•  fire departments
• private businesses
• social and cultural

groups
• youth service

organizations
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} A key organizer of the New Castle County effort spoke of
the way their study circle program involved community
partners:

We thought about what kind of partnerships could
be built.  There were a couple of articles about
the Week without Violence that the YWCA
organized, saying we wanted partners.  In two
months we had 35 partners.  They were thirsty.
YWCA became the central organizing element,
and some other partners did different activities.
(European American/white organizer in New
Castle County)

New Castle County organizers also strategized about
ways to keep the barriers to participation low, and
offered partners multiple ways to be involved.  At each
stage, they emphasized strong acknowledgment of all the
partners and listed the names of all the partners in all
program materials.   One organizer described the effort
this way:

Du Pont came forth first and they gave us seed
money for this.  We don�t require partners to give
us money; those are sponsors.  But partners can
give us locations or staff time.  They can promote
our program in their literature, especially
nonprofits that don�t have monies to give us.  But
they are instrumental in giving us visibility and
participants who would not normally come on
board. . . . So it is an ongoing effort.  The
growing list generates more people coming on.
(Latina/Hispanic organizer in New Castle County)

} In Syracuse, organizers rely on �partners� to continually
broaden and diversify the program�s network of support.
One organizer explained the role of these partners:

And the partners are people who don�t want to
come to monthly meetings and don�t want to be
at the core of the work but want to still have a
relationship to the dialogue, so we�ve invited a lot
of people to be partners.  (European American/
white organizer in Syracuse)

So the fact that we had
such a broad base of
support, when it came
time to get United Way
funding, a lot of the
people that were sitting
there reviewing
applications were on
our board!  Or [they]
had participated in
community dialogue in
some way so there was
community support out
there and that
translated into funds so
we could keep doing
the work.
--European American/white

facilitator in Syracuse
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} In Aurora, organizers continue to strategize about ways to
provide their more than 24 diverse community partners
with meaningful roles in the effort.  An active board
member said:

We�re kind of calling ourselves a partnership;
we�ve got a lot of people listed, a lot of
organizations listed on our letterhead, and
partners, how to get them to be active partners is
another thing.  Everyone thinks it�s a good idea
and wants to be associated. . . . So I think we�re
still working on how do we get people to be active
partners, and maybe being more direct in what
role they can play.  I think we kind of say �come
and join us� but . . . people are very busy today,
and if you don�t have a specific job for them to do
or role for them to play . . . so I think that�s
something we�re in the process of still doing.
(European American/white organizer in Aurora)

} In Twin Cities, organizers created flexible roles for a
broad, diverse network of partners and sponsors.  The
organizers differentiated among partners regarding
assets, strengths, level of involvement, and timing.  One
key organizer said:

We�ve had a group and we call it the Community
Circle Collaborative but it�s a very loose concept
because different partners play different roles in
different situations at different times.  (European
American/white organizer in Twin Cities)

Aside from the central organizing or project partners, the
different kinds of community partners that are part of the
broad Twin Cities coalition are:

� Resource partners: For example, the Institute for
Race and Poverty research organization, which
worked with the Education and Housing Equity
Project early on by providing resources and
information for discussion guides, and the
Minnesota Facilitators� Network and the Society
for Professionals in Dispute Resolution, both of
which provided facilitators

Sources of fundingSources of fundingSources of fundingSources of fundingSources of funding
for study circlefor study circlefor study circlefor study circlefor study circle
programs included:programs included:programs included:programs included:programs included:

• foundations
• corporations
• faith communities
• school boards and

school districts
• local governments
• private businesses
• individuals
• local media
• nonprofit

organizations
• in-kind services
• local fund-raisers
• contracts
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� Sponsors: Organizations that are responsible for
setting schedules, recruiting participants, and
creating a comfortable environment

� Media partners

� Action partners: Organizations that may come on
board later in the process, perhaps at the action
forum, to offer opportunities for longer-term
involvement in specific work; these action partners
typically can put new volunteers to work

In conclusion, the programs in the 17 learning sites appeared
strongly committed to developing and sustaining an inclusive,

diverse, broad-based coalition to guide their study circle effort.
They did so, typically, by creating a coalition structure with at
least three �rings� of responsibility, ranging from the large,
complex duties of the key leaders to the specific contributions of
partners and allies.  This was true even though some of the
programs in the study demonstrated in their early rounds that
community-wide study circles can be produced without benefit of
a diverse coalition if appropriate resources and high-level
authority are present.  Even those programs that did not have a
coalition at first moved in that direction, and several programs
with established coalitions took steps to make them more diverse
and more inclusive.  This suggests that organizers saw manifest
benefits in building and sustaining a diverse coalition that
extended beyond producing inclusive, broad-based study circles.
Apparently, the type of coalition envisioned in the SCRC
community-wide model contributes to community improvement
in its own right.

Most programs in these learning sites also had a fundamental
commitment to inclusiveness and openness in their own
structures and processes, but remained flexible and adaptive in
their approaches to this work.  Underlying most of the
approaches were principles of leadership, connection, equity,
assessment and readjustment.  Organizers connected both
personally and through organizational structures to powerful
traditional leaders, community leaders, and citizens.  They built
new, unusual alliances and relied on familiar, time-tested
partnerships.  Organizers in most Best Practices sites kept track
of what worked and what needed to change in the composition
of their coalition, and typically made adjustments in the direction
of greater diversity and inclusiveness.  Overall, these learning

I think that those
organizations that were
willing to speak as
partners and not
necessarily in the doing
of it but in giving their
name to the
organization, it did
help.
--European American/white

organizer in Aurora
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sites demonstrated strong commitment to the coalition
component of the community-wide model.

q
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This chapter addresses Research
Question Two: What are the
most effective practices for
recruiting a diverse group of

facilitators?  What are the most effective
practices for training and supporting
facilitators so that they can do their work
effectively?
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1. Diversity in the facilitator pool mattered a great deal, particularly
when a community was racially and ethnically diverse.

2. Programs that set specific targets with regard to diversity typically
met them; no program that expressed a commitment to
developing a diverse group of facilitators left the diversity to
emerge as a chance result of general recruitment.

3. Programs and facilitators appeared to be experimenting to
determine the appropriate length and content of training.  Even
those programs that sponsored two days of training still seemed
able to recruit interested facilitators.

4. In addition to training, supportive structures and activities
contributed to the quality of facilitation.  Of these, the most often
used were establishing cofacilitator teams and setting up
coaching opportunities for facilitators to access as a round
unfolded.
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Recruiting and maintaining a solid, diverse pool of skilled
facilitators for study circles was a major focus in most of the
learning sites and, for many programs, one of the key factors in
their success.  This chapter presents best practices related to
recruiting, training, and supporting facilitators in order to attain
the highest quality possible.  The chapter is organized into the
following sections:

A. Strategies for specifically recruiting a diverse group of
facilitators

B. Other strategies for recruiting potential facilitators

C. Techniques for providing quality facilitator training

D. Mechanisms for developing supportive and evaluative
structures to strengthen facilitation

A.A.A.A.A. Strategies for specifically recruiting aStrategies for specifically recruiting aStrategies for specifically recruiting aStrategies for specifically recruiting aStrategies for specifically recruiting a
diverse group of facilitatorsdiverse group of facilitatorsdiverse group of facilitatorsdiverse group of facilitatorsdiverse group of facilitators

The following section presents the ways communities targeted
their recruitment efforts to ensure that the pool of facilitators
reflected the diversity of the community.

1.1.1.1.1. Set goals for diversitySet goals for diversitySet goals for diversitySet goals for diversitySet goals for diversity.....

Recruitment for diversity improved when organizers understood
the importance of having a diverse facilitator pool, made an
explicit commitment to attain facilitator diversity, and then
monitored the results of their efforts.

} In Decatur, organizers set specific goals related to the
number and makeup of the facilitator pool, with an initial
goal of recruiting no less than one-third facilitators of
color.

} In Hartford, organizers maintained a database containing
information on the approximately 250 people who have
attended facilitator training, about half of whom have
facilitated sessions.  The database allows organizers to
keep track of the diversity within the total pool, which
includes an increasing number of African American/black

We have to look more
and more for diversity
of facilitators as well,
and to make sure that
the facilitators are
engaged in thinking
about some of those
larger issues and setting
a context for the
conversation.
--European American/white

organizer in Twin Cities
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and Latino/Hispanic facilitators, and more women than
men.

} During the planning process in Oklahoma, organizers
identified strategies and approaches for recruiting a
diverse group of facilitators.  Each member of the
coalition set specific goals for the number of facilitators
he or she would recruit.

2.2.2.2.2. Rely on coalition members to recruit forRely on coalition members to recruit forRely on coalition members to recruit forRely on coalition members to recruit forRely on coalition members to recruit for
diversitydiversitydiversitydiversitydiversity.....

A diverse organizing coalition offered positive conditions for
recruiting diverse facilitators by serving as an example and an
indication of the overall effort�s commitment to diversity.  Its
members, by their own diversity, provided direct personal
connections to a base of facilitator candidates that also
embodied the community�s diversity.  A number of communities
used that diverse base very effectively.

} In Decatur, organizers explicitly requested that coalition
members, who themselves formed a diverse group,
recruit facilitators from groups reflecting or committed to
diversity in the community.  The organizers tapped
organizations such as the YMCA and local churches,
seeking facilitators.  As a result, the facilitator pool in
Decatur included some church leaders and some people
who were leaders in their professional work.

} Fayetteville�s success at recruiting a corps of facilitators
that reflected the diversity in the community grew
organically out of the diversity of the organizing coalition.
Many facilitators came from the membership and
workforce of organizations and associations represented
in the coalition, and heard about the opportunity from
colleagues or supervisors.

} In Lima, because the religious organizations that led the
effort explicitly included both African Americans/blacks
and European Americans/whites, and because people
recruited the people they knew, the organizers succeeded
in recruiting facilitators of both races.
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} In Colorado Springs, organizers made a concerted effort
to recruit capable facilitators from the diverse groups
represented in the coalition, often relying on personal
recruitment efforts by Steering Committee members.
Organizers succeeded in having fairly good diversity in
the facilitator pool; approximately 40 percent of the
facilitators were people of color (primarily African
Americans/blacks, but not exclusively).

3.3.3.3.3. Recruit from organizations with diverse membersRecruit from organizations with diverse membersRecruit from organizations with diverse membersRecruit from organizations with diverse membersRecruit from organizations with diverse members
or a diversity-oriented mission.or a diversity-oriented mission.or a diversity-oriented mission.or a diversity-oriented mission.or a diversity-oriented mission.

Several organizers also relied on the strategy of looking directly
to those organizations and entities within the community that
were themselves diverse or that included a commitment to
diversity in their mission and had the potential to contribute to
the facilitator pool.

} In Decatur, organizers recruited facilitators from a wide
range of diverse organizations in the community and
from areas surrounding the community as necessary.
Initially the pool of facilitators did not include enough
African Americans/blacks, so the organizers recruited
facilitators outside of Decatur.

} In Hartford, the majority of study circles have occurred in
workplaces with a diverse workforce.  Often human
resources directors or human relations directors served as
site coordinators for the workplace sessions; organizers
noted that fairly often people of color held those
positions and were well-positioned to recruit other people
of color within the workforce to serve as facilitators for
the sessions.

} In Springfield, Mayor Karen Hasara sent a letter of
invitation to nearly 300 organizations that might have an
interest in human relations, race relations, and
community relations, asking them to get involved in study
circles by contributing one or more of their members to
serve as facilitators.  Because there was significant
diversity in the organizations that responded to Mayor
Hasara�s letter, the initial facilitators were themselves
quite diverse.

I drew my initial pool of
facilitators from the
organizations and
groups that we
contacted right in the
very beginning.  We
had a diverse pool
there, and they kind of
self-selected themselves
into our pilots, and in
order for our pilots to
be set up and operate
correctly, there had to
have been that diversity
there.

--African American/black
organizer in Springfield
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} Some of the communities participating in the statewide
effort in Oklahoma recruited facilitators from
organizations with racially mixed memberships in their
communities.

4.4.4.4.4. Recruit from study circle participants.Recruit from study circle participants.Recruit from study circle participants.Recruit from study circle participants.Recruit from study circle participants.

Study circle sessions themselves, because they are typically
structured to reflect the diversity within the community, served as
another source for facilitators.  Exposure to the study circle
model and experience often gave participants a base for moving
into the facilitator role.

} In Hartford, organizers recruited facilitators from the pool
of people who had gone through study circles.  As a
result, they had a facilitator pool that was a mix of
European Americans/whites and people of color.

} In Lima, after the pilot round on race, organizers drew
upon participants as a source for new facilitators.  This
established a pattern in Lima: organizers �plucked�
participants from pilot rounds or actual rounds to
become trained facilitators for the next round(s).  This
pattern continued once study circles expanded to include
the business and school communities, in addition to
religious organizations.

} Organizers in Aurora also �plucked� participants from
study circles to become trained as facilitators.

} In Springfield, participants in the pilot round and first
round, 30 percent of whom were people of color, also
later served as facilitators.

5.5.5.5.5. Use multiple forms of appeal and promotion.Use multiple forms of appeal and promotion.Use multiple forms of appeal and promotion.Use multiple forms of appeal and promotion.Use multiple forms of appeal and promotion.

Some communities relied on multiple strategies to ensure
diversity within the facilitator pool as well as for their overall
recruitment efforts.

} Decatur organizers utilized a variety of recruitment
processes including word of mouth, newspaper articles,
and distribution of flyers through organizations such as
the YMCA, United Way, and faith communities.
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Face-to-face contact and telephone calls worked best for
recruiting African Americans/blacks who were not
members of any of the organizations tapped for
participation.  For example, Mayor Elizabeth Wilson
talked with a professor at Columbia Seminary and
convinced him to get the word out.  Both the professor
and his wife served as facilitators.  These activities, and
the early involvement of leaders from a broad base of
organizations in the community, attracted a large number
of African American/black facilitators.

} To get their first batch of facilitators, organizers in Ft.
Myers ran articles in the newspaper describing the effort
and asking people to nominate themselves or others.
The organizers made a special effort to recruit African
American/black facilitators through personal contacts
and recommendations from African American/black
members of the Steering Committee and Working
Council.  Approximately 20 percent of the Ft. Myers
facilitators were African American/black.

In summary, all of the approaches to recruiting specifically for
diversity share one feature: organizers acted purposefully.  Some
organizers or coalitions even set specific goals about the number
or percent of facilitators they intended to recruit from each
racial, ethnic, or other group that constituted a significant
portion of the community�s population.  All of these specific
approaches reflect organizers� commitment to go to sources
most likely to include a diverse group of people and their
intention not to leave facilitator diversity to chance.

q
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B.B.B.B.B. Other strategies for recruiting potentialOther strategies for recruiting potentialOther strategies for recruiting potentialOther strategies for recruiting potentialOther strategies for recruiting potential
facilitatorsfacilitatorsfacilitatorsfacilitatorsfacilitators

This section presents the range of effective practices that
organizers employed in their general recruitment efforts to
secure sufficient numbers of facilitators for study circles.

1.1.1.1.1. Recruit from organizations that have membersRecruit from organizations that have membersRecruit from organizations that have membersRecruit from organizations that have membersRecruit from organizations that have members
with expertise.with expertise.with expertise.with expertise.with expertise.

In many learning sites, organizers first looked for organizations
that might have staff or members already skilled in facilitation,
facilitator training, or closely related forms of group process.
Organizers sought to both build on existing capacity and ensure
quality facilitation.

} In North Little Rock, organizers identified and took
advantage of pools of existing talent.  Kathy Morledge,
supervisor of middle school education, handled facilitator
recruitment and training.  She brought to this effort both
her own extensive facilitation experience and her ties to a
network of people who had received facilitator training.
One organizer said: �Kathy knew the teachers who had
some base and could pick it up quickly.  They did it
because she asked.�  Kathy said she looked for people
with facilitation experience, beginning with those who
had been through the Arkansas Leadership Academy, a
statewide effort that relies heavily on Wal-Mart�s
corporate trainers and training model.  Among other
activities, the Academy trains people as facilitators and
coaches for the leadership teams in school districts.  As a
result of Kathy�s experience and connections, organizers
were able to train people in the study circle model fairly
quickly and had a high level of confidence that
facilitators would conduct the sessions appropriately.

} In Colorado Springs, organizers recruited some
facilitators from universities in the community.  The
organizers specifically sought out instructors of
multicultural courses.

} New Castle County organizers recruited professionals
with facilitation experience, including those who do
human relations work for a living.
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} The study circle Working Group in Fayetteville began its
facilitator recruitment efforts by looking at organizations
that were doing Total Quality Management, expecting
those workplaces would have trained facilitators.
Organizers identified three people to serve as facilitators
and to help with facilitator training, two from Cape Fear
Valley Health Care and one private consultant with
expertise in diversity issues.  The organizers then looked
to other organizations that had people with some
facilitator experience, including Ft. Bragg (a military
base), Cape Fear Valley Health Care, Fayetteville city
government, and North Carolina Natural Gas.  The
officer in charge of the Equal Employment Opportunity
(EEO) office at Ft. Bragg sent out a notice requesting
participation from EEO staff.  The Working Group took
full advantage of the large and diverse cadre of trained
personnel at the two armed forces bases in the
community.

} Twin Cities organizers recruited facilitators through
existing facilitator organizations/networks.  For the initial
rounds, they recruited volunteers from many sectors of
the community: human rights mediators, special
education mediators, members of the Minnesota
Churches Anti-Racism facilitation and training teams, and
active civic leaders who had facilitation experience.  For
later rounds, organizers formed a strong partnership with
Minnesota Facilitators� Network and the Society for
Professionals in Dispute Resolution (SPIDR).  Barbara
Blackstone, a mediator with the Minnesota Office of
Mediation and a member of SPIDR, took leadership for
recruiting and training facilitators.  The organizers
decided to recruit experienced facilitators to help ensure
that participants had a positive experience in the
dialogues.

2.2.2.2.2. Use personal contact.Use personal contact.Use personal contact.Use personal contact.Use personal contact.

This basic strategy relies on the power of personal connection.
Effective use of connections underlies quite a few of the other
recruitment strategies as well.

} In Ft. Myers, members of the board reviewed lists of
possible facilitator contacts and brainstormed about

The other success is
when we know a good
facilitator and we have
a sense of what really
constitutes good
facilitation.  People
who have a grace about
them, not just they sit
there rigidly neutral but
that there’s a sense that
these are people that
are going to protect the
community and pull it
together . . . the
community around the
table at that moment.
--European American/white

organizer in Maine
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names to add to the lists.  Ann Estlund and other
volunteers then followed up with personal contact.

} By all accounts, Program Director Mary Jane Hollis is the
primary person responsible for recruiting facilitators in
Aurora.  It was clear that Mary Jane is oriented toward
encouraging and developing the skills and capacity she
sees in other people.  At least two people described Mary
Jane�s approach to them as including an observation that
they had some likely talent for facilitation.  One said:

I�d gone to a study circle and Mary Jane was the
facilitator and Mary Jane had called me and
asked me if I would be interested in facilitating
because she said she saw something in me that
she thought would be very good. . . . Had I not
gotten a personal invitation or somebody had not
asked me, I probably would not even have
thought of it.  (European American/white
facilitator in Aurora)

Many other facilitators agreed that the personal invitation
made the difference in their decision to become trained
as facilitators.

} Organizers in Syracuse developed one-on-one
relationships with community organizations and their
leaders to help recruit facilitators. One person said:

I know that we�ve worked very hard to do that and
we have gotten materials out to a wide spectrum
of people, and a lot of it�s been personal one-on-
one going to people and asking people if you will
recruit for us or to get them themselves.  We do
have a good multicultural cross section of people
in the community that we draw from.  My last
couple of trainings have been about 50/50
[people of color and people with European
heritage].  (European American/white organizer in
Syracuse)
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3.3.3.3.3. Recruit and train young people.Recruit and train young people.Recruit and train young people.Recruit and train young people.Recruit and train young people.

In at least three learning sites, organizers invested time and
resources in recruiting and training young people to serve as
study circle facilitators.  These young facilitators went on to work
with study circle groups composed of their peers.

} Organizers in Maine have invested a significant amount
of time in training young people to serve as facilitators.
For the Lilly Endowment youth study circles, 566 young
people received training as facilitators and ran the study
circle groups.  Since the time of the Lilly project, even
more young people in Maine have been trained as
facilitators.

} In Lima, organizers have recruited student facilitators
from a variety of sources: high school freshmen at Elida
High School; students in the S.U.C.C.E.S.S. program, a
service-learning class at Elida; and members of the Allen
Lima Leadership Youth program.  For the pilot round on
Youth Issues/Youth Voices, organizers paired experienced
adults with high school students to serve as facilitators.
In later rounds, an experienced adult facilitator worked
with a pair of high school facilitators, one first-year
student and one student from the upper grades.

} New Castle County organizers have recruited facilitators
from area schools by identifying student leaders.  One
Latina/Hispanic organizer spoke with excitement about
the virtue of training students as study circle facilitators:
�With young people it has been amazing, very powerful.
Training young facilitators has been miraculous,
unbelievable, very big impact at Du Pont High School.�

These general recruitment strategies rely on time-honored
approaches to getting things done in communities: go to people
and organizations that already know how to get things done,
and make the appeals to participate personal.  These strategies
apply to both recruiting specifically for diversity and recruiting
more generally.  The recruitment of young people serves as a
relatively new approach to facilitation and has widespread
potential.

q

I think I’ve seen a lot of
progress in young
people who haven’t
been able to be
successful in school and
other areas, and they
learn this model and
they . . . I mean these
are not the football
stars or the presidents of
the council, these are
just ordinary kids.  I
would teach all of
them, and they would
come out and shine and
have this skill that was
amazing to their
teachers and to all of us,
and be able to lead
discussions with their
peers around a variety
of issues.
--European American/white

coordinator in Maine
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C.C.C.C.C. TTTTTechniques for providing quality facilitatorechniques for providing quality facilitatorechniques for providing quality facilitatorechniques for providing quality facilitatorechniques for providing quality facilitator
trainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtraining

Providing quality facilitator training that is tailored specifically to
the study circle topic and the skill level of those being trained
sent the message that facilitators constituted an integral part of
an important effort.  Effective communities devoted significant
energy to initial training and then monitored, evaluated, and
modified the training they provided.

} Many of the facilitators in Alread spoke of the training
session and the opportunity for the practice session as
keys to equipping them to facilitate study circles.

} In Aurora, organizers concentrated particularly on
training facilitators to maintain neutrality and manage
conflict.  All facilitators, even those who brought some
other facilitation experience to the study circle arena,
received some form of training before they began
facilitating study circles.

We have had a type of facilitator training for
anyone who�s facilitated, but for example, [in
some cases] we had an informal kind of thing, just
sort of like what we did tonight when we talked
about our understanding of the process, some of
the concepts underlying it, �What would you
suggest in this or this or this kind of situation?�
because the group was small.  There were like six
people to begin with.  Then we had another one
where about 13 people came together.  And I�ll
never forget, I asked [someone] if she would
come to a training, and she wasn�t able to come
to that one and so we had a one-on-one in my
office.  So we�ve done it in lots of different ways.
Last year was really our first kind of all-day formal
[training].  (European American/white organizer in
Aurora)

} In Ft. Myers, roughly 100 people volunteered to serve as
facilitators over the course of the first two rounds.  Many
of these volunteers had received prior training in
facilitation through their jobs.  Organizers provided them
with a day and a half of facilitator training, with the first

I think the practice
session gave confidence
because you were asking
people to take on a
leadership role in
something they’d never
done before . . .
--European American/white

organizer in Alread
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group trained by Dottie Nassar, who had been part of
the study circle effort in Lima.

} Ohio State University/Lima � in particular its Continuing
Education Program � assumed responsibility for training
Lima facilitators, providing the �know-how� and
experience.  Ohio State University/Lima provided
frequent training for facilitators, both new and old, so
that a �core group� developed.

} In Twin Cities, organizers offered specific training in study
circle content and process, even for experienced
facilitators.  Facilitator training typically occupied at least
one, typically two, full evening or weekend training
workshops.  In addition, facilitators could choose to take
part in special trainings on institutional racism and cross-
cultural communication.  The first evening usually
involved an introduction to study circles and included
some hands-on experience.  The next day was an all-
day training on issues of race and racism.  The facilitators
chose this format because it gave them a concentrated
amount of time to dig into the issues.  Referring to the
specific focus on race and racism, one of the trainers
said:

I think it was very helpful particularly in this area
where the issues of racism are not in many
people�s daily lives.  Or they aren�t aware, they
may be there but they don�t see them and they
don�t characterize them that way.  We had
facilitators actually lead the Friday evening
training . . . and then the facilitators would do
some feedback also.  (European American/white
facilitator trainer in Twin Cities)

The main trainer noted that Twin Cities facilitator training
had evolved over the years.  In feedback on the training
offered during the first year, the facilitators noted that the
trainers had been more focused on the content, leaving
the expectations of the facilitators unclear.  Even though
the organizers had chosen this strategy because they
knew they would be working with experienced facilitators,
the facilitators who had completed the training called for
more focus on learning to facilitate processes specific to
study circles.

My suggestion would be
that there should be a
curriculum for
facilitators, that
facilitators should carry
a certain amount of
information and
knowledge into their
role as facilitators,
because what basically
they’re asking is for
people from diverse
backgrounds to
facilitate a process that
oftentimes is very
painful.

--Hispanic/Latino organizer
in Aurora
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} In Springfield, many of the facilitators for the first round
had two sources of learning about good facilitation: they
had participated in a regional training, and they had
been in a pilot study circle facilitated by a highly skilled
person.  Although Sandy Robinson and his key advisors
believed that the SCRC training and the example of the
facilitators in the pilot groups sustained facilitators in the
first round, they feared that the training and knowledge
would not hold if a second generation of facilitators were
drawn from the first round of study circles.

Since the second round took place more than a year
after the first, Sandy decided to invest in skilled facilitator
development.  He contracted with a racially mixed group
of four committed, skilled facilitator trainers to train
people in the essentials of facilitation and to prepare
them for facilitating conversations on race relations and
diversity.  The organizers and facilitator trainers worked to
find a balance between the trainees� time demands and
their need for practice and skills.  Organizers asked
facilitators in Springfield to invest as many as ten hours
outside study circles in learning to be good facilitators.
This included training before and during the round, as
well as a summary/debriefing after the round ended.

The facilitator trainers built a segment into their three-
hour training that required the fledgling facilitators to
practice facilitation on a race-based topic.  The trainers
organized two 30-minute conversations.  They built the
first conversation around the question �How have you
been harmed by racism?� and the second conversation
around the question �How have you benefitted by
racism?�  While some participants objected and resisted
this section of the workshop because they felt it was
intended just to �stir them up,� the facilitator trainers felt
confident that this experience would stand the facilitators
in good stead in their study circles.

} Syracuse organizers designed a training that was specific
to the goals of the program and combined a focus on
group process and facilitation skills with a hands-on/
experiential approach.  The training now consists of
starting a group, dealing with group process situations,
and exposing trainees to the different sessions of the
dialogues.  Because of the nature of the guide that

People were coming to
the sessions with a lot
of questions, with a lot
of baggage, and they
were emotionally
charged.  And part of
your responsibility as a
facilitator was to allow
that emotion to get on
the table in the form of
a viewpoint, without
anybody attacking it —
and some of it was
worth attacking — and
work it to some sort of
meaningful conclusion.
And so, by charging up
the facilitators with this
question, we [trainers]
had hoped to have
them focus on this
critical issue of race and
also apply these more
comparable facilitation
skills.

--African American/black
facilitator trainer in

Springfield
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organizers in Syracuse have developed, when facilitator
trainees work their way through the sessions they will be
facilitating, they gain experience in talking about and
facilitating conversation about race, racism, and related
topics.  One person described the whole training
experience this way:

So we do a lot of exercises, we teach people a lot
about group process skills and how to set ground
rules, which we feel is a very critical part of doing
this.  We teach people how to handle situations in
the group, like the quiet member or the more
talkative member, basic facilitation things. . . .
and then we teach the actual sessions, and we
talk about why the sessions are structured the way
they are and how one session builds upon the
other.  You start with who we are and then you
move into a little bit more about institutional
racism and then you move on to the whole notion
of white privilege and the notion of allies and then
on to individual action and community action.  So
they build upon each other and we talk about all
of that.  (European American/white organizer in
Syracuse)

In summary, most programs in the Best Practices learning sites
invested significant energy in training facilitators.  Every program
included some type of training that assisted facilitators in
understanding the goal of study circles and the type of
facilitation that was likely to help achieve that goal.  Many
programs trained facilitators using the specific guide for that
round, either one developed locally or one developed by SCRC.
Most emphasized neutrality.  At least five programs included a
specific focus on how to facilitate conversations on race and
racism.  Most trained facilitators even if the facilitators were
already experienced in other arenas.

q

Other things that were
pretty important about
the training were
actually looking at and
talking about what do
we mean by these
different topics we’d be
discussing, stereotypes,
institutional racism,
being able to look at
them and pick them
apart.

--African American/black
facilitator in Syracuse
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D.  Mechanisms for developing supportive andD.  Mechanisms for developing supportive andD.  Mechanisms for developing supportive andD.  Mechanisms for developing supportive andD.  Mechanisms for developing supportive and
evaluative structures to strengthenevaluative structures to strengthenevaluative structures to strengthenevaluative structures to strengthenevaluative structures to strengthen
facilitationfacilitationfacilitationfacilitationfacilitation

Organizers in some communities developed supportive and
evaluative structures beyond training to increase the likelihood
that facilitators would do their work well.  This section describes
two elements that improved study circle facilitation: having
cofacilitators and providing quality control.  In addition, it
illustrates several other activities that provided support and
encouragement for facilitators throughout the process.

1.1.1.1.1. Arrange for cofacilitators.Arrange for cofacilitators.Arrange for cofacilitators.Arrange for cofacilitators.Arrange for cofacilitators.

Organizers in some programs used a pair of facilitators for every
study circle session.  In some cases this stemmed from a
commitment to racial diversity: organizers wanted study circles in
which both European American/white participants and
participants of color saw someone facilitating who was likely to
make them comfortable and who could work to build a sense of
safety quickly.  Many organizers also sought to model diversity
through the cofacilitators.  Some programs aimed for a male-
female mix when possible, for similar reasons.  In some of these
same programs, as well as in others that did not aim for
facilitator pairs that were mixed by race or gender, cofacilitation
was aimed at improving quality for participants: one facilitator
might be more experienced than the other; one facilitator might
be having an �off� day, and the other facilitator might be able to
manage with no negative impact on the group.  Finally, some
programs used cofacilitation, on occasion, as a form of
apprenticeship training for new facilitators.

} In Springfield, the facilitation team and organizers
emphasized that their approach to study circles requires
cofacilitators.  In the pilot rounds, two of the circles had
cofacilitators and two of them had single facilitators.  All
who were involved believed that the cofacilitator option
offered significant advantages.  The organizers attempted
to have cofacilitators for every circle in round one, and
had a lot of success, although a few circles still had solo
facilitators because of time constraints or other last-
minute problems.  In the second round, however, every
study circle had two carefully matched facilitators.

We definitely had some
circumstances where we
had some doubts about
somebody’s ability to be
neutral.  But the
training team is so good
that they matched
those people with a
really strong person.
Those turned out to be
some of our best
facilitation teams.

--African American/black
organizer in Springfield

Cofacilitation is the
way to go, and that
ought to be stressed
somewhere in this
whole process.  It puts
some balance there,
and helps people
survive and do a good
job in terms of the
process.

--African American/black
facilitator trainer in

Springfield
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} In New Castle County the organizers use a cofacilitation
model when possible.  One organizer noted that when
they used two facilitators, the �comfort level was raised.�

} In Colorado Springs, Lima, and Syracuse, organizers
made sure that two people of different races cofacilitated
each group.

} In Twin Cities, organizers and facilitator trainers typically
matched a community volunteer with a professional
facilitator as cofacilitators.  Organizers helped coordinate
facilitator assignments based on availability and
preferences communicated by facilitators and by the
facilitation needs and interests expressed by the study
circle sponsors.

} In Aurora, organizers sometimes placed new facilitators
with more experienced ones to boost skills before the new
facilitator �soloed.�

2.2.2.2.2. Plan and implement quality control.Plan and implement quality control.Plan and implement quality control.Plan and implement quality control.Plan and implement quality control.

Organizers in programs that have experience with several
rounds of study circles often discovered that they occasionally
needed to take corrective action to improve facilitation in a
struggling group.  Organizers described situations in which
undertrained or overly enthusiastic facilitators used dialogue
sessions to tell their own stories or offer their own views, a
departure from the study circle model of facilitator neutrality.
The two examples below present alternatives for working on
quality control.

} In Aurora, organizers described situations that required
Program Director Mary Jane Hollis to intervene directly,
either to coach a facilitator who was not serving the
group well or, on occasion, to talk about group concerns
with the facilitator and help the facilitator choose to
withdraw.

Mary Jane Hollis said her approach to a facilitation
problem begins with describing and listening.  She said
she tells the facilitator she has some concerns and then
describes what she has seen or heard.  She follows by
asking, at each step, whether the facilitator believes the

We have an evaluation
form for the facilitators.
The first person who
gets to read that is the
facilitator.  If the
facilitators are told they
talk too much, they get
the message first.

--Latina/Hispanic organizer
in New Castle County

I felt great strength in
having a partner to be
able to sound things out
with the other person
and have another pair
of eyes to observe
what’s going on.
--European American/white

facilitator trainer in
Springfield
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concern is valid.  Typically, Mary Jane said, the facilitator
is aware of the problem and wants to correct it, either by
adopting more skillful practices or by withdrawing as a
facilitator.  In such situations, Mary Jane encourages the
facilitator to take on a different role, usually that of a
participant.

} Syracuse organizers developed a �quality control plan�
for facilitators based on a prefacilitation/posttraining
facilitator assessment.  As the prospective facilitators went
through the training, trainers evaluated them on whether
or not they possessed the skills necessary to proceed to
the actual study circle facilitation.  One person described
the process this way:

We have an evaluation process that those of us as
trainers use, and so each of our trainees are
evaluated on a 1-2-3 scale � 1 meaning, �This
person is ready, I feel comfortable sending them
out right now;� 2 meaning, �They probably could
do it, but they need a strong cofacilitator;� and 3
is, �Do not send this person out, get them in a
group or put them on a committee, but they�re
not a facilitator.�

We�ve got a whole checklist: Can they listen, can
they set the ground rules in the group?  They�ve
practiced all of this during the training so we�ve
had a chance to observe them to see whether
they�re able to do it or not.  If they can�t do it �
and we�ve had a few people that it�s been hard.
They want to go out and do it and it�s clear they
can�t listen to people.  They want to go out and
tell their story, and yell at people.  (European
American/white organizer in Syracuse)

When a trainee is not evaluated positively to proceed to
facilitation, the program codirector is responsible for
meeting with him or her.  Typically the program
codirector suggests alternative ways for the person to
assist with producing study circles.

I think that the
neutrality piece . . . to
me I would talk about it
more as balance.  I
don’t think you go in
these things trying to be
neutral.  I wouldn’t be
here if I were neutral on
the issue of race
relations.  I do respect
that I have a role to
facilitate and I think
that we try to tell these
facilitators, “You have a
responsibility to
facilitate but that
doesn’t mean you
divorce yourself from
your own story or your
own personal
experience as it relates
to race.”

--African American/black
facilitator trainer in

Springfield
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3.3.3.3.3. Provide ongoing supportive activities.Provide ongoing supportive activities.Provide ongoing supportive activities.Provide ongoing supportive activities.Provide ongoing supportive activities.

Organizers used a range of strategies to keep facilitators
connected to each other and the overall effort, and to provide
the support, encouragement, and learning opportunities that this
challenging work requires.

} Aurora organizers provided regular, steady support as
facilitators prepared for and moved through study circles.
The trainer or an experienced facilitator called new
facilitators after the first session or at the midpoint to see
how things were going and to offer suggestions and
advice.  The organizers also tried to have the program
director appear at the first and last session of the study
circles, or come to one of the other sessions, to offer
support and get a sense of how the group and the
facilitator were doing.

Organizers also worked during the training and after it to
foster mutual support relationships among the facilitator
corps so that facilitators felt comfortable calling on each
other.  Organizers made sure that as soon as facilitators
met they had each other�s contact information.

} As a follow-up to training in Colorado Springs,
organizers provided a support team of trainers whom
facilitators could call to discuss any problems they were
experiencing.  Organizers assigned facilitators to a
member of a team of professional trainers made up of
volunteers from a variety of sources.  The Center for
Creative Leadership, a well-known organization in the
community, provided several professional trainers.  Jose
Barrera, another member of the professional trainers�
team, was also a member of the Steering Committee and
an instructor in the Ethnic Minority Studies Program at
Colorado University/Colorado Springs.  Facilitators
reportedly talked openly with their trainers and with
individuals on the Steering Committee about their
experiences in their groups.

} In Twin Cities, organizers held an informal debriefing of
facilitators following the 1998 circles and an informal
midpoint meeting of facilitators during the 1999 sessions.
Organizers also created a free-net computer
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communication system for facilitators to use among
themselves during the first round, but this proved
unsuccessful.

} Organizers in New Castle County paid careful attention
to providing active support for the facilitators in two ways.
First, they provided extensive �behind-the-scenes�
support.  Second, organizers developed a facilitators�
group that met biweekly.  In each session, facilitators
shared stories of what was going on in their groups and
how the work was affecting them personally.  Organizers
reported that this was an effective and powerful way to
sustain the facilitators� work.

} In Hartford, project staff and trainers provided ongoing
technical assistance to facilitators.  They often held both
informal and formal discussions with facilitators to talk
about challenges and successes.

} Springfield organizers spread the facilitator training and
support across the time of the study circles, and held a
scheduled wrap-up, evaluation, and debriefing after the
last sessions concluded.  Facilitators who participated in
the training had also committed to two two-hour
facilitator support sessions on Saturdays as the study
circles moved forward.  In addition to these facilitator
support sessions, each facilitator expected to hear from a
trainer at least once before each of the support sessions.

} Syracuse organizers developed a support system for
facilitators that involved team building between 
cofacilitators as well as support from program staff and
trainers.  Organizers developed this response to a
perceived need for facilitators to process their own
experiences in a way that did not impose on the study
circle group.  One support person described it this way:

I receive calls from people [facilitators] who say,
�Wow, this really hit me where I live and I didn�t
know what to do with this.�  We give them a
chance to talk through the sorts of things that
have come up for them.  (European American/
white organizer in Syracuse)
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4.4.4.4.4. Involve facilitators in design and organizationalInvolve facilitators in design and organizationalInvolve facilitators in design and organizationalInvolve facilitators in design and organizationalInvolve facilitators in design and organizational
tasks.tasks.tasks.tasks.tasks.

One way organizers helped to ensure continued participation
and feelings of ownership of the process was through expanding
facilitators� roles in the overall organizing effort, including
improving facilitator training.

a.a.a.a.a. Enlist facilitators’ help with overall process and design.Enlist facilitators’ help with overall process and design.Enlist facilitators’ help with overall process and design.Enlist facilitators’ help with overall process and design.Enlist facilitators’ help with overall process and design.

} Organizers in Decatur involved facilitators in the selection
of materials and in facilitator training early in the process.
Facilitators and site coordinators also used the feedback
from the evaluations at the end of each session to inform
the organizers about suggested improvements for the
next study circle session.

} In Hartford, the organizers made an effort to involve
facilitators in the action efforts of the study circles.
During the course of the first round of study circles,
organizers held a brown bag lunch/meeting for
facilitators at the state capitol.  The meeting had several
purposes: to find out what people were talking about in
the study circles (good stories), to talk about challenges/
surprises and how to handle them, to get advice for the
next round, to inform facilitators about evaluation, and to
enlist help for the action forum.

} In Syracuse, organizers asked facilitators to keep journals
of the weekly sessions containing participants�
recommendations for the community and information
about what was coming out of the groups.  Organizers
sought to use the journals to assess the overall impact of
the program.  Organizers reported that while it has been
difficult for them to obtain the journals from facilitators,
they plan to continue the activity.

b.b.b.b.b. Encourage facilitators to help improve facilitatorEncourage facilitators to help improve facilitatorEncourage facilitators to help improve facilitatorEncourage facilitators to help improve facilitatorEncourage facilitators to help improve facilitator
training.training.training.training.training.

} Twin Cities organizers encouraged facilitators to play
different and significant roles in other aspects of the
effort, including curriculum design and training.  Some
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facilitators became more involved in providing revisions
to the discussion guide.  One person said:

I think it�s important to recognize the facilitators
have a lot more to contribute to this than just
moderating the individual conversations.  They
are able to come back, and they did this in this
case, to help make the discussion guide more
user-friendly, to think through the kinds of
questions that would elicit participation.  So they
were actually able to play a role and help to think
through some modifications for the discussion
guide that would get a fuller conversation.  They
also, because they went to the circles, have some
valuable feedback to give about what we�d do
differently in the next round of circles than what
happened the first round last spring.  So there are
definitely some roles that facilitators have played,
not just moderator.  They�re advisors too.
(European American/white organizer in Twin
Cities)

} In Syracuse, organizers created open feedback processes
between trainers and facilitators to enhance training.
Trainers have been thoughtful in what to include in the
training as well as responsive in what to remove if it did
not work effectively.

Through all these supportive and evaluative activities, organizers
continued to provide facilitators with opportunities to improve
their skills.  In addition, in some cases, organizers and
facilitators worked to expand the facilitators� roles beyond the
study circle sessions and into design or process improvement.

In conclusion, it is important to note that organizers in each
learning site addressed facilitator recruitment, training,

coaching and support in some way.  They responded to the
SCRC community-wide model with a wide variety of approaches
and with varying degrees of investment.  Most programs in
communities with significant racial or ethnic diversity took some
specific steps to recruit a diverse group of facilitators for their
circles.  Programs also tapped like-minded groups and personal
contacts to increase the number of capable facilitators they
recruited.
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In general, though some organizers expressed concern about
not expecting facilitators to commit too much time to training,
those programs with the most extensive training requirements
reported no particular problems related to training length.  The
training programs of greatest length typically included training
on race, racism, and facilitating conversations on those topics.

Beyond training, programs created other structures and activities
to improve facilitation.  The most widely used was cofacilitation,
considered important both for racial, ethnic, and gender
balance and for increased quality.  The value of facilitators to
study circles did not stop with sessions themselves in some
communities, but extended to work on improving the overall
program design.  In addition, in some cases, the value of a new
cadre of skilled facilitators has extended beyond the study circle
program itself.  In at least one learning site, the study circle
program has become a community resource by supplying
facilitators for different events or organizations.  In another
learning site, professional facilitators have discovered a new
commitment to their community as a result of their involvement
in study circles.

q
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This chapter addresses Research
Question Three: What are the
most promising practices for
recruiting participants from all

parts of the community?  What strategies are
most promising for recruiting for racial and
ethnic diversity?  What program elements
besides recruitment strategies (such as the
issue being considered, the up-front
connection to change and action) are most
important in recruiting for racial diversity?
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1. Nearly all organizers explicitly planned and took multiple actions
intended to create diversity among study circle groups; they
experienced different degrees of success.

2. In order to recruit study circle participants who reflected the
community�s diversity, organizers relied on five main strategies:

} Leadership: When leaders vouched for the value of study
circles, members of their communities and groups
responded.

} Affiliation: When a group endorsed and promoted study
circles, members were more likely to participate.

} One-on-one: Individual invitation and persuasion worked
best in many situations.

} Media: Newspapers in particular drew wide community
attention to study circles and heightened their credibility.
Program-generated media (newsletters, brochures,
videotapes, websites) also made a difference.

} Careful administration: These decisions or actions
contributed to participation: wise topic choice, careful
database maintenance, good decisions about location and
amenities, and use of languages in addition to English.

} Events: Kick-off events in many communities attracted attention and
added credibility, drawing more participants to study circles.
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This chapter presents best practices organizers used to recruit
study circle participants.  The chapter is divided into six main
sections, each of which highlights one aspect of an overall set of
strategies.  The main sections are:

A. Building on the organizing coalition�s existing affiliations

B. Working to recruit participants from groups not affiliated
with study circles

C. Creating a high profile for study circles through media
and events

D. Keeping track of participants and maintaining good
databases

E. Adding appeal, reducing uncertainty, and removing
barriers to participation

F. Using multiple recruitment strategies

While all programs aimed at recruiting participants from all parts
of the community, some also developed specific strategies for
increasing participation by people of color in communities with a
majority European American/white population.  The following
best practices highlight both general recruiting approaches and
specific ways programs recruited for racial and ethnic diversity.

A.A.A.A.A. Building on the organizing coalition’Building on the organizing coalition’Building on the organizing coalition’Building on the organizing coalition’Building on the organizing coalition’sssss
existing affiliationsexisting affiliationsexisting affiliationsexisting affiliationsexisting affiliations

Study circle organizers turned to natural allies � both
individuals and organizations � to recruit participants from all
parts of the community.  Following the Study Circles Resource
Center (SCRC) community-wide model, most organizers looked
first to members of their own well-built, diverse organizing
coalition, which typically included partners in the community, for
help with recruitment.  The following sections present recruiting
practices that focus on groups, organizations, or individuals that
were part of the study circle effort and that recruited from among
their own communities of affiliation.

There’s no sense having
study circles if it is not a
diverse group.
--European American/white

organizer in Lima
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1.1.1.1.1. Focus on groups that are part of the coalition.Focus on groups that are part of the coalition.Focus on groups that are part of the coalition.Focus on groups that are part of the coalition.Focus on groups that are part of the coalition.

} Twin Cities organizers relied heavily on the active efforts
of their partner organizations and sponsors of study
circles.  Schools and churches in particular played a big
part in recruitment efforts.  Organizers developed model
newsletter announcements, brochures, and invitations for
participating sponsors to use.

} In Colorado Springs, Steering Committee members
recognized that they needed to be thoughtful up front
about how to reach out to different groups.  As the effort
developed, members of the Steering Committee recruited
for racial and ethnic diversity from among the
�participating organizations,� encouraging people who
were part of their coalition to bring family and friends to
the study circles.  Denise Cohen, executive director of
Community Conversations on Race (CCR), also sent a
letter to the CCR participating organizations explaining
the challenges of recruiting for diverse groups.  She wrote
that the conversations needed �significant additions of
people of color, conservatives of all races, and low-
income participants.�  The letter appealed to
organizations to help CCR expand the number of
participants overall and engage more people of color; it
also asked organizations to identify people who might be
interested in participating or to let CCR know of mailing
lists or speaking opportunities to help publicize the
round.

} Fayetteville helped ensure diversity among participants by
emphasizing diversity in the organizing coalition and by
enlisting coalition members as one-on-one recruiters.
For example, the Chamber of Commerce, a key partner,
elicited excellent responses when it emphasized to its
members how important improving race relations was to
the community and urged them to consider who from
their business should participate in study circles.  David
Jameson, the Chamber president, indicated that the
wording of what he called a �compelling appeal� made
it clear to members that the Chamber was a strong
backer of this effort and needed members to respond
accordingly.  Fayetteville organizers also enlisted
facilitators in recruiting participants one-on-one.

We really looked to the
organizations to do it by
word of mouth because
we felt from the
beginning that people
weren’t going to
participate unless they
had a personal
invitation . . .
--European American/white

organizer in Woodridge
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} In North Little Rock, organizers drew upon their partners
in the effort to recruit participants for study circles on the
topic of education.  The Classroom Teachers Association
recruited teachers.  The PTA Council recruited parents.
The Chamber of Commerce recruited business people.

2.2.2.2.2. Rely on leaders or other individuals who are partRely on leaders or other individuals who are partRely on leaders or other individuals who are partRely on leaders or other individuals who are partRely on leaders or other individuals who are part
of the coalition.of the coalition.of the coalition.of the coalition.of the coalition.

As in their overall organizing effort and recruitment of
facilitators, study circle programs relied heavily on the efforts of
key individuals � within the organizing structure and within
actively collaborating and cooperating organizations � to
recruit participants.  When the core decision-making group itself
included members who reflected the community�s racial and
ethnic diversity, these members took the main responsibility for
recruiting people from their own diverse communities of
affiliation.  Additionally, in some programs the key organizers
were highly visible leaders who had credibility in communities of
color and who invested energy in recruiting from those
communities.  Organizers used several approaches to involving
key leaders in recruiting for diverse study circles.

} Springfield organizers used key leadership team
members� strengths and connections to attract leaders of
all races and ethnicities to study circles.  An organizer
described the overall participant recruitment effort for the
first round this way:

We worked with people who had natural
connections in those communities, and they
promoted, and we had people doing one-on-one,
put the brochure in their hand, watch them fill it
out, take it back, and bring it in.  (African
American/black organizer in Springfield)

} Syracuse organizers encouraged Advisory Board
members to recruit participants from their respective
constituencies and communities.  One person said:

They would go back to their business or their
school � and it�s mostly been schools like
Syracuse University and the community college �
they go back to their place of work and say, �Let�s

They got great
community leaders, and
that dragged me in.
--European American/white

participant in Ft. Myers
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do a circle.�  So they would have the leaders of
this program come out and talk to them about
what goes into a circle and then put it together.
(European American/white facilitator in Syracuse)

} Brenda Anderson Bose provided leadership for study
circles in Stillwater as part of the Oklahoma statewide
effort.  She worked with the local university to bring in a
diverse mix of participants for the Balancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing Justice round
of study circles.  For the second round, Calling the RollCalling the RollCalling the RollCalling the RollCalling the Roll,
Brenda went out and knocked on doors to bring in
diverse representation.

} Inglewood organizers involved teachers in recruiting
parents.  One principal enlisted the help of her teachers
to contact at least five parents each.

q

I’m confident that with
the involvement of
myself and other
Hispanics that are
involved with study
circles, we’ll be able to
come up with some
candidates that will be
active participants in
this whole process.

--Latino/Hispanic organizer
in Aurora
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B.B.B.B.B. WWWWWorking to recruit participants fromorking to recruit participants fromorking to recruit participants fromorking to recruit participants fromorking to recruit participants from
groups not affiliated with study circlesgroups not affiliated with study circlesgroups not affiliated with study circlesgroups not affiliated with study circlesgroups not affiliated with study circles

In addition to relying upon the organizations and individual
leaders already connected to the study circle effort, some
programs approached organizations that were not centrally
involved in the coalition and made presentations or provided
�samples� of the study circle experience to persuade leaders of
those organizations to champion study circles.  Some organizers
also hired recruiters specifically to capitalize on their credibility
and connections within communities of color.

1.1.1.1.1. Make appeals or offer “sample” experiences toMake appeals or offer “sample” experiences toMake appeals or offer “sample” experiences toMake appeals or offer “sample” experiences toMake appeals or offer “sample” experiences to
leaders of organizations or community groups notleaders of organizations or community groups notleaders of organizations or community groups notleaders of organizations or community groups notleaders of organizations or community groups not
yet involved with the coalition.yet involved with the coalition.yet involved with the coalition.yet involved with the coalition.yet involved with the coalition.

} Lima organizers enlisted the support of leaders from
groups not yet involved in study circles and asked these
leaders to encourage and recruit their groups� members.
The organizers recognized early on that one important
feature of such defined groups is that the leaders often
serve as excellent channels for communicating with
group members.  Lima organizers knew that if the leaders
bought into the study circle concept, they would then
serve as a strong force to inspire and encourage
members to take part.  As a result, Lima organizers put
group leaders at the heart of many of their recruitment
strategies.  This understanding proved to be a critical
piece in Lima�s study circle success.

The initial organizers held several orientation sessions to
introduce the program and offer people a sample of the
study circle experience.  In addition, the mayor and
others issued personal invitations, visited congregations,
participated in services, and utilized other means of face-
to-face contact to recruit faith communities.  The
organizers� perseverance paid off when 35 congregations
� 23 predominantly European American/white and 12
predominantly African American/black � participated in
the first round on race.

Gradually the �base groups� participating in study circles
grew beyond faith communities to include businesses,
neighborhood associations, and schools.  In order to

If we really want to get
blacks involved, then
we have to get some
black leadership, some
representation, because
surely, the whole
concept, or the whole
ideal, is that, we’re just
going through the
motions again.

--African American/black
participant in Woodridge
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recruit participants from these entities, study circle
organizers again solicited the support of group leaders.
As they had done with members of the clergy, organizers
held an orientation session for Allen Lima Leadership
(ALL) alumni in which they introduced study circles.  ALL
alumni then volunteered to launch study circles in
businesses.  This same scenario eventually played out
with neighborhood associations, city government
departments, and schools.  Through the endorsement
and buy-in from a diverse group of leaders, study circle
organizers were able to recruit large numbers of relatively
diverse participants throughout Lima.

} Organizers in Syracuse relied heavily on �sample circles�
as a tool for introducing study circles to groups that had
not been involved before.

2.2.2.2.2. Demonstrate to organizations how study circlesDemonstrate to organizations how study circlesDemonstrate to organizations how study circlesDemonstrate to organizations how study circlesDemonstrate to organizations how study circles
fit with their mission or goals.fit with their mission or goals.fit with their mission or goals.fit with their mission or goals.fit with their mission or goals.

Organizers in some programs identified likely groups and
organizations and tailored outreach toward them in order to
recruit participants.  Typically, the mission of the organization fit
closely with the goals of study circles, and the organization
offered some sort of constituency likely to respond with interest.
In many of the learning sites, organizers specifically focused on
connecting with groups, organizations, or constituencies that
seemed likely to share a specific interest in equity, social justice,
or building community.  Many � but not all � of these
organizations concentrated specifically on ending racism or
improving race relations.  Some focused on identified groups,
such as young people.

} In New Castle County, organizers made presentations to
different groups and shaped their message to highlight
how the mission of study circles connected with each
particular group�s own mission.

} North Little Rock organizers sent out flyers tailored to
specific interest groups and constituent groups, such as
the Boys and Girls Club.  The organizers made a special
attempt to recruit participants from all of the community�s
African American/black churches.

Our ability to get
people into the
conversations and to
host them really seems
to be dependent upon
them believing that
something will change
as a result of them
being in the
conversation.
--European American/white

coordinator in Hartford
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} Decatur organizers involved members of the faith
community in hosting, facilitating, and recruiting African
American/black participants for the Roundtables.

} Hartford organizers engaged staff, faculty, and students
from different racial and ethnic populations across the
community�s higher education campuses.

} Lima organizers recruited participants from defined
groups that had a mission of working on community
change or promoting unity among all people.  The
organizers� strategy for recruitment centered around
presentations to defined groups of people � religious
organizations, schools, businesses, and neighborhood
associations.  Their presentations included one or more
of the following types of appeal:

• An appeal to the group�s purpose, which was
related in some way to healing racial divisions

• Encouragement and cajolery, or, �Everyone else is
doing it, so you come along with us and do it
too�

• An offer of programming (four or five facilitated
sessions) for groups that often need program
ideas

The organizers then cultivated inventive arrangements
among defined groups to yield new combinations for
obtaining racial and ethnic diversity.  For example, the
pilot round began as an effort that paired one European
American/white and one African American/black faith
congregation.

} Maine organizers concentrated on youth engagement by
working with staff who had youth development skills and
by seeking as wide a range of venues for youth study
circles as possible.  For example, Nancy Ansheles worked
to make sure that young people from Youth Build and the
Maine Youth Center (a juvenile lockup facility) had
opportunities to participate in study circles.  In addition,
she worked with the Institute for Practical Democracy in
Portland, a program funded by the police department

A critical issue is to get
lower income people to
get involved.  [The]
drawback is that they
are not available to do
this work, not because
they are not interested
but just do not have the
time.  We are struggling
to get them involved;
they do have a voice
and we want them to be
involved.

--African American/black
organizer in New Castle

County
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that focused on involving relatively recent youth
immigrants in public life in Portland.

3.3.3.3.3. Hire persons with recruiting expertise.Hire persons with recruiting expertise.Hire persons with recruiting expertise.Hire persons with recruiting expertise.Hire persons with recruiting expertise.

} Decatur organizers enlisted and paid a person who knew
the community well and could spend time doing one-on-
one recruitment with people in communities that are
typically underrepresented (African Americans/blacks,
low-income participants, youth, and those who are not
members of any defined community organization).  The
recruiter, an African American/black woman, had lived in
Decatur for many years and was well known in the
African American/black community.  She answered
questions about study circles and encouraged African
Americans/blacks to participate in the process and to
trust that dialogue would lead to actions.  Many of those
interviewed during the site visit complimented the
recruiter for bringing vital energy to the work of recruiting
a diverse group of study circle participants.

4.4.4.4.4. Recruit on a one-on-one basis.Recruit on a one-on-one basis.Recruit on a one-on-one basis.Recruit on a one-on-one basis.Recruit on a one-on-one basis.

} Two important features stand out from the story of
participant recruitment in Springfield.  First, the mayor
herself, a European American/white woman,
championed the study circle effort in a hands-on way and
greatly increased the credibility and visibility of the effort.
Second, Sandy Robinson, an African American/black
man, was able to do some recruitment and promotion
that a European American/white person could not have
done and was able to recruit a significant number of
people of color for the pilot round.  After the pilot round,
people who initially had reservations about study circles
enthusiastically endorsed the process.

In summary, organizers used connections with a diverse mix of
leaders and organizations as a main participant recruitment
strategy.  Organizers developed strategies that included building
on leaders� connections to organized groups or to communities
of affiliation and linking to groups with similar missions.

q

The challenge of
establishing trust in
minority communities
was overcome by
persistent contact and
proceeding as if Lee
County Pulling
Together would be
successful.
--European American/white

organizer in Ft. Myers

There was a lot of
things that enticed me
to do it, but being
invited was the first
step, and then from
there I really felt
obligated to make a
commitment to do it.

--African American/black
participant in Woodridge
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C.C.C.C.C. Creating a high profile for study circlesCreating a high profile for study circlesCreating a high profile for study circlesCreating a high profile for study circlesCreating a high profile for study circles
through media and eventsthrough media and eventsthrough media and eventsthrough media and eventsthrough media and events

Study circles are a new form of community work and benefit
from high visibility.  Organizers cultivated strong relationships
with print media, developed good internal media, and held kick-
off events (which typically attracted media coverage) to draw
community attention to study circles.  The visibility helped boost
recruitment not only because it made more potential participants
aware of the study circle opportunity, but also because it helped
make the point that many people find the study circle idea
appealing.  Articles in the newspaper, stories on television, a
study circle program newsletter or video, and a big kick-off event
all signified to people that a study circle program � typically a
new and unknown community endeavor � merited
consideration.

1.1.1.1.1. WWWWWork with media.ork with media.ork with media.ork with media.ork with media.

Study circle organizers used both external community media and
their own internally generated newsletters, mailings, videos, and
websites to promote study circles and attract participants.

a.a.a.a.a. External community mediaExternal community mediaExternal community mediaExternal community mediaExternal community media

Most study circle programs in the 17 learning sites built excellent
relationships with local print media.  Programs rarely found
electronic media as interested or knowledgeable about how to
cover study circles.

Major newspapers in at least six sites provided significant
coverage of the circles.  In some learning sites, newspapers went
farther and served as an ally or project partner.

} In New Castle County, where kick-off events usually took
place in conjunction with other major community events,
The News Journal, a Wilmington newspaper, provided
strong support for recruiting participants.  Here are some
examples:

• The newspaper published a year-long series
called the �Turning Point,� which marked the 30th

anniversary of the National Guard occupation of
Wilmington.  The series began with a historical

If the publicity is not
adequate, you’re sunk.
--European American/white

organizer in Maine
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look at race relations in the city; in a later feature,
it covered study circles as a means of enhancing
race relations in the city.

• The paper provided other periodic coverage of
study circles, and often made use of organizers�
press releases to announce major events.

• The paper provided major sponsorship for a study
circle event that featured a talk by Cornel West.

• The paper provided free advertising (one-quarter
page) to recruit participants for study circles.

} For the third round of study circles in Hartford, organizers
ran advertisements in the Hartford Courant.  In addition,
the paper featured study circles in a cover story in the
�Commentary� section.  The article contained personal
stories from participants about what it had been like to
be in a circle, including the ways that talk led to action.
This story included information on how to register.
Organizers learned that the ads attracted mostly
European American/white participants, while the article
seemed to attract more people of color.

} Study circles in Maine benefitted from the strong, eager
partnership of the news media, particularly the Portland
Press Herald/Maine Sunday Telegram, but also including
public radio stations and the Maine Public Broadcasting
Network.  Beginning in 1994, with the leadership of
editor Lou Ureneck, the paper teamed up with the Maine
Council of Churches to sponsor Reader Roundtables on
public issues.  For each topic, for four Sundays in a row,
the paper provided information and policy options in a
pullout format.  During the week, guided conversations
took place in many Maine communities.  By devising and
sponsoring the Roundtables, the Portland Press Herald/
Maine Sunday Telegram played a key role in establishing
and sustaining the statewide study circle program in
Maine through the rest of the 1990s.

} Organizers in Woodridge took out a three-quarter-page
ad in their weekly community newspaper, the Woodridge
Progress.  The Progress also did a news story about study
circles promoting their launch the day before the kick-off.

It’s important in a one
newspaper town like
this that you have
reinforcement from the
editorial board for what
people read, and that
has been done very
effectively.
--European American/white

organizer in Syracuse
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Both the Progress and Suburban Life, another local
publication, published additional articles, including
coverage of the action forum.

} Organizers in Colorado Springs generated a lot of media
publicity about the conversations.  Radio stations picked
up the conversations and television stations kept the
effort in front of the community.  Support from the local
newspaper, The Gazette, was also part of recruitment
efforts.

} Organizers in Ft. Myers wrote a weekly column for the
Sunday edition of the News-Press, the major newspaper
in the city.  Publisher Fritz Jacobi was a key organizer of
study circles in Ft. Myers.

} In Aurora, The Beacon News assisted with recruitment in
part by encouraging its employees to participate in study
circles.  In fact, after participating in a study circle
himself, Mike Chapin, the managing editor, required all
staff to participate in order to receive raises.

b.b.b.b.b. Internal media generated by programsInternal media generated by programsInternal media generated by programsInternal media generated by programsInternal media generated by programs

In addition to using external media, organizers typically
generated quite a bit of media internally and worked with
community media to promote study circles.  The forms of media
included newsletters, websites, and videos.

i.i.i.i.i. Newsletters and other print communicationNewsletters and other print communicationNewsletters and other print communicationNewsletters and other print communicationNewsletters and other print communication

} Organizers in some programs produced their own
ongoing newsletters; examples include Aurora, Ft.
Myers, and New Castle County.

} In some of the sites, organizers produced a
newsletter during the time a round of circles took
place; examples include Alread, Lima, Maine,
and Oklahoma.

} In some sites, organizers communicated regularly
through placing information and stories in others�
publications.  In some cases the publication
belonged to a host organization or a major
partner.  Colorado Springs organizers placed

We need to be smart.
We need to market
aggressively and we
need to strike while the
iron is hot.
--European American/white

organizer in Maine
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reports on their Community Conversations on
Race in the Freedom Watch newsletter published
by Citizens Project.  The Common Focus
newsletter in Decatur regularly highlighted study
circle work and action efforts.  While study circles
were underway in Oklahoma, the League of
Women Voters used its newsletter to publish
necessary information.  In Syracuse, news about
the Community Wide Dialogues appeared
regularly in the monthly newsletter of the host
organization, the InterReligious Council.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. WWWWWebsitesebsitesebsitesebsitesebsites

} Programs in Decatur (www.decatur-ga.com, in the
�community� section) and Hartford
(www.growthcouncil.com/ccr) maintain pages on
host or partner organizations� websites.

} In Twin Cities, the website for the Wilder
Foundation includes some information about
community forums in St. Paul that are linked to
the Education and Housing Equity Project efforts
in Minneapolis.

iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. VVVVVideosideosideosideosideos

Organizers in some sites created videos to help promote
study circles.

} In Lima, video played a big role in promotion.  In
1993, a local cable station produced a video of
the original pilot groups.  This video proved to be
key in recruiting some reluctant African American/
black clergy to help launch study circles.  They
had initially felt that their churches served as safe
places from racism and that study circles might
intrude on that sense of sanctuary, but took a
different view after seeing the video.

In 1994, Rift Fournier of SI Communications
produced a documentary film about Lima and its
efforts to improve race relations in the community,
narrated by Lou Gossett, Jr.  This video gained
wide use outside Lima as organizers in many other

We would start with
the video because . . .
part of the challenge is
people have a hard time
conceiving what you’re
talking about, so [if]
they can see something
tangible, then you can
start the conversation.
--European American/white

organizer in Twin Cities
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communities showed it to prospective organizers,
facilitators, and participants to promote
participation.

} Organizers in Aurora, Syracuse, and Twin Cities
also produced videos locally that they used to
describe study circles and promote participation.

iviviviviv..... Other internally generated mediaOther internally generated mediaOther internally generated mediaOther internally generated mediaOther internally generated media

} Inglewood organizers recruited parents through a
variety of communications from the school.
Organizers put out many notices and
advertisements for parent and community
involvement.

} Organizers in Woodridge also relied on school
media, through which they sent information about
study circles home to parents.  Several school
principals targeted specific families and followed
up with personal invitations for parents to
participate in study circles.

} Organizers in New Castle County came up with
the idea of using big, visible buttons.  Those
closely associated with the study circles wore these
buttons at major events so that anyone with
questions could approach them individually.  The
buttons, together with a study circle logo, created
an inviting visibility.

2.2.2.2.2. ProProProProProduce kick-off events.duce kick-off events.duce kick-off events.duce kick-off events.duce kick-off events.

In terms of visibility, kick-off events created attention and focus
for study circle programs.  The events also served to inspire
broader participation, convince people that they would not be
alone if they signed up for study circles, and educate people
about both the purpose and nature of a study circle.

} New Castle County organizers, in partnership with
coalition members,  engaged participants by having big
kick-off events.  The major events were also linked to
significant national observances such as the birthday of
Martin Luther King, Jr., the YWCA Week without

I think the best
moment was, really,
being invited to be part
of the group.

--African American/black
participant in Woodridge
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Violence, and the National Day of Commitment to End
Hatred.  In different years, the New Castle County events
featured Maya Angelou, Cornel West, an interfaith clergy
panel, and the Reverend Bernice King.  At these events,
organizers usually conducted a mock study circle to give
the audience a flavor of what to expect.

} Aurora organizers also typically kicked off a round of
study circles during the Week Without Violence each
year.  In 1999, the fall launch unfolded so that in the
same week, the YWCA Week Without Violence, the Red
Ribbon Week Task Force, and a Character Counts
program all collaborated to draw attention to their
programs.  Aurora Community Study Circles launched a
round and offered a dialogue experience during the
Friday program that capped the week.

} Twin Cities organizers held kick-off events and
information meetings for sponsors at major public
institutions, involving notable, publicly visible community
leaders, including people who had experienced
participating in a study circle.

} The Syracuse Community Wide Dialogue created an
innovative kick-off series to recruit participants and
partners.          A kick-off breakfast coupled with
neighborhood-based meetings introduced study circles
and recruited participants into the Community Wide
Dialogues.  At the breakfast, nationally renowned
speakers and local leaders talked about the need for
race dialogue in central New York.  More than 550
people attended.  Community leaders and organizations
pledged their commitment to participate in the dialogue
circles.  Since the kick-off was in a central location and in
the morning, organizers intentionally decided to hold
neighborhood kick-offs on four different evenings during
the same week, to give those who could not attend the
breakfast a chance to hear about the Community Wide
Dialogues.  Organizers conducted one-hour sample
dialogue circles for more than 225 people at these
meetings.

} Organizers in Decatur uniquely used their kick-off event
not only to attract participants but also to form diverse
study circle groups.  Key initiator Jon Abercrombie

We had this big open
house presentation to
begin with.  So
everybody had the same
baseline data to start off
. . . everyone was pretty
much on the same page
in terms of information
when you started.
--European American/white

organizer in Maine
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arranged the kick-off so that people sat with their
assigned study circle site (eight sites total, with more than
one group at each).  He had all the participants stand
up, look around the room to see if there was a site that
did not have their perspective represented, and if so, join
that site.  Jon then reassigned the participants according
to the new mix.

This section presented many examples of ways study circle
organizers generated visibility for study circles.  Organizers in
most communities used external media, particularly newspapers,
and generated newsletters, videos, or other internal media as
well.  In several communities, organizers used kick-off events
successfully to attract positive community attention and boost
interest among diverse populations in study circles.

q

It seemed to become
much more desirable to
be a part of it than to
not be a part of it.  In
other words, people
seemed to start feeling
that they would be left
out if they didn’t get in
on that.
--European American/white

organizer in Alread
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D.D.D.D.D. Keeping track of participants andKeeping track of participants andKeeping track of participants andKeeping track of participants andKeeping track of participants and
maintaining goomaintaining goomaintaining goomaintaining goomaintaining good databasesd databasesd databasesd databasesd databases

Organizers in the 17 learning sites developed and used a variety
of monitoring and tracking systems, often aimed specifically at
increasing diversity, to encourage participation.  In several
cases, experienced organizers said they learned the importance
of good lists and good databases only after failing to develop
them in early rounds.  Organizers learned to build and maintain
lists that included information about race, gender, age, and
other factors reflecting community diversity as a tool necessary
for setting and reaching specific targets for specific populations.

} In Aurora, where new rounds of study circles on race start
several times a year, organizers kept a �prospect� list and
worked from it steadily.  They called people on the list
and invited them personally each time a new round was
beginning.  They also had a system for keeping track of
people who expressed interest in study circles but were
not able to participate in sessions that were launching
soon.  A staff person described this approach:

I have a file that we call our �prospective people
to participate� and . . . [we] will just simply sit
down on the telephone quite often and just call
people, tell them when we are starting a new
session, how much we would like to have them
involved.  (European American/white organizer in
Aurora)

} New Castle County organizers made a concerted effort
to have racial and ethnic diversity in the study circles.
They tracked program participants and learned that 35 to
40 percent of study circle participants were people of
color.  While they did not always know the racial and
ethnic mix in individual groups, the organizers reported
that they aimed for at least 30 percent people of color in
each study circle.

} As people in Fayetteville began to sign up for the first
round of circles, the Working Group there held
brainstorming sessions aimed at identifying the gaps in
diversity and devising strategies to fill those gaps.  These
organizers recognized that only continued attention to
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figuring out who had not been reached would help
assure that no group was overlooked.  The strategies
included reviewing lists of organizations committed to
fostering equity and diversity to see if any Working Group
member knew any of the members and would be willing
to make personal contact with those people to gain
access to other members.  The Working Group members
also relied on presentations to identified groups by key
leaders and one-to-one recruitment of identified
individuals.

} Organizers in Colorado Springs and Aurora used
detailed registration forms to ensure diversity within the
study circle groups.  Aurora organizers reported that they
asked for information about participants� racial or ethnic
identity on the registration form and then worked with
that information until they had formed a diverse group.
In addition to asking about racial and ethnic identity,
organizers in Colorado Springs asked participants about
their political and social views in an attempt to create
balance among the groups.

} In Syracuse, prospective participants fill out demographic
sheets.  Organizers then assign people to groups to
ensure a balance of European Americans/whites and
people of color.  Although this has often led to a long
waiting list of interested European American/white
participants, organizers strive to eventually place all
people within a diverse group.

Good databases helped study circle organizers succeed in
recruiting participants.  Databases that included accurate
information about race, ethnicity, gender, and age served
organizers well when they worked toward achieving specific
levels of participation by specific groups of citizens.

q
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E.E.E.E.E. Adding appeal, reducing uncertaintyAdding appeal, reducing uncertaintyAdding appeal, reducing uncertaintyAdding appeal, reducing uncertaintyAdding appeal, reducing uncertainty, and, and, and, and, and
removing barriers to participationremoving barriers to participationremoving barriers to participationremoving barriers to participationremoving barriers to participation

In the 17 learning sites, organizers made decisions and carried
out skillful actions that increased the potential for recruiting
participants from all parts of the community.  Organizers chose
topics that held natural appeal for citizens in their own
communities and found ways to increase knowledge and reduce
uncertainty about study circles as a new, unproven community
problem-solving approach.  Organizers in many of the learning
sites also learned, through experience, how to identify and
remove barriers to participation.

1.1.1.1.1. Choose a topic that fits and attracts interest.Choose a topic that fits and attracts interest.Choose a topic that fits and attracts interest.Choose a topic that fits and attracts interest.Choose a topic that fits and attracts interest.

Organizers typically spent some time and involved a number of
people in choosing the topic for their study circle program.  In
some cases, the topic almost chose itself because of events
unfolding in the community.  In other sites, organizers had time
to work out the topic and the exact way to state it in order to
take advantage of existing interest.  Chapter XI deals extensively
with the impact of topic choice on the success of study circles,
particularly circles on the topic of race.  The present section
briefly points out the ways organizers considered the topic as
part of their key decision making about recruitment.

} There was widespread awareness in Decatur that a lot of
things were fracturing the community.  Many citizens were
open to participation in a conversation that held promise
for changing the nature of things in Decatur.  �Action�
was a key concept.  Study circle organizers shaped their
sessions, called Decatur Roundtables, to meet the
specific situation in Decatur, and consistently drew links
between the Roundtables and action.  They asserted that
the Decatur Roundtables would provide the core of
participants for the 1999 strategic plan for the city.  Each
action group formed at the final Roundtables session had
�Action� as the first word in its title (�Action and the City
Commission,� �Action and the Neighborhoods,� etc.).

} Alread organizers believed the topic of education would
attract the interest of people from all segments of their
small community in a way other topics would not.  Alread
has a small local school that people think is vulnerable to

What I found is
that . . . the more
information I gave
them and answered
everyone’s questions,
even those people who
were willing to
participate right away
felt better, they felt like
they knew what they
were getting into.
--European American/white

organizer in Hartford

There had to be either
a person or persons or a
powerful issue or both
to have any strong
likelihood of success in
attracting people and in
framing the issues in a
way that was actually
helpful to the
community.
--European American/white

organizer in Maine
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consolidation in the name of efficiency, so any move to
strengthen the school and support for the school had
inherent appeal.  In addition, the school was the focal
point of old, divisive community decisions, and
organizers believed all sides might be ready to find
solutions and reconnect.  The education topic invited the
community to address these interests and concerns, and
helped account for the fact that nearly one-fourth of
Alread�s roughly 400 citizens participated in the first
round of study circles there.

} In Colorado Springs, organizers chose to talk directly
about race because they believed the community both
needed and wanted to have the conversations.  After two
rounds on race, organizers reported that while they
succeeded in attracting European American/white and
African American/black participants in significant
numbers, they thought the topic of education might have
had more appeal for potential Latino/Hispanic
participants.

} In Woodridge, organizers asked themselves and others
what topic would hold widest appeal.  Community
advisers, including a key African American/black
community leader, suggested that the diversity topic
would appeal to the greatest number of Woodridge
citizens.

2.2.2.2.2. Offer a taste of the experience to reduceOffer a taste of the experience to reduceOffer a taste of the experience to reduceOffer a taste of the experience to reduceOffer a taste of the experience to reduce
uncertaintyuncertaintyuncertaintyuncertaintyuncertainty.....

Organizers used two different approaches to engage potential
participants in trying a bit of the study circle experience so that
they could understand better what study circles involved.  The
implied idea is that because study circles are unknown to most
potential participants, barriers to participation are likely to
include either fear of the unknown or lack of confidence that the
approach is worth the time required.  Pilot rounds involved a
significant trial, while sample circles could take place in one
relatively short meeting.

I just happened to see it
in the paper, and I
volunteered.  So, I was
not recruited; I wasn’t
invited, I wasn’t
solicited.  I
volunteered.  I wanted
to do it.

--African American/black
participant in Woodridge
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a.a.a.a.a. Pilot roundsPilot roundsPilot roundsPilot roundsPilot rounds

Pilot rounds of study circles gave participants (as well as
organizers, potential allies, and facilitators) an opportunity to try
out the dialogue approach at some depth.  In some cases,
organizers structured pilot rounds as shorter versions of full study
circles, while in other cases, a pilot round involved a full-blown
facilitated experience of four or five sessions.  At least ten
learning sites used pilot rounds before some or all regular study
circle rounds.

} In Lima, organizers conducted pilot rounds before a new
topic was introduced or before a new group such as
businesses or neighborhood associations participated.
The pilots not only allowed organizers to make any
necessary changes, but also energized participants and
stirred community curiosity.  Perhaps the most important
pilot round was the very first, held between Zion Lutheran
and St. Paul AME churches.  As the number of
participants in the pilot circles grew and as changes
started to occur as a direct result of the interaction
between the two congregations, word about the pilot�s
success spread throughout the community and began to
attract attention to the study circle program.  Subsequent
pilot rounds had a similar effect of creating excitement
and interest, through which organizers were able to
recruit participants from all parts of the community.

b.b.b.b.b. Sample circlesSample circlesSample circlesSample circlesSample circles

Organizers in several of the learning sites helped potential
participants understand the nature of study circles by leading
people through a short sample of facilitated dialogue, typically
using questions drawn from the first session of a study circle.

} In Syracuse, organizers used sample circles in a
particularly systematic and strategic way to boost
participation.  Organizers have engaged more than
1,000 people in sample dialogues at a variety of settings
� community centers, schools, colleges, and other
community meeting places.

} In Twin Cities, the League of Human Rights Commission
conducted a �circle sample.�  Many of the organizational
partners in the Community Circle Collaborative also

You give them a taste of
what it’s like to
participate in a
community circle
and . . . that sells it,
they can really see what
it’s doing . . .
--European American/white

organizer in Twin Cities
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conducted sample circles to recruit participants from
among their members.

3.3.3.3.3. Use languages other than English.Use languages other than English.Use languages other than English.Use languages other than English.Use languages other than English.

In order to remove an important barrier to participation,
organizers in some of the learning sites organized study circles in
languages other than English.

} Organizers in Hartford and Aurora sponsored study
circles in Spanish for Latino/Hispanic participants.

} In Inglewood, organizers used Spanish in some circles,
with interpreters.

} In Twin Cities, organizers used an interpreter for study
circles with members of the Hmong community.

4.4.4.4.4. Select a location that works.Select a location that works.Select a location that works.Select a location that works.Select a location that works.

In some of the learning sites, organizers recognized that
unfamiliar locations and the need to go unusual distances
created barriers to participation they wanted to avoid.  They
made and carried out logistical decisions that encouraged
participation instead of inhibiting it.  In other learning sites,
organizers selected locations that held the most potential for
creating diverse study circle groups.

} Decatur organizers held Roundtables in all parts of the
community and encouraged people to attend a session
outside of their immediate neighborhood.  According to
one organizer:

Really deliberate efforts were made to get people
to be in another part of the city.  People
recognized the difficulty of having a real
conversation with a white person about the place
black people lived.  (European American/white
organizer in Decatur)

} In Ft. Myers, organizers experienced some difficulties in
maintaining a racial balance among the groups in the
first round because many European Americans/whites
would not go into the African American/black community
at night, and vice versa.  Key organizer Ann Estlund

We’re trying to write a
version of a discussion
guide that’s simplified
so that people of
different cultures and
languages with
educational levels can
more easily participate
in circles project.
--European American/white

organizer in Twin Cities
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noted that where a study circle was held influenced who
would attend.  For the second round, organizers
strategically picked more �neutral� locations such as
schools and libraries in order to attract (and keep)
participants.

} In Hartford, the majority of study circles have occurred in
workplaces in both the private and public sector, as
workplaces are among the most diverse places in the
Hartford metropolitan region.  There is more diversity in
workplaces than in neighborhoods, for example.
Holding study circles in workplaces has also eliminated
some of the barriers to participation, such as the time
commitment and transportation.

} In New Castle County, study circles have taken place in
the Department of Labor and in the community.  This
enabled a large group of people to participate as part of
their job requirements.  Study circles in New Castle
County have also taken place at schools among
teachers.

5.5.5.5.5. Provide incentives.Provide incentives.Provide incentives.Provide incentives.Provide incentives.

Organizers in some learning sites offered incentives as a way to
recruit participants.  When they could, organizers offered food
during study circles.  When families could eat an evening meal
at the study circle location, it reduced one barrier to
participation.  Organizers also strategized about ways to include
hard-to-attract populations.

} Organizers in some Maine communities reported that
food made a difference in recruiting and retaining
participants.

} In Inglewood, the school-community liaisons arranged to
provide both food and child care during the study circle
sessions.

} In Alread, members of the core committee strategized
about ways to make study circles appealing to high
school students.  They decided to offer extra credit to the
students if they participated and wrote a one-page
report.  As a result, 23 of 32 eligible students
participated.
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In summary, savvy organizers learned ways to increase
participation that had little to do with traditional forms of
recruitment and promotion.  This section described the ways
organizers made study circles more appealing and less
threatening to participants by such strategies as choosing a
compelling topic, offering the circles in locations the participants
found safe and inviting, using languages other than English
when appropriate, and providing incentives.  In addition, several
programs found ways to give either potential participants or the
initial organizers an experience of study circles to reduce
uncertainty and build support.

q

I am beginning to
appreciate, as I do the
outreach to different
communities, that it
has to be modified for
communities . . .

--Jamaican American
coordinator in Hartford
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FFFFF..... Using multiple recruitment strategiesUsing multiple recruitment strategiesUsing multiple recruitment strategiesUsing multiple recruitment strategiesUsing multiple recruitment strategies

Nearly all organizers developed multiple recruitment strategies.
This was particularly true in Aurora, where organizers established
and maintained high community visibility through media
coverage, local fund-raisers, presentations, linkages with other
community events, and the involvement of study circle
�veterans.�  Organizers worked constantly to keep study circle
efforts in front of people and let them know about upcoming
opportunities to participate.  Here are some specific strategies
that Aurora Community Study Circles (ACSC) used to recruit
participants:

} Contacts with people and organizations. Contacts with people and organizations. Contacts with people and organizations. Contacts with people and organizations. Contacts with people and organizations.  Aurora
organizers began their study circle program with a strong
set of connections to people and organizations.  They
have continued to use these contacts as key sources of
ideas and energy for participant recruitment.

} Newsletters and mailings.Newsletters and mailings.Newsletters and mailings.Newsletters and mailings.Newsletters and mailings.  ACSC sent mailings to
participants and allies regularly.  Describing one of these,
an ACSC Administrator said:

Yesterday we did a mailing to everybody who�s
participated. . . . I think we ended up with close to
800 letters that we sent out, which was our
newsletter, our sign-up sheet for these fall sessions
. . . we�re having a fund-raising barbeque coming
up, so of course we had to advertise that as well,
and then we put in a return for if they wish to send
us any type of a contribution.  (European
American/white organizer in Aurora)

} Presentations and speaking engagements.Presentations and speaking engagements.Presentations and speaking engagements.Presentations and speaking engagements.Presentations and speaking engagements.  Staff
members and others made presentations on a relatively
regular basis to the local Chamber of Commerce and its
board, to the African American Chamber of Commerce,
and to the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce.

} Newspaper coverage.Newspaper coverage.Newspaper coverage.Newspaper coverage.Newspaper coverage.  The Beacon News covers study
circles quite extensively.  An ACSC file memo notes that
by early 1999 organizers in Aurora had �tallied 267
mentions of study circles in The Beacon.�
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} Community-based fund raising.Community-based fund raising.Community-based fund raising.Community-based fund raising.Community-based fund raising.  Organizers held two
events that combined a �pick up a barbeque dinner� with
a chance to win a basket of Beanie Babies.  Organizers
planned and carried out two trips to see The Wizard ofThe Wizard ofThe Wizard ofThe Wizard ofThe Wizard of
OzOzOzOzOz in Chicago.  They also conducted an annual giving
campaign that included a large mailing.  ACSC  involved
its board members relatively extensively in producing
these fund-raisers, which raised the visibility of study
circles.

} Board member ambassador activities.Board member ambassador activities.Board member ambassador activities.Board member ambassador activities.Board member ambassador activities.  Board members
also helped spread the word about study circles by
participating in festivals and fairs.  These included a
health fair, Fourth of July events in Aurora, a
Neighborhood Pride Week parade, and a booth at the
Baha�i Festival of Cultures.

} Annual gatherings of �veterans.�Annual gatherings of �veterans.�Annual gatherings of �veterans.�Annual gatherings of �veterans.�Annual gatherings of �veterans.�  ACSC sponsored
annual meetings for people who had completed study
circles.  For the last couple of years these meetings have
been in the form of a picnic.  Events like the picnic were
intended to help study circle �alumni� stay connected
and encourage them to help recruit additional people to
take part in study circles.

In conclusion, organizers in each of the 17 learning sites
   worked diligently to carry out the component of the SCRC
community-wide model related to recruiting a broad-based
group of participants who reflected the different groups within a
community.  The approaches varied widely, and the degree of
success varied some as well.  Of the four key types of leaders,
the two types who made the most difference in effective
participant recruitment were those with administrative savvy and
those with promotional/marketing skills.  When programs had
ample leadership of these two types, recruitment was more likely
to take place in dozens of different ways, using both news media
and program-generated material, along with many
presentations, appearances, and events.  Databases were more
likely to be in working condition.  Programs were more likely to
use and develop specific strategies to increase participation by
people from often underrepresented groups.  Perhaps most
important, skilled administrative and promotional leadership
typically seemed linked to successful, personal, one-on-one
recruiting.

q
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Chapter VIIIChapter VIIIChapter VIIIChapter VIIIChapter VIII
Contributing to ChangeContributing to ChangeContributing to ChangeContributing to ChangeContributing to Change

This chapter addresses Research
Question Four: What changes,
outcomes, and results do
organizers, facilitators, and

participants ascribe to the study circle efforts
in their communities?  If on racism and race
relations, what is the range of outcomes?  If
on another issue, how do the outcomes take
into account the racial divisions and
dynamics of the community?
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1. People reported that study circles in their communities
contributed to significant change in individuals, organizations,
and the whole community.

2. Many of the reported results or changes related to improving
race relations or working to end institutional racism.

3. Of the changes related to race, the largest number of reported
results fell within the category of actions that organizations,
institutions, and communities took to improve race relations.
Actions that organizations, institutions, and communities took to
end racism constituted the second-largest category of outcomes.
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This chapter presents the outcomes or changes people in the 17
learning sites said study circles had brought about in their
communities or states.  These changes were often complex and
subtle.  There are no agreed-upon standards for what constitutes
an outcome, and there is no way to isolate study circles from
other factors contributing to change.  For all these reasons, this
chapter presents these findings as descriptively as possible and
organizes them into a number of different categories within two
sections.  Section A presents changes that people reported as
associated with study circles in general.  Section B focuses more
specifically on changes associated with the topic of race.

Each category includes illustrative examples of changes that
demonstrate one of the ways people in the learning sites said
study circles produce results.  Changes or results cited in one
learning site often occurred in other places as well.

A.A.A.A.A. The ways study circles contributed toThe ways study circles contributed toThe ways study circles contributed toThe ways study circles contributed toThe ways study circles contributed to
changechangechangechangechange

The information in this section is divided into three categories:

1. Ways study circles contributed to changes in people

2. Ways study circles contributed to changes in
organizations

3. Ways study circles contributed to changes in communities
and institutions

1.1.1.1.1. WWWWWays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes in
peoplepeoplepeoplepeoplepeople

Many people reported experiencing personal changes as they
took part in study circles.  They learned from each other, taught
each other, inspired each other, gave each other courage, and
stretched their mutual understanding of their community.  The
result, they said, was new ways of thinking, acting, and
interacting.
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a.a.a.a.a. People got information about differences in newPeople got information about differences in newPeople got information about differences in newPeople got information about differences in newPeople got information about differences in new
ways and found it more compelling.ways and found it more compelling.ways and found it more compelling.ways and found it more compelling.ways and found it more compelling.

Many participants met, got to know, and formed relationships
with people whom they otherwise would not have encountered,
given their habits of living and working among people much like
themselves.  Here are some specific examples of ways people
reported they or others had changed as a result of participating
in study circles:

} In Colorado Springs, people said the conversations
produced an inclination to look at others different from
themselves in new ways.  Some people described the
experience as �mind-expanding.�

} In Lima, an elderly European American/white woman
and a 13-year-old African American/black boy
intentionally learned to talk and to listen to each other.
In addition, saying �People have opened their minds,�
one African American/black participant/organizer
described the value of Christians and Jews getting to
know each other through study circles.

} In New Castle County, participants reported learning to
listen respectfully and valuing the ability to listen skillfully.
A young person of color reported understanding
European American/white people in a new way, as
�clueless� rather than maliciously insensitive; this signified
to the young person a need for patience and
communication rather than aggression.

} In Twin Cities, people reported a greater interest in
interacting with people different from themselves.  In one
group, Hmong people and European Americans/whites
exchanged information about divorce and how it
operates in this country.

b.b.b.b.b. People gained courage in study circles.People gained courage in study circles.People gained courage in study circles.People gained courage in study circles.People gained courage in study circles.

Some who participated in study circles gained courage � from
new information, from the number of people participating in
study circles with them, and from the stories of survival, defeat,
or triumph that others told them � to make changes they had
long wished to make.

I think we recognize
that those who have
been involved in the
process, we’ve become
educated about other
points of view, we’ve
broadened our
knowledge base and
become curious about
other ways of looking at
things.  We learned
new aspects about an
issue.  In essence, we’ve
become educated.  And
for many reasons, I
think that that’s the
norm.
--European American/white

coordinator in Maine
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} In New Castle County, some European American/white
people reported that they became more willing to
interrupt racist statements after participating in study
circles.

} In Fayetteville, some people said they felt stronger about
interrupting ethnic jokes or remarks that belittle people
from different racial backgrounds.  They also said they
had more courage to interrupt behavior when they feel it
is inappropriate.

} In New Castle County, some of the facilitators formed a
mutual support network to encourage each other to take
their commitment to end racism to a deeper level.  An
East Indian facilitator said, �Ours is a serious relationship
in helping each other to grow.�

} In Woodridge, one European American/white participant
said that study circles had �fortified in me the need to say
something� when people make prejudiced statements or
take prejudiced actions.

c.c.c.c.c. People formed new relationships.People formed new relationships.People formed new relationships.People formed new relationships.People formed new relationships.

In many communities, people reported forming new
relationships through their participation in study circles.  Some of
the most significant new relationships involved educators,
parents, and students.

} In Alread, the first round of study circles changed the
relationship among students, teachers, and
administrators.  Relationships between students and
adults in the community also changed.  For example,
students began volunteering to teach adults about
computers in a technology lab at the school.  The adults
in the community responded strongly and favorably.  In
addition, the study circles changed the relationship
between the community and the schools, resolving a
long-standing dispute over community use of school
facilities.

} In South Portland, Maine, students, parents, and
educators developed new relationships with each other
as they worked to improve high schools and middle
schools.

And it’s really . . .
drawn a lot of us closer
together.  We got to get
acquainted, deeper
acquainted, with people
that we were just
passing acquaintances
with before.
--European American/white

organizer in Alread
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} Parents and educators in an elementary school in the
Hartford metropolitan area in Connecticut began
meeting together.

} In North Little Rock, relationships changed between
students and the adults involved in the school
community.  In a significant change, the relationship
between teachers and school board members, which had
been strained to the point of a threatened teachers�
strike, eased somewhat, and the strike was averted.
Some of the people in North Little Rock attributed the
positive outcome to the fact that teachers and board
members really listened to each other during the round of
study circles on education.

d.d.d.d.d. People became aware of the community in new ways.People became aware of the community in new ways.People became aware of the community in new ways.People became aware of the community in new ways.People became aware of the community in new ways.

Through meeting and listening to people they would otherwise
never know, people in study circles came to see their community
as more varied, broad, intricate, and potential-filled.  This
awareness seemed to make people become open to even more
new information and new experiences about their community
and the people who live in it.

} In Syracuse, a European American/white employer
recognized he did not have any people of color on his
staff because he hired through his connections, and he
only knew European American/white people.  As a result
of relationships built through study circle sessions, he is
beginning to hire more people of color.

} In Twin Cities, many facilitators became more aware of
the issues facing the community and learned a lot about
those issues.  Meeting people different from themselves
increased their interest in volunteering more to work on
community problem solving.

e.e.e.e.e. People built stronger attachments to their communities.People built stronger attachments to their communities.People built stronger attachments to their communities.People built stronger attachments to their communities.People built stronger attachments to their communities.

Reflecting the old adage that �people defend what they create,�
investing in study circles � either as a participant, an organizer,
or a facilitator � caused some people to want to invest even
more, and caused them to see their community as more worthy
of their attachment and investment.

I grew up in this
community and I felt
like that maybe this
program could get
people together a little
bit better and make it
more like the
community that I grew
up in.  People knew
each other a little
better then . . .
--European American/white

organizer in Alread
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} In Alread, study circles brought the community closer by
allowing people to get to know one another through in-
depth conversations on issues that were meaningful to
them.  Both student-adult and school-community
communication improved as a result of the first round of
study circles.  This, in turn, yielded improved feelings
about the community in general.

} In Decatur, volunteering increased as a result of
participation in study circles.  Some of the people
involved in study circles also formed a new political party,
the Decatur Greens.

} In Inglewood, parents who took part in study circles
became committed enough to the schools� well-being
that they invested significant energy in campaigning for a
school funding bond called �Measure K.�  This measure
made $131 million available for school facilities
improvements.  It passed with a resounding 88 percent of
the vote.

} Two participants in study circles ran for school board
seats in North Little Rock after becoming more aware
about what goes on in the schools and understanding the
schools at a deeper level.

2.2.2.2.2. WWWWWays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes in
organizationsorganizationsorganizationsorganizationsorganizations

People reported that organizations in their communities also
changed as a result of study circles.  These changes were
somewhat different from those affecting individuals � or they
played out in different ways � because organizations have
rules, roles, and structures.  Here are some examples of ways
study circles have made an impact on these features of
organizational life in the 17 learning sites.

a.a.a.a.a. Organizations developed new purposes.Organizations developed new purposes.Organizations developed new purposes.Organizations developed new purposes.Organizations developed new purposes.

} In New Castle County, the host organization, the YWCA,
noted that through working with study circles it has shifted
from a strictly service focus to an orientation that includes
empowerment.

I think this effort did
change people’s
optimism [and] had a
positive effect: people
are more optimistic, I
think, about the future
of this community and
where it’s going.
--European American/white

organizer in Fayetteville
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} Similarly, in Syracuse, the host organization, the
InterReligious Council, reported that its work has
expanded from primarily social service to a focus on
social justice.

} In Decatur, a recreation center noted that as a result of
employees� involvement in the Roundtables there, they
have reallocated their budget, increased scholarships,
and moved programs to different places in the
community.

b.b.b.b.b. Organizations found new allies.Organizations found new allies.Organizations found new allies.Organizations found new allies.Organizations found new allies.

Through the process of building coalitions, organizations
involved in study circles in nearly all of the 17 learning sites
found themselves with new partners, new connections, and new
ways of collaborating on their central missions.

} The YWCA in New Castle County, which has 105
partners for the study circle work there, found that the
number of volunteers for other YWCA efforts increased,
and that more African Americans/blacks became
interested in serving on the YWCA board.

} In Twin Cities, organizations that became partners in the
Community Circles Collaborative then became more
likely to become part of the Metropolitan Interfaith
Council on Affordable Housing (MICAH).  While there
were other reasons why these organizations joined
MICAH, a European American/white organizer said,
�The fact that they took the time to become more
involved as sponsors of Community Circles undoubtedly
opened the door toward their receptivity to become more
involved.�

c.c.c.c.c. Organizations developed new ways of working.Organizations developed new ways of working.Organizations developed new ways of working.Organizations developed new ways of working.Organizations developed new ways of working.

} In Syracuse, study circle work was guided by a special
Advisory Board � later reconstituted as the Advisory
Committee � of the InterReligious Council.  The
Advisory Committee carried out some of its work through
a dialogue similar to the study circle format.  In addition,
the Advisory Committee created specific action task
forces that undertook work to address specific aspects of

[At the Decatur
Recreation Center] we
are mixing everything
up and will face the
challenge to
communicate that
every place is a safe
place and every
program is a quality
program.  [We] will be
challenged to
communicate to the
uninvolved that they
are really wanted.
--European American/white

organizer in Decatur

This can open up
wonderful relationships
not just on a personal
level, but also in
organizational linkages.
--European American/white

organizer in New Castle
County
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institutional racism.  This was a new undertaking for both
the Advisory Committee and the InterReligious Council.

} A similar change took place in New Castle County,
where the board of directors of the YWCA began using
dialogue regularly as part of the way it accomplishes its
work.

} In Decatur, Agnes Scott College and nearby residents
had a history of disagreement.  As a result of study
circles, the college gained access to new information
through a committee of staff, students, and faculty.  The
committee�s responsibility was to consider some of the
study circles� recommendations that pertained to the
college.

} In Fayetteville, the city Human Relations Commission and
the county Human Relations Commission voted
unanimously to explore merging into one commission
after this surfaced as one of study circle participants� key
recommendations.  Managers of both commissions
began meeting to prepare a funding formula.

d.d.d.d.d. Organizations developed new capacityOrganizations developed new capacityOrganizations developed new capacityOrganizations developed new capacityOrganizations developed new capacity.....

} Schools in New Castle County gained new skills when
teachers received training in how to conduct study circles.

} In Ft. Myers, all elementary teachers gained an
opportunity to add to their schools� skills by putting into
use the new Teaching Tolerance materials they have
received from the Southern Poverty Law Center.

} Schools throughout the state of Maine benefitted when
500 students became trained to facilitate study circles.

} The Beacon News, the local paper in Aurora, benefitted
from new skills employees gained as a result of their
participation in study circles.  In particular, both the
editor and many in the community believed staff
members gained significant skills in understanding,
reporting, photographing, and presenting news and
editorials in a more inclusive and less biased way.

Some of these sponsors
end up being the
beneficiaries of what’s
going on in the circle.
In other words while
they are Cities at Work
circles they also can be
a circle that is helping
to feed and serve the
agenda of the
sponsoring
organization.  I think
part of the way this
works is [that] you can
show people the circle
can really help them
with things they’re
wrestling with.
--European American/white

organizer in Twin Cities
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e.e.e.e.e. Organizations hired new employees.Organizations hired new employees.Organizations hired new employees.Organizations hired new employees.Organizations hired new employees.

} Individual employers in Syracuse and Lima reported
changing their hiring practices to include more people of
color.

f.f.f.f.f. Organizations identified new funding or resources.Organizations identified new funding or resources.Organizations identified new funding or resources.Organizations identified new funding or resources.Organizations identified new funding or resources.

} The Education and Housing Equity Project (EHEP) in Twin
Cities, one of the two primary host organizations for study
circles there, gained a reputation as a resource on
housing equity as a result of its sponsorship of study
circles.  The Minneapolis Foundation then involved EHEP
in a public relations campaign, which the Foundation
funded, to change the public image of people who need
to live in affordable housing.

} In Colorado Springs, people noted that volunteering for
community organizations has increased.

} In New Castle County, the publication of an action
booklet in partnership with the Retired Senior and
Volunteer program seemed to have contributed to a
volunteer increase.

} In Inglewood, the school district received a massive
infusion of new resources when Measure K passed.  To
some extent, the passage of Measure K grew out of
enthusiasm for school improvement generated during a
round of study circles on education.

g.g.g.g.g. Organizations gained new credibilityOrganizations gained new credibilityOrganizations gained new credibilityOrganizations gained new credibilityOrganizations gained new credibility.....

} As a result of its work with study circles, the YWCA of
New Castle County gained credibility as a force for racial
justice, bringing new life to a key part of its mission.

} In Syracuse, the fact that the InterReligious Council took
the lead in sponsoring study circles on race increased
that organization�s credibility as a sincere and genuine
advocate for equity.

} In Fayetteville, the Human Relations Department and
Human Relations Commission both gained credibility that
resulted in expanding their work with neighborhoods.
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Organizers there reported that people from all over the
community became more likely to file bias complaints
with the Commission and more likely to believe that
those complaints would be handled fairly.

h.h.h.h.h. Organizations developed new rules or procedures.Organizations developed new rules or procedures.Organizations developed new rules or procedures.Organizations developed new rules or procedures.Organizations developed new rules or procedures.

} School administrators in Alread rewrote the student
handbook after the first round of study circles there.

} Within the Department of Labor in Delaware, bias
complaints began to be processed differently because of
the study circles in New Castle County.

} The CEO of Lincoln Life Insurance in Syracuse
established a policy that Lincoln Life would no longer
make charitable donations to organizations that had no
people of color on their boards.

i.i.i.i.i. Organizations found new opportunities to teach otherOrganizations found new opportunities to teach otherOrganizations found new opportunities to teach otherOrganizations found new opportunities to teach otherOrganizations found new opportunities to teach other
communities and groups.communities and groups.communities and groups.communities and groups.communities and groups.

} In Minnesota, the Education and Housing Equity Project
helped other organizations produce their own study
circles.  This included circles at McAlester College,
Burnsville, and a League of Women Voters statewide
effort on immigration.

} In New Castle County, the YWCA served as a consulting
partner with the Delaware Department of Labor and
other statewide initiatives and, working with SCRC,
helped launch study circles in neighboring towns in
Pennsylvania and New York.

} In Aurora, Aurora Community Study Circles (ACSC)
provided assistance to several other communities in
Illinois and Wisconsin interested in launching study circle
programs.

} Since 1991, when the effort was initiated by the Maine
Council of Churches, a central body in Maine has been
advocating, coaching, cajoling, and supporting other
organizations and communities in the production of their
own study circles.  The Roundtable Center has as its
central purpose the initiation and support of study circles

I think one of the
impacts we’re having in
our project is we’re
introducing community
circles and other groups
are picking up on the
idea and using that for
other purposes.  And if
you never succeeded in
doing anything else
with your community
circle, you’ve
stimulated another
group to do another
civic initiative using
your model, using your
initiative as an
inspiration to go and do
something else.  That’s
a form of success.
--European American/white

organizer in Twin Cities
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in a wide number of communities.  The breadth and
scope of this work cannot be overstated.  Although no
accurate records exist of every effort since 1991, it is safe
to say that at least 10,000 people in the state of Maine
have participated in study circles on one of many topics.
In addition, it seems safe to say that at least 30
communities (and probably many more) have hosted
study circles in Maine.

3.3.3.3.3. WWWWWays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes inays study circles contributed to changes in
communities and institutionscommunities and institutionscommunities and institutionscommunities and institutionscommunities and institutions

Throughout the 17 learning sites, people reported significant
changes in their communities.  The changes fell within four
categories:

a. Large-scale events intended to increase the visibility of
issues and inspire and motivate people and organizations
to make changes themselves

b. Changes affecting clusters or groups of people within the
community (those choosing to participate plus those they
influenced)

c. �Rippling out� changes that began with a limited impact
on clusters or groups and then unfolded to produce a
more pervasive impact

d. Systemic or extensive changes that had a wide radius and
affected a large number of people who lived in a
particular community, whether they participated in any of
the change-making activities or not

a.a.a.a.a. Large-scale events increased the visibility of issues andLarge-scale events increased the visibility of issues andLarge-scale events increased the visibility of issues andLarge-scale events increased the visibility of issues andLarge-scale events increased the visibility of issues and
inspired changes in people and organizations.inspired changes in people and organizations.inspired changes in people and organizations.inspired changes in people and organizations.inspired changes in people and organizations.

In some of the 17 learning sites, people perceived a need to
sponsor events or efforts that would help citizens think differently
about the place in which they lived.  Some of these efforts had a
quality of high visibility and symbolic importance in the
community.  Others were more subtle but related strongly to the
almost implicit assumptions people made about their
communities.
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i.i.i.i.i. Communities created new celebrations.Communities created new celebrations.Communities created new celebrations.Communities created new celebrations.Communities created new celebrations.

} In Lima, a community-wide study circle
celebration first took place in May of 1995.  (The
first round of study circles took place in the
summer of 1993.)  Allen Lima Leadership, on its
own, had created a daytime �Diversity Day�
program.  Eventually the organizers of Allen Lima
Leadership and study circles joined forces, and the
event grew steadily.  By 1998, it became a
�Diversity Week.�  One of the high points came in
April, 1997, when Maya Angelou was the guest
speaker at the sold-out Civic Center.  The
presence in the Civic Center of a full house, which
some people described as about equally divided
between European Americans/whites and people
of color, sent a strong signal to those who were
present and to others who knew about the event
that the climate for diversity in Lima was becoming
more positive.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Communities made existing celebrations moreCommunities made existing celebrations moreCommunities made existing celebrations moreCommunities made existing celebrations moreCommunities made existing celebrations more
inclusive.inclusive.inclusive.inclusive.inclusive.

} In Woodridge, which celebrated its 40th

anniversary as a Village in 1999, several events
during the year of celebration took on a more
multicultural flavor; some people attributed these
changes to the round of study circles on diversity
that took place in the fall of 1998.

} In Aurora, participants and allies of Aurora
Community Study Circles marched in the city�s
Fourth of July parade to make a point about the
kind of community Aurora is and how it welcomes
diversity and conversation about race.

} In Fayetteville, the number of people attending the
annual Human Relations Recognition Banquet
increased from 150 in 1999 to 400 in 2000.
Corporate sponsors increased from eight to
twenty.  People attributed the change to the study
circles that had taken place in the interim.
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b.b.b.b.b. Changes affected clusters or groups of people within theChanges affected clusters or groups of people within theChanges affected clusters or groups of people within theChanges affected clusters or groups of people within theChanges affected clusters or groups of people within the
community (those choosing to participate plus thosecommunity (those choosing to participate plus thosecommunity (those choosing to participate plus thosecommunity (those choosing to participate plus thosecommunity (those choosing to participate plus those
they influenced).they influenced).they influenced).they influenced).they influenced).

This category includes changes that people in communities
created for themselves.  People made choices about whether to
participate in these opportunities for change.  The changes
affected those who participated in them, sometimes strongly.

i.i.i.i.i. Relationships between governing boRelationships between governing boRelationships between governing boRelationships between governing boRelationships between governing bodies anddies anddies anddies anddies and
specific groups of citizens improved.specific groups of citizens improved.specific groups of citizens improved.specific groups of citizens improved.specific groups of citizens improved.

} In Fayetteville, people noted that study circles had
improved the relationship between neighborhoods
and government.  The study circle organizers in
Fayetteville planned to capitalize on this change
by addressing neighborhood topics directly
through organizing study circles in
neighborhoods, using the Building Strong
Neighborhoods guide.

} In North Little Rock, as noted earlier, study circles
changed the relationship between the school
board and its employees, the teachers.  This
change was profound enough to contribute
significantly to averting a threatened teachers�
strike.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Entertainment in the community became moreEntertainment in the community became moreEntertainment in the community became moreEntertainment in the community became moreEntertainment in the community became more
diversified and inclusive.diversified and inclusive.diversified and inclusive.diversified and inclusive.diversified and inclusive.

} In Lima, the offerings at the Lima Civic Center
began to change so that some events offered
more appeal to African Americans/blacks.  In
addition, entertainment at community-wide
events, particularly the Square Fair, became more
inclusive of African Americans/blacks.

} In Lima, Ft. Myers, and New Castle County,
mixed-race choruses formed and sang at some
public events.

If the [school] board
members had not
participated [in the
study circles] the
groundwork would not
have been laid for the
teachers to change their
perception of the
board. . . . This process
helps our board,
because other people
see from their
participation and their
attitude — being
objective and not
defensive — that they
care.
--European American/white

organizer in North Little
Rock
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iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. The image of the community changed.The image of the community changed.The image of the community changed.The image of the community changed.The image of the community changed.

} In both Colorado Springs and Fayetteville, people
associated with study circles described the ways
their community�s self-image had changed simply
because one or two rounds of study circles on
race had taken place there.  People said that the
way some citizens of those communities saw
themselves changed because they learned that
they lived in a place where people were willing to
face up honestly to racism, faulty race relations,
and racial inequities.

} In Syracuse, two men who had served as cochairs
for the Community Wide Dialogue Advisory Board
received a Men of the Year award.  One of the
men was African American/black and one was
European American/white.  The African
American/black award recipient said that this
recognition amounted to the community calling
special attention to their efforts with the study
circles and other work to address racism in
Syracuse.

iviviviviv..... Those who listened and those who were listenedThose who listened and those who were listenedThose who listened and those who were listenedThose who listened and those who were listenedThose who listened and those who were listened
to changed.to changed.to changed.to changed.to changed.

} In Alread, an oral history project grew out of study
circles.  This effort involved listening to people
whose stories would otherwise go unheard.

} In Syracuse, people reported that European
Americans/whites in positions of power were more
sensitive to issues after participating in study
circles, and that community organizers in the
African American/black community were being
taken more seriously.

} In Ft. Myers, Lee County Pulling Together
sponsored regular forums in the predominantly
African American/black Dunbar community to
address issues identified by citizens there and
begin taking action on them.

I think obviously it
made a difference in
that the people that
participated felt that
they had been heard,
they had an
opportunity to
speak . . . nobody’s been
shoved aside.  They
have actually taken a
part in the decision-
making process for their
school . . .
--European American/white

organizer in Alread

What I’m seeing is a
shift of people feeling
better about Lima, the
downtown and the city.
There is less
isolationism and fewer
turf holdings-on —
you’re from here and
I’m from there.  We’re
becoming able to see
ourselves more
regionally.
--European American/white

organizer in Lima
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} In Twin Cities, study circle participants took their
findings and recommendations further by
preparing and presenting reports and suggestions
to policy-making bodies such as city councils,
human rights commissions, school boards, church
councils, and others.

} In Syracuse, a group of African American/black
women who took part in study circles realized that
they shared a deep fear that their teenage sons
would be stopped by the police for a minor traffic
infraction and in some way become injured or
killed.  These women met with the police chief
and asked him to redesign the police training to
prevent this kind of possibility.  After this, police
officers took part in a significant number of
dialogue groups during the following year.

vvvvv..... Citizens’ groups worked to improve where andCitizens’ groups worked to improve where andCitizens’ groups worked to improve where andCitizens’ groups worked to improve where andCitizens’ groups worked to improve where and
how people shopped.how people shopped.how people shopped.how people shopped.how people shopped.

} In Ft. Myers, the study circle effort contributed
significantly to the establishment of a shopping
center in the Dunbar community, where it had
long been sought without success.

} In Syracuse, because of concerns raised in study
circles, an action task force of the Advisory
Committee worked with a shopping mall on
problems people of color experienced when
shopping there.  As a result, mall administration
instituted a new training program for security
employees and administrative employees and
offered this training to other stores.  The mall has
now posted a �Shopper�s Bill of Rights.�  Also in
Syracuse, efforts by a group of study circle
participants led to the opening of a small grocery
store in a low-income neighborhood that had no
nearby sources of good quality food.

vi.vi.vi.vi.vi. The information available to people improved.The information available to people improved.The information available to people improved.The information available to people improved.The information available to people improved.

} The Benchmark Report that grew out of study
circle work in Syracuse offered a measuring stick
for assessing where the community stood in terms
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of several key aspects of racial justice.  The report
addressed the racial disparities that existed in the
areas of (a) employment and income; (b)
educational attainment; (c) board memberships;
(d) entrepreneurship and services; and (e) health,
safety, and criminal justice.  Organizers plan to
update the document annually and distribute it in
the community.  A European American/white
organizer said, �We felt it was important to have a
benchmark of where we started and then to do it
again after we�d been doing the dialogues five
years and just see, are we actually any further
along?�

} In North Little Rock, citizens in the community
knew more about their schools after the school
board began televising its meetings and
publishing minutes after each meeting.  Both of
these changes resulted from study circle
participants� recommendations.

} In Decatur, a suggestion from the Roundtables
about the need for citizen education resulted in a
program called �Decatur 101,� a one-night-a-
week class that will educate interested citizens
about local government.  A leadership map of the
city displaying almost every organization and
community group, along with the names and
addresses of contact persons, also resulted from
the Roundtables in Decatur.

vii.vii.vii.vii.vii. People changed what they were willing to talkPeople changed what they were willing to talkPeople changed what they were willing to talkPeople changed what they were willing to talkPeople changed what they were willing to talk
about with each otherabout with each otherabout with each otherabout with each otherabout with each other.....

} People involved with study circles in Colorado
Springs said that the Community Conversations
on Race seemed to make it legitimate to conduct
racial conversations in other places, such as at
work.

} In Fayetteville, organizers reported that study
circles made it safer for city employees to discuss
issues of race.
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} In Decatur, one teacher noted that the study
circles helped surface �painful realities� in the
Decatur school system.

c.c.c.c.c. “Rippling out” changes that began with a limited impact“Rippling out” changes that began with a limited impact“Rippling out” changes that began with a limited impact“Rippling out” changes that began with a limited impact“Rippling out” changes that began with a limited impact
on clusters or groups later unfolded to proon clusters or groups later unfolded to proon clusters or groups later unfolded to proon clusters or groups later unfolded to proon clusters or groups later unfolded to produce a moreduce a moreduce a moreduce a moreduce a more
pervasive impact.pervasive impact.pervasive impact.pervasive impact.pervasive impact.

The next several changes had a dynamic quality.  They began
with an impact on those clusters or groups of people who were
participating in the change.  Over time, however, that impact
became more pervasive, reaching more people than those who
participated.

i.i.i.i.i. Participation in community-building effortsParticipation in community-building effortsParticipation in community-building effortsParticipation in community-building effortsParticipation in community-building efforts
changed.changed.changed.changed.changed.

In several of the learning sites, study circle organizers
found ways to generate and sustain action-oriented
efforts in addition to the dialogue sessions.

} In 1999, a person began working full-time in
Hartford to support and encourage action groups
linked to the Community Conversations on Race.

} In Syracuse, the Advisory Committee for the
Community Wide Dialogue program formed
action task forces.  According to the organizers,
each of these task forces included people �who
have a certain amount of expertise in a particular
area and they can move within the political circles
and could do things that ordinary people . . .
couldn�t do.�

} Ongoing action groups or task forces began work
in Ft. Myers, Decatur, and Fayetteville, as well.
Participation in these efforts was voluntary and
grew out of participation in study circle dialogues.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. The manner of addressing disputes changed.The manner of addressing disputes changed.The manner of addressing disputes changed.The manner of addressing disputes changed.The manner of addressing disputes changed.

} In Yarmouth, Maine, study circles on a hot,
divisive taxation issue calmed the �conversational
waters� in the community.  A European American/
white organizer said:

Well because
something happened
here, people will be
more willing to
volunteer and work on
future projects,
whatever they are.
--European American/white

organizer in Alread
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So it was educated dialogue, which to me
was a wonderful opportunity for folks to
really have a chance to understand that we
all really care about the same things.
(European American/white organizer in
Maine)

} The averted teachers� strike in North Little Rock
was another example of the way study circles
helped change how disputes are addressed.

iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. Systematic planning processes became moreSystematic planning processes became moreSystematic planning processes became moreSystematic planning processes became moreSystematic planning processes became more
inclusive.inclusive.inclusive.inclusive.inclusive.

} In Portland, Maine, the Community Asset Builders
Coalition used study circles to build a citizen
involvement base for a strategic plan that will
guide the major child and youth service
organizations in the city.

} In Decatur, the study circles fed into a strategic
planning process that was seen as citizens�
greatest opportunity to influence the growth of the
city over the next few years.  In addition, in
Decatur the chief study circle organizer and the
city�s zoning board worked together to develop a
way to use study circles in zoning decisions.  They
began with one specific development project and
put together a broad-based committee to devise a
process that would include all key stakeholders
plus citizens from the two neighborhoods
involved.

} A study circle organizer in Lima used planning for
parks in the city as an example of something that
had become more equitable since study circles
began in Lima.

iviviviviv..... Home ownership and where people lived changed.Home ownership and where people lived changed.Home ownership and where people lived changed.Home ownership and where people lived changed.Home ownership and where people lived changed.

} In Syracuse, an action task force of the Advisory
Committee met with three bankers to work on
getting past old habits and traditions of mortgage
lending that had an unfair negative impact on
people of color.  A European American/white
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study circle organizer said, �We had several of the
bankers agree to work with us on that over this
next year and one of them is now going to be the
cochair of the Advisory Committee.�

} In Twin Cities, where housing is a central focus of
study circle work, one of the results of study circles
was the development and production of a play
about affordable housing.  Eventually more than
3,200 people saw the play and filled out
commitment cards to be involved in work on the
issue of affordable housing.  The play helped
generate activity focused on the legislature where,
a European American/white organizer said:

We had a record year, a banner year in
terms of housing legislation and the
commitment to housing resources by the
state legislature, the biggest amount in our
history in the state of Minnesota.
(European American/white organizer in
Twin Cities)

d.d.d.d.d. Systemic or extensive changes had a wide radius andSystemic or extensive changes had a wide radius andSystemic or extensive changes had a wide radius andSystemic or extensive changes had a wide radius andSystemic or extensive changes had a wide radius and
affected large numbers of people in a particularaffected large numbers of people in a particularaffected large numbers of people in a particularaffected large numbers of people in a particularaffected large numbers of people in a particular
communitycommunitycommunitycommunitycommunity.....

Some results of study circles affected significant numbers of
people in the community, including those who had neither taken
part in study circles nor ever heard of them.

i.i.i.i.i. Citizens elected different leaders.Citizens elected different leaders.Citizens elected different leaders.Citizens elected different leaders.Citizens elected different leaders.

} In Colorado Springs, an incumbent moderate
mayor who expressed explicit support for diversity
work successfully fought off a challenge from a
much more conservative opponent.  Some people
credited the Community Conversations on Race
as a part of the reason for that victory.

} People in Syracuse created a mechanism for
promoting more participation in school board
races.
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} Two study circle participants in North Little Rock
chose to run for school board seats.

} In Fayetteville, an Asian American woman ran for
a city council seat after participating in study
circles.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Governments created new mechanisms orGovernments created new mechanisms orGovernments created new mechanisms orGovernments created new mechanisms orGovernments created new mechanisms or
strengthened existing ones to address equitystrengthened existing ones to address equitystrengthened existing ones to address equitystrengthened existing ones to address equitystrengthened existing ones to address equity.....

} In Springfield, a new group, the Race Relations
Task Force, resulted from the first round of study
circles.  Its members, appointed by the mayor,
were visible, credible, powerful leaders of
organizations and institutions that address racial
and ethnic injustice.  The Task Force had the job
of �commissioning� study circle rounds, and was
expected to take responsibility for setting action
and responses in motion once study circles were
completed.

} In Fayetteville, one of the strongest, most well-
received recommendations from the first round of
study circles in 1998 was to create a joint city/
county Human Relations Commission.  The vision
of this new mechanism and the likelihood that it
would come to pass sent a significant message to
people in Fayetteville about how much their
community has changed.

} In Decatur, a position in city government was
restructured so that the task force processes that
stemmed from study circles could have active and
steady support.  This meant that government funds
were being invested in continued citizen
participation in community building and problem
solving in Decatur.

iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. Print media changed what counted as news.Print media changed what counted as news.Print media changed what counted as news.Print media changed what counted as news.Print media changed what counted as news.

One of the most profound changes across a significant
number of learning sites took place in the newsroom and
on the pages of the community�s print media.
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} In Aurora, The Beacon News had an unspoken
policy, as recently as 1990, that no images of
people of color could show up on the front page.
People reported that after all employees took part
in study circles, the newspaper began portraying
people of color in Aurora in ways that were more
equitable.  This change applied to stories,
photographs, placement, tone, quotations, and
editorials.

} In Ft. Myers, people said the newspaper changed
how it covered negative events so that it became
more fair to people of color.  Similar changes
have taken place in newspapers in Colorado
Springs and Syracuse.

} In North Little Rock, the newspaper began offering
more positive coverage of schools and school
events after the editor attended the action forum
at the end of the round of study circles on
education.

iviviviviv..... Laws changed.Laws changed.Laws changed.Laws changed.Laws changed.

} The first round of study circles in 13 communities
in Oklahoma had about 1,000 participants and
influenced the state legislature as it considered
�one of the most radical revisions of the criminal
justice system in the history of the state.�  The
resulting legislation, which passed with only two
dissenting votes, incorporated two major goals
study circle participants had identified for the
corrections system � the incapacitation of violent
offenders and rehabilitation of all offenders.

} In Twin Cities, as noted earlier, legislation offering
a beneficial housing policy as well as funding for
affordable housing stemmed from the effective
advocacy of people whose commitment to
change was aroused after they saw the play about
affordable housing.

This completes a look at the ways study circles contributed to
changes in people, organizations, and communities.  The
following section offers a different approach to understanding
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the range of changes produced by study circles by examining
outcomes related specifically to race, some of which have
already been presented in Section A.  Section B offers a more in-
depth look at these important results.

q
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B.B.B.B.B. TTTTTypes of changes related to raceypes of changes related to raceypes of changes related to raceypes of changes related to raceypes of changes related to race

This section focuses specifically on changes relating to race that
organizers, facilitators, and participants attributed to the study
circle sessions themselves and to the action components
associated with study circles in several communities.  The
examples cited reflect the breadth and variety of changes study
circle programs are producing.

These are the four main categories:

Changes aimed at improving race relations

1. Changes related to improving race relations, with the
result of increased awareness or preparation for action.

2. Changes related to improving race relations, with action
as a result.

Changes aimed at ending racism

3. Changes directed toward ending racism, with the result
of increased awareness or preparation for action.

4. Changes directed toward ending racism, with action as a
result.

Each of these four categories includes two subcategories, based
on whether individuals were the main actors producing the
changes (or experiencing them), or whether the main actors
were organizations, institutions, or communities.

1.1.1.1.1. Improving race relations by increasing awarenessImproving race relations by increasing awarenessImproving race relations by increasing awarenessImproving race relations by increasing awarenessImproving race relations by increasing awareness
or preparation for actionor preparation for actionor preparation for actionor preparation for actionor preparation for action

This category includes changes that were focused on improving
race relations, which the Best Practices team defined in this way:
how people view each other; how they understand, regard, andhow people view each other; how they understand, regard, andhow people view each other; how they understand, regard, andhow people view each other; how they understand, regard, andhow people view each other; how they understand, regard, and
respect each other as people coming from different racial andrespect each other as people coming from different racial andrespect each other as people coming from different racial andrespect each other as people coming from different racial andrespect each other as people coming from different racial and
ethnic backgrounds; whether and how people relate acrossethnic backgrounds; whether and how people relate acrossethnic backgrounds; whether and how people relate acrossethnic backgrounds; whether and how people relate acrossethnic backgrounds; whether and how people relate across
racial and ethnic differences.racial and ethnic differences.racial and ethnic differences.racial and ethnic differences.racial and ethnic differences.  The changes in this category had
the result of increasing awareness or preparation for action.
People in more than half the learning sites described changes
that fit within this category.
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a.a.a.a.a. Organizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actors
improved race relations by increasing awareness orimproved race relations by increasing awareness orimproved race relations by increasing awareness orimproved race relations by increasing awareness orimproved race relations by increasing awareness or
preparation for action.preparation for action.preparation for action.preparation for action.preparation for action.

This category is quite small and includes changes reported in
only a handful of the learning sites.  The most typical changes in
this category involve improved intergroup relations.

} In Hartford, an insurance company reported that as a
result of study circles in the workplace, relationships
changed �on the floor.�

} In Colorado Springs, the newspaper demonstrated more
cultural sensitivity after two rounds of study circles there.

} In Syracuse, the InterReligious Council began requiring
all staff to participate in study circles, with the aim of
improving organizational effectiveness.

b.b.b.b.b. Individuals increased their awareness or preparation forIndividuals increased their awareness or preparation forIndividuals increased their awareness or preparation forIndividuals increased their awareness or preparation forIndividuals increased their awareness or preparation for
action.action.action.action.action.

Most of these changes had to do with increased knowledge.

i.i.i.i.i. Individuals increased knowledge of peopleIndividuals increased knowledge of peopleIndividuals increased knowledge of peopleIndividuals increased knowledge of peopleIndividuals increased knowledge of people
different from themselves.different from themselves.different from themselves.different from themselves.different from themselves.

} In Fayetteville, Lima, Hartford, and Twin Cities,
people reported that they themselves, or fellow
citizens, had changed their views or increased
their understanding of people who were different
from themselves in terms of race, culture, or
ethnic background.

} In Woodridge and Twin Cities, participants
reported that a valuable sharing of cultures took
place in the study circle sessions.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Individuals gained new experiences and skills inIndividuals gained new experiences and skills inIndividuals gained new experiences and skills inIndividuals gained new experiences and skills inIndividuals gained new experiences and skills in
race relations.race relations.race relations.race relations.race relations.

} In Decatur, some participants acknowledged that
the Roundtables provided them with their very first
experience in discussing race relations with a

I think that’s just
turned the light bulb on
for those type of
organizations and made
them realize that we do
need to have more
dialogue and talk about
our differences and
when we actually get in
and talk about them,
we realize that we really
have more alikes than
we do differences.

--African American/black
organizer in Fayetteville

It definitely has had an
impact on racial
relations.  Key people
were involved, and
there is greater
sensitivity to some of
the issues.

--African American/black
organizer in Ft. Myers
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group of people from diverse racial and ethnic
backgrounds.

} In New Castle County, participants reported
learning to listen and valuing the ability to listen
skillfully.

} In Lima, an African American/black participant
who later served as a facilitator reported that the
study circle experience made it possible to have
more honest conversations with European
American/white people at work.

iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. Individuals formed new relationships with peopleIndividuals formed new relationships with peopleIndividuals formed new relationships with peopleIndividuals formed new relationships with peopleIndividuals formed new relationships with people
of a different race or ethnic background.of a different race or ethnic background.of a different race or ethnic background.of a different race or ethnic background.of a different race or ethnic background.

} In several places, including New Castle County,
Hartford, Ft. Myers, and Fayetteville, people
described the excitement and value of making
new friendships across former barriers erected by
differences in race, cultures, or ethnicity.

} In Twin Cities and other places, people said the
amount of interaction across traditional barriers
had increased, and that people�s interest in more
interaction with people different from themselves
was noticeable.

} In Inglewood, relationships between African
American/black and Latino/Hispanic parents
whose children attend school together improved
as a result of study circles.  School-parent
relationships also improved.

iviviviviv..... Individuals experienced significant personalIndividuals experienced significant personalIndividuals experienced significant personalIndividuals experienced significant personalIndividuals experienced significant personal
transformations.transformations.transformations.transformations.transformations.

In some places, people reported that study circles had a
profound impact on them or on others.  This impact was
in the realm of personal transformation.

} In New Castle County, Hartford, Lima, Syracuse,
and Colorado Springs, people reported that study
circles helped them �open their minds� or �open
themselves� and grow.

I have gotten to know
so many more people in
the community than I
would have known
before that.  Just
because you wouldn’t
have the avenue to
reach out to them
and . . . you wouldn’t
know that they were
interested in the same
thing you were or
whatever.  So that in of
itself is a really good
outcome.
--European American/white

facilitator in New Castle
County
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} In Fayetteville and New Castle County, people
said that study circles gave them hope for
transformation that went beyond the personal
level.  They described hopes that the community
would improve and become more open.  Some
participants in New Castle County said the study
circles yielded hope for healing old wounds in
individuals and then, maybe, in the community.

2.2.2.2.2. Improving race relations by taking actionImproving race relations by taking actionImproving race relations by taking actionImproving race relations by taking actionImproving race relations by taking action

In this category the focus is on improving race relations, and the
changes are considered to be actions.  People in about half of
the learning sites reported individual changes in this category.
The results with regard to changes in race relations reported in
the first half of this subsection reflect changes in organizations,
institutions, or communities, and constituted the most frequently
cited changes in the study.

a.a.a.a.a. Organizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actors
took action to improve race relations.  took action to improve race relations.  took action to improve race relations.  took action to improve race relations.  took action to improve race relations.  

This category includes actions that organizations, institutions,
and communities took to improve race relations as a result of
participating in study circles.  People in every learning site that
addressed the topic of  race identified some changes that fit in
this category.

i.i.i.i.i. Organizations and institutions opened formerlyOrganizations and institutions opened formerlyOrganizations and institutions opened formerlyOrganizations and institutions opened formerlyOrganizations and institutions opened formerly
closed doors.closed doors.closed doors.closed doors.closed doors.

} In Decatur, a community strategic planning
process intentionally included people of color in
each major task force for the first time.

} In Hartford, the MetroHartford Millennium Project,
a public-private economic development effort,
created a �Diversity Task Force.�  The Diversity
Task Force placed members inside all other task
forces with the aim of making racial equity a
constant and central focus of all the economic
development work.

It turned out to be one
of those “a-ha”
experiences that really
was life-changing.
--European American/white

organizer in Aurora
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} One of the most pointed examples of the impact
of study circles on public life and public process
occurred in Springfield.  At the conclusion of a
round of study circles, the city government, led by
the mayor and the Community Relations
Commission, invited citizen advice on how to
improve race relations and address racism within
local government.  As a result of suggestions from
study circle participants, Springfield�s mayor
formed a Race Relations Task Force that had the
express purpose of developing strategies, serving
as a clearinghouse, acting as a rapid response
team, and developing/promoting community-wide
events that emphasized racial harmony.

} In the realm of private institutions, several
communities � including Lima, New Castle
County, Syracuse, and Aurora � reported that
religious congregations met together for worship
for the first time or began collaborative
community projects that crossed traditional lines
of race or ethnicity.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Organizations and communities cultivatedOrganizations and communities cultivatedOrganizations and communities cultivatedOrganizations and communities cultivatedOrganizations and communities cultivated
multicultural festivals and arts events.multicultural festivals and arts events.multicultural festivals and arts events.multicultural festivals and arts events.multicultural festivals and arts events.

Study circles influenced arts events, arts organizations,
multicultural events, and multicultural festivals in several
of the learning communities.

} The Notre Dame choir appeared in an African
American/black church in Lima and drew a richly
mixed, racially diverse audience.

} Entertainment at the Civic Center in Lima changed
to become more appealing to African Americans/
blacks, as did entertainment at the annual Square
Fair.

} In Woodridge, activities surrounding the 40th
anniversary celebration in 1999 took on a more
multicultural flavor following one round of study
circles there.
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iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. Organizations took small steps away fromOrganizations took small steps away fromOrganizations took small steps away fromOrganizations took small steps away fromOrganizations took small steps away from
segregation.segregation.segregation.segregation.segregation.

In some places, a seemingly small change in a traditional
pattern of segregation took on a larger symbolic
significance.

} The organizers of the Edison Festival of Lights Ball
in Ft. Myers invited an African American/black
couple to the ball for the first time since its
inception.

iviviviviv..... Study circle programs themselves took newStudy circle programs themselves took newStudy circle programs themselves took newStudy circle programs themselves took newStudy circle programs themselves took new
action.action.action.action.action.

Study circle programs themselves carried out the action
work within this category.  In some cases, the study circle
programs created new activities that addressed a
community�s historic racial and ethnic divisions.

} In Ft. Myers, Lee County Pulling Together
published a countywide ethnic cookbook as a
fund-raiser, formed a mixed-race softball league,
and began work to form a community chorus.

} In Aurora, Aurora Community Study Circles
cosponsored a teleconference on �building
hospitable communities,� hosted a showing and
follow-up discussion in a civic auditorium about a
public television series called Making Peace, and
cosponsored a citywide �Unity Dinner� during
Latino Heritage Month.

} In Hartford, study circle organizers arranged for
facilitators for conversations held after 36
performances of the Hartford Stage Company�s
production of Dutchman, a provocative play
about racial divisions by Amiri Baraka.

} In Lima, study circle organizers worked with others
to create a multicultural festival in conjunction
with the Week Without Violence, and to add to
the education offerings about diversity that were
available during Diversity Week (formerly Diversity
Day).

It can connect to other
activities that are going
in the community but it
can also be meaningful
for the individual
sponsors, too, in terms
of what they need to
work on, what they
need to adjust as
organizations.
--European American/white

organizer in Twin Cities
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Some study circle organizations concentrated efforts on
expanding study circles on race in new arenas.

} In Aurora, Program Director Mary Jane Hollis
worked with students in two middle schools and
with staff in high schools in two school districts.
She also worked extensively with students in the
Aurora Communities in Schools Academy for
vulnerable ninth- and tenth-grade students.

} In New Castle County, corporations such as
Dupont, MBNA, and Andersen Consulting
implemented study circles on race in their
workplaces.

} In Hartford, a new diversity leadership council in
the state Department of Public Works launched its
first conversations in the fall of 1999, and efforts
were made to host conversations on race in a
large Hartford law firm.  The Hartford Courant,
the daily newspaper, has committed to hosting
study circles that will include at least 20 percent of
its 1,300 employees.

b.b.b.b.b. Individuals took actions to improve race relations.Individuals took actions to improve race relations.Individuals took actions to improve race relations.Individuals took actions to improve race relations.Individuals took actions to improve race relations.

i.i.i.i.i. Individuals behaved in new ways in theIndividuals behaved in new ways in theIndividuals behaved in new ways in theIndividuals behaved in new ways in theIndividuals behaved in new ways in the
communitycommunitycommunitycommunitycommunity.....

Many of the actions reflected new ways of behaving in
the community; people attributed these new behaviors to
the study circle experience.  Here are some examples:

} In some communities, including New Castle
County and Ft. Myers, people began new,
explicitly multiracial, multicultural efforts such as
community choirs and softball leagues.

} In Lima, participants reported that, following study
circles, they were asked to participate in
producing community events that formerly were
produced solely by people not of their own racial
or ethnic group.  For example, a European
American/white executive reported being invited
to help produce a formerly all-African American/

The results of the
survey evaluation of
Twin Cities community
circle participants by
the Wilder Research
Center indicate that
over 60 percent of
circle participants have
followed up with some
kind of individual or
community action
following their
participation in a
community circle.
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black event.  In other communities, people of
color reported being invited into formerly all-
European American/white groups.

} Also in Lima, people rallied to support the first
African Americans/blacks who were invited to join
the Elks club there (one of the largest in the
country) after the newly inducted African
American/black members began experiencing
difficulty.

} In Hartford, some study circle participants
developed reading groups that made it possible
for them to engage personally with people from
different racial groups.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Individuals built new organizations and beganIndividuals built new organizations and beganIndividuals built new organizations and beganIndividuals built new organizations and beganIndividuals built new organizations and began
participating more in existing ones.participating more in existing ones.participating more in existing ones.participating more in existing ones.participating more in existing ones.

In a significant number of learning sites, people reported
that study circles had led to organization building,
increased participation in existing organizations, and
increased volunteering in organizations working on race
relations.

} In Hartford, study circle participants joined with
the local chapter of the National Conference for
Community and Justice in the first annual �Walk
As One� walk-a-thon to raise money for youth
leadership programs that will promote racial,
religious, and cultural understanding.

} A study circle participant formed a successful
multicultural dance troupe in Aurora.

} In Lima, participation by both European
Americans/whites and people of color in the
annual Diversity Day and Diversity Week activities
increased each year.

} In New Castle County, volunteering for
community organizations went up after the study
circle program published an action booklet in
partnership with the Retired Senior and Volunteer
Program.

As an outsider, when I
came here I felt not
accepted.  I feel
accepted now.

--Latina/Hispanic organizer
in Fayetteville
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} In Syracuse, a group began working on faith-
based organizing after taking part in study circles.

iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. Individuals worked to increase the number ofIndividuals worked to increase the number ofIndividuals worked to increase the number ofIndividuals worked to increase the number ofIndividuals worked to increase the number of
study circles and participation in them.study circles and participation in them.study circles and participation in them.study circles and participation in them.study circles and participation in them.

One of the most frequent types of actions that individuals
took to address race relations was the development and
advancement of study circles in new arenas.

} In one significant example, the managing editor
of the daily paper in Aurora participated in the
pilot round of study circles there.  He found the
experience so valuable that he required all staff at
the newspaper to participate in study circles in
order to receive raises.  The nature of news
coverage, photos, editorial writing, and other
content changed in significant ways as a result.

iviviviviv..... Individuals found new freedom to talk about race.Individuals found new freedom to talk about race.Individuals found new freedom to talk about race.Individuals found new freedom to talk about race.Individuals found new freedom to talk about race.

} People in Colorado Springs reported that the
Community Conversations on Race seemed to
make it legitimate to conduct racial conversations
in other places, such as at work.  In particular,
employees in city government started to talk about
race-related problems they were having.  In
general, in Colorado Springs, people felt that they
could say things in the community that weren�t
allowable before.

3.3.3.3.3. Increasing awareness and preparing for actionIncreasing awareness and preparing for actionIncreasing awareness and preparing for actionIncreasing awareness and preparing for actionIncreasing awareness and preparing for action
toward ending racismtoward ending racismtoward ending racismtoward ending racismtoward ending racism

This category includes changes that have the effect of increasing
awareness and preparing for action directed toward ending
racism.  The Best Practices team defined racism in this way:
policies, actions, and behaviors (conscious or unconscious) ofpolicies, actions, and behaviors (conscious or unconscious) ofpolicies, actions, and behaviors (conscious or unconscious) ofpolicies, actions, and behaviors (conscious or unconscious) ofpolicies, actions, and behaviors (conscious or unconscious) of
individuals, groups, and institutions that negatively impact uponindividuals, groups, and institutions that negatively impact uponindividuals, groups, and institutions that negatively impact uponindividuals, groups, and institutions that negatively impact uponindividuals, groups, and institutions that negatively impact upon
people of color and give advantages to European American/people of color and give advantages to European American/people of color and give advantages to European American/people of color and give advantages to European American/people of color and give advantages to European American/
white people.  Racism is a combination of negative prejudicewhite people.  Racism is a combination of negative prejudicewhite people.  Racism is a combination of negative prejudicewhite people.  Racism is a combination of negative prejudicewhite people.  Racism is a combination of negative prejudice
and the power to be able to act on such negative belief systemsand the power to be able to act on such negative belief systemsand the power to be able to act on such negative belief systemsand the power to be able to act on such negative belief systemsand the power to be able to act on such negative belief systems
(can be both aware and unaware).(can be both aware and unaware).(can be both aware and unaware).(can be both aware and unaware).(can be both aware and unaware).

I think, honestly, what
people are doing is
getting more and more
ready to talk about the
race issue.
--European American/white

organizer in Aurora
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Although this is a relatively small category, nearly half of the
communities reported changes related to individuals that fit
here.  On the other hand, changes in this category that involved
organizations, institutions, or communities constituted the
smallest group in the study.

a.a.a.a.a. Organizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actorsOrganizational, institutional, or community level actors
increased awareness and prepared for action aimed atincreased awareness and prepared for action aimed atincreased awareness and prepared for action aimed atincreased awareness and prepared for action aimed atincreased awareness and prepared for action aimed at
ending racism.ending racism.ending racism.ending racism.ending racism.

This category includes changes aimed at awareness and
preparation for action that are produced by organizations,
institutions, and whole communities and are directed toward
ending racism.  The changes included in this category represent
efforts by organizations, institutions, or whole communities to
make the impact of racism on communities clear.  The small
number of changes in this category suggests that organizational
efforts to end racism may rarely be aimed at the awareness end
of the spectrum, and instead may primarily be aimed at action
itself.

} In Colorado Springs, people involved with public schools
called for training around issues of race and ways to
address it.

} In Syracuse, following the death of a young man at the
hands of a police officer, the newspaper took the lead in
increasing community awareness of the need to talk
about race and work on racism.

} In Twin Cities, the explicit linkage between education,
housing, and racial justice fostered by the Education and
Housing Equity Project increased public awareness of the
housing issue and helped people in the community
understand its complexity and its links to education and
race.

b.b.b.b.b. Individuals increased their awareness and prepared forIndividuals increased their awareness and prepared forIndividuals increased their awareness and prepared forIndividuals increased their awareness and prepared forIndividuals increased their awareness and prepared for
action aimed at ending racism.action aimed at ending racism.action aimed at ending racism.action aimed at ending racism.action aimed at ending racism.

} In several learning sites, including Colorado Springs, Ft.
Myers, and Twin Cities, people reported that participants
in study circles came to understand racism more deeply
and with more accuracy.

I believe that there will
come some point in
time when we’ve done
this enough and we’ve
brought this issue
before the broader
community enough,
and we’ve heard the
same message enough,
that eventually we will
begin to create a
community
consciousness on what
is acceptable and what
is unacceptable in race
relations.

--African American/black
organizer in Springfield
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} In Colorado Springs, prior to the conversations there,
someone in the coalition referred to racism in that
community as �death by a thousand cuts.�  The
Community Conversations on Race gave voice to some
of those perceptions.

} In Syracuse, a person reported becoming more aware of
the power of racism after she learned of a student who
chose to leave a mixed-race college and transfer to an
all-African American/black school where race would not
be an issue.  In another instance, an African American/
black woman reported learning through study circles that
some European Americans/whites care about racism and
actively want to address it.

} In some places, people described increased awareness of
racism as extending to include its impact on the
community.

} In Ft. Myers, people said that study circles had increased
their understanding of inequity, increased the motivation
of European Americans/whites to work toward ending
racism, and expanded the capacity of the whole
community to work across traditional divisions to address
those issues.

} In Syracuse and Hartford, people reported talking about
white privilege in their study circle groups and becoming
aware of that issue in a new way.

Some individuals reported that study circles increased their
awareness of the need for diverse representation on boards of
directors.  (As noted below, people in some learning sites moved
beyond awareness at the individual level and became involved
in action on the group level on this issue.)  Across the learning
sites, people described the way their sensitivity to racial and
ethnic jokes had increased as a result of study circles.
Individuals in several communities also said that study circles
helped them understand the racist nature of these remarks and
jokes, and indicated they now feel both better equipped and
more committed to interrupt this type of behavior.

} In Twin Cities, facilitators said they had become more
aware of community issues and how they related to race.
They said that study circles had offered them an

I got to meet people
who never knew there
was discrimination,
because I was the first
black person they’ve
ever known.

--African American/black
facilitator in Ft. Myers
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opportunity to meet people different from themselves and
had increased their commitment to volunteering in the
community in other ways in addition to facilitating study
circles.

} In Woodridge, a group of senior citizens, emboldened by
study circles, decided to take direct action and tour the
site of a new building and development project
themselves, rather than listen to rumors or fears about
what it would introduce to their part of the community.

4.4.4.4.4. TTTTTaking action toward ending racismaking action toward ending racismaking action toward ending racismaking action toward ending racismaking action toward ending racism

This category includes actions directed toward ending racism.
The changes individuals produced constitute a small but
significant group, since each represents an instance of breaking
an old habit or demonstrating a higher level of courage.

a.a.a.a.a. Organizational, institutional, and community levelOrganizational, institutional, and community levelOrganizational, institutional, and community levelOrganizational, institutional, and community levelOrganizational, institutional, and community level
actors took action aimed at ending racism.actors took action aimed at ending racism.actors took action aimed at ending racism.actors took action aimed at ending racism.actors took action aimed at ending racism.

This category includes action-oriented changes that
organizations, institutions, and whole communities produced
and that were directed toward ending racism.  This large
category includes items from every community that addressed
race as a topic.

i.i.i.i.i. Organizations that addressed equity grew strongerOrganizations that addressed equity grew strongerOrganizations that addressed equity grew strongerOrganizations that addressed equity grew strongerOrganizations that addressed equity grew stronger.....

} As noted earlier, in Fayetteville, the Human
Relations Commission, which is responsible for
investigating bias complaints for the city, gained
strength and credibility as a result of the study
circles.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Newspaper organizations and news coverageNewspaper organizations and news coverageNewspaper organizations and news coverageNewspaper organizations and news coverageNewspaper organizations and news coverage
changed.changed.changed.changed.changed.

Based on a new understanding of racism and its negative
impact, newspapers in several communities changed the
way they covered the news, wrote editorials, displayed
photographs, assigned attribution to perpetrators and
victims of crime, and much more.

There seems to be a lot
more of a focus on
reporting and just
covering the entire
community instead of
just one aspect of the
community.  But
they’ve been moving in
that direction all along.
I just think this helped
accelerate that whole
trend.
--European American/white

organizer in Fayetteville
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} People in Aurora, Syracuse, Ft. Myers, New Castle
County, and Colorado Springs reported
significant changes in their local newspapers.

iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. Police-community relations improved.Police-community relations improved.Police-community relations improved.Police-community relations improved.Police-community relations improved.

} In Lima and Syracuse, people reported a
significant improvement in police-community
relations.  In Syracuse, a problematic police chief
left his position.

iviviviviv..... Private sector equity increased.Private sector equity increased.Private sector equity increased.Private sector equity increased.Private sector equity increased.

In some communities, study circle efforts
contributed to equity advances in the private sector.

} In Ft. Myers, study circle participants and leaders
helped bring to fruition a new shopping center in
the predominantly African American/black
Dunbar community.

} In Syracuse, study circle participants persuaded a
supermarket to run bus service into underserved
parts of the community to improve the grocery
shopping options for people of color and those
living in low-income neighborhoods.  The
participants eventually convinced the owners of a
small grocery store to open a business in a
community where people had no other good
grocery shopping options.

} Also in Syracuse, study circle organizers
persuaded a mall to train its employees to treat
people of color with respect as customers.  In
addition, three banks agreed to work with the
Advisory Committee to address inequities in
mortgage lending practices.

vvvvv..... Housing options improved.Housing options improved.Housing options improved.Housing options improved.Housing options improved.

} In Twin Cities, a study circle idea resulted in a
dramatic play about housing � Like Waters
Rolling Down � that actors presented to 3,200
members of faith communities.  This led to
increased activism for improved housing, with the

The way I monitor
things is anecdotal.  I
watch the interaction
with people.  I look at
the general
interactions, the
working relationships
and the way they are
formalized.  Working
relationships are better
with pastors.  I pay
attention to the police
department community
relation issues, and they
are good now.  I have
stronger working
relationships with the
neighborhood
associations.  It is
trending positively.
--European American/white

organizer in Lima
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final result of increased state legislative resources
for housing.  In addition, an initiative for
inclusionary housing succeeded in the state
legislature.

vi.vi.vi.vi.vi. Equity in organizations, institutions, andEquity in organizations, institutions, andEquity in organizations, institutions, andEquity in organizations, institutions, andEquity in organizations, institutions, and
governments increased.governments increased.governments increased.governments increased.governments increased.

In a significant number of communities, people reported
that public processes, institutional processes, and
government practices became more open, more
equitable, and more participatory.

} Institutions increased equity in board membershipInstitutions increased equity in board membershipInstitutions increased equity in board membershipInstitutions increased equity in board membershipInstitutions increased equity in board membership.

• In Syracuse, the Lincoln Life CEO
announced that the insurance company
would no longer make donations to
organizations with no people of color on
their boards.

• In New Castle County, the YWCA, which
sponsors study circles there, reported that
its own board had experienced an increase
in African American/black members.

} Public processes became more equitable.Public processes became more equitable.Public processes became more equitable.Public processes became more equitable.Public processes became more equitable.

• In Lima, people of color who participated
in study circles reported that they were then
more likely to be invited to participate in
planning for public improvements, like
park planning.

} Planning processes emphasized an increase inPlanning processes emphasized an increase inPlanning processes emphasized an increase inPlanning processes emphasized an increase inPlanning processes emphasized an increase in
citizen participation.citizen participation.citizen participation.citizen participation.citizen participation.

• In Decatur, the strategic planning process
was structured so that each citizen who
wanted to have a voice in the process had
one.  The strategic plan was viewed as
Decatur citizens� greatest opportunity to
influence the growth of the city over the
next few years.  The strategic planning
team assured that the important ideas and
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products from the Roundtables were
squarely on the strategic planning team�s
agenda.

} Citizens started new volunteer organizations orCitizens started new volunteer organizations orCitizens started new volunteer organizations orCitizens started new volunteer organizations orCitizens started new volunteer organizations or
strengthened existing ones.strengthened existing ones.strengthened existing ones.strengthened existing ones.strengthened existing ones.

In some communities, volunteer organizations that
addressed racism formed or became stronger as a
result of study circles.

• In Colorado Springs, the Pikes Peak
Human Relations Coalition, a volunteer
effort established when the city�s Human
Relations Commission was dismantled,
took on an education campaign aimed at
raising awareness about racial issues
through ads, news spots, and other
publicity approaches.

• In Syracuse, other organizations with issues
related to racism requested and used the
facilitators trained for the Community Wide
Dialogues.

} Government hiring became more equitableGovernment hiring became more equitableGovernment hiring became more equitableGovernment hiring became more equitableGovernment hiring became more equitable.

• In Springfield, the city government agreed
to change its hiring practices in the police
and fire departments, following
identification of unfair hiring practices by
participants in the first round of study
circles there.  The changes resulted in the
first African American/black, the first
Latino/Hispanic, and the first female to be
hired in the last ten years, all in one
firefighter class.

} Government services improved.Government services improved.Government services improved.Government services improved.Government services improved.

• The Department of Labor in Delaware
implemented workplace study circles;
outcomes included, as one organizer said,
�an increased ability to actually interface
with your coworkers,� leadership trainings,
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and efforts at targeting institutional racism.
One person reported that the Department
of Labor now processes bias complaints
differently as a result of deeper
understanding of the reality of race issues
in the workplace.

vii.vii.vii.vii.vii. Study circle programs’ ability to address racismStudy circle programs’ ability to address racismStudy circle programs’ ability to address racismStudy circle programs’ ability to address racismStudy circle programs’ ability to address racism
grew strongergrew strongergrew strongergrew strongergrew stronger.....

Some of the strongest examples of organizational action
to end racism came from study circle programs
themselves.

} In Syracuse, people involved with study circles
produced a report as a result of study circles.  This
Benchmark Report documents racial disparities in
employment and income, educational attainment,
board membership, entrepreneurship and
services, and health, safety, and criminal justice.
It is intended to serve as the basis for analysis,
decision making, and strategy development to
accelerate the work on social justice and racial
equity.

} Aurora Community Study Circles participated
annually in the YWCA of the U.S.A.�s Week
Without Violence.  Typically, study circles in
Aurora hosted their kick-off on the Friday of that
week, the Day for the Elimination of Hate and
Race Crimes.  This raised the profile of study circle
work as a direct approach to reducing racism in
Aurora.

Some of the most significant changes took place inside
the decision-making structures for the organizations that
host and sponsor study circles.

} In New Castle County, the YWCA is the
sponsoring organization.  Its leaders report that as
a result of study circles, the working culture of the
board has changed to include dialogue at every
meeting.  In addition, while the YWCA gained
public visibility through the study circles, the
sponsorship of study circles also caused a shift in

It has been incredibly
enriching to our
organization . . . this
has allowed us to create
a much broader
bonding with far
broader community —
people know more
about us, what we do,
may be able to
participate as
volunteers or donors.
We have only begun to
see the power of that.
--European American/white

organizer in New Castle
County
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the profile of the YWCA from a strictly service
organization to a new orientation that includes
empowerment.  As noted earlier, the YWCA saw
an increase in African American/black board
members, volunteers, and donors.  Increasingly,
the YWCA was treated as a resource in the
community, as seen in the requests the YWCA
receives for assistance with facilitation.

} In Syracuse, the InterReligious Council (IRC)
gained more credibility as an organization that
works effectively on racial justice issues after it
began sponsoring study circles.  The Community
Wide Dialogues are seen as helping redirect IRC�s
focus from a mostly social service organization to
one that also does social justice work.  In
addition, the IRC took seriously its own
responsibility as an organization to �walk the talk�
of study circles.  The head of IRC asked all staff
members to go through study circles and the IRC
began examining its hiring practices with the
intention to create a staff that includes more racial
and ethnic diversity.

b.b.b.b.b. Individuals took action toward ending racism.Individuals took action toward ending racism.Individuals took action toward ending racism.Individuals took action toward ending racism.Individuals took action toward ending racism.

} In Woodridge, an African American/black participant
reported that the study circles had given her the fortitude
to interrupt prejudice in conversations and then to go
even further by asking the persons making racist
statements not only to stop but to consider the source
and reasons for their actions.

} In New Castle County, facilitators formed a mutual
support network to encourage each other to take their
commitment to end racism deeper.

Virtually all of these changes are products of programs that
addressed the topic of race directly.  The Best Practices learning
sites included five communities where the programs did not
address race or diversity as a significant, explicit component of
the dialogue sessions.  Of those five, Alread has no people of
color living in the community.  Two of the remaining sites are the
states of Maine and Oklahoma, where the study circle
experiences are in some ways so singular that they are difficult to
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compare with the other fifteen sites, all of which are individual
towns, cities, or metropolitan regions.  As a result, the Best
Practices team could not learn a great deal about changes
related to race that have emerged from study circle rounds on
other topics.

In conclusion, study circle programs in the 17 learning sites
have already contributed to a significant number of changes

on the personal, organizational, and community or institutional
level.  Some of these changes were related to improving race
relations or ending racism, while others had more general
application.  In some cases, organizers intended for certain
changes to occur, while in others, changes resulted from study
circle participants� own energy and commitment.  As study circle
programs continue to refine their approach to bringing about
changes in their communities, it is likely that the range, number,
and impact of results will increase.

q
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Chapter IXChapter IXChapter IXChapter IXChapter IX
Linking Study Circles with CommunityLinking Study Circles with CommunityLinking Study Circles with CommunityLinking Study Circles with CommunityLinking Study Circles with Community
Change EffortsChange EffortsChange EffortsChange EffortsChange Efforts

This chapter addresses
Research Question Five:
What strategies, methods,
or tactics do study circle

organizers use to link study circles with
change efforts in the community, and
which are most effective?  Specifically,
how are programs linking to
individual, collective, and institutional
change initiatives on the issues of
racism and race relations?
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1. Organizers worked hard to develop a variety of tools and
strategies for linking study circles with community change.  So
far, the efforts are experimental and greatly influenced by specific
local conditions.

2. Sound local knowledge was organizers� prime resource in
deciding how to link study circles with positive change.

3. Organizers in each community used local knowledge to create a
pathway to change that was based on the small group dialogue
portion of study circles.  Researchers identified at least seven
different pathways to change among the learning sites.

4. Organizational structure typically did not seem to influence
programs� approaches to change, except that temporary
coalitions were less likely than more permanent structures to
create mechanisms to support long-term participant involvement
in change.

5. The presence of paid staff, on the other hand, seemed to be
linked to deeper program investment in supporting action and
change.
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The preceding chapter described some of the changes to which
study circles contribute, particularly those that aimed at
improving race relations and ending racism, and suggested
some of the ways study circles bring about change in individuals,
organizations, and communities.  This chapter presents a
description and initial analysis of several different approaches
programs took to link study circles with action.

This is a report from a frontier.  Study circle organizers are in the
early stages of developing an array of approaches they can use
to link dialogue to successful local action and positive change.
Most organizers consider their efforts experimental.

Few people involved with study circles question that the dialogue
portion of study circles � the small group conversations �
supports change within and among the individual participants as
they gain new knowledge and form new relationships.  Among
people familiar with study circles, however, questions abound
about ways to cultivate the connection between study circles and
positive community change.

Before describing further this early stage of organizers� unfolding
understanding of how to connect study circles to appropriate
action, it is important to note the context for that linkage.  In
each community, the commitment to change began when
initiators decided that some aspect of their community would
benefit from a study circle program.  Typically, organizers
launched their programs after assessing (almost always
informally) and seeing a need for improvement in one or more
of these aspects of community well-being:

} Equity in community, public, and civic life

} Policies and practices on particular issues, such as
improving education, the well-being of young people,
and preventing violence

} The extent and depth of citizens� engagement in public
decision-making and public life

Whatever the interest in change, and whatever the nature of the
assessment of what study circles might contribute, initiators in
each community saw some need or opportunity and then saw
study circles as a useful tool for making progress on that need or

I think this is
something that is a
tremendous gift to this
community, that we’ve
got this process here,
and it in itself is going
to evolve and change
over time, too.
--European American/white

organizer in Syracuse
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opportunity.  Interest in positive change drove interest in study
circles in each community.

This chapter describes approaches some organizers used to
build intentional linkages between the dialogue and action
aspects of study circles.  The first section describes specific tools
organizers used to link dialogue and positive community
change.  The second section describes seven different pathways
to change that researchers identified among the learning sites,
each of which is linked to specific tools for change.  Here are
the sections in the chapter:

A. Specific tools to link study circle dialogue sessions with
change efforts

B Across communities, a strong commitment to positive
change, and different pathways to accomplish it

A.  Specific tools to link study circle dialogueA.  Specific tools to link study circle dialogueA.  Specific tools to link study circle dialogueA.  Specific tools to link study circle dialogueA.  Specific tools to link study circle dialogue
sessions with change effortssessions with change effortssessions with change effortssessions with change effortssessions with change efforts

Study circle programs have developed two types of tools that
serve as bridges between the initial dialogue sessions and
change or action efforts.  The first type of tool initiates or
launches action by cultivating long-term citizen commitment to
and capacity for bringing about positive community change.
These tools helped citizens develop skills, commitment, and
knowledge, and they contributed to citizen effectiveness.  The
second type of tool included permanent structures that were
intended to sustain study circle programs� action components
indefinitely as ongoing features of community problem-solving.
Communities developed and used both types of tools as
medium- to long-range features of community improvement.
The tools for initiating action rested on a presumption that more
capable individual citizens and small ad hoc citizen groups
would accelerate positive community change.  The tools for
sustaining action reflected beliefs in the power of people and
visible organizations to influence action and positive change
over time.

Difficulties inDifficulties inDifficulties inDifficulties inDifficulties in
understanding andunderstanding andunderstanding andunderstanding andunderstanding and
describing preciselydescribing preciselydescribing preciselydescribing preciselydescribing precisely
how study circleshow study circleshow study circleshow study circleshow study circles
connect dialogueconnect dialogueconnect dialogueconnect dialogueconnect dialogue
and action:and action:and action:and action:and action:

1. People used
different terms
and definitions
related to action.

2. It was easier for
people to know
and agree that
study circle
dialogue had
taken place than
that study circle
action had taken
place.

3. People made
different
presumptions
about the
appropriate level
of action they
could expect from
study circles.
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1.1.1.1.1. Organizers developed tools that initiated changeOrganizers developed tools that initiated changeOrganizers developed tools that initiated changeOrganizers developed tools that initiated changeOrganizers developed tools that initiated change
efforts and built long-term citizen capacityefforts and built long-term citizen capacityefforts and built long-term citizen capacityefforts and built long-term citizen capacityefforts and built long-term citizen capacity.....

These tools included strategies for adding to the knowledge,
skills, or commitment citizens needed in order to work on
community change.  The main use of these initiating tools was to
engage people in action for positive change after they
completed the small group conversation phase of study circles.
These tools had a provisional quality, given the early point in the
learning cycle of study circle programs: they were somewhat
improvised, they were experimental in most cases, and some
were either created or used in an impromptu fashion, in
response to an unanticipated opportunity or need.

a.a.a.a.a. Action measurements: Explicit benchmarks and markersAction measurements: Explicit benchmarks and markersAction measurements: Explicit benchmarks and markersAction measurements: Explicit benchmarks and markersAction measurements: Explicit benchmarks and markers
of progressof progressof progressof progressof progress

Organizers in some study circle programs placed emphasis on
collecting valid information as a basis for change.  These
organizers worked to get and publicize statistics and other
measurements that would equip citizens to develop accurate
strategies for community improvement.

} In Syracuse, organizers intended for their Benchmark
Report to be the first in a series of regular, explicit
assessments of a number of key areas of racial equity,
including employment and income, educational
attainment, board membership, entrepreneurship and
services, and health, safety, and criminal justice.

} In Springfield, the new Race Relations Task Force was
charged with the responsibility of producing an annual
report on the status of race relations in Springfield and
the extent to which progress or problems occurred during
the reporting period.

b.b.b.b.b. Action guides: Specific written guidance on moving fromAction guides: Specific written guidance on moving fromAction guides: Specific written guidance on moving fromAction guides: Specific written guidance on moving fromAction guides: Specific written guidance on moving from
dialogue to actiondialogue to actiondialogue to actiondialogue to actiondialogue to action

At least four communities produced some type of written guide
intended to make it easier for people who participated in study
circle dialogue sessions to continue investing effort in community
change by taking additional action.  Each guide offered
something distinctive.

I think that’s the beauty
of the study circles, is
that the action part
now becomes the
property of the people
that are there.

--Latino/Hispanic organizer
in Aurora

We will continue to
check ourselves on an
annual basis through
this task force to make
sure that we are keeping
the issue of race and
race relations and
diversity before the
community, that it’s
being followed up on,
and that there’s a
continual presence in
our community that is
seeking to promote and
foster racial harmony.

--African American/black
organizer in Springfield
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} New Castle County�s Study Circle Action Guide begins
with five guiding principles:

• Confronting racism is an ongoing process.

• Action naturally follows dialogue.

• Unfortunately, action, like dialogue, can be used
to reinforce, rather than challenge, our prejudices.

• Action, like dialogue, is most effective when we
see it primarily as a vehicle for working on
ourselves.

• Reflection is essential in dialogue and action.

The guide then invites the reader to answer four
preliminary questions that serve as a kind of personal
inventory of interests and strengths:

• Do you want to act as an individual or with other
study circle participants?

• Do you want to act through an existing
organization or do something new?

• What skills or resources do you want to utilize?

• How much time can you realistically give to this
effort?

The remainder of the guide offers these sections:

• Steps a person can take to get started through an
existing organization

• Steps required to start something new

• Opportunities for working to address racism and
inequity in a number of different ways through
joining with organizations committed to specific
missions; examples include �Help educate others
about racism and race relations,� �Increase your
cultural sensitivity through volunteering with ethnic

People want to get
involved. . . . We don’t
have a written agenda
for these people, we
don’t tell them that this
is the outcome we are
looking for; we give
them the opportunity
to get involved in what
their choice is —
action groups, other . . .
we channel them.

--Latina/Hispanic organizer
in New Castle County
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festivals,� and �Develop one-on-one relationships
through volunteering�

• A five-question planning worksheet that the
program adapted from the Corporation for
National Service; the worksheet guides an
individual through steps needed to assess the
value of a project idea

The Retired Senior and Volunteer Program of the State
Office of Volunteerism in Delaware helped produce this
guide.  It is attractively presented and contains a number
of inspiring, provocative quotes from sources ranging
from Martin Luther King, Jr. to Wavy Gravy.

} The MetroHartford Community Conversations on Race
Action Guide shares some similarities with the New
Castle County guide and offers some different material,
as well.  After an introductory letter from Project Director
Rosemary Talmadge and Associate Project Director Joyce
Hamilton, the guide begins with five guiding principles
that are similar to those in the New Castle County guide.
As in the New Castle County guide, the MetroHartford
guide then includes �how-to� steps for getting started
through an existing organization or starting something
new.  Then the MetroHartford guide offers these sections:

• Information about the six action groups developed
out of study circles in the Hartford area, and how
to join them

• Information about how to become a facilitator

• A list of volunteer opportunities

• A list of resources � organizations that serve as
advocates for equity and organizations such as
the Study Circles Resource Center that help
citizens become more effective in working on
community issues

• The five-question planning worksheet adapted
from the Corporation for National Service

When you participate
in a study circle, one of
the primary things that
usually happens is folks
don’t want to let go and
want to find a way to
keep going.
--European American/white

organizer in Hartford
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• A suggested list of readings about race, ethnicity,
and equity

• Information about sponsors of the Community
Conversations on Race, along with contact
information for its staff

} The Spring 1999 Action Guide for the Community Wide
Dialogue program in Syracuse begins with a list of staff
and Advisory Board members and an introductory
statement.  Then it includes these sections:

• A list of �personal strategies for ending racism� �
steps individuals can take in their personal/family
lives and in the larger community, including their
workplaces

• A list of community groups working to end racism,
including a significant amount of information
about each group (mission, projects, training
requirement, time commitment)

• An index of 13 activities aimed at ending racism,
listed under categories such as �Advocacy,�
�Court Watch,�  �Dialogue Participation,� and
�Fair Housing Investigation;� each activity is
indexed to one of the organizations listed in the
previous section

• A fill-in-the-blank �Personal Contract For Ending
Racism�

• Identification of the main sponsors of Community
Wide Dialogue

} In Twin Cities, organizers used the Amherst Wilder
Foundation website (www.wilder.org) to offer some
assistance to study circle participants interested in taking
action.  The relevant parts of the website include these
elements:

• A list of some of the community efforts already
underway
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• The text of a keynote speech from an action event

• A list of �48 Steps You Can Take to End Racism at
Home, at Work, and in Your Community�

• A list of action ideas generated at an action forum
in November, 1999, together with contact
information for the generator of each idea

Because each of these four action guides is quite new,
organizers have not yet had enough time to develop a great
deal of experience with them or determine whether and how they
advance positive change.  Each represents a significant effort to
respond to participants who want guidance about action
opportunities and strategies after they have completed the small
group conversation portion of study circles.

c.c.c.c.c. Action events: Before, during, afterAction events: Before, during, afterAction events: Before, during, afterAction events: Before, during, afterAction events: Before, during, after, or in addition to, or in addition to, or in addition to, or in addition to, or in addition to
study circlesstudy circlesstudy circlesstudy circlesstudy circles

In some learning sites study circle organizers planned and
carried out big events as ways to move action forward.
Although they varied in their approach, organizers produced
large, action-oriented events in order to accelerate positive
change, typically by adding to the credibility, appeal, or
accessibility either of study circles themselves or of work on a
specific issue.  These events took different forms and shapes,
depending on their main purpose.

i.i.i.i.i. Kick-off events: Primary goal — RecruitKick-off events: Primary goal — RecruitKick-off events: Primary goal — RecruitKick-off events: Primary goal — RecruitKick-off events: Primary goal — Recruit
participants and prepare them for actionparticipants and prepare them for actionparticipants and prepare them for actionparticipants and prepare them for actionparticipants and prepare them for action

Colorado Springs, Decatur, New Castle County, Aurora,
and Woodridge were among the many programs that
used a large, highly publicized, visible event to attract
people to participate in study circles.  While the main
focus was on encouraging people to sign up to
participate in circles, some organizers also took this
opportunity to promote action.  In some cases, organizers
announced the date of the action forum at the kick-off
event as the first stage in preparing participants for
action.
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ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Midstream events: Primary goal — ProvideMidstream events: Primary goal — ProvideMidstream events: Primary goal — ProvideMidstream events: Primary goal — ProvideMidstream events: Primary goal — Provide
participants with a solid basis for actionparticipants with a solid basis for actionparticipants with a solid basis for actionparticipants with a solid basis for actionparticipants with a solid basis for action

Lima organizers held a midstream event during their first
round of study circles on violence.  The purpose was to
provide information about what was already going on to
prevent violence in the community.  This was intended to
help people prepare more knowledgeably for the action
event that followed the end of the study circle sessions.

iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. Action forums: Primary goal — Help participantsAction forums: Primary goal — Help participantsAction forums: Primary goal — Help participantsAction forums: Primary goal — Help participantsAction forums: Primary goal — Help participants
get started in taking action in the communityget started in taking action in the communityget started in taking action in the communityget started in taking action in the communityget started in taking action in the community

An action forum is an event that takes place after the
conclusion of a round of study circles in many
communities.  Organizers in 13 of the learning sites held
action forums after at least one round of study circles.
The main purpose was to make it easy for people who
had just completed study circles to take additional action
to work for positive community change.  Some action
forums offered participants the opportunity to form new
task forces or work groups.  Some encouraged
participants to join existing organizations or ad hoc
groups sponsored either by the study circle program or by
other community groups.  Others encouraged
participants to present their recommendations to policy-
making bodies, such as city government or school
boards.

Organizers continue to experiment with formats for action
forums.  Nearly all feature some form of report or
recommendation from at least some of the individual
study circle groups.  If the number of groups in the
recently completed round is very large, organizers may
not request representatives from each group to speak at
the action forum, in order to keep the program brief and
not overwhelm those present.  Some action forums have
a speaker.  Some include a kind of fair, where
organizations and initiatives in the community set up
tables and offer information about how people can
become affiliated with them in order to carry out action
steps.

Some of the forums have not lived up to organizer or
participant expectations, and no organizers reported

Another thing that we
are finding with the
action forum is that
people in the initial
burst of excitement
after completing a
conversation, they’re
very motivated and
energized and want to
get involved, and then
later on their schedules
get busy, the attention
focused to other
things . . . either the
ideas are too large, or
they just don’t have
enough time . . . They
have an interest, but
they’re just not as
available as they were
when they’d just
completed the
conversation.

--Jamaican American
coordinator in Hartford
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having found the failproof formula for successful action
forums.  Producing successful action forums in large
cities seemed particularly challenging, as did producing
successful �repeat� forums after the first one went well.
Even so, some organizers believe action forums hold
potential for linking study circle dialogue work with action
work in the community.  Experimentation with format and
content continues.  Meanwhile, some evidence of the
value of action forums has already begun to appear.

} An action group that began at the first Hartford
action forum in late 1998 is now completing its
intended project, a publication intended to
encourage and inform nonprofit organizations
about how to increase the number of people of
color on their boards.

} In Springfield, representatives from individual
study circles reported their circles�
recommendations to the mayor and others in
government during the action forum that followed
the first round of study circles.  This resulted in a
series of significant changes within government.

iviviviviv..... Post-study circle events: Primary goal — UsePost-study circle events: Primary goal — UsePost-study circle events: Primary goal — UsePost-study circle events: Primary goal — UsePost-study circle events: Primary goal — Use
study circles as a launchpad to engage citizensstudy circles as a launchpad to engage citizensstudy circles as a launchpad to engage citizensstudy circles as a launchpad to engage citizensstudy circles as a launchpad to engage citizens
who are not taking part in positive communitywho are not taking part in positive communitywho are not taking part in positive communitywho are not taking part in positive communitywho are not taking part in positive community
change effortschange effortschange effortschange effortschange efforts

In Section B3 below we describe in some detail a
theatrical event in Twin Cities and a series of Diversity
Day/Diversity Week events in Lima.  These events grew
out of study circles, engaged people who had not
participated in study circles, and persuaded many of
them to commit energy and effort toward the types of
positive change that study circle participants identified as
needed in the community.

Organizers working on large events such as these
constructed programs that would appeal to people in the
community because of their presentation of high-profile
speakers or other forms of inspiration and entertainment.
In order to create more crowd appeal, organizers
concentrated on large, fundamental issues or questions
that lay behind the topic of their study circles.  Organizers

Organizers who areOrganizers who areOrganizers who areOrganizers who areOrganizers who are
considering whetherconsidering whetherconsidering whetherconsidering whetherconsidering whether
and how to useand how to useand how to useand how to useand how to use
action forums in theaction forums in theaction forums in theaction forums in theaction forums in the
future arefuture arefuture arefuture arefuture are
consideringconsideringconsideringconsideringconsidering
questions such asquestions such asquestions such asquestions such asquestions such as
these:these:these:these:these:

• Will the purpose
be to launch new
action groups, or
to link people to
existing
community
efforts, or both?
What is the best
way to do each?

• What
responsibility will
the study circle
program take for
following up on
change efforts?

• After the first
action forum,
what needs to be
done differently at
succeeding
forums?
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of large post-study circle events also invested significant
energy and effort in promotion and marketing so that the
events would have credibility and magnetism for a
significant number of people in the community.
Organizers intended for the combination of an
impressively large crowd and inspirational themes or
speakers to persuade community members to become
involved in creating positive community change.  In some
cases, organizers hoped the event would add non-study
circle participants to community efforts on a specific
issue.  In other cases, organizers also hoped to attract
more eventual study circle participants through these
large-scale events.

d.d.d.d.d. Action councils and task forces: Focused efforts, typicallyAction councils and task forces: Focused efforts, typicallyAction councils and task forces: Focused efforts, typicallyAction councils and task forces: Focused efforts, typicallyAction councils and task forces: Focused efforts, typically
short-termshort-termshort-termshort-termshort-term

A significant number of learning sites supported the formation of
action councils (also known by other names, such as �action
groups,� �work groups,� or �task forces�), typically launching
them at the action forum following a round of study circles.
Action councils reflected a sense that groups of study circle
participants who had completed their dialogue sessions could be
important change generators for the community.  Action
councils typically had these features:

} Action councils focused on opportunities or problems
study circle participants identified either during their
dialogue sessions or at the follow-up action forum.
Because study circles typically addressed very large, long-
term community issues, study circle participants often
identified gaps � aspects of community life that had not
yet been handled successfully by existing efforts � and
organized action councils as a way of closing those gaps.

} Action councils typically engaged some people not
previously engaged in active community problem solving.

} Action councils intended to influence and involve people
and organizations outside the study circle sphere,
sometimes through inventive coalitions of community
�players� who had not previously collaborated.

We have to be careful
not to spawn too many
things we can’t sustain,
and on the other hand,
not to squash people’s
initiatives and energies.
--European American/white

organizer in Hartford
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Here are a few examples of action council efforts:

} In Decatur, the Roundtables prepared participants to
serve on task forces as part of a major strategic planning
initiative sponsored by local government.

} In Ft. Myers, action councils produced a number of
community changes, including the formation of a
multiracial community choir, the publication of a
cookbook called Lee County Cooking Together, and the
well-known development of the Dunbar Shopping
Center.  In addition, an action group has returned to the
Dunbar community to hold monthly sessions with
neighbors there to foster continued positive change.

} In Hartford, six action councils formed to address topics
such as creating a day of programs and activities aimed
at celebrating the different histories and cultures of
groups in that region; increasing diversity on nonprofit
boards; boosting voter participation by young people
and the disenfranchised; and involving more young
people in study circle conversations, particularly those
about race.

} In Woodridge, participants at the action forum chose
three top-priority interests and formed action councils
based on them: socioeconomic bias, empathy, and
education.

In programs that launched action councils, program organizers
had to decide whether and how to provide ongoing support and
assistance once the councils formed.  This decision reflected the
organizers� views about responsibility for following up on change
efforts.

Some programs � typically those produced by a temporary
coalition � made the action councils autonomous once they
were formed.  If the action councils were to be successful, they
then needed to form their own leadership, define their purposes,
arrange their own logistics, and form their own organizational
strategies.

By early 2000 a few programs � typically those with full-time
staff � had begun considering how to provide some backup
and support for action councils.  See Section A2 below for more

As organizersAs organizersAs organizersAs organizersAs organizers
considered theirconsidered theirconsidered theirconsidered theirconsidered their
options with regardoptions with regardoptions with regardoptions with regardoptions with regard
to forming andto forming andto forming andto forming andto forming and
sustaining actionsustaining actionsustaining actionsustaining actionsustaining action
councils, theycouncils, theycouncils, theycouncils, theycouncils, they
addressed questionsaddressed questionsaddressed questionsaddressed questionsaddressed questions
such as these:such as these:such as these:such as these:such as these:

• What support
should this study
circle program
offer to the action
councils at the
outset?  For the
long term?

• What
responsibility will
this study circle
program have for
the success or
failure of the
action councils?

• What structures
and processes will
this study circle
program develop
to communicate
with these action
councils?

• How will
participants who
complete future
study circles
connect to these
action councils?
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information about strategies and approaches aimed at
permanent support for action.

This study did not include a significant number of communities
with a significant amount of experience with action councils.
Although programs in ten places had constructed action
councils at some point, in several places the councils either
quickly finished their work or dissolved fairly soon after forming.
In early 2000 four programs in the 17 Best Practices learning
sites had active action councils.  Essentially, experience with
forming and supporting successful action councils is in its
infancy.  Like action forums, action councils seem to be features
of the community-wide study circle model that will benefit from
more knowledge and experience as programs of many different
sizes and types try them out and see what works and what does
not.

e.e.e.e.e. Action moments: TAction moments: TAction moments: TAction moments: TAction moments: Timing as an ally for proiming as an ally for proiming as an ally for proiming as an ally for proiming as an ally for producing changeducing changeducing changeducing changeducing change

Organizers in some learning sites chose to use study circles as a
way to address a particular situation that seemed ready for
change.  In the examples below, it is not always clear whether
organizers planned in advance for study circles to serve as an
action response to an impending crisis or opportunity.  Some
had a reasonable idea in advance, while in other cases, the
timing for change unfolded after the study circle organizing and
implementation were already underway.

} Expectation in advance of study circles:Expectation in advance of study circles:Expectation in advance of study circles:Expectation in advance of study circles:Expectation in advance of study circles: The key people
organizing Oklahoma�s Balancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing Justice round saw the
time as ripe for action and likely to yield positive change
more quickly if study circles went well.

} Hopes in advance of study circles:Hopes in advance of study circles:Hopes in advance of study circles:Hopes in advance of study circles:Hopes in advance of study circles: In Alread, study circle
organizers hoped that conversations between community
people and policy makers at the school could bring
about a beneficial settlement of differences that had
endured for more than 20 years.  After the first round of
study circles, some of these hopes for positive
improvements had been realized.

} Optimism in advance of study circles:Optimism in advance of study circles:Optimism in advance of study circles:Optimism in advance of study circles:Optimism in advance of study circles: In Inglewood, the
Inglewood Unified School District Superintendent, Dr.
McKinley Nash, saw study circles as an opportunity to
engage parents more actively in school improvement.

There was definitely a
waning of interest after
the action forum and
after the first meeting of
the task forces. . . . We
felt like it was our role
to send out the action
agenda to entities and
to keep people
informed but not to
really . . . continue to
nurture the task forces.
--European American/white

organizer in Woodridge

If somehow we would
have a way of knowing
what other groups were
doing and how, at a
given moment in time,
our particular group
might want to relate to
what another is
doing . . . sometimes
more cohesion among
the groups might be a
good idea.
--European American/white

participant in Syracuse
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When the study circles lived up to that expectation, the
schools built on the increased engagement to involve
parents in passing Measure K, a bond issue that brought
significant funds to the school district.  It is not clear
whether Dr. Nash expected the important parental
involvement in the Measure K campaign from the
beginning, or whether he saw the opportunity for it once
the first goal of increasing parent engagement with the
schools became a reality.

} Timing as an ally:Timing as an ally:Timing as an ally:Timing as an ally:Timing as an ally: The much-cited example of restarting
the planning for the Dunbar Shopping Center in Ft.
Myers seems to be an example of study circles creating
the right combination of people, opportunity, and timing
to make something happen that was not specifically
envisioned when the study circles were planned.

While it may seem odd to name timing as a tool for initiating
change, it certainly was a force in the 17 learning sites.  In those
places where organizers either assessed that the time was right
for study circles or knew how to capitalize on an opportunity that
presented itself in midstream, beneficial change resulted.
Perhaps the actual tool in use in these communities was the
strategic sensibility of key organizers.  Like most other action
tools, this one appeared so few times in the Best Practices
learning sites that we cannot do much more than identify it and
suggest it merits considerable observation as programs and
organizers gain experience with the action components of their
work.

2.2.2.2.2. Some organizers developed tools aimed atSome organizers developed tools aimed atSome organizers developed tools aimed atSome organizers developed tools aimed atSome organizers developed tools aimed at
sustaining study circle work on action.sustaining study circle work on action.sustaining study circle work on action.sustaining study circle work on action.sustaining study circle work on action.

The tools described in Section A1 above are aimed at initiating
or launching action � organizers and study circle participants
developed and used them to move toward action after the
conclusion of the initial small group conversations in a round of
study circles.  These tools tended to be used in specific, short-
term situations, sometimes in an impromptu, experimental way.
Typically, these programs placed responsibility for following up
on change efforts in the hands of study circle participants, either
as individuals or as groups.

By contrast, this section presents several tools that organizers
developed to sustain and support the action component of study

We’re . . . constantly
trying to redefine . . .
reframe what action
means here.
--European American/white

coordinator in Hartford
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circles.  With these strategies, the programs themselves assumed
some of the responsibility for following up on change efforts
initiated as a result of study circle dialogue sessions.

a.a.a.a.a. TTTTTools for sustaining actionools for sustaining actionools for sustaining actionools for sustaining actionools for sustaining action

Programs that committed to supporting action efforts for the
long term relied on at least one of three strategies.  The
researchers could see no constraints that would link these
strategies with a particular organizational structure, though the
number of examples is too small and the experience too
embryonic to be sure about that assumption.  It must be noted
again, however, that these examples come from programs that
have some paid staff.

} Permanent action generators: In Syracuse, organizers
created a way  to form action task forces on an as-
needed basis as part of the permanent decision-making
body (the Community Wide Dialogue Advisory
Committee).

} Permanent action groups: In Ft. Myers, eight action
councils began after the first round of study circles in
1997: Education; Strengthening Lee County Pulling
Together (LCPT); Economic Development; Media; Special
Events; Government; Research; and Community
Awareness.  A member of the LCPT Steering Committee
serves as a liaison to each council.

} Permanent action staff: In Hartford, organizers added a
full-time staff person in 1999 whose job is to provide
guidance, encouragement, education, training, and
support for the fledgling action efforts there.  As of mid-
2000, Joyce Hamilton is the only study circle staff person
in the 17 learning sites whose full-time job involves
assisting with action efforts.

b.b.b.b.b. The negligible impact of organizational structureThe negligible impact of organizational structureThe negligible impact of organizational structureThe negligible impact of organizational structureThe negligible impact of organizational structure

The researchers had presumed that organizational structure
would influence programs� ways of structuring permanent
change.  This expectation was not borne out.

The Best Practices learning sites included programs with these
basic organizational structures:

We are operating as a
catalyst at this point, to
crank it up to a higher
level, and encouraging
folks to put their
resources together.

--Jamaican American
coordinator in Hartford
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} Temporary coalitions, with or without paid staff

} Permanent coalitions, with or without paid staff

} Independent organizations with tax-exempt, nonprofit
status (all had some paid staff)

} Programs embedded in larger organizations that consider
study circles part of their mission (all had some paid staff)

} Appointed bodies constituted as part of governmental
structures (these typically had some staff for whom study
circle duties were added to an existing full-time workload)

In each case, organizers used local knowledge of what would
work best when they decided on the organizational structure.
Other than the obvious finding that intentionally short-term
coalitions such as those in Colorado Springs and Woodridge
were unlikely to build permanent structures to support action
efforts, the fundamental form of the organizational structure itself
did not seem to determine a particular approach to action.

By contrast, one factor that did make a difference was staffing.
Those programs with some paid staff seemed more likely to have
begun working toward long-term organizational support for
action efforts than those without staff.  Pointing to a next-stage
issue, some staff people reported to the Best Practices team that
they feared they lacked the time, resources, and stamina to
provide effective support for change or action efforts in addition
to their already demanding work to produce study circle
dialogue sessions.

In summary, this section presented tools that organizers have
developed and used experimentally in their efforts to make it
easy for study circle participants to move from dialogue to
action.  The tools for initiating action, two of which are included
explicitly in the community-wide model, are built on a
presumption that participants themselves will take responsibility
for following up study circles with useful community-based
change activities.  Some programs have also developed
experimental tools for sustaining action across the long term.
These tools place some of the responsibility for follow-up with
the programs as well as the participants.  Researchers were
surprised to discover that organizational structure did not have a
big impact on programs� approaches to linking dialogue with

We’re giving an
opportunity . . . to take
an idea and anchor it in
an existing organization
or structure system [so]
that even when this
group disbanded when
they completed the
project, you have
something that’s
sustainable . . .

--Jamaican American
coordinator in Hartford
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change.  The presence of paid staff, on the other hand, seemed
to be a factor in programs� decisions to support long-term
action efforts.

The next section describes seven pathways to change that the
Best Practices team identified among the 17 learning sites.  Each
pathway required reliance on one or more of the tools of
change described above.

As the Best Practices study drew to a close, organizers who were
developing strategies for linking study circle dialogue with action
faced questions such as these:

� What would be the right relationship between study circle
participants and coalition members ?

� How could coalition members learn about study circle
participants� ideas and recommendations?

� How could coalition members keep people in the community
� particularly study circle participants � informed about
work going on to produce action and change?

� How could interested study circle participants move from
dialogue into work with the coalition on specific action
agendas?

� How much staff resource would it take to make a difference in
action resulting from study circles?

� How could action staff be funded?

� How could the work of action staff be responsive to successive
rounds of study circles, which will have steadily increasing
numbers of recommendations for action?

I’ve been consciously
moving at a fast pace,
because I want to give
them something to be
hopeful about, but not
raise their expectations
unrealistically . . . and
it’s a delicate balance.

--Jamaican American
coordinator in Hartford

I don’t have the feeling
that we’re all working
together at this point.

--African American/black
participant in Fayetteville

q
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B.B.B.B.B. Across communities, a strong commitmentAcross communities, a strong commitmentAcross communities, a strong commitmentAcross communities, a strong commitmentAcross communities, a strong commitment
to positive change, and different pathwaysto positive change, and different pathwaysto positive change, and different pathwaysto positive change, and different pathwaysto positive change, and different pathways
to accomplish itto accomplish itto accomplish itto accomplish itto accomplish it

In order to make decisions about how to link dialogue with
change efforts, organizers in every site asked � either explicitly
or implicitly � �How do we want our community to be
different?�  �Where does the power to change our community
lie?�  �What can we do to make a positive difference?�  �What
do we have to build on?�

Organizers in each learning site made a set of initial decisions
about the best ways to bring about change in their particular
communities, including decisions about topic, coalition
membership, facilitators, and participant recruitment.  Each of
these early decisions then had an impact on organizers�
approaches to change.

The Best Practices researchers have analyzed these decision sets
and developed an analytical framework that describes most of
them.  The researchers viewed the results of these decisions as
reflecting an implicit �pathway to change.�  These practical
pathways reflect an analysis of five factors:

} How community change typically happens in a particular
place

} Where the levers of change and power lie � the �locus
of change�

} Who has to be involved in order to assure that progress
would take place

} Who will take responsibility for following up on change
initiatives once they are planned and set in motion

} What tools, mechanisms, and practices would be most
useful

These seven pathways are presented as analytical constructs, not
as practices.  The pathways are suggestive rather than definitive.
Every program in the Best Practices study is not included, and
some are included in more than one pathway.  The pathways
are meant to serve as the first step in identifying the impact of

What we’ve sent out
there are not only a
whole team of
facilitators but we’ve
sent out a whole team
of participants who now
understand what
listening is about and
respect.  So I hope
we’ve had a little bit of
a ripple in that respect.
--European American/white

organizer in Maine
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early-stage presumptions and decisions on program structure
and results.  With time and more extensive experience in more
programs, the pathways could evolve into useful analytical
categories that could serve as �templates� of conditions,
practices, and results useful during the organizing stages of new
programs.

The pathways are presented below, with examples of learning
sites that developed and used them.  The first three pathways
reflect decisions to focus on citizens as the primary change
implementers.  The fourth is mixed, and the last two presume
that organizations and institutions will be the primary
implementers of change.  Although two of the pathways as
stated here deal explicitly with race, they could be applied to
other topics, as well; the other five pathways already reflect
application to multiple topics.

1.1.1.1.1. The critical mass pathway: “If we can generate aThe critical mass pathway: “If we can generate aThe critical mass pathway: “If we can generate aThe critical mass pathway: “If we can generate aThe critical mass pathway: “If we can generate a
‘critical mass’ of people who have completed‘critical mass’ of people who have completed‘critical mass’ of people who have completed‘critical mass’ of people who have completed‘critical mass’ of people who have completed
study circles, their new understandings, newstudy circles, their new understandings, newstudy circles, their new understandings, newstudy circles, their new understandings, newstudy circles, their new understandings, new
connections, and new commitments will makeconnections, and new commitments will makeconnections, and new commitments will makeconnections, and new commitments will makeconnections, and new commitments will make
them want to behave in more active, positivethem want to behave in more active, positivethem want to behave in more active, positivethem want to behave in more active, positivethem want to behave in more active, positive
ways in lots of community settings; over timeways in lots of community settings; over timeways in lots of community settings; over timeways in lots of community settings; over timeways in lots of community settings; over time
this will result in community improvement.”this will result in community improvement.”this will result in community improvement.”this will result in community improvement.”this will result in community improvement.”

In some learning sites, organizers believed that noteworthy
change would occur after a significant number of people in a
community or state had participated in study circles.  This belief
was based on the notion that participating in study circles
changes people�s relationship to each other, to specific issues,
and to public life.  The presumption was that individuals in many
places in a community or state would make different decisions
or take actions as a result of the new knowledge, experience,
skills, and commitment gained from participating in study circles.
Organizers suggested that when all the individual actions or
behaviors unfolded in the community over time, the result would
be noteworthy change.

This pathway places the locus of change outside the study circle
program.  The responsibility for initiating and following up on
new change efforts is diffused through the community.  In a
sense, ownership of change is dispersed.  Though the study
circle program may take steps to encourage and invite
participants to become actively involved in change efforts, the

If we keep working with
the neighborhood
associations and the
business sector where
Allen Lima Leadership
did a pilot with 80-100
people in it, if you can
get into all these sectors
and do study circles,
you’ll have a core of
people who are never
going to go back.
--European American/white

organizer in Lima
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mode and intensity with which participants engage in these
efforts is up to them.

Aurora, Lima, and the state of Maine are three sites that
adopted this pathway, at least in part.  In each place, organizers
have worked steadily across several years to attract substantial
numbers of participants to rounds or batches of study circles.

} In Lima, where the work on study circles began in 1992,
over 4,000 �unduplicated� people had participated in
study circles on race, violence, and youth issues by mid-
1999.  This constitutes nearly ten percent of Lima�s metro
population (according to 1990 U.S. Census figures).  In
order to make study circles more accessible and broaden
their appeal, rounds were offered in workplaces, schools,
businesses, neighborhood associations, and the
community at large.  Study circle organizers in Lima
presumed that if enough people in the community
participated in study circles, the climate and context for
change throughout the community would become
significantly more receptive to progressive actions,
including many that could not be foreseen by either
organizers or participants themselves at the time of a
specific study circle session.  As noted elsewhere in this
report, community changes attributed to study circles in
Lima include new or rejuvenated social/human services,
improved relationships among faith communities,
significant changes in some community festivals and
celebrations, and improved police-community relations.

} In Aurora, where community study circles began in 1995,
more than 2,000 people in the community of around
100,000 had participated by the fall of 1999.  The
organizational sponsors of study circles � first the YWCA
and now the present independent organization, Aurora
Community Study Circles � concentrated on promoting
small batches of study circles that launch at frequent
intervals during the year rather than producing one or
two large rounds annually.  Organizers in Aurora drew a
linkage between their intention to �grow� a substantial
number of study circle participants and their reliance on
this �continuous� approach.  Community change in
Aurora so far includes a significant move toward more
equitable news coverage by the daily newspaper,
cooperation among three chambers of commerce that

The main progress that
you make is when you
get this ten people and
get them to think a
little bit differently
about something, and
you get the next ten
and the next ten and
the next ten.
--European American/white

participant in Hartford

I think there’s
something that
connects and builds and
it just keeps going and I
see that in myself, but I
also see it in people
that all of sudden
experience the model.
They come up
afterwards and nine
times out of ten they
want to continue.
--European American/white

organizer in Maine
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serve different racial and ethnic groups, and extensive
work in school settings, particularly an alternative school.

I just believe that, if you�re doing your job, you
will see all kinds of things unfold.  I think if
somebody came in and did a study of the
community and then went away and came back
three years after study circles and did it again,
they�d find a different cultural climate, and that�s
what I think we�re looking for.  (European
American/white organizer in Aurora)

} In Maine, study circle organizers at the Maine Council of
Churches and the independent organization they
eventually created, The Roundtable Center, expected that
participation by a critical mass of Maine citizens in study
circles would bring about significant community and civic
change.  The four-year involvement with the Lilly
Endowment particularly fit with the critical mass pathway
because it offered the opportunity to engage young
people in study circles in a significant way.  Eventually
4,555 young people in several communities participated
in study circles and 566 young people were trained and
served as facilitators.  During the more than three-year
grant period, young people chose more than 20 different
topics for study circles, which they then facilitated
themselves.  Special projects included working with
young people in detention centers and with young
immigrants, and collaborating with the Secretary of
State�s Office to offer study circles as a way to engage
students in the 1996 election, rather than using only
political debate.  The Maine organizers who most
strongly believed in the critical mass approach held out
hope that this kind of early training will have a significant
impact on civic life as these young people mature and
become adult citizens of the state.

Organizers who have chosen the critical mass pathway tended
to emphasize action events (Section A1c, page 227).

Some of us in the office
think what we should
be doing is
concentrating on high
school and college
students, the whole
notion of teaching kids
once again to be an
active and committed
community member.
--European American/white

organizer in Maine
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2.2.2.2.2. The informed citizen pathway: “If we develop aThe informed citizen pathway: “If we develop aThe informed citizen pathway: “If we develop aThe informed citizen pathway: “If we develop aThe informed citizen pathway: “If we develop a
committed, informed bocommitted, informed bocommitted, informed bocommitted, informed bocommitted, informed body of citizens, they willdy of citizens, they willdy of citizens, they willdy of citizens, they willdy of citizens, they will
bring about beneficial change.”bring about beneficial change.”bring about beneficial change.”bring about beneficial change.”bring about beneficial change.”

In contrast to reliance on leaders as a primary driving force for
change, organizers in some sites placed as much or more
emphasis on developing the skills of interested citizens.  This
pathway was built on the presumption that citizens can then be
problem solvers both on their own and in alliance with leaders in
the public and private sectors.  Organizers in these sites
expected citizens � typically in groups � to be the locus of
change following study circles.  Programs that took the informed
citizen pathway differed in the extent to which they themselves
took responsibility for following up on action and change that
resulted from the circles.

} In Decatur, study circles served to launch a deeper and
more long-term level of citizen engagement in planning
and implementing significant community change.  The
evidence for the seriousness of this intention lay in the
fact that the organizers structured a way for citizens to
move from the action forum into longer-term work on
action teams and on the city�s strategic planning team.
Each of these teams was intentionally inclusive of people
of color, a marked change for the community.  While no
formal, continuing study circle organization existed in
Decatur once the Roundtables were complete, the main
organizer of the Roundtables continued to play some role
in encouraging and supporting the action teams that
grew from them.

} In Inglewood, study circles on education strengthened ties
between the schools and the community and sparked
parent interest in major school improvements.
Organizers sought to link the study circle conversations
with action outside the circles through increasing
participants� knowledge about the schools and
decreasing their fears of being involved with school
issues.  Organizers also sought to gather parents� input
on necessary school improvements.  Once parents
understood the schools� interests and needs, and their
own abilities to contribute, they were equipped for and
interested in a direct action campaign to benefit the
school district.  A significant number of parents who had

I believe that’s the
secret to the whole
thing, is that if each
individual will take
upon himself to change,
then change will come
about, but it still is a
slow process.

--African American/black
organizer in Fayetteville
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participated in study circles took part in a campaign to
pass a $131 million bond measure for improvements in
school facilities.

} In Alread, the 100 citizens who took part in study circles
on education then became the locus of change.  Both
parents and other adults in the community reported that
through participating in study circles, they developed a
better understanding of what goes on in the school and
the kinds of issues that teachers and administrators face.
Through forming action committees and making
recommendations, participants became part of the
decision-making process for their school.

} In Hartford, New Castle County, and Syracuse,
organizers produced written action guides that were
intended to make it easy for study circle participants to
understand and be interested in making the move from
dialogue to action.  These action guides were premised
on the idea of  committed individuals, working alone or
in groups, as a significant force for change.  (The action
guides are described in more detail in Section A1b, page
223.)  In each of these places, study circle organizers or
staff assumed some responsibility for encouraging and
supporting action efforts that grew out of study circle
conversations.  In a different approach to communicating
with participants, organizers in Twin Cities have placed
action information on the website of the Wilder
Foundation, one of the major sponsors of study circles
there.

} Similarly, action councils, action teams, or action task
forces that formed at 11 of the learning sites stemmed
from the premise that committed citizens would generate
significant change.  Most of the study circle programs
that helped launch these action groups did not take long-
term responsibility for following up on action or change
efforts that grew out of study circles.

Tools that made a specific difference for organizers who chose
the informed citizen pathway included action guides (Section
A1b, page 223), action events (Section A1c, page 227), and
action councils and task forces (Section A1d, page 230).

I think the impact on
the community is going
to be evolutionary and
it’s like dropping a
pebble in a pond and
having it spread out.  It
is giving individuals
more confidence to
speak about the issues.
--European American/white

organizer in Twin Cities
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3.3.3.3.3. The highly visible event pathway: “If we useThe highly visible event pathway: “If we useThe highly visible event pathway: “If we useThe highly visible event pathway: “If we useThe highly visible event pathway: “If we use
study circles as the launchpad, we can createstudy circles as the launchpad, we can createstudy circles as the launchpad, we can createstudy circles as the launchpad, we can createstudy circles as the launchpad, we can create
highly visible community events that will offerhighly visible community events that will offerhighly visible community events that will offerhighly visible community events that will offerhighly visible community events that will offer
the larger public an opportunity to participate inthe larger public an opportunity to participate inthe larger public an opportunity to participate inthe larger public an opportunity to participate inthe larger public an opportunity to participate in
bringing about change.”bringing about change.”bringing about change.”bringing about change.”bringing about change.”

Organizers in some of the learning sites operated from a
premise that significant action would occur in communities if
more people became involved beyond those who participated in
study circles.  Organizers worked to create events that conveyed
the central ideas and inspiration behind their communities� study
circle programs in ways that would appeal to people unlikely to
find study circles themselves appealing.  In some cases, the
events served as recruitment opportunities for people who had
not been drawn in by any other promotional approaches.

These events placed the locus of change in the aggregated
individuals who participated in them.  The events were intended
to inspire and encourage significant numbers of individual
citizens to enlarge their vision or change their actions in the
direction of positive change.

Responsibility for following up on this type of change effort
varied substantially.  When study circle programs used events at
least partly to stimulate study circle participation, organizers
clearly took the primary follow-up responsibility � to deliver a
solid study circle program.  When programs used events to
inspire and encourage changes in behavior, the responsibility for
actions that grew out of the event rested with the individuals who
were there.

} In Lima, Ohio, after several rounds of study circles on
race had taken place among the congregations of faith
communities, organizers decided to broaden the appeal
and impact of study circles.  Working with local
leadership development groups and their allies in the
religious community, organizers developed Diversity Day.
Diversity Day grew into a week of activities punctuated by
large, highly visible, celebratory events at the Civic
Center, featuring noted speakers and writers such as
Maya Angelou and Gregory Howard Williams as drawing
cards.  These large focal events at the Civic Center
served as inspirational and symbolic occasions that
promoted new behaviors with regard to race relations.
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One Lima organizer said, �When we did things like the
Maya Angelou event, we reached a lot more people than
we did with study circles alone.�  Large events also
helped recruit people who had not been drawn to study
circles in other ways.  Organizers in Lima usually built in
a brief introductory study circle experience at large,
celebratory events.  A European American/white
organizer said, �When people tried out study circles for
an hour, in a very easy version, they would come to us
and say, �We didn�t know this is what you�ve been doing.
Why didn�t you say so?��

} In Twin Cities, a study circle idea turned into a theatrical
event that organizers used to bring about significant
change.  The group that originated the idea was a fairly
mixed suburban group that included members from the
Chamber of Commerce, the Black History Committee,
the Human Rights Commission, the school district, and
more.  These study circle participants decided that most
of their friends, neighbors, or colleagues would probably
not engage with the issues of housing, equity, and race
through what they perceived as intellectual, abstract talk
in a study circle.  The group came up with a different
strategy, proposing that what was needed was, as one
European American/white organizer said, �some kind of
way of dramatizing these issues in ways that citizens can
relate to the issue in something like either a media
production or a theater production.�  The newly
appointed director of the Metropolitan Interfaith Council
on Affordable Housing (MICAH) took the idea to heart
and involved Illusion Theater � described as �a theater
group that is good at helping people see things that they
otherwise wouldn�t be able to see� � in developing a
play about affordable housing.  Eventually the play was
presented six or seven times, with audiences totaling
more than 3,200 people.  After the performances,
audience members filled out individual commitment to
action cards, indicating their interest in becoming more
involved in the issue or sharing their new awareness and
understanding of issues of affordable housing.  The play
also had the effect of energizing and persuading
significant numbers of suburban church members to get
involved with promoting legislation about inclusionary
housing and funding for affordable housing.  These
measures succeeded in the state legislature.
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The action tool most important for organizers choosing the
highly visible event pathway was the construction of action
events themselves (Section A1c, page 227).

4.4.4.4.4. The workplace pathway: “If we want toThe workplace pathway: “If we want toThe workplace pathway: “If we want toThe workplace pathway: “If we want toThe workplace pathway: “If we want to
accelerate change on issues related to race, thenaccelerate change on issues related to race, thenaccelerate change on issues related to race, thenaccelerate change on issues related to race, thenaccelerate change on issues related to race, then
we need to organize study circles in workplaces.”we need to organize study circles in workplaces.”we need to organize study circles in workplaces.”we need to organize study circles in workplaces.”we need to organize study circles in workplaces.”

In some learning sites organizers reasoned that because many
people are at work every day, participation in study circles
offered in the workplace was likely to be good.  Workplaces
offered the opportunity to create somewhat diverse study circles,
and they were convenient for participants.  Many workplaces
also offered clear opportunities and problems for working on
race.  In some places, in fact, workplaces were the most diverse
settings potential study circle participants were likely to inhabit,
often significantly more diverse than the community at large in
which the circles took place.

The presumed locus of change in this pathway is not entirely
clear, and may vary within and among workplaces.  This
pathway could support change at the individual level and
among clusters of individuals who decided to take action either
in their workplace or in the larger community.  Some of those
changes could be institutional in nature, either by virtue of
alignments participants formed or because powerful leaders who
participated chose to make significant changes in the
workplaces hosting the study circles and had the authority to
bring about change through their own decisions.

The responsibility for following up on change efforts also is
unclear.  In theory, either the study circle organization, the
workplace, or the individuals could take that responsibility.  The
early workplace study circle programs included in this study
reflect a mix of these approaches.

} In New Castle County, organizers worked with the
Delaware Department of Labor to hold study circles on
race.  By August of 1999, 433 people in the Department
had participated.  The success in the Department of
Labor resulted in two new initiatives:  a new round of
study circles on gender in the Department of Labor, and
an effort to start study circles on race in all state
agencies.

So any way we can
figure out to get the
message out there, to
get more people to buy
into [and] realize how
valuable and important
it is, to take it back . . .
you’ll have more state
employees involved in
the process.  It will take
off from this point, I
think it will really take
off.

--African American/black
supporter in New Castle

County

I also think that if these
things are going on in
the workplace and we
are going to have some
positive effect around
race and racial
relations, it then is
transformed into
people’s community at
the home.

--African American/black
supporter in New Castle

County
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} In Hartford, the majority of the study circles on race took
place in workplaces.  Workplaces were more diverse than
the separate cities and towns that make up greater
Hartford.  Organizers believed that individuals,
organizations, and the community as a whole would
benefit from the built-in diversity in many workplaces.

Organizers choosing this pathway used action guides (Section
A1b, page 223), action events including action forums (Section
A1c, page 227), action councils and task forces (Section A1d,
page 230), and some aspects of permanent structures such as
ongoing action groups and action staff (Section A2a, page
234).

55555..... The leadership pathway: “If we involve powerfulThe leadership pathway: “If we involve powerfulThe leadership pathway: “If we involve powerfulThe leadership pathway: “If we involve powerfulThe leadership pathway: “If we involve powerful
leaders, then community change will be a lotleaders, then community change will be a lotleaders, then community change will be a lotleaders, then community change will be a lotleaders, then community change will be a lot
more likely to occurmore likely to occurmore likely to occurmore likely to occurmore likely to occur.”.”.”.”.”

Study circle programs in several places began with the premise
that powerful, credible, visible leaders must be in the forefront of
study circles in order for the program to have maximum impact
in the community.  Their approaches to involving and featuring
these leaders in visible roles varied significantly, however.
Similarly, expectations varied about the locus of change and
responsibility for follow-up on change efforts.  Four different sets
of likely expectations are described as part of the examples
below.

} In Fayetteville, the key study circle leaders included a
highly placed city administrator, leaders of the Chamber
of Commerce, and the leader of the local NAACP
chapter.  These leaders agreed that if they took a visible
stand on the importance of reducing racism and
improving race relations, their unusual alliance would
draw attention and serve as the basis for engaging a
significant number of citizens in the community.  These
leaders also agreed to involve other highly visible,
powerful leaders in the community in a new entity �
Fayetteville United � that had formed to work on race
relations.  It is likely that, before the round, organizers
expected the locus of change to be institutions in
Fayetteville, and perhaps the major sponsoring
organizations, including the city�s Human Relations
Commission, which provided some staffing for the effort,

I don’t know who got
that started, but once
one big company makes
it a priority then others
want to fall in behind
because they don’t want
to be left out; they
don’t want them to get
all this wonderful media
and publicity.
--European American/white

facilitator in New Castle
County

There is a core group of
important people in the
community who are
continuing to work on
and think about and
talk about these issues,
and as long as we have
that we’re in good
shape.
--European American/white

organizer in Fayetteville
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and Fayetteville United, the entity that provided overall
guidance for study circles.  After the first round, it
appeared that organizers expected local government or
the other sponsoring organizations, in particular the
Human Relations Commission, to take responsibility for
following up on any change initiatives that emerged from
study circles.  Fayetteville United itself has not taken
direct responsibility for following up on recommendations
from study circles, but rather has pursued related change
efforts in the community.

} In Ft. Myers, key study circle initiators invited highly visible
leaders who had credibility and connections to serve on
the Steering Committee of Lee County Pulling Together.
The Steering Committee, which later became the board,
included people with traditional leadership roles,
including the publisher of the local newspaper, one of
the county commissioners, the minister of a large
Unitarian church, the minister of a large African
American/black church, a top administrator in the Florida
university system, and a city attorney.  In addition to their
ability to bring legitimacy to the effort and move it
forward, these powerful leaders infused the later action
efforts with much-needed resources.  Each of the eight
action councils that formed following the first round of
study circles had a liaison from the Steering Committee.
The active involvement of Steering Committee members
in the efforts of the action councils seems to have made it
more likely that change would occur.  As one example,
when key community leaders became involved in efforts
to restart the fledgling Dunbar Shopping Center project,
their efforts seem to have contributed to its eventual
success.  Here, the locus of change and responsibility for
follow-up appears to rest with the action councils, with
significant assistance from the leaders who serve on the
board.  A key organizer said, �The structure is there, and
people look to us to help them.�

} In Hartford, corporate leadership for change through
study circles reflected a community tradition of change
efforts originating within the business community.  In the
case of study circles, the impetus for change came from
highly placed, highly visible corporate leaders uniting
with the Secretary of State and the national and local
heads of social justice organizations to make the case for

I think there’s a lot
more goodwill among
people than they even
know what to do with.
They need leadership;
they need someone to
show them how. . . .
with the proper
leadership and
programs, you can tap
into all of that goodwill
and you can make
things happen.
--European American/white

facilitator in Fayetteville
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economic development that included people of color as
well as European Americans/whites.  Based on group
interviews with participants and both group and
individual interviews with organizers, it seemed that
understandings about the expected locus of change are
being worked out between the corporate leaders of the
MetroHartford Millennium Project and the people
involved in MetroHartford Community Conversations on
Race.  All seemed in agreement about using study circles
as one part of a much broader change effort aimed at
racial and economic justice.  Researchers heard varying
accounts of the corporate leaders� expectations of action
groups that had formed at action forums.  The organizers
of the Conversations on Race seemed quite clear,
however, that they expected change to emerge from the
action groups.  In addition, through the efforts of one of
the Millennium Project�s leaders, the organizers hired a
full-time staff person who assists and supports the action
groups so that their ideas and energy result in change.
This reflects a decision that the study circle program will
take a high level of responsibility for following up on
change efforts originating in study circles.

} In North Little Rock, the leaders who made the difference
were school leaders, including the superintendent, school
board members, teachers, and parent volunteers.  The
face-to-face participation of these four types of leaders in
both study circles and the action forum had an important
impact on averting a threatened teachers� strike.  The
expected locus of control and responsibility for following
up on change initiatives here appeared to rest with these
leaders themselves.  They invited suggestions and ideas
from each other and from citizen participants, and then
followed up by bringing recommendations from the study
circles into the school board�s decision-making process,
which now includes three advisory groups.

Action tools that had particular relevance to organizers who
chose the leadership pathway included creating action councils
or task forces (Section A1d, page 230), using timing as an ally
for producing change (Section A1e, page 232),  and forming a
permanent action staff (Section A2a, page 234).

What we have — in
abundance and growing
— is human capital.
And we have created
an incredible network
of people who have so
many skills and
resources that if
harnessed correctly, and
mobilized well, could
really benefit these
neighborhoods and
organizations
directly . . .

--Jamaican American
coordinator in Hartford
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6.6.6.6.6. The governance and policy pathway: “If weThe governance and policy pathway: “If weThe governance and policy pathway: “If weThe governance and policy pathway: “If weThe governance and policy pathway: “If we
engage citizens in study circles on public issues,engage citizens in study circles on public issues,engage citizens in study circles on public issues,engage citizens in study circles on public issues,engage citizens in study circles on public issues,
they will advocate before governing and policy-they will advocate before governing and policy-they will advocate before governing and policy-they will advocate before governing and policy-they will advocate before governing and policy-
making bomaking bomaking bomaking bomaking bodies to make decisions that will causedies to make decisions that will causedies to make decisions that will causedies to make decisions that will causedies to make decisions that will cause
change.”change.”change.”change.”change.”

Some learning sites worked from a premise that the main power
to make a difference on a specific issue or community condition
lay in governance structures and policy-making bodies.  The
programs in these sites encouraged citizens to learn and use
strategies for influencing policy or governance decisions.  These
programs viewed governing or policy-making bodies as the
locus of change on a given issue.  Few programs have used this
approach long enough or successfully enough to reveal much
about how programs taking this pathway view their own or
others� responsibility for following up on change efforts.  Some
early indications suggested that programs typically viewed the
decision-making bodies themselves as having some
responsibility for follow-up.  Additionally, however, some
programs have begun examining their responsibilities to monitor
policy changes and to share information about the changes with
study circle participants and other citizens.

} When the League of Women Voters in Oklahoma began
work on Balancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing JusticeBalancing Justice � the statewide round of study
circles on the functioning of the corrections systems �
interest in the topic was at an all-time high.  An article by
Patricia Frazier and Matt Leighninger in the summer
1997 issue of Focus on Study Circles, an SCRC
publication, notes the importance of the involvement of
more than 1,000 people in the circles across the state,
the participation of legislators, sheriffs, and judges, the
quality of the conversations, and the visibility of the effort.
All these factors together � plus excellent timing �
added up to study circles playing some role in the
passage of significant new corrections legislation in
Oklahoma.

} In Twin Cities, some study circle participants took their
newfound understanding of the issues into governance
arenas by making presentations and explaining, from an
informed point of view, how housing, equity, and race
interweave to affect life in the Twin Cities area.
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Organizers choosing the governance and policy pathway used
the action measurement tool (Section A1a, page 223), the
action councils or task forces tool (Section A1d, page 230) and
the tool of using timing as an ally for producing change (Section
A1e, page 232).

7.7.7.7.7. The multilevel pathway toward endingThe multilevel pathway toward endingThe multilevel pathway toward endingThe multilevel pathway toward endingThe multilevel pathway toward ending
institutional racism: “If we want to endinstitutional racism: “If we want to endinstitutional racism: “If we want to endinstitutional racism: “If we want to endinstitutional racism: “If we want to end
institutional racism, our program needs toinstitutional racism, our program needs toinstitutional racism, our program needs toinstitutional racism, our program needs toinstitutional racism, our program needs to
support at least two levels of work: first, dialoguesupport at least two levels of work: first, dialoguesupport at least two levels of work: first, dialoguesupport at least two levels of work: first, dialoguesupport at least two levels of work: first, dialogue
that engages participants directly in learningthat engages participants directly in learningthat engages participants directly in learningthat engages participants directly in learningthat engages participants directly in learning
about institutional racism and what they can doabout institutional racism and what they can doabout institutional racism and what they can doabout institutional racism and what they can doabout institutional racism and what they can do
about it, and second, a structure that linksabout it, and second, a structure that linksabout it, and second, a structure that linksabout it, and second, a structure that linksabout it, and second, a structure that links
participants with our own experiencedparticipants with our own experiencedparticipants with our own experiencedparticipants with our own experiencedparticipants with our own experienced
advocates, leaders, and decision makers whoadvocates, leaders, and decision makers whoadvocates, leaders, and decision makers whoadvocates, leaders, and decision makers whoadvocates, leaders, and decision makers who
have a commitment to institutional change andhave a commitment to institutional change andhave a commitment to institutional change andhave a commitment to institutional change andhave a commitment to institutional change and
some power to bring it about.”some power to bring it about.”some power to bring it about.”some power to bring it about.”some power to bring it about.”

For programs committed explicitly to ending institutional racism,
early signs suggest organizers believed that at least two
organizational tiers (in addition to the coalition or board itself)
were necessary.  The first tier was the familiar study circles
themselves, the small group conversations.  The second tier was
a permanent organizational structure that had both �inside� and
�outside� features.

The second tier could be a standing committee or commission
that included community leaders with some authority and
responsibility for institutional change, and that either included
study circle �graduates� as members or frequently invited the
study circle participants to recommend or participate in specific
changes.  The members of the second tier were inside the study
circle organization by virtue of their service on the permanent
body.  They were outside of it as well because they had strong
positions of leadership in some aspect of the community and
could influence the directions of institutional change.

The locus of change in this pathway was specific: it remained
linked to the study circle program or coalition.  Responsibility for
following up on change efforts also clearly rested with the study
circle program.  In fact, the two-tier organizational strategy was
one way study circle programs built a structure directly and

The whole idea is to
create another level of
opportunities that is
not generated by the
participants themselves,
but identified by us, the
partners, and the staff,
you know, the
administrative people
for the project, so that
we could . . . provide
those opportunities for
people to support.

--Jamaican American
coordinator in Hartford
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specifically intended to take responsibility for action, change,
and follow-up.

} The structure of the Syracuse program changed across
time; presently it includes two tiers.  The first tier involved
the six small group sessions, held on a �rolling� basis.
For the second tier, the Advisory Committee created
action task forces to address specific instances of
institutional racism that study circle participants identified.
For example, one action group worked on creating a
more equitable retail shopping experience for people of
color at a mall.  Another group worked on improving
equity in mortgage lending.

} In Springfield, after the pilot round and an initial
community round, the mayor appointed a Race Relations
Task Force as a second-tier organization to both oversee
the production of small group conversations and take the
lead in carrying out recommendations emerging from the
study circles.

Organizers choosing the multilevel pathway toward ending
institutional racism used a wide variety of initiating and
sustaining tools.  They placed reliance on action measurements
(Section A1a, page 223), used all of the various other tools that
launch action, and also used the full array of tools that sustain
action (Section A2a, page 234).

In conclusion, clearly each of these seven pathways to change
built on the same foundation � the small group study circle
dialogue sessions.  Yet each used that foundation to build and
plan a somewhat different pathway to bringing about change
and action in communities.  Each pathway followed a different
perception of the appropriate locus of change, ranging from
expectations that individuals would bring about changed
communities by changing many individual behaviors to a belief
that genuine change would depend on actions by organized,
powerful institutions that became informed in new ways as a
result of study circles.

The seven pathways were offered as analytical constructs that
may serve as the basis for developing scenarios or �templates�
that include a certain context, a set of decisions, and some
resulting changes.  Such templates could be useful to programs
in the first stages of organizing.
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This chapter has addressed the ways some study circle
organizers in the 17 learning sites have built linkages

between the dialogue or conversation portions of their programs
and the action phase that begins when the round of study circles
is complete.  The tentative nature of findings in this chapter
reflects the fact that ties to action have a very short history in
these programs.  The model for community-wide study circle
programs is grounded in program experience and shaped by it.

Most programs in the study have been pioneering and
experimenting with action approaches for less than three years.
At this early stage, however, it is clear that programs in the 17
learning sites differed from each other in the ways they
organized to bring about change.  It is also clear that organizers
in all the programs wrestle with the dialogue-change linkage
and are experimenting to learn more about how to construct the
linkage so that it is sound and productive.  Finally, it is clear that
the pace of experimentation and learning is too slow and
information about unfolding changes too sketchy for some
participants, who find the pace frustrating and want the link
between dialogue and change to be much more explicit than it
is at this point.

As Chapter VIII demonstrated, and as Chapter X will underscore,
study circle organizers and participants attributed a great many
positive community changes to study circles.  Yet the
understanding of the mechanisms for bringing about those
changes in widely different communities and widely different
circumstances is just beginning to emerge.  Instead of providing
a finished guide to best practices in this emerging arena, this
chapter has reflected the first crucial stage of experimentation.

q
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PPPPPrologue to Chapters X and XI:rologue to Chapters X and XI:rologue to Chapters X and XI:rologue to Chapters X and XI:rologue to Chapters X and XI:

Chapters X and XI of this report address Research Questions 6 and 7.  Research Question 6
asks: To what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles an effective tool forTo what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles an effective tool forTo what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles an effective tool forTo what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles an effective tool forTo what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles an effective tool for
addressing racism?addressing racism?addressing racism?addressing racism?addressing racism?  Research Question 7 asks: What impact does the study circle topic haveWhat impact does the study circle topic haveWhat impact does the study circle topic haveWhat impact does the study circle topic haveWhat impact does the study circle topic have
on (a) study circle programs� effectiveness in addressing racism and (b) participation byon (a) study circle programs� effectiveness in addressing racism and (b) participation byon (a) study circle programs� effectiveness in addressing racism and (b) participation byon (a) study circle programs� effectiveness in addressing racism and (b) participation byon (a) study circle programs� effectiveness in addressing racism and (b) participation by
people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?  These final chapters differ from the rest of
the report in some important ways.

} First, while previous chapters of this report presented data collected from all 17 Best
Practices learning sites, these two chapters primarily reflect the views and opinions
gleaned from six focus groups conducted in Syracuse and Hartford in February and
March, 2000.  (More detail about the focus groups can be found below.)  These
chapters also include information from two secondary sources: in-depth interviews
conducted in Fayetteville in March, 2000 and a moderate amount of information
from several other learning sites.

} Second, while previous sections of this report described concrete experiences and
established efforts, Chapters X and XI are more reflective or speculative, presenting the
perceptions, beliefs, and opinions that organizers and participants held about study
circles� effectiveness in addressing racism.

} Third, the focus groups that formed the basis for these chapters constituted a focused
look for at least 90 minutes at a small number of topics.  By contrast, most of the
findings presented in the preceding chapters were based on visits and conversations
that addressed a wide range of topics simultaneously.

More about the focus groups:More about the focus groups:More about the focus groups:More about the focus groups:More about the focus groups:

Our preliminary findings in response to Research Questions 6 and 7 derive from data
collected through highly structured focus groups in two Best Practices learning sites, Syracuse
and Hartford.  We conducted three focus groups each in both of those cities: one group of
organizers, one group of participants of color, and one group of European American/white
participants.  The recruitment process was as random as we could make it, given the
constraints on the study circle coordinators� time and the amount of detail included in
organizers� lists.  While selection for every group involved sampling among those names
available, in most cases the pool of names was not comprehensive.  We chose Syracuse and
Hartford for these reasons:
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} These programs have an organizational structure in place.

} These are places that have either addressed more than one study circle topic (in
addition to race) or are moving from race to another topic, and this topic change
experience is central to Research Question 7.

} These programs have addressed race from different angles and have achieved
different degrees of success.

While people in the organizer focus groups in both learning sites were mixed on all factors,
those in the participant focus groups were racially homogeneous.  We created racially
homogeneous groups to provide a safe, open atmosphere for all participants, as well as to
discover any perceptible differences in opinion between European American/white people
and people of color.  We based this approach on the 1997 focus group study in New Castle
County, in which racially homogeneous focus groups revealed considerable differences in
opinion about study circles.

The bottom line: We�re excited about the glimpses the focus groups gave us on these
exploratory topics, but consider them tentative and preliminary.  We anticipate that an
understanding of the research questions addressed in these two chapters will deepen with
time, program experience, and further inquiry.
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This chapter addresses Research
Question Six: To what extent do
organizers and participants
consider study circles an effective

tool for addressing racism?
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1. In general, the participants and organizers in this part of the
study viewed study circles as effective for addressing racism on a
personal level, but less effective for addressing racism on an
institutional level.

2. People assessed the effectiveness of the small group
conversations and the effectiveness of the action component of
study circles differently.  Participants and organizers generally
considered the small group conversations to be most effective for
addressing racism on a personal level; some organizers
considered the action component of study circles to be effective
for addressing racism on an institutional level.

3. Some people of color � particularly young African American/
black males � appeared skeptical of study circles� capacity as
an effective tool for addressing institutional racism.
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As stated in the prologue to Chapters X and XI, this chapter
presents findings based on the opinions, perceptions, and beliefs
of a relatively small number of participants and organizers
regarding the effectiveness of study circles as a tool for
addressing racism.  In this way, it differs from the reports and
descriptions of specific practices on which all previous chapters
have been based.  Information related to this research question
comes from three sources, listed here in order of prominence as
sources for this chapter:

} Six focus groups in Hartford and Syracuse in February,
2000 conducted among study circle organizers,
European American/white participants, and participants
of color; during these focus groups, people responded to
explicit questions about study circles� effectiveness in
addressing racism.

} In-depth interviews which focused directly on this research
question, conducted with organizers in Fayetteville.

} A small number of group or individual interviews with
participants and organizers in other Best Practices
learning sites where the study circle program focused on
race or diversity.  (In these communities, researchers
typically gleaned insights about the effectiveness of study
circles as a tool for addressing racism through analyzing
people�s responses to other questions or topics.  In a few
places that researchers visited later in the study, some
study participants addressed this question more directly.)

A.  IntroA.  IntroA.  IntroA.  IntroA.  Introductionductionductionductionduction

Analysis of the wide variety of opinions and beliefs that surfaced
during the focus groups, interviews, and other conversations
suggested that a number of factors greatly influenced the extent
to which people considered study circles an effective tool for
addressing racism.  These factors included:

} People�s understanding of their community�s starting
point in addressing race and racism and their perceptions
of the purpose of their community�s study circle program

} People�s views on the value of dialogue

} People�s views on where study circles begin and end
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Participants� assessments of study circles� effectiveness appeared
to be tied significantly to their understanding of their
community�s starting point in addressing race and racism, and
to their perceptions of the intended purpose of their community�s
study circle program.  People who lived in communities where
race had never been a topic of public discussion � and where
diverse groups of people seldom got together � tended to view
the purpose of their study circle program differently from those
who lived in communities where a lot of talk but little action had
taken place.  Those who understood the purpose of the study
circle program as promoting awareness and developing
relationships were more likely to view study circles as an effective
way to get the conversation started.  On the other hand, those
who viewed study circles as a potential means to work on issues
of race and power or economics often considered the program
to be wide of the mark.

Participants� assessments of the effectiveness of study circles also
seemed to be linked to their views on dialogue.  For those who
valued dialogue, study circles performed a critical service by
providing a forum for both new and old voices in conversations
about racism.  Those who were less inclined to value this kind of
dialogue, prizing action instead, were less inclined to endorse
study circles as an effective tool for addressing racism.

In addition, participants had varying perceptions of whether
study circles included only the small group conversations or
instead encompassed five or six weeks of dialogue sessions and
everything that resulted from those sessions.  That is, some
participants and organizers measured the effectiveness of study
circles in addressing racism in terms of what happened within
the small group conversations, while others focused more on the
tangible changes that study circles contributed to the community.
People often held one set of expectations for what happened
within the sessions and another set for what happened as a
result of study circles.

Analysis of conversations with organizers and participants � and
consideration of the factors enumerated above � led to two
general findings about the effectiveness of study circles as a tool
for addressing racism:

} People suggested that the small group conversations
were most effective for impacting racism on a personal
level, while the actions that occurred after the study circle

We have to define what
does success look like.
Our expectations may
be wrong.  This country
hasn’t come to grips
with what it is we want
in race relations.  If we
could get race to go
away, would there be
differences in other
factors?  It’s not enough
yet and it’s not far
enough along yet here.
Study circles are one
piece of the puzzle, a
significant piece, but
the puzzle has to have
lots of pieces.
--European American/white

organizer in Lima
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sessions were the most effective platform for impacting
racism on an institutional level.

} While most people considered study circles an effective
tool for addressing racism on a personal level, they were
less likely to consider study circles effective for addressing
racism on an institutional or societal level.

The first part of the chapter examines specific elements of the
small group conversations and the action component of study
circles in terms of how these elements either contributed to or
weakened study circles� effectiveness as a tool for addressing
racism.

The second part of this chapter presents an overall assessment
of the extent to which participants and organizers considered
study circles an effective tool for addressing racism.  This part of
the chapter uses people�s own terms and descriptions to
distinguish between study circles� effectiveness in addressing
racism on a personal level and their effectiveness in addressing
racism on an institutional or societal level.

q
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B.B.B.B.B. Assessing the merits of different elementsAssessing the merits of different elementsAssessing the merits of different elementsAssessing the merits of different elementsAssessing the merits of different elements
of the small group conversationsof the small group conversationsof the small group conversationsof the small group conversationsof the small group conversations

Participants and organizers in the focus groups and other
interview settings spent a great deal of time talking about what
happened within the small group conversations (or study circle
sessions) themselves.  People�s perceptions and views of what
happened within their small group conversations seemed to
influence the extent to which they considered study circles an
effective tool for addressing racism.  In general, participants and
organizers suggested that the small group conversations were
most effective for addressing racism on a personal level.  Many
people, particularly participants of color, considered the small
group conversations to be less effective for addressing
institutional racism.

This section examines specific elements of the small group
conversations cited by participants and organizers.  It focuses
first on the aspects of the conversations that people saw as
contributing to study circles� effectiveness as a tool for
addressing racism.  The second part of this section describes
elements of the small group conversations that people viewed as
limiting study circles� effectiveness as a tool for addressing
racism.

1.1.1.1.1. Participants and organizers identified severalParticipants and organizers identified severalParticipants and organizers identified severalParticipants and organizers identified severalParticipants and organizers identified several
elements of the small group conversations thatelements of the small group conversations thatelements of the small group conversations thatelements of the small group conversations thatelements of the small group conversations that
contributed to study circles’ effectiveness as acontributed to study circles’ effectiveness as acontributed to study circles’ effectiveness as acontributed to study circles’ effectiveness as acontributed to study circles’ effectiveness as a
tool for addressing racism, particularly on atool for addressing racism, particularly on atool for addressing racism, particularly on atool for addressing racism, particularly on atool for addressing racism, particularly on a
personal level.personal level.personal level.personal level.personal level.

Focus group participants in Hartford and Syracuse, as well as
participants and organizers in other Best Practices communities,
offered a variety of reasons to explain why they considered the
small group conversations to be effective for addressing racism
on a personal level.  When describing these features of the small
group conversations, people spoke primarily about increasing
racial awareness and improving relationships across racial and
ethnic divisions.  The aspects of the small group conversations
that people viewed as contributing to study circles� effectiveness
fell into four categories:
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a. Structural elements of the study circle model

b. The quality of participation

c. The value of dialogue

d. Study circles as a community process

a.a.a.a.a. Many people cited structural elements of the small groupMany people cited structural elements of the small groupMany people cited structural elements of the small groupMany people cited structural elements of the small groupMany people cited structural elements of the small group
conversations as the key to study circles’ effectiveness asconversations as the key to study circles’ effectiveness asconversations as the key to study circles’ effectiveness asconversations as the key to study circles’ effectiveness asconversations as the key to study circles’ effectiveness as
a tool for addressing racism.a tool for addressing racism.a tool for addressing racism.a tool for addressing racism.a tool for addressing racism.

Many people throughout the Best Practices learning sites praised
specific elements of the small group conversations as the glue
that held the whole effort together and made study circles an
effective tool for addressing racism on a personal level,
particularly in terms of increasing racial awareness and
improving relationships across racial and ethnic differences.
These structural elements included the study circle discussion
guide, skilled facilitators, and ground rules.

i.i.i.i.i. The study circle discussion guideThe study circle discussion guideThe study circle discussion guideThe study circle discussion guideThe study circle discussion guide

Most focus group participants considered the study circle
discussion guide to be one of the unique features of the
model and one of the main ways the process helped set
a climate that opened people up to a discussion of
racism.  [Note: Because the guide in Syracuse is unique
to that community, comments about the guide there may
not reflect the participant experience in other
communities.]  Several participants described how the
guide�s structure allowed people in their groups to talk
about deeply personal things in a protected, supported
way and created a space for them to build relationships
across racial lines.  An African American/black organizer
in Syracuse said:

I think that structure brings a deeper dialogue
more quickly around the issues of prejudice
reduction and I think it helps.  (African American/
black organizer in Syracuse)

A European American/white participant in Syracuse also
expressed her sense of how the discussion guide helped
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draw people out and allowed the group to dig deeply
into issues of race:

I had hoped we�d each have a deeper
understanding of the other people�s feelings or
beliefs, and the study guide helped us to get to
some of that.  (European American/white
participant in Syracuse)

According to other participants, although the study circle
discussion guide provoked strong emotions, it did so in a
way that led to frank, constructive conversations.  Several
participants also commented on the way the structure
provided the means for having a discussion in the first
place, without which it would have been difficult to
convince people to come together.

In both Hartford and Syracuse, a number of people
suggested ways to improve the study circle discussion
guides used in their sessions, both those produced by
SCRC and those developed locally.  These participants
described the need for flexibility in allowing the
discussion to flow rather than sticking strictly to the guide.
Others stated that the guides used in their sessions simply
offered points of departure, and in this sense served as a
good tool for opening up the conversation, especially
around issues of racial awareness.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Skilled facilitatorsSkilled facilitatorsSkilled facilitatorsSkilled facilitatorsSkilled facilitators

According to some participants in Hartford and Syracuse,
in addition to people in other communities, the presence
of skilled facilitators enabled their groups to deal with the
guide in a flexible way.  Several participants praised the
way their group�s facilitator(s) steered conversations back
to the issues at hand in a way that did not interrupt the
flow.  Participants also emphasized that such skilled
facilitators were often able to transform the dialogue into
something constructive through which racial awareness
and understanding could unfold.

A few focus group participants stated that skilled
facilitators were the key to any successful study circle.
One European American/white participant in Hartford
put it this way:
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Without the facilitator, the discussion and the
conversation is essentially directionless.  It can
become animated, it can become engaging, it
can become contentious, but it is directionless
without the facilitator keeping us focused.  And I
think that, more than anything else, that�s what�s
distinctive.  (European American/white participant
in Hartford)

In Woodridge, where study circles focused on the topic of
diversity, several participants of color who took part in a
group interview responded to questions of whether study
circles were an effective tool for addressing racial
inequity with a solid �yes.�  One participant in that
interview added two conditions that drew a lot of support
from other group members: �IfIfIfIfIf you have a very good
facilitator in your study group and if if if if if your study group is
made up of the right population that will accomplish your
goals.�

iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. Ground rulesGround rulesGround rulesGround rulesGround rules

A large number of participants and organizers
emphasized the critical importance of implementing
ground rules during the small group conversations.  They
described this element of the model � coupled with a
skilled facilitator � as one of the fundamental ways that
study circles created a safe space in which participants
could work to improve race relations and increase racial
awareness.  A multiracial participant in Syracuse stated:

[The ground rules] really, I think, created that kind
of a space, where people did feel safe, and I think
people could begin to be honest or you could at
least listen, could at least hear some stuff that they
hadn�t heard before. . . . I�m one of those people.
(Multiracial participant in Syracuse)

The comments of many other people echoed this idea
that ground rules provided a sense of safety that enabled
people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds to feel
comfortable expressing their views and sharing their
experiences.  A European American/white organizer in
Fayetteville explained this further, saying, �It was not so
safe that people felt they had to conform or to be nice to
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somebody; it was a very structured . . . it was structured,
safe.�

Other participants and organizers spoke of the way
ground rules helped to maintain a sense of mutual
respect within the study circle sessions.  A European
American/white organizer in Hartford said of the ground
rules: �There�s something about this model that gives
people the freedom to say what they think without having
to be right . . . �  An African American/black organizer in
Syracuse offered this perspective:

The ground rules themselves are things that you
can do to respect and appreciate human
beings . . . if we do only the ground rules, it
would be one major step toward dignity and
respect for everyone.  (African American/black
organizer in Syracuse)

In Fayetteville, at least two organizers stressed the central
role that ground rules played in creating a climate of
safety and respect within which potentially explosive,
confrontational situations were handled in a more
thoughtful, informative way.  These organizers explained
that the implementation of ground rules by a skilled
facilitator ensured that everyone in the study circle group
felt free to say what he or she wanted to say, without fear
of backlash from other group members.  The organizers
indicated that this was particularly important for
conversations around the emotionally charged issue of
racism.

} One African American/black organizer in
Fayetteville described a situation that occurred in
one of his study circle sessions when a participant
expressed the opinion that African Americans/
blacks and European Americans/whites should
not intermingle.  According to this organizer, the
study circle group relied on the preset ground
rules when responding to this comment.

No one got angry because the facilitator
set ground rules.  We�re going to respect
each other and we may not agree with a
person, but we had to listen to their ideas.
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And so this caused a lot of adults, I do
believe, to grow up and to face reality.
(African American/black organizer in
Fayetteville)

} A European American/white organizer in
Fayetteville shared a similar story about how the
ground rules helped prevent a potentially
damaging confrontation in one of his study circle
sessions.  In that session, a European American/
white man began to question the work ethic of
African Americans/blacks without considering the
issue of white privilege.  Yet instead of leading to
unresolved conflict or an altercation, the session
resulted in greater understanding and an
adjustment of attitudes on the part of all who took
part in the discussion.  The organizer attributed
this positive resolution to both the ground rules
and the skill of the group�s facilitator, noting that
adherence to the ground rules was critical to the
outcome of the session.  He said:

You could see the tenseness in the group
and the facilitator walked up, walked
around � anything could have happened
there.  But I think she touched the
guidelines of respect for everybody�s
opinion.  And everyone in that group that
wanted to first attack him didn�t.  They
talked to him and they guided him and
said, �Well, things are a little bit different
for us,� or, �You have wrong information
about jails.�  (European American/white
organizer in Fayetteville)

b.b.b.b.b. Several people attributed study circles’ effectiveness as aSeveral people attributed study circles’ effectiveness as aSeveral people attributed study circles’ effectiveness as aSeveral people attributed study circles’ effectiveness as aSeveral people attributed study circles’ effectiveness as a
tool for addressing racism to the quality of participation.tool for addressing racism to the quality of participation.tool for addressing racism to the quality of participation.tool for addressing racism to the quality of participation.tool for addressing racism to the quality of participation.

People who participated in the focus groups, in-depth interviews,
or other conversations spent a great deal of time talking about
how the quality of participation impacted on the success of
individual study circle sessions.  Above all, participants and
organizers valued the way study circles brought together diverse
groups of people, often for the first time; people saw this as one
of the main contributions that study circles made toward
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improving race relations and increasing racial awareness.
Along with describing the benefits of diverse groups, people
cited the value of face-to-face interaction as another reason
study circles were an effective tool for addressing racism on a
personal level.  Focus group participants in Syracuse and, to a
lesser extent, Hartford, also spoke of the voluntary nature of
participation in study circles, indicating that this alone greatly
enhanced the effectiveness of the program.

i.i.i.i.i. Diverse groupsDiverse groupsDiverse groupsDiverse groupsDiverse groups

In every focus group and in practically every Best
Practices learning site, participants and organizers
agreed that the opportunity to sit down and talk with
people who were racially or ethnically different from
themselves was one of the most attractive features of
study circles and one of the main ways that study circles
helped improve race relations.  An East Indian facilitator
in New Castle County explained the attraction of diverse
groups this way:

Our society as such doesn�t give you opportunities
to connect with people who are different from
you.  If you are a racist, then you are going to be
with people of your race, and if you are a sexist,
you are going to stay in those defined roles
around gender.  Study circles on racism gave me
opportunities to meet people who are of Latino
background, who are African Americans, who are
Asians.  We all connect, and ultimately, even
though we have different experiences, the bottom
line is that we all have experienced some
oppression.  So you�re connected that way.  We
empathize with each other.  So really, I feel study
circles gives you an opportunity to get to know
people who are different from you, who are not
otherwise everyday a part of your life.  And then
instead of saying �they� or �those people,� they
become people you know; they become your
friends.  (East Indian facilitator in New Castle
County)

Nearly all participants said that they greatly valued the
diversity of perspectives, experiences, and opinions
represented in their study circle groups and praised study

We have this longing
to be together, but we
just don’t know how to
do it.

--Asian American
participant in Syracuse
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circles for bringing diverse people together in a way that
few other programs or experiences could.

For many people, study circles seemed to fill a void by
providing them with a forum to meet with and learn from
different people, particularly those from different racial or
ethnic backgrounds.  Through the formation of diverse
groups, participants not only had the chance to talk with
others about racism, but also had the opportunity to
develop relationships and improve their own
understanding of issues related to race.  Even those
people who doubted the overall effectiveness of study
circles as a tool for addressing racism agreed that such
diverse groups were enlightening and valuable.

When asked to compare study circles with mandatory
programs that address issues of race, such as diversity
training, one European American/white Syracuse
organizer said:

I think the difference there is certainly that it�s
about citizen participation in a conversation that
they don�t otherwise have.  And it�s citizen
participation in our our our our our community deliberately
among people of different ethnic backgrounds,
which people don�t often have.  (European
American/white organizer in Syracuse)

Several people commented that the interaction among
participants was significantly richer when the group was
diverse, especially since that allowed different issues and
perspectives to emerge.  Participants reported that when
diversity was lacking, groups tended to be rather dry or
boring.  In the words of one European American/white
participant in Hartford, �We needed somebody in our
group to get the fire going.�

A few participants and organizers also emphasized that
�ordinary people� took part in study circles alongside
traditional leaders.  They expressed a sense that this
enhanced the diversity of perspectives and experiences
that were represented within the groups.

But I think more than
anything else that I’ve
seen happen, I felt like
this had the potential
to genuinely do
something because it
was real people talking
about real issues and
giving feedback back.
--European American/white

participant in Syracuse
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ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Face-to-face interactionFace-to-face interactionFace-to-face interactionFace-to-face interactionFace-to-face interaction

In addition to the high value they placed on diverse
groups, both focus group participants and people in
other Best Practices learning sites agreed that meeting
and talking with people in small groups, face-to-face,
had a tremendous impact on their own awareness of
racial issues and their ability to develop relationships with
people from different racial or ethnic backgrounds.

I think before you resolve anything or make any
attempts to come to any kind of resolution, I think
you have to talk.  So I think that�s probably the
main purpose for any meeting or any discussion,
is . . . you have to come together and talk and try
to find out where people are first . . .  (African
American/black participant in Hartford)

Several people explained that face-to-face interaction
allowed participants to tackle their ignorance of each
other directly.  One African American/black organizer in
Syracuse said:

This activity, I think, goes to the heart of racial
and ethnic disparities, which ultimately are based
upon our ignorance of one another.  Study circles
provide a vehicle by which people can really in a
structured way probe and seek understanding of
one another, their various racial and ethnic
[backgrounds].  (African American/black
organizer in Syracuse)

Participants considered this face-to-face interaction to be
qualitatively different from lectures on affirmative action
or white privilege.  One Latina/Hispanic organizer in
Syracuse said:

I truly believe if they can hear and see what other
people have gone through and they can share,
for instance, the reason for their actions or
inactions, that will be so much more valuable
instead of asking or making somebody go
through diversity training.  (Latina/Hispanic
organizer in Syracuse)
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Several participants in the focus groups also commented
directly about the small size of study circle groups; they
felt that this greatly enhanced the effectiveness of study
circles in improving race relations.  In the words of one
European American/white participant in Syracuse:

I liked the idea that a few people were going to sit
around a table and talk about some things to
each other, not in a meeting, a large meeting, not
in some political arena, not over a hot issue that
involves either the corrections people or
something else, but just people sitting and getting
to know each other . . .  (European American/
white participant in Syracuse)

A European American/white participant in Hartford
commented that he found the intensity and energy in the
small groups to be far greater and far more effective for
working on race relations and racial awareness than that
generated by large public meetings.

A number of focus group participants also viewed the five
or six weeks� worth of small group sessions as a
significant part of study circles� effectiveness for
improving race relations, saying it often took at least
three sessions for their groups to establish a sense of trust
and begin to develop relationships.  Some people
indicated that even more time would benefit participants.
(Note: A number of participants across the 17 learning
sites reported that their individual study circle group had
continued to meet beyond the five or six weeks as a way
to continue the conversation and deepen their
relationships with each other.)

iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. VVVVVoluntary participationoluntary participationoluntary participationoluntary participationoluntary participation

Focus group participants in Syracuse, as well as people
who had taken part in community study circle groups
rather than workplace study circle groups in Hartford,
cited the voluntary nature of participation in study circles
as another distinguishing feature of the program and a
factor in its effectiveness as a tool for addressing racism.

In Syracuse, focus group participants noted that the
people who became involved in study circles truly wanted
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to be a part of the small group conversations and wanted
to find out how they could affect issues of race in their
community.  Participants and organizers viewed this
voluntary commitment as having a significant advantage
over programs that employees are required to attend,
which is often the case with diversity training.  People
also implied that those who came to study circles
voluntarily were more likely to be open to the experience
and derive more benefit from it, especially in terms of
increasing their racial awareness.  One European
American/white organizer in Syracuse said, �I think the
important thing around participation is that people see it
in their self-interest to be part of the group.�

In Hartford, some of the people who had been involved
in community-based study circle sessions seemed to have
had a different experience with study circles than
participants in some of the workplace-based groups.
Participants in community-based groups were more likely
to report on the strong commitment of group members
and talk about the opportunities they had to develop
relationships in their study circle sessions.  Some people
observed that those who participated on their own time
held a stronger commitment to study circles than those
who participated as part of their work day.

c.c.c.c.c. A number of people emphasized the value of dialogue asA number of people emphasized the value of dialogue asA number of people emphasized the value of dialogue asA number of people emphasized the value of dialogue asA number of people emphasized the value of dialogue as
part of study circles’ effectiveness in addressing racism onpart of study circles’ effectiveness in addressing racism onpart of study circles’ effectiveness in addressing racism onpart of study circles’ effectiveness in addressing racism onpart of study circles’ effectiveness in addressing racism on
a personal level.a personal level.a personal level.a personal level.a personal level.

A number of participants and organizers said they valued the
quality of the conversations that took place within the study circle
sessions and particularly appreciated how those conversations
addressed racism.  Several focus group participants emphasized
that study circles created a forum for both a different kind ofa different kind ofa different kind ofa different kind ofa different kind of
conversationconversationconversationconversationconversation around issues of race and new voicesnew voicesnew voicesnew voicesnew voices in that
conversation.

i.i.i.i.i. “A different kind of conversation”“A different kind of conversation”“A different kind of conversation”“A different kind of conversation”“A different kind of conversation”

Organizers in both Hartford and Syracuse particularly
stressed that people who said they were tired of �just
talk� needed to understand that study circles involved a
kind of conversation about race that was different from
other efforts.  Part of the distinction came from the

One of the best things
about the circle is that
the group has their own
motivation, their own
energy, and they’re here
because they want to
be.  I don’t call people
up and beg them to
come . . .
--European American/white

facilitator in Fayetteville

I don’t know if people
have had this
conversation before.
I’m still trying to
determine that in my
own mind.  I think
people have talked a lot
about racism, but I
don’t know if they’ve
had this conversation.
--European American/white

organizer in Syracuse
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diverse groups and the structural elements of the
conversations as described above.  Yet another part of
the distinction was a result of the dialogue itself, which
involved an open, honest, and frank discussion of real
experiences and opinions.  Several participants used the
words �refreshing� and �meaningful� to refer to this type
of dialogue and said they found it to be an effective tool
for increasing racial awareness, in particular.  For one
multiracial participant in Syracuse, study circles
represented one of the only times he had heard people
talk so directly with each other about race and racism.
This participant appreciated the experience and the
opportunity to deal with race head-on.  Participants and
organizers in a number of learning sites shared this view.

Several focus group participants indicated that one of the
primary ways study circles addressed racial awareness
was through the sharing of personal stories and personal
feelings and experiences associated with one�s racial or
ethnic identity.  Many people, especially European
American/white participants, reported that the level of
emotion and passion that came out as others told their
stories deeply moved them and often led them to
reexamine their own experiences and opinions.

People started crying at the meeting, people
started talking about their life experience and the
pain that was kind of hidden, it was inside, started
coming out and we started talking about it.
(African American/black participant in Hartford)

One European American/white participant in Syracuse
appreciated the level of intimacy that was achieved in her
study circle group, saying that it was �just extraordinary.�
This same participant later stated that taking part in study
circles was �a very behaviorally intimate experience� for
her.

Several participants and organizers commented on the
constructive quality of the conversations that took place
in study circles, not only in terms of creating awareness
instead of assigning blame, but also in terms of leading
to tangible actions and personal growth.  Here are some
representative statements:

One of the things I
have observed about it
is that it is intensely
personal without being
personally threatening.
. . . you know you’re not
there to grab a piece of
the pie or a bigger piece
of the pie than the
person sitting next to
you.
--European American/white

organizer in Maine
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I think what it�s provided for us is a way for people
to have a conversation that actually moves toward
action rather than an angry confrontation that just
makes you feel good that you got to say what you
wanted to say.  (European American/white
organizer in Syracuse)

[Study circles�] whole focus is to be constructive,
and I think that�s why it was so rewarding for all of
us here. . . . You grow because of being able to
share the experience of another person,
sometimes a very deeply personal and troubling
experience.  That�s powerful stuff.  (European
American/white participant in Hartford)

In New Castle County, an East Indian facilitator said of
study circle participants:

They know that we are here to grow in some
ways.  We are not only here to express our views
and not grow.  So there is some give-and-take
that happens.  Somehow I do encourage that.
Some growth needs to happen.  It isn�t just to
come and vent.  (East Indian facilitator in New
Castle County)

In Syracuse, where a set of readings accompanied their
unique discussion guide, a couple of participants
emphasized that an informed informed informed informed informed conversation took place in
study circles.  They said that through the readings, study
circle participants gained a better understanding of racial
issues, which they could then discuss with the rest of their
group.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. An “opportunity of empowerment”An “opportunity of empowerment”An “opportunity of empowerment”An “opportunity of empowerment”An “opportunity of empowerment”

Participants in nearly every focus group described how
study circles served as a new forum for expression,
especially for people who had not traditionally felt
comfortable sharing their personal stories or experiences.
Here are some representative comments:

I think this was an opportunity of empowerment
because it broadened the circle of that
empowerment, it didn�t stand alone, or you didn�t

I thought that was very
enlightening, that
people would get
together like that, from
total strangers, and able
to let their emotions
just go freely without
any reservations at all.
The negative side . . . I
don’t think our group
was diversified enough
to get a true meaning of
it all.
--European American/white

participant in Woodridge
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stand as that group.  You had diversity.
(European American/white participant in Syracuse)

I think the biggest value is that people who want
to talk about . . . who want to encourage others
to talk about it are freeing themselves to talk
about it.  (African American/black organizer in
Syracuse)

People see me as the person who�s always
bringing up the issue or something, but those
persons have those same issues, but they won�t
express them.  This dialogue gives them a way of
expressing that.  (African American/black
organizer in Syracuse)

Several people indicated that the structure of the study
circles created a space in which people felt safe for the
first time expressing their true thoughts on race in front of
people different from themselves.

It was nice that people were willing to really
discuss what bothered them and what their
concerns were.  And I don�t think they would have
had an opportunity if that forum wasn�t provided
for them to do that.  (European American/white
organizer in Hartford)

I felt it was the first time some people got to
express what was going on . . .  (Asian American
participant in Syracuse)

I think, for me and [other] people of color, [it] is a
good forum for getting stuff off your chest . . .
(African American/black participant in Hartford)

One European American/white participant in Hartford
offered a slightly different perspective on the idea that
study circles provided a new forum for conversations
about racism.

I think the other thing Community Conversations
does is . . . a lot of the efforts to bridge [racial]
gaps that I�m aware of are usually faith-based,
and if you don�t go to church, which a lot of

One of the things that
happens in study circles
is people get to be
heard.  They get to
have their say and
sometimes within an
organization or within
even your family or
community . . . people
don’t listen to you . . .
That’s one of the most
important things you
get at the personal level
of the dialogue in study
circles . . .
--European American/white

facilitator in New Castle
County
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people don�t do, you�re never going to have a
shot at it.  That�s one thing that Community
Conversations has done: it�s opened up the
workplaces, which I agree with you is a great way
to try to reach regular people, and it�s opened it
up to people who aren�t necessarily churchgoers
and that�s a good thing.  (European American/
white participant in Hartford)

d.d.d.d.d. Several people described the effectiveness of promotingSeveral people described the effectiveness of promotingSeveral people described the effectiveness of promotingSeveral people described the effectiveness of promotingSeveral people described the effectiveness of promoting
study circles as a community process.study circles as a community process.study circles as a community process.study circles as a community process.study circles as a community process.

In addition to focusing on specific elements of the small group
conversations, participants in several of the focus groups and a
few people in other Best Practices communities offered a
broader view of why study circles are an effective tool for
addressing racism.  This view focused on study circles as a
community process, one that was often endorsed by people
and/or organizations with high standing, power, or credibility in
the community and one that symbolized the commitment of the
community to improving race relations and working toward
ending racism.

i.i.i.i.i. A “safety zone” for public conversations aboutA “safety zone” for public conversations aboutA “safety zone” for public conversations aboutA “safety zone” for public conversations aboutA “safety zone” for public conversations about
raceraceraceracerace

In both Syracuse and Hartford, several focus group
participants spoke of their study circle programs as
creating a zone in which it was safe for people to talk
directly about race.  The fact that �higher-ups� in the
community often endorsed study circles seems to have
suggested to people that it was safe for their community
group or workplace to take on study circles as a project
or to address racism in particular.

} One Latina/Hispanic organizer in Hartford offered
this example of how the community-wide focus of
the study circle program and the support of a
high-level government agency made her feel
comfortable bringing study circles to her
workplace:

I think that just by this organization
existing, or the group that entitled this
program as �Conversations on Race,� it
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sort of made it okay for me to go to my
commissioner and say, �Commissioner,
can we have a study circle in our agency?�
It�s like, everybody else is doing this, it�s
okay, it�s safe.  Because you had a number
of other people who had participated,
[such as] the Secretary of State�s Office . . .
and the Secretary of State�s Office is
sending out a letter to another
commissioner saying, �Look, we did this
here.  Why don�t you consider . . . ?�  It
gave us a safety zone.  Otherwise I could
not approach my commissioner and
propose that we bring in a discussion or
we even discuss this issue of race.  (Latina/
Hispanic organizer in Hartford)

} An African American/black participant in Hartford
described how the study circle process made it
safe for people on her college campus to talk
about issues of race:

As soon as you bring up the race word,
people would just get totally paralyzed;
they couldn�t even talk. . . . as a result of
the race study circles, people are now
trying to talk about a very painful,
complicated subject on campus.  (African
American/black participant in Hartford)

Participants and organizers in other Best Practices
learning sites agreed that study circles had enabled them
to hold conversations about race in other settings.

} In Colorado Springs, participants reported that the
Community Conversations on Race seemed to
make it legitimate for them to conduct
conversations about race in the workplace.

} In Fayetteville, a number of organizers
commented that employees in city government
became more open to dialogue and programs
regarding race and human relations as a result of
study circles.  City employees reported that study

They [study circles]
provide a unique space
for people to engage
with each other.  I feel
that we need to really
provide people
opportunities to speak
up and express their
views, their
experiences, sharing of
life, and this gives them
that opportunity
around racism.  So, I
think that that is
another very powerful
benefit, one is that it
opens up the topic for
discussion.  Second, it
provides people an
opportunity to be heard
in a safe way.

--East Indian facilitator in
New Castle County
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circles led to more open dialogue in other settings
and made it �okay� for people to talk about race.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. A community commitmentA community commitmentA community commitmentA community commitmentA community commitment

Participants in both focus group sites also talked about
the significance of study circles as a community
commitment to addressing racism.  According to these
participants, community-wide study circle programs on
race brought the issues out into the open instead of
allowing them to remain hidden.

I was at the kick-off breakfast and I thought this
was just tremendous . . . it said that Syracuse was
going to take this seriously . . .  (European
American/white participant in Syracuse)

At least one European American/white participant in
Syracuse also suggested that the commitment from the
community increased the responsibility of individuals to
get involved with study circles:

I think you need to acknowledge right from the
get-go that individually you have responsibility for
this issue and that if you want to be part of a
competent community that addresses problems on
a one-to-one basis, you�ve got to get involved in
something like this.  This community has
enlightened leadership that recognizes an issue,
found in this vehicle, the InterReligious Council,
and got a lot of good people involved in this, and
I think it was important work that was well-done, is
well-done, and a lot of good things have come
out of it.  (European American/white participant in
Syracuse)

In Hartford, one European American/white organizer
commented on the fact that people could see the impact
of study circles and could imagine a role for themselves
in the process.

And because it�s gotten, I think, the visibility within
the greater Hartford area and, I gather, in greater
New Haven as well, it�s something tangible that
communities and organizations can do, as

Study circles are an
environment that is
safe.  That’s the beauty
of having a model like
this out there, that is
taken on by all walks of
the community and just
doesn’t come from on
high.
--European American/white

facilitator in New Castle
County
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opposed to just talking about it, come to a
meeting and talking about it.  (European
American/white organizer in Hartford)

2.2.2.2.2. Participants and organizers cited several aspectsParticipants and organizers cited several aspectsParticipants and organizers cited several aspectsParticipants and organizers cited several aspectsParticipants and organizers cited several aspects
of the small group conversations that diminishedof the small group conversations that diminishedof the small group conversations that diminishedof the small group conversations that diminishedof the small group conversations that diminished
study circles’ capacity to address racism,study circles’ capacity to address racism,study circles’ capacity to address racism,study circles’ capacity to address racism,study circles’ capacity to address racism,
particularly on an institutional level.particularly on an institutional level.particularly on an institutional level.particularly on an institutional level.particularly on an institutional level.

Most focus group participants and people in other communities
said they valued what had happened within their small group
sessions and identified many positive ways that the dialogue
contributed to study circles� effectiveness as a tool for addressing
racism, particularly on a personal level.  Yet many people also
reported experiencing limitations within the small group
conversations and conveyed a sense that because of these
shortcomings, they considered study circles to be less effective
for addressing racism on an institutional level.

Focus group participants, and people in other Best Practices
communities, cited several things that did not happen in the
small group conversations and offered some explanations for
why the small group conversations were often less effective than
they wished for addressing racism on an institutional or societal
level.  These limitations generally fell into two categories:

a. Shortcomings of the dialogue, which meant that �real�
issues were not discussed in a satisfying way

b. Shortcomings of participation, or a sense that those who
most needed to engage in dialogue around race did not
become involved

a.a.a.a.a. People suggested that shortcomings of the dialogue thatPeople suggested that shortcomings of the dialogue thatPeople suggested that shortcomings of the dialogue thatPeople suggested that shortcomings of the dialogue thatPeople suggested that shortcomings of the dialogue that
took place in study circle sessions reduced study circles’took place in study circle sessions reduced study circles’took place in study circle sessions reduced study circles’took place in study circle sessions reduced study circles’took place in study circle sessions reduced study circles’
effectiveness as a tool for addressing racism.effectiveness as a tool for addressing racism.effectiveness as a tool for addressing racism.effectiveness as a tool for addressing racism.effectiveness as a tool for addressing racism.

i.i.i.i.i. Not enough time to make the transition from theNot enough time to make the transition from theNot enough time to make the transition from theNot enough time to make the transition from theNot enough time to make the transition from the
personal to the institutionalpersonal to the institutionalpersonal to the institutionalpersonal to the institutionalpersonal to the institutional

Some participants and organizers considered study circles
to be less effective as a tool for addressing racism on an
institutional or societal level because so much of the time
spent in small group conversations focused on building
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relationships and understanding others.  This left very
little time for people to discuss issues related to
institutional racism.  Participants in nearly all the focus
groups, as well as organizers in many other Best Practices
learning sites, commented that five or six small group
sessions did not give people enough time to build
personal relationships, develop trust, address broader
societal issues, and and and and and create a plan of action aimed at
ending institutional racism.

I almost feel like it needs more time, because I
think the first part of it is so much about building
trust within the group, and everyone shares a lot
of personal stories.  And I think that that�s
significant; I think that�s important to do, to sort of
see where, especially with a diverse group of
people sitting around a table as ours was, it was
important for everyone to share their own
experiences, and that took a long time.  And we
were already in, like, our third session and it was
still . . . coming up and it was still important for
people to talk about.  And so by the time we
actually got to coming up with this, an action
agenda, I sort of felt like there was not enough
time and there wasn�t enough time to see it
through or to really effectively plan, and we�ve
tried to cram all the stuff in our last session . . .
(Latina/Hispanic participant in Hartford)

I think this is really a difficulty in this kind of
work . . . I think the personal stuff is really
important, that emotion, that passion, but it takes
some real skill to be able to move that from the
personal to institutions and to a broader societal
situation, and I think that often didn�t happen.
(Multiracial participant in Syracuse)

Other focus group participants explained that by the end
of the five or six weeks, people in their groups realized
that they still had a lot to talk about and that many other
issues needed to be raised and addressed.  These
participants said they needed another five weeks to make
the transition from personal stories and experiences to

I’ve become much more
aware that we need to
take action and to
encourage others to
participate in the
dialogue.  It seemed as
if we still had
unfinished business at
the end of the sessions.
It wasn’t enough.  We
still wanted to dialogue.
--European American/white

participant in Ft. Myers
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larger issues of institutional racism.  In Syracuse, a
multiracial participant said:

The structure sometimes gets in the way because,
only because, it�s a very short time to do so much.
And I felt that a lot of the stuff really needed more
time.  (Multiracial participant in Syracuse)

An African American/black participant in Hartford said:

If we�re going to have a true dialogue on race
and we�re going to really address the issue of
race, then we need to create an atmosphere that�s
conducive to being able to openly share, and it
takes longer than the two hours one day a week
for five weeks to be able to do that . . .  (African
American/black participant in Hartford)

Even programs that intended to focus on specific
institutional issues from the outset had to confront
participants� own needs to begin with building
relationships and developing their own understanding.
As a result, study circle groups often ran out of time
before they had the chance to talk about more specific
issues of racism.  In Twin Cities, where the study circle
program focused on race, housing, and education,
several organizers agreed that it was a real challenge to
work simultaneously on relationship building and
concrete issues of institutional racism.  One European
American/white organizer said that �bigger� issues of
racism often seemed overwhelming to participants, and
that it was easier for them to address more personal
issues in the short amount of time that was available to
them.

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Not enough deep examination of complex issuesNot enough deep examination of complex issuesNot enough deep examination of complex issuesNot enough deep examination of complex issuesNot enough deep examination of complex issues
related to racismrelated to racismrelated to racismrelated to racismrelated to racism

Several participants of color in the focus groups indicated
that in general, the small group conversations did not
lead to a deep examination of complex issues related to
institutional racism.  Participants of color in both Hartford
and Syracuse described their sense that study circles only
scratched the surface of issues.  As a result, some of the
conversations in the study circle sessions felt superficial

I think probably the
most disappointing
thing to me is that it’s
tough because of time.
We haven’t really had
time to settle issues that
we started.

--African American/black
participant in Woodridge
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and too simplistic.  Some participants of color also
expressed a sense of frustration that the small group
conversations did not reveal anything new to them and
did not lead to a more fully developed understanding of
the issues on the part of European American/white
participants.  One African American/black participant in
Hartford said:

I think that when I joined . . . that in fact we�re
talking about that it was going to be an open
dialogue and that we were really, finally going to
lay the issue of race to rest.  And I didn�t find that;
I didn�t get that.  We just merely scratched the
surface of the issue . . .  (African American/black
participant in Hartford)

A multiracial participant in Syracuse commented that he
observed a lot of complacency in the small group
conversations, in which other group members did not
take the time to examine their own opinions and
perceptions in depth, and instead seemed content to
maintain a simplistic posture toward racism.

What I think I saw some of the time was a lot of
complacency.  Not everybody, but those are the
people who stand out in my head, people who
came in with ideas and didn�t seem to
change . . . and they just, they would always
personalize everything and they would always say,
�Well, I like black people,� or, �I like all colors of
people,� and it would be way too simple, and
they didn�t move from that point.  Because it�s
much more difficult and complicated than
that . . .  (Multiracial participant in Syracuse)

A Latina/Hispanic participant in Hartford offered another
view of the superficiality of some of the small group
conversations, expressing her fear that some group
members may have learned a politically correct way of
talking about race without actually examining their
underlying attitudes or behaviors toward people of
different racial or ethnic backgrounds.

I think people can fool themselves that way,
because if you start talking that way long enough,

We talked about some
good stuff, but we never
really got into the deep
stuff that you needed to
get into, that really
makes what change is
all about.
--European American/white

participant in Woodridge
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then you think, �Well, I don�t have any biases.  I
talk a certain way and I say the right thing.�  But
that really doesn�t mean a lot if you�re just talking
the talk.  (Latina/Hispanic participant in Hartford)

Several focus group participants in both Hartford and
Syracuse said the discussion guides used in their sessions
sometimes placed constraints on their group�s ability to
deeply examine complex issues.  They resented it when
the guide dominated the content of the session instead of
allowing the conversation to flow naturally.

It was sometimes we would want to be into
whatever area it was we were talking about, but
we had to move on because it was just . . . we
were trying to get things done.  Sometimes it
seems like we would lose the purpose of why we
were really here when that happened.  (African
American/black participant in Syracuse)

A few participants of color in Hartford expressed the
sense that they have talked about racism with each other
for years and did not need to participate in study circle
sessions just to talk about race again with other members
of the community.  They implied that because the small
group conversations generally did not involve an in-depth
examination of institutional racism, study circles were not
worth their time.

iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. Not enough candorNot enough candorNot enough candorNot enough candorNot enough candor

Some participants of color in the focus groups,
predominantly those in Hartford, did not consider the
level of candor in the small group conversations to be
sufficient to address racism effectively on an institutional
level.  While a few participants in Hartford spoke about a
lack of candor on the part of European Americans/
whites, most of the people who held this view expressed a
sense that more people of color held back their true
thoughts and feelings about issues related to racism.
Some attributed this lack of candor to both time
constraints on the study circle sessions and the low level
of comfort in the group.

I think the wonderful
thing about study
groups, especially when
people like me aren’t
present, is that
everyone just kind of
talks their opinion and
then they go on home
and watch TV and do
whatever they’re doing.

--African American/black
participant in Hartford
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Several participants of color in Hartford commented that
the environment in which their study circles occurred,
notably the workplace, was not a place where people felt
they could be candid about their experiences with racism.
A number of those who participated in workplace study
circles indicated that they themselves often held back in
their sessions for fear of making someone else
uncomfortable or being scrutinized by their colleagues.
Many attributed this discomfort and sense of caution to a
lack of trust and felt it greatly inhibited the ability of the
group to discuss larger issues of institutional racism.
Here are some typical comments:

I was hoping that more of the relevant issues of
today would be discussed in detail and that
people would be more candid about their
feelings, about how they�re feeling about all the
issues.  And then after having that type of
discussion, then talking about some form of
implementation, how you could implement some
of the ideas that have come from that discussion.
I didn�t see a lot of it, I think because I was only in
one discussion.  I think when . . . you have ten or
eleven people who are new, and it�s almost like a
feel-out process, so you don�t accomplish a whole
lot.  (African American/black participant in
Hartford)

You didn�t want to make somebody else feel
uncomfortable, you didn�t want to make someone
else feel like they were responsible for your
discomfort. . . . You�re so cautious, you don�t
want to make it sound like you�re accusing a
whole other group of people, or you don�t want to
have someone go back and sit there and think,
�Oh, God!  Did I ever say something to offend
her?�  (Latina/Hispanic participant in Hartford)

At least three focus group participants of color in
Hartford described this inhibition about �speaking the
truth� as a form of institutional racism itself, in which
people of color did not participate at the same level as
European Americans/whites for fear of something being
taken away from them, such as their job or economic
status.

I think one of the ways
that I can see . . . that
people are being honest
is that you’ll have a lot
of differences. . . .
When people start to
agree too often and
you’ve just met
someone, I’m a little
suspect.  So I’d like to
see us just spend more
time on some real
issues, because now we
have a lot of them.

--African American/black
participant in Hartford
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My purpose is to just come with it the way it is,
because I�ve been, every one I�ve been to before
today, when I express my opinion, scared Africans
come up to me afterwards and say, �I�m glad you
said that.�  Now when they say, �I�m glad you
said that,� that�s a clear indication to me that this
whole thing is a joke, because we�ve got Africans
here who feel a certain way who won�t express
theirselves because of their fear of what white
folks going to take from them.  (African American/
black participant in Hartford)

After you�re unemployed for a period of time and
you almost lost everything that you�ve ever
acquired in life, you�re, you tread lightly.  So I
didn�t feel comfortable to really say the things that
I really was feeling deep in my heart.  (African
American/black participant in Hartford)

Several organizers in Hartford shared the view that
people who participated in the small group conversations
often held back their true feelings.  One European
American/white organizer said, �I think that the groups
sometimes stay a little too polite and a little too politically
correct, and I�d like to see something in the material that
kind of pushes people a little bit more.�

As an interesting contrast, a number of European
American/white participants in Hartford stated specifically
that they had been struck by the candor of the people of
color in their groups.  They reported, however, that
exceptions to this candor occurred when the study circle
groups lacked significant diversity.  One participant
suggested that a lack of diversity seemed to affect the
level of participation by people of color:

I found that when there�s a predominance of
whites in the group, that others tend to step back
and wait before they will participate actively or
before they�ll take a risk to really reflect some of
the strong feelings that they may have.  (European
American/white participant in Hartford)

I don’t feel that some of
the people really
expressed themselves
truthfully, or openly.
And I don’t know
necessarily that it was
even encouraged.

--African American/black
participant in Woodridge

I think there was that
overwhelming [sense] of
political correctness, so
that I don’t think most
of the Caucasians, if
they were harboring
any, “That doesn’t feel
right to me,” were really
not willing to say that
very much.  And so a
lot of listening got
done, but I don’t know
about . . . breaking a
particular threshold . . .
--European American/white

participant in Syracuse
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Some people proposed racially homogeneous study
circle groups as one way to deal with this lack of candor
when it comes to conversations about institutional racism.

I think I would have felt better having had the
discussion among my people at the job before we
went into the wider group, to have a discussion
among some . . . amongst us, and then
participated in the wider group.  (African
American/black participant in Hartford)

I thought maybe it�d be something to start with,
not have it mixed.  Have a group like this [focus
group] � all white.  And, therefore, the topic
would be express your . . . your racist feelings,
what�s in your head, not what you�d do.
(European American/white participant in Hartford)

b.b.b.b.b. A number of people considered the small groupA number of people considered the small groupA number of people considered the small groupA number of people considered the small groupA number of people considered the small group
conversations to be limited in terms of who participatedconversations to be limited in terms of who participatedconversations to be limited in terms of who participatedconversations to be limited in terms of who participatedconversations to be limited in terms of who participated
and who did not.and who did not.and who did not.and who did not.and who did not.

A number of organizers and participants expressed a sense that
study circle sessions often involved �preaching to the choir� �
citizens who were already interested in issues of race and willing
to work on them for the long haul.  While some participants
observed that the choir, too, often needed improvement and
benefitted from study circles, most of those who took part in the
focus groups or individual interviews expressed discouragement
about the lack of participation by people who fell into one of
two categories:

} Those who were typically not active citizens (the
economically or politically disenfranchised) but whose
views on racism needed to be heard

} Those who were in positions of power and privilege who
needed to listen to and understand these views

Several participants and organizers indicated that study circles
were limited in their effectiveness as a tool for addressing racism
because of this seeming inability to attract new people to the
conversation, particularly those who were disenfranchised in
some way.  According to an Asian American participant in
Syracuse:

I think we have talked
in study circles about
institutional racism and
how you get things
done and how you
make it work and
whatnot.  It needs to
come from both ends,
both from the bottom
and the top, but if you
have the top totally
against it you’re going
to hit a brick wall at a
certain point.
--European American/white

facilitator in New Castle
County
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This is very nice for educated people, but what about the
different races that are seeking the same job and
everything?  What are you going to do, have a study
circle?  I don�t think that�s going to work either.  (Asian
American participant in Syracuse)

A European American/white participant in Syracuse said:

I wonder, in this experience, have you really gotten to
those just salt-of-the-earth people who are just trying to
do right by their kids and their families but have all these
other pieces working against them, like maybe never
graduating high school . . .  (European American/white
participant in Syracuse)

A study circle organizer in Fayetteville expressed a similar
frustration that members of the working class had an important
perspective on racism that needed to be heard, but were usually
not represented in study circles.  In Woodridge, one participant
shared this view, saying:

I�m still wondering if it�s going to make a difference
because, what tends to happen when you do this . . . the
people that�s really going to make a difference . . . they
seem to be missing. . . . I think that the real question is,
how do we get the people that we really need to
participate, that we really need to hear from?  And it�s
not that we don�t need to hear from us, but I think we are
the people that make up the body of what normally goes
on in the school system, in the Village.  (African
American/black participant in Woodridge)

Many participants expressed frustration that the people who
most needed to improve their understanding and awareness of
racism, especially issues of institutional racism, were the least
likely to participate in study circles.  They observed that the
people in traditional positions of power and privilege who did
participate in study circles often did not seem to be actively
involved in the dialogue and tended to stop coming to the
sessions before the round was finished.

Several participants and organizers stressed that it was difficult to
have a legitimate conversation about issues of institutional
racism that could lead to actual changes when people in
positions to bring about those changes were not at the table.

If you don’t own
anything, how do you
come to the table and
talk about equality?

--African American/black
participant in Hartford
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One African American/black participant in Hartford said:

My whole thing is we, as people of color, don�t have this
issue.  The main person who should be addressing this
issue is the white person, and they�re not here.  So our
time is tied up while we discuss things that we already
know.  (African American/black participant in Hartford)

In Fayetteville, one African American/black organizer also
commented that the absence of the elite, old-money, upper-
class European American/white members of the community
limited the effectiveness of study circles as a tool for addressing
racism in Fayetteville.  She said:

The reality is that we don�t think it�s going to have a
whole lot of effect.  It�s our hope that it would, and we�re
going to do what we can to make it so, but the people
who need to be sitting and talking about this are not
coming to the study circles . . . you don�t have
participation from that old Fayetteville guard.  That�s who
you don�t have.  (African American/black organizer in
Fayetteville)

Another African American/black Fayetteville organizer said:

I think in terms of changing this community, I think we�re
going to have to get more local government officials
involved in the process as participants. . . . And the
reason I think it would have been a great benefit is
because individuals know that those are the individuals
setting up, making decisions for the city, economical and
otherwise.  (African American/black organizer in
Fayetteville)

In general, people spoke positively about elements of the small
group conversations that contributed to addressing racism on a
personal level.  People expressed more frustration and
discouragement about how certain aspects of the small group
conversations diminished study circles� effectiveness as a tool for
addressing racism on an institutional or societal level.  In the
next section, which focuses on the action component of the
study circle model, the views of participants and organizers often
differed regarding study circles� effectiveness as a tool for
addressing racism in the institutional realm.

When we got to the
real issues, the people
that are going to be
affected . . . leave the
table real fast . . . So,
that the people with
the power and the
money, they kind of
disappear.  And the
people that don’t have
it aren’t even invited.

--African American/black
participant in Woodridge

q
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C.C.C.C.C. Assessing the effectiveness of actionsAssessing the effectiveness of actionsAssessing the effectiveness of actionsAssessing the effectiveness of actionsAssessing the effectiveness of actions
linked with study circleslinked with study circleslinked with study circleslinked with study circleslinked with study circles

Participants in most of the focus groups not only spoke about
what happened during the small group conversations, but also
focused some of their attention on the action component of their
community�s study circle program.  People�s perceptions of what
occurred (or did not occur) as a result of the small group
conversations then influenced their assessment of study circles�
effectiveness as a tool for addressing racism.  In their
conversations about the actions that came after the small group
conversations, people primarily focused on actions aimed
toward addressing institutional racism.

In making the distinction between what happened in the small
group conversations and what came later, some people
suggested that study circles could effectively address institutional
racism through the actions or outcomes that occurred after the
sessions.  Participants and organizers who shared this view
indicated that study circles could be effective for addressing
racism on this level if if if if if groups or individuals followed through on
the recommendations from participants, and if if if if if they aimed these
actions at organizations and institutions.  The participants and
organizers who had not seen sufficient evidence of follow-
through efforts or actions were much less likely to agree that
study circles could be an effective tool for addressing racism on
an institutional level if they functioned in these specific ways.

Views about study circles� effectiveness in the post-dialogue
phase were typically split, with organizers more likely than
participants to hold the view that what happened after the small
group conversations could contribute to the model�s overall
effectiveness as a tool for addressing racism.  Participants,
particularly people of color, were more likely to cite reasons why
post-circle activities still failed to address institutional racism in a
meaningful way.

The discrepancy in responses to this issue suggested that people
had many different notions about what constituted a successful
action aimed at ending institutional racism, and that people�s
assessment of success in this area often depended on their
understanding of the original goals or intentions of their
community�s study circle program.  The discrepancy between
participants� views and organizers� views also suggested that

I think the study circle’s
going to have to
continue on past the
next topic.  I think it’s
going to have to be a
continuous thing.
You’re going to have to
continue pushing it to
see that type of change.

--African American/black
organizer in Fayetteville
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participants were often much less aware of or connected to
outcomes or actions that study circle programs were taking to
address institutional racism.

The first part of this section presents organizers� and participants�
views on what happened after the small group conversations
that enhanced study circles� effectiveness as a tool for
addressing institutional racism.  The second part offers ideas
about why some participants still considered study circles to be
an ineffective tool for addressing racism in this follow-up stage
of work.

1.1.1.1.1. Some people — typically organizers — suggestedSome people — typically organizers — suggestedSome people — typically organizers — suggestedSome people — typically organizers — suggestedSome people — typically organizers — suggested
that study circles could address racism effectivelythat study circles could address racism effectivelythat study circles could address racism effectivelythat study circles could address racism effectivelythat study circles could address racism effectively
through the actions and changes that occurredthrough the actions and changes that occurredthrough the actions and changes that occurredthrough the actions and changes that occurredthrough the actions and changes that occurred
after the small group conversations.after the small group conversations.after the small group conversations.after the small group conversations.after the small group conversations.

Organizers � and, on a few occasions, participants � in a
small number of Best Practices communities asserted that study
circles could be an effective tool for work on ending institutional
racism, but only if certain conditions existed:

} If study circles had a strong participant input/
recommendations component

} If organizers or others committed to this work followed
through on the recommendations by taking actions
aimed explicitly at organizations and institutions

In addition to analyzing the several unique sources for findings
in Chapters X and XI, this section draws on actions or outcomes
reported in some additional Best Practices learning sites.  [Note:
Chapters VIII and IX fully describe outcomes that have occurred
on an institutional level and programs� mechanisms for
achieving those outcomes.  This section does not intend to
repeat what people did and how they did it but rather to
emphasize that some programs took concrete steps towards
ending institutional racism, and that study circles could be
effective in this arena.]
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a.a.a.a.a. Study circle programs must include a strong participantStudy circle programs must include a strong participantStudy circle programs must include a strong participantStudy circle programs must include a strong participantStudy circle programs must include a strong participant
input/recommendations component.input/recommendations component.input/recommendations component.input/recommendations component.input/recommendations component.

Organizers in a small number of Best Practices communities
emphasized the participant input/recommendations component
of their programs as the key to study circles� effectiveness in
addressing institutional racism.  In communities such as
Springfield, Fayetteville, Decatur, Hartford, and Syracuse,
organizers explicitly established study circles as a program that
moves �from deliberation to action,� promising participants the
opportunity to contribute both their own personal experiences
and their ideas for community change.

Organizers in these and other communities referred to time in
the final study circle sessions, or the action forums at the
conclusion of a study circle round, as opportunities for people to
make recommendations aimed at ending institutional racism.

} In Syracuse, one European American/white organizer
described the design team�s decision to embed a strong
participant recommendation component in the final study
circle sessions this way:

And many of us on the design team felt that talk is
a part of action, having people sit together,
having the dialogue is action.  But it is not action
that impacts on the institutional racism and our
design team was very clear on the difference
between personal bigotry and institutional racism.
And we felt that the last three sessions, as you can
see, really start to move people . . . Session 4,
where we talk about allies, and then Sessions 5
and 6, where we come up with recommendations
to the community for change, is the place where
we begin to move things towards action.
(European American/white organizer in Syracuse)

} In Fayetteville, a European American/white organizer
explained why it was crucial that the model lead
participants to make recommendations to government
bodies:

I know that getting people together to just talk
and vent about it doesn�t do a darn thing unless
you have some kind of constructive follow-up . . .

The bottom line was we
wanted to hold the city
accountable for this
stuff that they were
initiating, the study
circles, hold them
accountable, bring out
information, and we
spent time thinking
about what we were
going to present to
them so that they could
give us some feedback
on it.  And we expected
feedback.
--European American/white

participant in Fayetteville
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I think study circles is a really wonderful model for
citizens to step forward and work together to
develop some constructive solutions and it�s
probably the best way to develop and then
present those suggestions to government officials,
in such a way that they�re going to be open and
willing to implement them.  (European American/
white organizer in Fayetteville)

} A Latina/Hispanic organizer in Fayetteville shared this
sentiment, saying that study circles are a vehicle for
change:

To begin with your own experiences, it does
create a sense that you�re talking about your own
experiences, and then you can give
recommendations to change what happened.
You can talk about what happened, and talk
about what happened, and talk about what
happened, but if you never give any
recommendation about what can change, or what
you can do in order for next year this not to
happen again, you don�t have any changes.  But
it�s the type of recommendations that they ask to
be made, and the process of presenting this into a
community � that�s what made a change.  This is
a group of 300 people that went through this
process for six weeks, discussed the problems,
discussed the issue, and then at the end they gave
recommendations to the institutions, to the
individuals, and to the business community.
(Latina/Hispanic organizer in Fayetteville)

b.b.b.b.b. Organizers and/or other committed citizens must followOrganizers and/or other committed citizens must followOrganizers and/or other committed citizens must followOrganizers and/or other committed citizens must followOrganizers and/or other committed citizens must follow
through on recommendations aimed at institutions.through on recommendations aimed at institutions.through on recommendations aimed at institutions.through on recommendations aimed at institutions.through on recommendations aimed at institutions.

People stressed that study circle participants� recommendations
must be tied to follow-through efforts on the part of organizers
or others committed to action.  They stated that if these actions
were aimed explicitly at institutions and organizations � and
were received positively � then study circles had the potential to
be an effective tool for addressing institutional racism.  Again,
this was more likely to happen if organizers stated their
commitment to follow through in their study circle program�s
goals and intentions.  As one African American/black organizer

We don’t want just a
statue, we want
somebody to be
involved.  We want
them to respond to
what we’re saying.
--European American/white

participant in Fayetteville
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in Fayetteville said, �We have to stick to our game plan . . .
we�ve got to do that.  If not, then we will be just some more hot
air.�

In some communities, the study circle programs themselves
followed through on participants� recommendations aimed at
ending institutional racism.  In other communities, participants
took it upon themselves to connect with action on this level.
Here are some examples of each.

i.i.i.i.i. Actions taken by study circle programsActions taken by study circle programsActions taken by study circle programsActions taken by study circle programsActions taken by study circle programs

} In Springfield, study circle organizers made a
commitment to address key recommendations
from study circle participants.  As an example of
one of the main institutional changes that resulted
from those recommendations, city government
made hiring policies and practices more equitable
in the police and fire departments.  An African
American/black organizer in Springfield explained
the way changes such as this could potentially
impact on other institutions:

I think that what we do is we begin to bide
our time, too, and we begin to find that
the institutions that have changed will be
able to turn around and show the benefit
that has been associated with those
changes, and other organizations will only
have to change in order to . . . keep up or
compete.  (African American/black
organizer in Springfield)

} In Decatur, study circle organizers and volunteers
created a strategic planning committee to make
sure all people knew about the city�s planning
process and had opportunities to become
involved.

} In Hartford, the study circle program hired a
full-time action coordinator to link participants�
recommendations with community change efforts.

} In Fayetteville, the Human Relations Commission
in particular was committed to following through

We have a long, long
way [to go], but I truly
believe that we have to
recognize even if they
are baby steps, because
otherwise we don’t
finish the journey when
we don’t start dealing
with baby steps.

--African American/black
organizer in Syracuse
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on participants� recommendations to create a
joint city-county Commission.  Organizers
believed that the successful creation of such a
Commission would demonstrate to participants
that something tangible � and something that
had a community-wide impact � came out of the
study circles.

} In Syracuse, one European American/white
organizer spoke specifically about how the
Advisory Committee took on the role of following
through on recommendations concerning
institutions such as banks, trade unions, and retail
shopping centers.  She said:

There�s action that has to be taken by the
community at large and on the institutions.
And we feel that the Advisory Committee
has the responsibility for tapping into those
institutional settings, and, you know,
pushing something there.  We call it,
�Shining the Spotlight on . . . � the mall,
for example � which we�ve done for a
couple of years.  In fact, we�re going to
have the heads of both of the major malls
here to talk about how people of color are
disproportionally followed,
disproportionally treated as suspect, etc.,
and disproportionally not hired for
positions in the mall, and so forth.  So,
we�re going to continue to have that
conversation.  We feel our role is to shine
the spotlight on these kinds of situations.
(European American/white organizer in
Syracuse)

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Actions taken by participants and/or other groupsActions taken by participants and/or other groupsActions taken by participants and/or other groupsActions taken by participants and/or other groupsActions taken by participants and/or other groups

Some people suggested that study circles could also
address institutional racism effectively through the follow-
up actions of individuals and other community groups
working together.  In some cases, participants followed
up on recommendations from their own study circle
groups.  In other cases, people got together at action
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forums and formed committees to take action on specific
issues.

} In Fayetteville, one organizer said he believed
study circles served as a platform to move other
efforts in the community forward.  Other
Fayetteville organizers described many such efforts
that supported this claim, including an increase in
corporate support for the Human Relations
Commission Banquet, more sensitivity on the part
of the local newspaper in terms of racial diversity
and how it covered news about the minority
community, efforts of the Chamber of Commerce
to engage more minority-owned businesses, and
a forum sponsored by Fayetteville United and
other organizations that brought all constituency
groups together to talk with the president of the
National Civic League about civic engagement
and their own roles and responsibilities within the
community.

} In Hartford, participants in the first round of study
circles formed a group that developed a guide for
nonprofit organizations seeking to increase the
diversity of their boards.

} In Ft. Myers, Lee County Pulling Together and
other study circle volunteers worked with others in
the community to restart the stalled process of
bringing a shopping center to the predominantly
African American/black Dunbar community.

} In Syracuse, study circle participants also worked
to bring a quality grocery store to a minority
neighborhood.

2.2.2.2.2. Some people suggested that even the action-Some people suggested that even the action-Some people suggested that even the action-Some people suggested that even the action-Some people suggested that even the action-
oriented component of study circles did notoriented component of study circles did notoriented component of study circles did notoriented component of study circles did notoriented component of study circles did not
sufficiently address racism on an institutionalsufficiently address racism on an institutionalsufficiently address racism on an institutionalsufficiently address racism on an institutionalsufficiently address racism on an institutional
level.level.level.level.level.

While some organizers supported the idea that study circles
could effectively address institutional racism through the actions
that took place after the small group conversations, a number of
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people � predominantly those who took part in the focus
groups in Hartford and Syracuse � considered study circles to
be an ineffective tool in this regard.  Although many focus group
participants, both European Americans/whites and people of
color, spoke about the disconnect that seemed to exist between
the small group conversations and tangible, institutional
outcomes, young African American/black males were typically
the most vocal in their criticism of this aspect of study circles.
These participants offered several reasons for their criticism:

} The link between dialogue and action was not clear.

} The pace and scale of actions did not go far enough
toward addressing racism on an institutional level.

} There was a gap between participants� and organizers�
awareness of actions that study circles produced.

a.a.a.a.a. Most participants wanted their study circle program toMost participants wanted their study circle program toMost participants wanted their study circle program toMost participants wanted their study circle program toMost participants wanted their study circle program to
make the link between dialogue and action clearermake the link between dialogue and action clearermake the link between dialogue and action clearermake the link between dialogue and action clearermake the link between dialogue and action clearer.....

Participants in all of the focus groups agreed that study circles
would continue to be less than optimally effective as a tool for
addressing racism on an institutional level if the small group
conversations did not lead to visible changes or become
connected with a program for action.  Nearly every participant
in the focus groups expressed a desire for organizers to develop
more explicit linkages from dialogue to action in order to
capture and sustain the energy of study circle participants.
Focus group participants stated that many people had good
intentions at the end of the sessions and even wanted to join
together with others to work on issues related to racism, but did
not have an outlet for their intentions and energy.

Several participants stated that the study circle programs must
give people a place to go with their expectations.  They faulted
their community�s study circle program for not clearly explaining
what participants could expect at the end of their sessions.  They
viewed programs� inability to establish appropriate expectations
as limiting study circles� effectiveness as a tool.  One African
American/black participant in Syracuse described this as leaving
�a bad taste.�  In Hartford, an African American/black
participant said:

We get people
energized, we reawaken
that concern about
what’s going on in the
community with race
and racism, and we
don’t take them to the
next step.  And that, to
me, is the most critical
missing link right now.

--African American
organizer in Hartford
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The way it was brought to me, claiming that they were
looking for steps towards dealing with racism . . . this is
just a thing of just bringing some folks together just to
talk.  (African American/black participant in Hartford)

Many study circle participants in other Best Practices learning
sites shared this desire for more explicit connections between
dialogue and actions aimed at institutions.  In Woodridge, one
participant of color said:

But, we�re just still talking.  You know, we�re talking
about how we feel.  And that�s great.  But what is that
going to change for somebody that lives in an
apartment?  What�s that going to change for somebody
that�s dealing with an issue of being stopped by police
because he�s black in a white neighborhood, or he�s
Indian in a black neighborhood, or you know he�s white
and he�s . . . he doesn�t look white?  So, I mean, when
we start talking this diversity, well, you know, I think that
the study group has shown us that we�re just talking, still.
(African American/black participant in Woodridge)

b.b.b.b.b. Some people expressed impatience and skepticism withSome people expressed impatience and skepticism withSome people expressed impatience and skepticism withSome people expressed impatience and skepticism withSome people expressed impatience and skepticism with
the pace and scale of institutional changes study circlesthe pace and scale of institutional changes study circlesthe pace and scale of institutional changes study circlesthe pace and scale of institutional changes study circlesthe pace and scale of institutional changes study circles
proproproproproduced.duced.duced.duced.duced.

Some of the participants of color � both those in the focus
groups and in other communities � who noticed outcomes from
the study circles commented that these actions constituted a
beginning, or �small steps,� that might have some impact but
were still not enough to address issues of institutional racism
effectively.  Other participants expressed frustration that changes
produced by study circles did not fulfill their ideas of what
constituted meaningful institutional actions.

A few participants expressed the opinion that study circles
functioned as a �feel-good� process for European American/
white people, through which they attended the sessions and
extolled the benefits of a dialogue on race without ever
internalizing the issues or working to change important
institutional policies and practices.  The participants who held
this view declared that they would know study circles were
having an impact when they saw changes in hiring practices, for
example, or other changes in behaviors on the part of those who
held power.

If you want something
lasting out of this whole
experience, I don’t
think the study circles
alone are enough.  I
think they can be a
good experience, an
eye-opening
experience; for some
people it can change
the way they look at
the world, and that’s
good.  But if you don’t
follow up with
something . . . the
benefit of that might
not ever be seen or felt.
--European American/white

participant in Hartford
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You have a lot of energy there and a lot of skill there and
a lot of power.  But it seems like that�s not being tapped.
(Multiracial participant in Syracuse)

So to me, when I see white folks out there on the front
line with the same energy to end racism and white
supremacy, then I�ll know they mean it.  (African
American/black participant in Hartford)

I didn�t see actual tangible things that came out of it
where folks said, �Okay, we made a difference beyond
just talking about it . . .�  At the end of the day you got to
be able to tally this stuff and say, �I was here, now it�s
done.�  (African American/black organizer in Syracuse)

In other communities, participants were often unable to discern
any actions being taken on an institutional level by the
organizers of the study circle effort.  One participant of color in
Woodridge said:

I think the Village was able to walk away and pat
themselves on the back, saying that, �We did address it.�
We haven�t resolved anything, we haven�t solved
anything, but we can pat ourselves on the back . . . I
didn�t see any major changes, actually . . .  (African
American/black participant in Woodridge)

In a similar vein, an African American/black organizer in
Fayetteville said, �Talk about institutions or organizations that
have a large impact on what goes on in the community, I don�t
think that change has been effective yet.�  This organizer held
out the hope, though, that such change would occur as study
circles continued.

c.c.c.c.c. In some communities, a gap existed betweenIn some communities, a gap existed betweenIn some communities, a gap existed betweenIn some communities, a gap existed betweenIn some communities, a gap existed between
participants’ and organizers’ awareness of institutionalparticipants’ and organizers’ awareness of institutionalparticipants’ and organizers’ awareness of institutionalparticipants’ and organizers’ awareness of institutionalparticipants’ and organizers’ awareness of institutional
changes that study circles prochanges that study circles prochanges that study circles prochanges that study circles prochanges that study circles produced.duced.duced.duced.duced.

In several cases, even when organizers reported progress on
institutional outcomes or actions, focus group participants said
they did not know about them.  This lack of awareness may be
related to such factors as:

To me, real progress is
when the lip service is
gone and actions
happen.  That’s my
measuring stick.

--African American/black
facilitator in Lima
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} The amount of time elapsed since individual participants
completed study circles

} Participants� own degree of involvement in action-
oriented efforts

} The logistical challenges of keeping people informed of
actions

Regardless of the reason, participants� lack of awareness of
institutional outcomes (where they existed) or connection to
action efforts undoubtedly contributed to their negative
assessments of study circles� effectiveness as a tool for
addressing racism.

Overall, European American/white focus group participants
seemed more aware of and/or connected to action
opportunities that had emerged from the study circles.
Participants of color appeared considerably less aware of
tangible outcomes or changes, other than those that occurred
on a personal level.  Participants of color also appeared less
aware of existing mechanisms for further work on issues of race.
For example, several focus group participants of color in
Syracuse were not familiar with the action committees created by
the Advisory Committee.  They indicated that these small steps
were not visible enough to those outside the study circle loop
and that program organizers had not kept them informed of the
outcomes study circles had produced.  Here is an exchange that
occurred in the Syracuse participant of color focus group:

There seems to be a disconnect, because they
[organizers] are privy to a bunch of information I didn�t
know about.  (Multiracial participant in Syracuse)

The little speck they saw, we didn�t see, or something
else.  (Asian American participant in Syracuse)

Or it could be that genuine things are happening, that
they�re connected to them and we�re not.  (Multiracial
participant in Syracuse)

According to some participants and organizers, the action-
oriented phase of study circles holds more potential than the
small group conversations for effectively addressing racism on
an institutional level.  Study circle programs have yet to realize
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their full potential in this arena, however, and may have to
overcome several challenges in order to demonstrate their
effectiveness to some people of color.

q
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D.D.D.D.D. Assessing the overall effectiveness of studyAssessing the overall effectiveness of studyAssessing the overall effectiveness of studyAssessing the overall effectiveness of studyAssessing the overall effectiveness of study
circles as a tool for addressing racismcircles as a tool for addressing racismcircles as a tool for addressing racismcircles as a tool for addressing racismcircles as a tool for addressing racism

The researchers did not present participants and organizers with
definitions of racism, but rather sought to understand how
people defined racism themselves or talked about it using their
own terms or their own language.  The researchers also sought
to understand how participants and organizers perceived study
circles as a tool for addressing race and racism effectively.
Through the focus group conversations and other interviews, it
became clear that people held different perceptions of and
expectations for the small group conversations and the action
component of study circles.  It was also clear that many study
circle participants and organizers assessed the effectiveness of
the small group conversations differently from the way they
assessed aspects of the action-oriented phase of study circle
work.  This section presents an overall assessment of the extent
to which participants and organizers in the experimental focus
groups considered study circles to be an effective tool for
addressing racism.  It seeks to describe the overarching themes
and implications that emerged from people�s conversations
about features of the small group sessions and the action-
oriented phase of study circles.  This section does not represent
a final assessment, however, but rather an early understanding
of this complex and multinuanced question.

1.1.1.1.1. The majority of people considered study circlesThe majority of people considered study circlesThe majority of people considered study circlesThe majority of people considered study circlesThe majority of people considered study circles
to be most effective as a tool for addressingto be most effective as a tool for addressingto be most effective as a tool for addressingto be most effective as a tool for addressingto be most effective as a tool for addressing
racism on a personal level.racism on a personal level.racism on a personal level.racism on a personal level.racism on a personal level.

Participants and organizers suggested that study circles
effectively addressed racism on a personal level in at least three
different ways: by increasing racial awareness and exposure to
different views and experiences; by improving relationships
across racial and ethnic differences; and, to a lesser degree, by
beginning racial healing.

a.a.a.a.a. Study circles increased participants’ racial awareness andStudy circles increased participants’ racial awareness andStudy circles increased participants’ racial awareness andStudy circles increased participants’ racial awareness andStudy circles increased participants’ racial awareness and
exposure to the views and experiences of people ofexposure to the views and experiences of people ofexposure to the views and experiences of people ofexposure to the views and experiences of people ofexposure to the views and experiences of people of
different racial and ethnic backgrounds.different racial and ethnic backgrounds.different racial and ethnic backgrounds.different racial and ethnic backgrounds.different racial and ethnic backgrounds.

In many of the focus groups and individual interviews,
participants and organizers indicated that study circles increased
people�s exposure to and understanding of the views and

I find in my sessions
that . . . we’re planting
a seed, and it may take
another six months,
maybe a year, for it to
crop up.  So I have not
seen immediate effects,
but I think there’s some
things underneath that
are working.
--European American/white

organizer in Hartford
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experiences of people from different racial or ethnic
backgrounds.  The participants and organizers said that study
circles also increased people�s understanding of how people
different from themselves were affected by racism.  Most people,
particularly European Americans/whites, seemed to value this
minimum outcome and the way that study circles exposed
people to different views, attitudes, and experiences.  Here are
some representative comments:

I wouldn�t discount the amount of good that we do by
just exposing people to each other�s viewpoints.
(European American/white participant in Hartford)

I think maybe there was a general feeling that if people
get together and talked about it and meet and exchange
ideas, that something good will come of it that might
then speak to, well, not reform, but improvement and
change.  (European American/white participant in
Syracuse)

Several participants also spoke of the way study circles led to
self-examination by exposing people to different views, opinions,
and experiences.  A multiracial participant in Syracuse said:

I think one of the things that the groups helped me
understand is that the first thing you�ve got to change is
your head.  And a lot of people who talk about this stuff
talk about changing consciousness, and that�s what�s
going to happen.  (Multiracial participant in Syracuse)

In general, European Americans/whites spoke primarily about
the increase in their awareness of how African Americans/blacks
think and feel about issues related to racism.  These participants
and organizers reported that, as European American/white
people, they became aware not only of African American/black
people�s lives and experiences, but also of how everyday issues
affected them.

Many European Americans/whites in particular described study
circles as an �eye-opening experience,� both for people with a
long-standing interest in issues of race and for those who may
have been reluctant to recognize elements of racism in
themselves or the environments in which they lived and worked.
In Hartford, where the majority of the small group conversations
occurred in the workplace, a European American/white

I grew up in a racist
household, and you
don’t know you’re a
racist until you get out
into the real world and
find that the cocoon in
which you have lived is
rather narrow and
myopic and ignorant.
--European American/white

participant in Hartford
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organizer reported that before the study circle sessions, quite a
few people at a senior management level in her workplace did
not think there was a problem with racism at their company.  By
the end of the conversations, however, �[They] began to
recognize and vocalize that, �Yes, this is a problem and we need
to seriously think about how we�re going to deal with it in our
organization.��  Other participants and organizers in Hartford
shared these views:

The whole experience of it, from sharing and from
listening to others, I found it to be deeply moving and
has made me more aware and conscious about
relationships and what people experience than I would
have anyway . . . than I would have under other
circumstances, and it has certainly been priceless in that
regard.  (European American/white organizer in Hartford)

The subject came up at our workplace and we thought,
among several of us, that it would be a very useful tool,
because, you know, we have tension in our
workplace. . . . And talking is, I think, exactly the right
way to bring some sort of understanding, talking,
communicating, sharing experiences, and having an
opportunity to listen.  (European American/white
participant in Hartford)

People in both the European American/white and participant of
color focus groups also spoke specifically about the ways study
circles developed awareness around such controversial issues as
white privilege and affirmative action.  A multiracial participant
in Syracuse said:

For example, that�s something that stands out in my
head, that that conversation and those readings really
pinpointed some stuff about white privilege.  Not
institutional racism but white privilege.  That conversation
was really meaningful to me and those readings were
very meaningful to me.  And I think it was just good to
have people try to just be exposed to that, white people
in particular.  (Multiracial participant in Syracuse)

A European American/white participant in Syracuse also spoke
of the value of gaining new awareness around the issue of white
privilege:

What our major task is
in these community
groups is to begin to
raise awareness about
how social injustice and
how racial and ethnic
hatreds, or hatreds of
any kind, promote
exploitation and play a
part in the effect of our
social fiber.
--European American/white

organizer in Aurora
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I did not expect to be hit with a phrase that I already
knew � white privilege � and have to internalize it in a
way that I hadn�t before.  That was good.  It was good.
Because I felt like I was really in the swim when I had to
swallow hard and experience some, �Yuck!  I don�t like
that on me.�  (European American/white participant in
Syracuse)

In Fayetteville, an African American/black organizer offered an
example of a discussion that took place in one of his study circle
sessions � during which the European American/white
participants learned about how the issue of life insurance affects
African Americans/blacks.  The organizer offered this story as
testimony that study circles effectively increased racial
awareness, saying, �It was just a matter of we do not think of
things.  We do not realize things because we do not live that.�

Many African Americans/blacks, on the other hand, reported a
newfound awareness of the extent to which European
Americans/whites remain uninformed and unknowledgeable
about how issues affect people from different racial and ethnic
backgrounds.  At least one European American/white participant
agreed that study circles are perhaps more beneficial for
increasing the awareness of European Americans/whites:

I felt everything was on the table and I learned a lot
about how other people do things and . . . and they got
mine too.  But I think I got more out of it than . . . as a
white person I got a lot more out of it, I think, than
maybe they did, because there�s a lot of stuff they already
knew.  (European American/white participant in Hartford)

African American/black participants and organizers did not talk
about an increase in their understanding and awareness of
European American/white people�s lives and experiences, but
rather described an increase in their understanding of other
minorities, such as the treatment of Native Americans or the
views of recent immigrants to the United States.  An African
American/black participant in Syracuse offered this example:

There was one Native American girl, and every time the
black kids would start saying about how they get treated
bad and all this stuff, she would always, every time say,
�Well, the Native Americans, we get treated the same
way.�  And every time it would happen, I would be like,

I think study circles is a
good opportunity to
educate, to inform.  I
mean you are talking to
small groups which
eventually become
more and more and
they can share that
with other people.  So
there’s a groundswell
effect to it . . .

--African American/black
supporter in New Castle

County
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�Okay, she really feels this way,� but nobody ever
realized � well, I don�t know if anybody every realized it,
but I never realized that Native Americans were treated
that bad, and that she would even feel this way about
that.  So that really opened me up to other people and
their feelings about these topics.  (African American/
black participant in Syracuse)

People of all racial and ethnic backgrounds said that through a
frank, open, honest, and sometimes even painful exchange, they
developed a new sense of respect and empathy for those
different from themselves.  Participants and organizers spoke of
this increase in racial awareness not as a conversion or
epiphany, but rather as a first step toward changes in
understanding of or attitudes toward people of different races or
ethnicities.  Some participants explained that this newfound
respect could help build a sense of community and trust between
groups.  One Latina/Hispanic participant in Hartford said:

I saw people of different backgrounds coming together
and developing empathy for one another, understanding
somebody else�s experience and developing some kind
of respect. . . . and I think that that�s really good.  That�s
a good starting point in the world.  (Latina/Hispanic
participant in Hartford)

In Hartford, a European American/white participant said:

We can get some things done, but they�re not going to
be huge things.  The biggest thing is trying to change
people�s attitudes and get them to apply that in their own
daily life in ways that could be useful in the long term.
(European American/white participant in Hartford)

Participants� and organizers� statements in the focus groups and
other individual interviews suggested the possibility that
European American/white people�s experience in study circles
involved becoming aware of how issues affected people of
color, while people of color�s experience in study circles was
more of promoting others� understanding and awareness of
these issues.  Statements made during the focus groups
tentatively suggested that people of color may have served in an
informing or observing role during study circles on race, while
European Americans/whites may have served as the targets for
new information and understanding.

What has been very
important in the
success of our work has
been the willingness of
African American
people in particular,
and Indian, Pakistani,
Iranian people, to be
willing to go to many
study circles to achieve
diversity.  Most of the
learning is on the part
of white participants
because everybody else
has been living it.
--European American/white

organizer in New Castle
County
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b.b.b.b.b. Study circles helped improve relationships across racialStudy circles helped improve relationships across racialStudy circles helped improve relationships across racialStudy circles helped improve relationships across racialStudy circles helped improve relationships across racial
and ethnic divisions.and ethnic divisions.and ethnic divisions.and ethnic divisions.and ethnic divisions.

The majority of organizers and participants agreed that study
circles were an effective tool for improving relationships across
racial and ethnic differences.  When asked to reflect on their
study circle experiences, participants in each focus group stated
again and again that study circles gave them a unique
opportunity to meet new people � specifically those from
different racial or ethnic backgrounds � who brought a variety
of perspectives and experiences to the table.  European
Americans/whites in particular seemed to value the opportunity
to develop relationships with people different from themselves
and talk with them about racism.

Well, certainly one part of our model is the relationship
building and the understanding that gets built in the first
three sessions. . . .  I mean, our design committee based
a lot of its work on the assumption that a big part of
racism is the result of people simply not knowing each
other and seeing people who are outside their identified
racial group as the �other,� you know, in quotation
marks.  And that one of the ways to break down racism
and to do prejudice reduction work is for people to know
each other.  (European American/white organizer in
Syracuse)

Both European Americans/whites and people of color reported
that a real bond developed among participants over the course
of their study circle sessions, leading to the formation of new
friendships that have sometimes outlasted the five or six weeks
during which their groups met.  In a number of learning sites,
participants reported that their study circle group continued to
meet long after the conclusion of the sessions; these informal
groups of former study circle participants typically met in social
settings for at least a year after becoming acquainted through
study circles.  Here are some representative comments:

In my own family, we have made some friends that we
didn�t have before.  In my work I have friends who are
African American, but socially we actually are, we�re
having some exchange.  (European American/white
participant in Syracuse)

I felt that eliminating
racism, it would take a
long, long time, but it
could at least improve
race relations.  I felt
that deserved a try.

--Latina/Hispanic organizer
in Syracuse
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Relationship, familiar faces, so that those folk that have
been involved in these tables do become familiar faces,
and that prevents that first wall from coming up.  And the
more that happens, the more positively infectious I think
that can be.  (European American/white participant in
Syracuse)

I think it brought people closer together, not to the state
that it hopefully would have, but really based on those
that participated, I think they�re a closer group.  In
respect to the diversity that was there, I think those
people understand each other better and the needs of
each other better and their viewpoints.  I just noticed in
the groups that I had the fortunate opportunity to
facilitate, they become like a family.  (African American/
black organizer in Fayetteville)

Several focus group participants viewed these personal
exchanges and new relationships as a way of creating common
ground and understanding across racial lines.  They
underscored the importance of this common ground as the basis
for any future social or collective action.

So our dialogue model is based on creating those kinds
of understandings and those kinds of relationships first
before you move to the next stage of deciding what the
community ought to do about racism �out there.�  I
mean it�s more about what do we do with racism �in
here� before we move on to [the rest of the community].
(European American/white organizer in Syracuse)

Participants reported that through communicating and listening
to others, they gained a new appreciation for both the
commonalities and differences among all people.  Some people
described the experience as �transforming� and one that led to
significant personal growth.  As an East Indian facilitator in New
Castle County said:

And once you build these relationships, though it�s only
five sessions, it�s not any kind of in-depth opportunity for
a dialogue, but even those five sessions I would say that
a lot of that commitment . . . there are people who are
on this path or who believe in growth.  Our first study
circle still meets, you know two years, and many good

I think the bottom line
is that when we start to
talk about diversity, we
really do have to talk
about relationships.

--African American/black
participant in Woodridge
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things came out of it.  (East Indian facilitator in New
Castle County)

In Hartford, some people presented real-life examples of the way
study circles led to improved relationships among people of
different racial and ethnic backgrounds in both the workplace
and the community.  One European American/white organizer
described a visible change in interactions between people of
different races in her workplace since the conclusion of the study
circles:

In the people that did go through the group, I see a
change in the way that they interact with people that are
different from them.  I see a real change in that, a
marked change.  And I don�t think the people I�m
thinking of even realize that their interactions are
different.  I really don�t.  But I see them in the hallways
and talking to people that they normally would not talk
to.  I see them open . . . holding the elevator for
someone; they normally would just let the elevator go.
And these are things I�ve witnessed myself.  (European
American/white organizer in Hartford)

An African American/black participant in Hartford reported that
on her college campus, study circles helped to break down the
barriers of communication between people of different racial or
ethnic backgrounds who previously had no interest in talking
with each other:

When we finished that session, in that session people
who kind of hated each other, wouldn�t talk to each
other, wouldn�t give each other the time of day, it broke
down those barriers and people started talking again.
(African American/black participant in Hartford)

In Fayetteville, an African American/black organizer also
reported that more people of different racial or ethnic
backgrounds were speaking to each other as a result of study
circles, and that people were holding the door open for each
other now, both literally and figuratively.

When describing improvements in relationships between people
of different racial and ethnic backgrounds, some African
American/black people again implied that they served more in
an observing role than in a participating role.  Their examples
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suggested the possibility that they witnessed more external
improvements in relationships than they actually experienced
themselves.  It is also possible, however, that those who served
as organizers naturally gravitated toward an observing role.

c.c.c.c.c. Study circles provided some participants with a way toStudy circles provided some participants with a way toStudy circles provided some participants with a way toStudy circles provided some participants with a way toStudy circles provided some participants with a way to
begin racial healing.begin racial healing.begin racial healing.begin racial healing.begin racial healing.

A few participants and organizers, predominantly people of
color, suggested that study circles were also an effective way to
begin racial healing.  This was particularly true in Syracuse,
where organizers explicitly named racial healing as one of the
main components of the study circle program.  A consultant to
the Syracuse design team explained the team�s view of racial
healing this way:

I think our group really felt like if we�re going to really do
this in this community, and we�re really going to heal it,
because we put the word healing in the title � it took us
I don�t know how many sessions for us to come to that �
but if we were really going to heal, it meant that people
had to talk about their own experiences and who they
were and how they had come to be the adult person that
they were in the world now around race issues. . . . When
you�re working at ending racism, which is very much of
an emotional issue and very much of an issue that is in
our mind grounded in old hurts, you need a process that
helps people to work on those old hurts as well as to
reduce the prejudice that keeps those hurts in place.
(European American/white organizer in Syracuse)

When asked to distinguish between the three components of that
study circle program � racism, race relations, and racial
healing � a multiracial participant said:

I guess I would connect more with the racial healing.  I
think the experience for me was like a . . . continuation
of doing it, of putting myself in situations where I try to
force myself to deal in some way, and that seems to me
to be part of that healing process, which doesn�t . . .
mean it�s cured, it just means healing, which is a different
thing.  (Multiracial participant in Syracuse)

An African American/black organizer in Syracuse offered this
view of how study circles could lead to racial healing:

If I hadn’t been
involved with study
circles, I would have
never known actually a
lot of the historical
factors involved with
Wilmington with the
racial divide . . . that
caused so much
animosity and hurt
feelings.  It took a long
time to heal from
that. . . . I think people
were just waiting for
something to come
along, some kind of
initiative, some kind of
something to let them
work some of these
issues through.
--European American/white

facilitator in New Castle
County
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I would hope that the dialogue circles will be as Morris
Massey said, I hope it will be a �S.E.E.� � a �Significant
Emotional Event� in a person�s life, that they would learn
ways to act themselves and ways to help others in ways
that healing is possible and not just combative relations,
or talk will mean action and not just talk.  (African
American/black organizer in Syracuse)

This same organizer also said:

It makes my commitment stronger at that level because I
believe that�s one of the barriers to America healing, is
that we all are just acting without understanding, without
depth of knowing, without appreciating my my my my my value, without
accepting my my my my my difference.  (African American/black
organizer in Syracuse)

In New Castle County, an East Indian facilitator agreed that
study circles could begin racial healing.  She said:

What I see with study circles is opening up these
dialogues and in the process to build relationships which
will help us deal with those deeper hurts, and guilts, and
shame in a safe way.  (East Indian facilitator in New
Castle County)

In Aurora, a Latino/Hispanic organizer expressed this view of
study circles as an effective tool for beginning racial healing:

I think Hispanic and African American people understand
that our Anglo friends don�t understand.  But I think by
the end of the study circles, the Anglo-Americans have a
deeper understanding of the issues.  They now
understand the pain on a person-to-person basis.  They�ll
hear stories that they never heard of, and they can�t help
but feel emotional about them.  �My friend�s in pain.
What can I do?�  And that is the question that ultimately
comes out at the end: �What can I do?  What do we
need to do to address this issue?  What can I do to
alleviate the pain that my friend is in?�  (Latino/Hispanic
organizer in Aurora)

We all have to forgive
ourselves and move
forward and get past the
pain, get past this
misunderstanding, and
then recognize that we
have to respect each
other and that your
story is as important as
mine.

--Latino/Hispanic organizer
in Aurora

If we have a picture of
healing then we need
to go after those values
that would allow us to
heal.  I think that we
need to really look at
that.  But I see work
around issues like
racism needs many-
pronged attacks.

--East Indian facilitator in
New Castle County
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The views expressed by some of the people who took part in the
focus groups regarding the effectiveness of study circles as a tool
for addressing institutional racism seemed to differ widely from
the views of organizers in other Best Practices learning sites.  In
communities such as Decatur, Springfield, Fayetteville, Hartford,
and Syracuse, organizers made explicit efforts to link study
circles with work on ending institutional racism.  Organizers in
these and other communities offered a number of examples of
the ways organizations or institutions then took action to end
racism.  They described a strong participant recommendations
component and a commitment to follow through as the key ways
that study circles could be effective for addressing institutional
racism.

In contrast to the views of a number of organizers in other
communities, the majority of focus group participants agreed
that study circles were less effective, or even ineffective, as a tool
for addressing racism on an institutional or societal level.  While
this view was widely shared among people of all racial or ethnic
backgrounds, participants of color � particularly young African
American/black males � expressed the most skepticism about
study circles� effectiveness as a tool for addressing racism on an
institutional level.  The number of people in this category was
quite small compared with the total number of study
participants.  Their views hold particular significance, however,
because they represent a demographic segment that was
generally underrepresented in the study (and in study circle
efforts in the learning sites).

A number of focus group participants, particularly those in
Hartford, suggested that study circles did not address larger
societal issues of power and economic opportunity.  Some
participants indicated that study circles may have been a �feel-
good� process for European American/white people through
which they talked about issues of race without actually changing
their daily practices or behaviors in any meaningful way.  Some
people also faulted study circles for not providing a way for
participants to make the transition from talking about deeply

We’re just sitting here
perched, though, you
know soon as we see
anything that’s moving
we’re going to join right
in, but at this point . . .

--African American/black
participant in Fayetteville
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personal, emotional issues to addressing institutions and the
broader societal situation.

Race relations, to me, seems to be kind of . . . it happens
on an individual level, but it also seems to happen on a
more structural level, and so if it�s only going to . . . it
seems to me that stuff only happened in the group.  So it
seems to me that really improving race relations
happened in the group, but it didn�t go beyond that.
(Multiracial participant in Syracuse)

African American/black males in particular expressed a sense of
frustration that study circles did not easily lend themselves to a
discussion of the �real issues� of institutional racism.  These
participants said they wanted to talk about topics such as
oppression, ownership, economic control, integration, resources,
money, and power as they related to race, but such topics never
surfaced in any meaningful way during the small group
conversations.  Even if these topics did surface, they did not
appear to be internalized by those who had the power to make
real changes.

So we can sit here all day and discuss definitions of how
I�m treated, this, that and the other, but once we get to
our day-to-day daily lives, it�s back to the same mode,
that rich, white male viewpoint is what�s running things
behind the scenes.  So I don�t see these study circles as
far as addressing that . . . I don�t know whether it�s
ignorance or if it�s just the issue of folks just not wanting
to know.  (African American/black participant in Hartford)

When asked whether study circles addressed institutional racism
at all, participants of color in Hartford responded in the
following ways:

I don�t think it does at all.  I think the main thing that it
does � that I see � is to bring an understanding to
people that are at the table as to what goes on.  And, as
I said, between the black and white, but I don�t think it
brings an understanding to the other issues.  (African
American/black participant in Hartford)

If Caucasians do not think there is anything such as
institutionalized racism, then to me it�s besides the whole
point in their mind.  They run everything, they control

We kind of feel like
overall, not the
community but the part
of the community that
controls most of it is in
denial, which affects
everybody else.

--African American/black
participant in Fayetteville
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everything, �We�re the boss, there�s no such thing as
institutional racism.�  They�re not going to see it.  So as
long as that attitude is in place, I�m saying there�s going
to come a time that dialogue has to cease.  We can talk
all day; we�ve been doing this for over 30 years, and . . .
it boils down to the same conclusion every single time.
(African American/black participant in Hartford)

Let�s talk, let�s be real, and let�s be up front with the real
issues.  And I just don�t see it, with the study circles I
don�t see it . . .  (African American/black participant in
Hartford)

Several of these participants focused specifically on the idea of
economic ownership and control and stated that it was difficult
for people of color to talk about equality when those at the table
are not perceived as capable or equitable:

If you don�t own anything, how do you come to the table
and talk about equality?  (African American/black
participant in Hartford)

The discrepancies between organizers� views and focus group
participants� views (particularly the views of people of color)
suggest that study circles have potential as a tool for effectively
addressing racism on an institutional level.  In some places,
study circles have even taken some first steps to realize that
potential.  In other communities, however, study circles at
present do not meet participants� expectations or needs for
action aimed at ending institutional racism.  Participants� and
organizers� responses suggest that study circle programs that
seek to address institutional racism will have to do more in the
future to make the connection between dialogue and action
clear to participants and must keep participants more informed
and involved in actions aimed at institutions.

q
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E.E.E.E.E. ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

The majority of organizers and participants agreed that study
circles were an effective way to start start start start start addressing racism, but were
not enough on their own and must lead to or be connected to
action in order to create community change on the scale they
desired.  Responses to this research question indicated that
people considered study circles to be most effective as a tool for
addressing racism on a personal or interpersonal level.  People
described in detail the ways study circles could address racism
on a personal level by increasing racial awareness and exposure
to the experiences and views of people from different racial and
ethnic backgrounds, by improving relationships across racial
and ethnic differences, and by beginning racial healing.
Participants and organizers identified several features of the
small group conversations that created a sense of safety,
comfort, and respect that people valued.  These features created
a space where people could share deeply intimate, deeply
personal stories about their own experiences with racism and the
way everyday issues affected them.

Many people suggested that study circles� effectiveness as a tool
for addressing racism on a personal level was a good and
necessary starting point.  When talking about the way study
circles served as a first step in a long, long process, people
described the model in such terms or phrases as �a foundation,�
�planting a seed,� �[they] get the ball rolling,� �a tangible
starting point,� �one good tool,� �a beginning that isn�t
happening anywhere else,� �[they] open the door,� and �a
beginning step that can become pervasive.�

Most participants and organizers � with some exceptions �
viewed study circles as less effective for addressing racism on an
institutional or societal level.  While a small number of
participants, particularly people of color, expressed skepticism
about the possibility that study circles could become more
effective as a tool for addressing institutional racism, other
organizers indicated that as programs expand � as more
people participate and as programs become more skilled at
linking the small group conversations to actions that impact the
community as a whole � study circles could become an
effective tool for addressing racism on that level, too.

I think in the short run
it was good, but unless
we continue this kind
of dialogue within the
community, it may fall
away as other things
have in the past.
--European American/white

participant in Syracuse

It can’t be viewed as
just a single event in
people’s lives.
--European American/white

facilitator trainer in
Springfield
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This early assessment suggests that most participants and
organizers recognize and appreciate the effectiveness of study
circles at present.  Although a few participants viewed the
potential of study circles with skepticism, most expected more
from the tool in the future as their experience with it unfolds.

q
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Chapter XIChapter XIChapter XIChapter XIChapter XI
Understanding the Impact of the Study Circle TUnderstanding the Impact of the Study Circle TUnderstanding the Impact of the Study Circle TUnderstanding the Impact of the Study Circle TUnderstanding the Impact of the Study Circle Topicopicopicopicopic

This chapter addresses Research
Question Seven: What impact
does the study circle topic have
on (a) study circle programs’

effectiveness in addressing racism and
(b) participation by people of different racial
and ethnic backgrounds?
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1. The study circle topic has an impact on the overall effectiveness
of a study circle program; participants and organizers have many
different views of the nature of that topic, however.

2. Most people of color asserted that naming race as the topic is
the most effective way for programs to address racism; some
European Americans/whites agreed.  Other people,
predominantly European Americans/whites, maintained that
other study circle topics, such as economic development, could
address racism effectively.

3. Participants and organizers reported that the topic of race has
both positive and negative impacts on participation by people of
different racial and ethnic backgrounds.  In general, people
suggested that the topic of race attracts African Americans/
blacks and community activists of all backgrounds, but may be
less attractive to European Americans/whites, Latinos/Hispanics,
and Asian Americans.

4. People suggested a variety of other topics as possible
alternatives to the topic of race; they believed these alternative
topics could achieve more racially and ethnically balanced
participation in study circles.
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The findings and views described here represent an early
examination of the impact of the designated study circle topic on
two important aspects of study circle programs.  The first part of
this chapter examines the way the study circle topic impacts on
programs� effectiveness in addressing racism.  The second part
of the chapter explores people�s perceptions of the way the topic
of a round of study circles affects participation by people of
different racial and ethnic backgrounds.

As stated in the prologue to Chapters X and XI, this chapter
presents the opinions, beliefs, and perceptions of participants
and organizers regarding the impact of topic.  Information
related to this research question comes from three sources:

} The primary source of information is six in-depth focus
groups conducted with European American/white
participants, participants of color, and organizers in
Hartford and Syracuse in February, 2000.  These focus
groups sought specific answers to questions about the
impact of topic.

} A secondary source of information consists of in-depth
interviews conducted with organizers in Fayetteville; these
interviews also focused directly on the impact of topic.

} The third source of information is a combination of
individual interviews and informal focus groups that took
place during the original visits to a number of other Best
Practices learning sites.

Because the 17 programs included in the Best Practices study
addressed a number of different topics, this chapter reflects a
wide wide wide wide wide variety of views and experiences related to the impact of
the study circle topic; the particular emphasis, however, is on
race-related topics.  Specifically, this chapter incorporates
information and ideas from the following kinds of study circle
programs:

} Programs that have addressed only the topic of race
(Fayetteville, Springfield, Aurora, New Castle County)

} Programs that have incorporated the topic of race into
consideration of other issues in at least one round
(Hartford)
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} Programs that started with another topic and then
focused on the topic of race (Syracuse)

} Programs that began with the topic of race and later
addressed other topics (Lima)

} Programs that addressed the topic of diversity
(Woodridge)

} Programs that have only addressed topics not related to
race (Decatur, Inglewood)

While we made special efforts to use the in-depth focus groups
and interviews to gain more insight into the impact of topic on
different aspects of study circles, and while we have a good
foundation from which to explore these questions more deeply,
a number of factors constrain our understanding of the answers
to the two parts of this research question:

} We did not focus on this question at great length with
organizers or participants in the Best Practices learning
sites that have only addressed topics other than race.  As
a result, with a few exceptions, we lack sufficient
evidence to determine whether people in those learning
sites talked about race to any extent during their study
circle sessions if race was not the designated topic.  [The
exceptions are noted below on pages 332-333.]

} We have not spoken with people in any of the Best
Practices communities who did not not not not not participate in study
circles, and so we do not know if the topic influenced
their decision not to become involved in the program.

} We have not spent time with enough people whose racial
or ethnic background is something other than European
American/white or African American/black to understand
why people from those ethnic groups, such as Latinos/
Hispanics, do or do not participate in study circles.

Although this chapter does not offer concrete evidence of the
impact of topic on either the effectiveness of study circles in
addressing racism or participation by people of different racial
and ethnic backgrounds, it does present the strong opinions and
thoughtful consideration of study circle organizers and
participants in a number of learning sites regarding which topics
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are most likely to bring people to the table and the impact those
topics then have on the conversations that unfold.

The first part of this chapter presents organizers� and
participants� views on the impact of topic on study circles�
effectiveness in addressing racism.  The second section includes
an initial assessment of the impact of the study circle topic on
participation by people of different racial and ethnic
backgrounds.

q
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A.  The impact of the study circle topic onA.  The impact of the study circle topic onA.  The impact of the study circle topic onA.  The impact of the study circle topic onA.  The impact of the study circle topic on
study circle programs’ effectiveness instudy circle programs’ effectiveness instudy circle programs’ effectiveness instudy circle programs’ effectiveness instudy circle programs’ effectiveness in
addressing racismaddressing racismaddressing racismaddressing racismaddressing racism

Participants� and organizers� responses to this question suggest
that topic can impact study circle programs� effectiveness in
addressing racism in a variety of ways: through the content of
the conversation, through perceptions of inclusivity, and through
the formation of expectations.  In their discussions of the impact
of the study circle topic, most people first addressed the impact
of the topic of race and then later offered views on other topics.
For the most part, discussions centered around three main
issues: whether naming race as the topic is most effective when
seeking to address racism, whether the topic of race promotes
inclusivity of all people in a community, and whether the way
race-related topics are stated can lead to different expectations.

1.1.1.1.1. People had mixed views on whether the studyPeople had mixed views on whether the studyPeople had mixed views on whether the studyPeople had mixed views on whether the studyPeople had mixed views on whether the study
circle topic of race addresses racism mostcircle topic of race addresses racism mostcircle topic of race addresses racism mostcircle topic of race addresses racism mostcircle topic of race addresses racism most
effectivelyeffectivelyeffectivelyeffectivelyeffectively.....

In general, people of color � particularly African Americans/
blacks � and some European Americans/whites expressed
different views on whether it is more effective to name race
explicitly as the study circle topic or to discuss race through the
lens of other topics such as diversity, community relations, or
economic development.  While not all European American/white
people agreed that study circles might be more effective in
addressing racism if the topic were something other than race,
European American/white organizers and participants were
more likely than people of other racial or ethnic backgrounds to
state this view.  By contrast, nearly all African American/black
organizers and participants appeared united in the opinion that
it is time � and for some, past time � to get straight to the
point by naming race as the topic.  Participants of other ethnic
backgrounds reflected mixed views in response to this question.
The following two sections present opinions and views from a
variety of sources on whether study circles address racism most
effectively when they �get straight to it� or when they take
another route.
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a.a.a.a.a. Most people of color — and some European Americans/Most people of color — and some European Americans/Most people of color — and some European Americans/Most people of color — and some European Americans/Most people of color — and some European Americans/
whites — asserted that study circle programs addresswhites — asserted that study circle programs addresswhites — asserted that study circle programs addresswhites — asserted that study circle programs addresswhites — asserted that study circle programs address
racism most effectively when they “get straight to it.”racism most effectively when they “get straight to it.”racism most effectively when they “get straight to it.”racism most effectively when they “get straight to it.”racism most effectively when they “get straight to it.”

In most of the focus groups and individual interviews, people of
color � particularly African Americans/blacks � indicated that
naming race as the topic was the most effective way to address
racism.  Several European Americans/whites agreed that study
circles on the topic of race are most effective for this purpose.
For many people, designating race as the topic was important
simply because it is an issue that is not often discussed in a
public, open way.  People suggested that by selecting race as
the study circle topic, program organizers acknowledged it as a
community issue that needed to be dealt with in a constructive
way.  Many people in a number of different learning sites also
commented that if race is the problem, whether because of
recent incidents or long-standing community tensions, then race
should be the topic that study circles address.

i.i.i.i.i. Study circles on the topic of race acknowledge theStudy circles on the topic of race acknowledge theStudy circles on the topic of race acknowledge theStudy circles on the topic of race acknowledge theStudy circles on the topic of race acknowledge the
problem and address it directlyproblem and address it directlyproblem and address it directlyproblem and address it directlyproblem and address it directly.....

} In Syracuse, where organizers entitled the
program �Community Wide Dialogues on Ending
Racism, Improving Race Relations, and Beginning
Racial Healing,� both participants of color and
European American/white participants said they
appreciated the explicit nature of the topic.  These
participants found it to be most effective to get
�straight to the point� when addressing racism.
[Note: Organizers in Syracuse decided to address
race directly after study circles on children�s issues
involved repeated discussions of inequality and
racism.]  Here are some representative comments:

I know for me it [the topic] was very direct,
it said what it was going to be or that the
city was or the organizers were willing to
call it what it was . . . The time is here for
us to be talking about racism, it�s long
past, but at least it should be here now.  If
we�re not doing it in 2000, shame.
(European American/white participant in
Syracuse)

I was thinking, using
the metaphor of a fairly
calm sea, yet this
intense undertow, and I
think that [the] racism
issue -- for this city and
urban area -- is this
undertow that you can
be sucked into and
thrown someplace
really unexpected,
because it isn’t clearly
addressed and you can
almost feel insulated.
--European American/white

participant in Syracuse
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I�d go straight to the point.  I think we�ve
beat around the bush long enough.  (Asian
American participant in Syracuse)

This is what we�re here for, let�s deal with
it. . . . in everywhere else we avoid that, we
deny it, we do whatever we do with it . . .
Except in a classroom, I had never had
people . . . I have never heard people talk
so directly about race.  I like that.  I like it.
(Multiracial participant in Syracuse)

} Syracuse organizers agreed that the way their
program�s topic is stated means that addressing
racism is not a hidden agenda.  An organizer
explained the design team�s decision to
incorporate the three terms � racism, race
relations, and racial healing � into the program�s
title this way:

I mean, we couldn�t just say �racism,� you
know?  Everybody says, �So what?�  Either,
�It�s been here all the time, why should we
talk about it now,� or other people would
say, �I don�t want to go near that stuff!�
So we decided that we�d express ourselves
in a way that we think it exists.  We
acknowledge in America, whether it�s real
or not, that race exists, and so we felt that
for us to deny that race exists would be just
that � denial. . . . And some of us felt
strongly that if we don�t lay out on the
table what the real issue is at first, we may
as well fold the door, �cause we will be
compromising the dignity of some by not
using the term �racism.�  And that sort of
satisfied each of us, you know, we don�t
escape the tough word �racism� . . . and
we�ve got to go further than that to heal
ourselves.  (African American/black
organizer in Syracuse)

} In Hartford, participants of color concurred that
the most effective way for study circles to address
racism is by naming race as the topic.

The IRC
[InterReligious
Council] has had to
prove itself as
committed to this and I
think that’s where the
20-year commitment is
a critical one because
otherwise it’s the issue
of the year and the next
year we go on to drugs
and the year after that
we go on to education
and people feel ripped
off.
--European American/white

organizer in Syracuse
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} An East Indian facilitator in New Castle County
shared the view that because racism is an issue
that is not normally addressed in public, it is
important for study circles to deal with it
straightforwardly:

Racism is a major problem.  I think it is
really like a cancer in this society.  And for
me at least, the main benefit of a study
circle is the opening up of discussion of a
topic which we generally don�t talk about.
So, it provides you an opportunity to
dialogue about a critical issue or problem
that we as Americans are facing . . . So I
think the commitment is there.  The need is
there.  (East Indian facilitator in New
Castle County)

} In Lima, a key organizer underscored that
because race and racism permeated every aspect
of the community, these issues needed to be
addressed directly through study circles.

We started this in 1992.  I said then that
the most important, serious,
un-talked-about issue is race.  Now, six
years later, the most serious, important
issue � though it�s talked about � is still
race.  It affects everything: it affects the
school district.  It affects development �
what is and isn�t developing.  It affects tax
base considerations. . . . I would hope in
20 years that race isn�t at the top of the
list.  That it would have been honestly
approached and dealt with in a way that
works.  (European American/white
organizer in Lima)

} In New Castle County, organizers struggled with
the decision of whether to choose race or violence
as their topic.  After the working group
participated in a round of study circles on each
topic, organizers decided to focus on race, since it
permeates all other issues.

I think it’s very brave of
us to take race as the
issue, because that’s
underlying many of the
economic and school
problems, so instead of
taking these other study
circle curriculums and
working through those
and finding out that
race is a part of it, we’ve
taken the race and seen
how it’s affected in the
various ones. . . . we
know that we have so
far to go and that we
haven’t really hit the
bottom of where we are
now.
--European American/white

organizer in Aurora
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Naming race as the topic can be particularly important
when the community is confronting a specific racial
problem or issue.  Organizers and participants in several
communities suggested that when racism is the most
urgent issue facing citizens, study circle programs must
address it directly.  Otherwise, the effort may appear to
be dishonoring or denying the real problem.

} In Fayetteville, where study circles began in
response to increasing racial tensions, driven by
several high-profile racial incidents, a number of
organizers emphasized that selecting race as the
topic was important because it made it clear that
the community intended to confront the issue.
One organizer explained the decision to address
race this way:

Well, believe it or not, in America for some
reason that is the toughest topic to talk
about.  We felt that we were going to be
damned if we did and damned if we didn�t
so we said, �Let�s go for it.�  So we just sat
down and figured out that you may not
necessarily like me as a person, but you
must like me as a human being and as a
creature here on this earth.  And when one
race suffers in America, all races suffer.
And race being something that has divided
us so long until it just stood out, and then
too, coming off this police situation . . .
and then, every time you pick the paper up
that is a headline of certain tragedies that
are being committed and it seems as
though it has a direct root to race.  And so
it just stood out on the wall at us, so we
attacked.  (African American/black
organizer in Fayetteville)

Another organizer in Fayetteville said:

I think if you . . . started with crime or
economic development or something
along those lines, you�d find more
common ground across racial lines a little
more quickly.  But I�m not sorry that we
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started with race. . . . I think maybe this
community might have been at a place
where that�s where we needed to start.
(European American/white organizer in
Fayetteville)

In Woodridge, where the study circle program named
diversity rather than race as the topic, partly on the
recommendation of an African American/black resident,
some participants indicated their preference for naming
race directly over using a �less heated� topic to discuss
the same issues.

} Several participants of color in Woodridge
suggested that if race relations or racism is the
intended focus, it should be named as such.
These participants said they thought that diversity
was simply a diluted way to describe racism, and
said that their study circle program would have
been more effective in addressing the issues if it
had named race directly.  An African American/
black participant said:

Well, I think diversity is a very soft word, it
was a soft pedal.  And really what
Woodridge should be looking at is race
relations as we go into the next
millennium.  And that really is what it is.
We don�t want to say it, but that�s what it
is.  (African American/black participant in
Woodridge)

An East Indian participant in Woodridge said, �I
don�t know what we called it, but we talked race
relations.�

} Several Woodridge participants presumed
correctly that organizers chose the topic of
diversity because they believed it would be less
intimidating than race.  One African American/
black participant responded to this presumption
by stating that in order to address racism
forthrightly in study circles, it is necessary to deal
with the initial discomfort of talking about race.

I think that it
[diversity] gets people
in the door, it is a softer
sell.  I do think that at
times it shook out,
coming down to race.
But strangely enough,
even though that we
can call it cultural
diversity, we were
somehow led to race.
And yet . . . I heard
from many of the
groups, that was where
they were stopped in
their tracks.  That’s
where the layers were
not being pulled
back . . .
--European American/white

participant in Woodridge
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So, I think what we need to do is . . . peel
back and really expose what it is that we
really need to be looking at.  And call it
what it is.  It�s not going to be comfortable.
It�s not going to be that warm, fuzzy feeling
. . . it�s going to be that prickly pickle that
we really have to address.  (African
American/black participant in Woodridge)

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Study circles on race fulfill an emotional andStudy circles on race fulfill an emotional andStudy circles on race fulfill an emotional andStudy circles on race fulfill an emotional andStudy circles on race fulfill an emotional and
personal need.personal need.personal need.personal need.personal need.

In a couple of Best Practices learning sites, people spoke
about how study circles on the topic of race fulfill an
emotional or personal need in ways that a focus on other
topics cannot.  They commented that this positively
affected their programs� ability to address racism.

} In Aurora, one facilitator suggested that their
study circle program�s consistent focus on the
topic of race contributed to its effectiveness in
addressing racism.

I think just the topic of racism itself is so
emotional . . . and it�s not like, well, we
could talk about education and economics
and schools and community, somehow
those don�t have the emotional impact.
Maybe you can talk violence, but even still,
this is not . . . violence is involved, but the
underlying root is our understanding how
to work together.  I think that one of the
reasons we�re successful is because of the
focus that we�ve chosen.  (European
American/white facilitator in Aurora)

} Similarly, a chief architect of study circles in Lima
explained during an interview that the topic of
race addresses racism effectively because anyone
can contribute his or her experiences to the
conversation.  In addition, this European
American/white organizer said that study circles
on race can lead to personal changes in ways that
topics requiring substantial new technical
information cannot.
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iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. In some programs, the study circle topic of raceIn some programs, the study circle topic of raceIn some programs, the study circle topic of raceIn some programs, the study circle topic of raceIn some programs, the study circle topic of race
could be stated more explicitlycould be stated more explicitlycould be stated more explicitlycould be stated more explicitlycould be stated more explicitly.....

Nearly all African American/black participants and
organizers in the communities that looked directly at the
impact of topic agreed that the best way to address
racism is to name race as the topic.  Some went further,
however, and said that study circle topics related to race
could be even more explicit.  These participants and
organizers suggested that if a study circle topic focused
on more specific facets of racism such as affirmative
action or economic power, it would go even further
toward addressing racism.

} For some participants of color in Hartford, �race�
does not state the focus of the conversation
clearly enough.  Even during the focus group
conducted as part of the Best Practices study,
participants of color repeatedly asked, �What is
the purpose of study circles?�  These participants
asserted that the topic should state the intentions
of the program more explicitly.  That is, if the
program intends to focus on improving race
relations, the topic should state that directly.  On
the other hand, if the program intends to address
�real� issues of institutional racism, organizers
need to state the topic in a way that makes that
clear.  Otherwise, study circles may have a
considerably weaker impact on addressing racism.

} At least one participant in this same focus group
asserted that race as a topic was not close
enough to the real problem in terms of addressing
racism.

If they were sincere about what the
problem is, the problem is white power
and American structure, plain and simple
as that.  (African American/black
participant in Hartford)

} While participants of color in Syracuse
emphasized that racism was the focus throughout
their study circle sessions, they also suggested that
the topic was somewhat broad and that it might

We felt that the term
“race relations” really
encompassed more of
what we were in need
of focusing on here in
our community.  And
also in relating it to this
particular department
and its mission, that we
are seeking to foster
positive interactions
between all the citizens
of Springfield.  And
this particular study
circles program, these
happen to be focused
on differences in race.
And so when we utilize
the term “race
relations,” we’re talking
about people getting to
know one another and
deal and interact more
positively together
regardless of differences
in race.

--African American/black
organizer in Springfield
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be useful to conduct an in-depth examination of
some specific issues of racism, rather than attempt
to cover everything.

} In New Castle County, some organizers agreed
that they may want to move their program on to
other, more specific race-related topics in the
future.

I don�t want to take away from the focal
issue being race, but I think at some point
certain groups may want to go to related
topics, for example, affirmative action �
ones that have more refined focus rather
than generic racism and race relations
topics.  (Latina/Hispanic organizer in New
Castle County)

b.b.b.b.b. Some people, predominantly European Americans/Some people, predominantly European Americans/Some people, predominantly European Americans/Some people, predominantly European Americans/Some people, predominantly European Americans/
whites, suggested that study circles could take anotherwhites, suggested that study circles could take anotherwhites, suggested that study circles could take anotherwhites, suggested that study circles could take anotherwhites, suggested that study circles could take another
route toward addressing racism effectivelyroute toward addressing racism effectivelyroute toward addressing racism effectivelyroute toward addressing racism effectivelyroute toward addressing racism effectively.....

Some participants and organizers, particularly European
Americans/whites, suggested that study circle programs could
effectively address racism even when the topic was something
other than race.  Those who advocated taking another route
toward addressing racism offered a number of different reasons
for their views.

i.i.i.i.i. Race permeates otherRace permeates otherRace permeates otherRace permeates otherRace permeates other, more tangible community, more tangible community, more tangible community, more tangible community, more tangible community
issues.issues.issues.issues.issues.

} In Hartford, where study circles have focused on
race and economic development for at least one
round, several European American/white
participants expressed the opinion that a study
circle program that names something other than
race as the topic could be just as effective in
addressing racism.  These participants suggested
that such topics as education, economics, and
community relations could serve as alternatives for
programs that seek to address racism.

You could even do something on
transportation and . . . bring [in] the issue
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of racism.  It seems to underlie all of the
problems that society has to deal with.
(European American/white participant in
Hartford)

I don�t mean to make this sound flip . . .
but it almost doesn�t matter what your
topic is, if you talk about community, if you
talk about public safety � which is just an
extraordinarily hot topic right now �
community, public safety, economic
development, it doesn�t matter, race is
going to permeate it.  (European
American/white participant in Hartford)

} One European American/white participant in
Hartford particularly stressed that the topic of
economics is a more pragmatic way to get at
issues of institutional racism than a topic that
implies a focus on race relations or racial
awareness:

Not that what�s right in our heart isn�t
important, but I think economics is what
drives you.  (European American/white
participant in Hartford)

} In Syracuse, where the study circle program
originally focused on children�s issues before
directly addressing race, a European American/
white organizer offered a similar view of how study
circle topics other than race can incorporate
racism into the conversation effectively:

I don�t think you have any conversation in
the community that has to do with anything
related to justice like �What kind of a
community do we want for our children?�
or �What should we do with education?�
without having a conversation about race.
I mean, I don�t think it happens in
America, because any time you�re talking
about equality or justice, you�re talking
about poverty, you�re talking about race.

The race model was not
adequate enough to
deal with the
day-to-day economic
realities and concerns
of building and growing
wealth.

--Jamaican American
coordinator in Hartford
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(European American/white organizer in
Syracuse)

This organizer emphasized that both indirect and
direct conversations about race are valuable,
especially when they occur at the same time:

Sometimes I think it�s better to talk about
what we want for the community, and out
of that emerges the conversation around
what�s getting in the way � and racism
certainly is getting in the way.  [That] sends
a message through the community in a
way that having a conversation that�s
covertly about racism would not do.  So I
think it�s good that it�s happening kind of
simultaneously.  (European American/
white organizer in Syracuse)

} A European American/white organizer in
Fayetteville described other civic engagement
efforts that can bring people together under
another topic but still work to improve race
relations.

And what we�re trying to do is bring the
citizens together, bring people together in
this community around issues other than
specifically around race.  To be able to
bring them together to talk about issues
where race is a component, and where we
can talk about race as a component of
those discussions, but where we can bring
people of all races and ethnicities together
to talk about these things, to work on the
shape of this community.  And that, those
kinds of efforts will in fact enhance race
relations.  (European American/white
organizer in Fayetteville)

} An African American/black organizer in
Fayetteville commented that it may be more
effective to use a broader topic to build
relationships and identify community issues before
getting straight to the �sensitive challenge� of
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racism.  He suggested that in Fayetteville, the
decision to address the topic of race directly was
reactionary, and that a study circle program might
be able to address racism more productively if it
selected another topic first.

I�m a proponent of us addressing the
situation in a proactive manner and using
a broader topic such as human relations,
establishing collaboration, establishing
partnerships in our community, and then
coming out of that, we identify
opportunities to do that.  We identify the
challenges that we have along the lines of
race, education, equity, economic
disparities, and then we can focus in on
those issues . . .   (African American/black
organizer in Fayetteville)

} A European American/white study circle organizer
who works for the Lima Police Department
suggested that the topic of race does not appeal
to him or other people in the police department
as much as topics that are more concrete or
perhaps have more community practicality and
applicability and that embed race as a theme.

There are some weaknesses I saw in the
race component: what do you do after you
talk about it?  How do you promote doing
things differently?  And what kinds of things
can you do day-to-day to change how
people interact?  Race is tough.  In a way
we kind of �back-door� the race issue.  I�m
not saying it�s not important.  There are
tangible things we can do to address the
quality of life, and in the process we will
address race as a by-product.  I don�t
mean that a by-product isn�t the most
important thing.  I just am talking about
not addressing it directly. . . . We need
something that is realistic and meaningful.
Study circles is a practical step. The police
will be more interested in participating in
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the Building Strong Neighborhoods
approach, with race as one of the themes.
It�s not that it�s not important.  It�s that we
have to be strategic about how to change
thinking.  (European American/white
organizer in Lima)

ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. Race has been discussed in programs that focusedRace has been discussed in programs that focusedRace has been discussed in programs that focusedRace has been discussed in programs that focusedRace has been discussed in programs that focused
on other topics; the impact on addressing racismon other topics; the impact on addressing racismon other topics; the impact on addressing racismon other topics; the impact on addressing racismon other topics; the impact on addressing racism
is still undetermined, howeveris still undetermined, howeveris still undetermined, howeveris still undetermined, howeveris still undetermined, however.....

Most of those who advocated taking another route did
not offer specific insight into how racism would be
addressed through conversations about these alternative
topics.  Here are a few examples, though, of where study
circles on topics other than race have included
conversations about racism or race relations.

} In Inglewood, the mostly Latino/Hispanic and
African American/black participants reported that
they talked about culture during study circles on
education.  Participants there also reported
several race-related outcomes, such as improved
relations and more positive interactions among
parents from different racial and ethnic groups.

} In Syracuse, the initial study circles on children�s
issues involved repeated discussions of race and
inequality, so much so that organizers decided to
change topics and address race directly.

} In Decatur, organizers reported that the theme of
race was addressed in every session, even though
the study circle topic was neighborhoods.

} In Fayetteville, a couple of organizers speculated
about how other topics could effectively address
racism.  An African American/black organizer
suggested the possible ways that study circles on
the topic of education could effectively address
racism:

I think that�s the next area that we need to
explore, because there are some issues in
the school system that need to be
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discussed in terms of equity and how
educators treat people of race.  (African
American/black organizer in Fayetteville)

iii.iii.iii.iii.iii. The content of study circle programs that intendThe content of study circle programs that intendThe content of study circle programs that intendThe content of study circle programs that intendThe content of study circle programs that intend
to address racism should be centered on race, evento address racism should be centered on race, evento address racism should be centered on race, evento address racism should be centered on race, evento address racism should be centered on race, even
when race is not explicitly named as the topic.when race is not explicitly named as the topic.when race is not explicitly named as the topic.when race is not explicitly named as the topic.when race is not explicitly named as the topic.

Several people who advocated taking another route
towards addressing racism cautioned that whatever the
given study circle topic, a focus on race should remain
the foundation for any program that seeks to address
racism effectively.

} In Syracuse, one European American/white
organizer said:

I would say that that�s [race] got to be at
the bedrock of so many of our
conversations, even if, exclusively, the
conversation isn�t about race.  That�s what
we found with the children�s dialogue.
When we kept asking what we want for our
children, issues of equality came up, over,
and over, and over, and over again.
(European American/white organizer in
Syracuse)

} Several European American/white participants in
Hartford echoed this view by stating that study
circle programs that name a topic other than race
should still mention the inclusion of race in the
conversation in order to ensure that race is
addressed.  These participants suggested that it is
better to alert people up front that the
conversation will incorporate race so that
participants know what to expect.

Even if we say it�s economics or it�s
education or it�s police brutality, we should
say that there�ll be a strong racial
component in any discussion that we have.
(European American/white participant in
Hartford)
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iviviviviv..... The study circle topic may not significantlyThe study circle topic may not significantlyThe study circle topic may not significantlyThe study circle topic may not significantlyThe study circle topic may not significantly
impact programs’ effectiveness in addressingimpact programs’ effectiveness in addressingimpact programs’ effectiveness in addressingimpact programs’ effectiveness in addressingimpact programs’ effectiveness in addressing
racism.racism.racism.racism.racism.

On a couple of occasions, focus group participants and
other community organizers spoke dismissively about the
importance of topic altogether.  Those who held this view
indicated that the diversity of the participants has a more
significant impact on a program�s effectiveness in
addressing racism.

} At least one person in the Hartford European
American/white participant focus group
emphasized that the topic does not matter as
much as who participates.

I don�t think it�s going to matter what topic
you bring, because it�s all going to come
out anyway.  What�s the most important
thing is who you bring to the table.
(European American/white participant in
Hartford)

} In Decatur, where the study circle program
focused on building strong neighborhoods, an
organizer expressed a similar belief that the
sessions addressed racism through the
participation of diverse community members
rather than through a direct focus on the topic of
race.  He said:

I don�t know that we did anything in
particular to promote change on the issues
of race relations; it seemed to come from
having diverse groups at the table.
(European American/white organizer in
Decatur)

From the focus groups and individual interviews, it is clear that
people held many different views as to whether it was most
effective to address racism by naming race as the study circle
topic, or whether it was possible to address racism effectively
through other topics.  While most people of color agreed that
getting straight to the point was the most effective way to
address racism, other people, predominantly European

My impression was that
people got together for
no particular topic, that
they had this . . . strong
sense that something is
wrong in our
community and
continues to be wrong,
and we ought to get
together and talk about
it and see what action,
if there is any action, to
be taken.
--European American/white

participant in Syracuse
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Americans/whites, supported different approaches.  In the next
section � which focuses specifically on the impact of the topic
of race � people did not fall into such clear patterns.

2.2.2.2.2. People often disagreed on whether the topic ofPeople often disagreed on whether the topic ofPeople often disagreed on whether the topic ofPeople often disagreed on whether the topic ofPeople often disagreed on whether the topic of
race includes people of all racial and ethnicrace includes people of all racial and ethnicrace includes people of all racial and ethnicrace includes people of all racial and ethnicrace includes people of all racial and ethnic
backgrounds or instead focuses exclusively onbackgrounds or instead focuses exclusively onbackgrounds or instead focuses exclusively onbackgrounds or instead focuses exclusively onbackgrounds or instead focuses exclusively on
European Americans/whites and AfricanEuropean Americans/whites and AfricanEuropean Americans/whites and AfricanEuropean Americans/whites and AfricanEuropean Americans/whites and African
Americans/blacks.Americans/blacks.Americans/blacks.Americans/blacks.Americans/blacks.

In a couple of the focus groups, as well as in some of the
individual interviews, participants and organizers discussed the
extent to which the study circle topic of race addresses racism in
all its forms or just in the form of an African American/black-
European American/white issue.  Those who expressed the
opinion that study circles on race focused only on African
Americans/blacks and European Americans/whites were also
more likely to state that study circles on the topic of race were
limited in their effectiveness as a tool for addressing racism.
People who viewed study circles on race as including everyone
were generally more positive in their assessment of study circles�
effectiveness in addressing racism.  Participants often starkly
disagreed with each other on this question and offered a widewidewidewidewide
variety of perspectives; in general, these perspectives cut across
racial and ethnic identity.

a.a.a.a.a. Some people asserted that study circles which name raceSome people asserted that study circles which name raceSome people asserted that study circles which name raceSome people asserted that study circles which name raceSome people asserted that study circles which name race
as the topic focus only on African American/black-as the topic focus only on African American/black-as the topic focus only on African American/black-as the topic focus only on African American/black-as the topic focus only on African American/black-
European American/white issues.European American/white issues.European American/white issues.European American/white issues.European American/white issues.

The participants and organizers who viewed study circles on race
as focusing solely on African American/black-European
American/white issues offered at least two main reasons for their
views.  Some people, particularly people of color, cited the
history of race relations in the United States, explaining that the
main focus of public attention has been on relations between
African Americans/blacks and European Americans/whites.  A
small number of participants cited flaws in the study circle
discussion guide itself.  [Note: In some cases, participants may
be referring to an older version of the race guide than the one
presently in use.]

} In Hartford, several participants of color took the position
that study circles on race focused strictly on the
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relationship between European Americans/whites and
African Americans/blacks.  One participant said:

It was a totally black-white issue from what I
received.  The reason I say that is because race
relations meetings didn�t come about because of
the relationship of Asians with white people, or
Native Americans with white people, or Latinos
with white people.  Race relations meetings came
about because of the relationship of African
people and white people.  And the other reason
why I saw it as being a black-white issue is
because Africans in this country are the only
people, historically, who haven�t migrated here.
(African American/black participant in Hartford)

} An Asian American participant in Syracuse said that study
circle programs which named race as the topic generally
focused on African American/black-European American/
white relations, a focus she supported.  She said she
thought study circles were not an appropriate place for
her to bring up issues of her own cultural background,
since the dynamics and energy of the group centered
around racism from a European American/white or
African American/black perspective.

} A Latino/Hispanic organizer in Aurora expressed his
sense that many people in the Latino/Hispanic
community did not feel included in discussions of race for
this same reason.  He said:

This [race] is not something that the Hispanic
community really talks about. . . . And I think the
Hispanic community . . . some of it has to do with
our perception that when the question of race
comes up, they see it as a black and white
issue . . .   (Latino/Hispanic organizer in Aurora)

} A few people in the European American/white participant
focus group in Hartford suggested that the study circle
guide itself may have promoted race as an African
American/black-European American/white issue, and, in
the process, failed to address racism effectively in all its
forms.

This model about
racism . . .  you know
when you hear about
study circles on racism,
the picture you get is a
group of white and
African American . . .
And even though we
are people of color, we
do not want to identify
ourselves as African
American.  So I think
that model definitely
needs something else.

--East Indian facilitator in
New Castle County
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I also heard some comments, too, saying also,
�It�s very black and white.�  It comes across that
way and it�s leaving out a lot of the other
groups . . . especially since we have a huge
Latino population, there�s hardly any mention of
any of their culture in the book.  (European
American/white participant in Hartford)

} In New Castle County, a 1997 focus group study with
European American/white study circle participants and
participants of color presented similar findings about the
discussion guide.  Participants in that study suggested
that the guide should examine race relations more deeply
than simply presenting problems between African
Americans/blacks and European Americans/whites.

b.b.b.b.b. Other participants and organizers maintained that studyOther participants and organizers maintained that studyOther participants and organizers maintained that studyOther participants and organizers maintained that studyOther participants and organizers maintained that study
circles on the topic of race involve all the racial andcircles on the topic of race involve all the racial andcircles on the topic of race involve all the racial andcircles on the topic of race involve all the racial andcircles on the topic of race involve all the racial and
ethnic groups in their communities.ethnic groups in their communities.ethnic groups in their communities.ethnic groups in their communities.ethnic groups in their communities.

A number of people who participated in the focus groups or in
the in-depth interviews disagreed that study circles on race only
address racism from an African American/black-European
American/white perspective.  These participants and organizers
advocated conducting study circles on the topic of race to
address all forms of racism effectively.

} At least two participants of color in Hartford appreciated
the cultural diversity of their study circle sessions and the
opportunity to learn from and talk with people from a
variety of other racial and ethnic groups:

There�s much more to it than just a white and
black issue . . . People of color [come] from
different areas of the world, different experiences,
and regardless how we think that it doesn�t
matter, it does, to a great extent. . . . That, too,
needs to come out a lot more in the dialogue, so
that when we get a better opportunity to not only
understand each other, but we�ll be able to deal
with ourselves and thenand thenand thenand thenand then deal with the oppressive
nature of things or the oppressive people,
whoever they may be, much, much better than we
do.  (African American/black participant in
Hartford)

I mean, when we were
taking racism a lot of
times . . . the first thing
that usually comes to
mind is black and white
. . . you know, but
there’s a lot of people
out here that’s just not
getting a fair shake at
things.  Oppression is
oppression.

--African American/black
participant in Fayetteville
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For me it was enlightening . . . it had an
international flavor; everybody in the group was
from different countries and they were just
expressing the race thing from their country, and
as they all stated, the United States is the only
country that categorized people according to
color.  They never looked at themselves like that
until they got here.  (African American/black
participant in Hartford)

} A Latina/Hispanic participant in Hartford said she felt
compelled to join study circles on race because she
wanted her culture and ethnicity to be included or
addressed in the conversation.

} In Syracuse, an African American/black participant said
that he valued the participation of a young Native
American woman in his group and believed her presence
offered an additional perspective on racism.

} In Fayetteville, several organizers concurred that the topic
of race presented people from all racial and ethnic
backgrounds with the opportunity to address racism.
One Latina/Hispanic organizer said:

I think that because of the topic we had a lot of
newcomers coming, like the Latino group, the
Korean group, there were some Japanese there,
there were Indians, in the Working Group,
everybody want to have a say into what was the
problem of race in Fayetteville.  What sparked it
was the death of two black people, but the other
groups in the community wanted to say, �It�s not
just black and white, you know,� and they
participated.  (Latina/Hispanic organizer in
Fayetteville)

} A European American/white organizer in Fayetteville
described how members of the Korean community
contributed to the conversations on the topic of race:

It brought another dimension, like I said, that
Korean [participation], and took it away from
black and white.  It was a human issue . . . and
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racial . . . the situation of their home life and how
they experienced discrimination back in Korea,
marrying a non-Korean person, and then the
kinds of issues they had as a person coming to the
United States and the issues that their children are
being involved in or facing.  (European American/
white organizer in Fayetteville)

} An African American/black organizer in Fayetteville also
spoke about expanding study circles on race to be more
inclusive, commenting that, �You can�t really have a
study circles unless you include everybody.�  He
explained that initially, the program�s decision-making
body only considered reaching out to African Americans/
blacks and European Americans/whites.  Organizers later
learned that they had neglected many other ethnic
groups in the community that needed to be involved in
conversations about race.

We would have not taken it as a black-white
issue, but as a Fayetteville issue, because we
started out with just two segments of people and
we could have brought in everyone to the table to
start with.  But now we know who we didn�t bring
in, and we�ve heard from them. . . . We�ve
learned from the experience of how we started
and how we need to bring other people to the
table, because regardless of who you are, there is
a light bulb there, there�s an idea.  And we need
to encompass all ideas in order for Fayetteville to
be what they state it is � the all-American city.
(African American/black organizer in Fayetteville)

} In Woodridge, one European American/white participant
offered a slightly different view, supporting the topic of
diversity as a better way to include everybody.  She said:

The diversity appealed to me as not just black or
Hispanics or Indians or Polish or Bohemian, but it
was the different cultures and it was addressing all
the issues.  (European American/white participant
in Woodridge)

The comments of participants and organizers suggest that the
impact of the study circle topic of race on a program�s
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effectiveness in addressing racism often depends on people�s
views of race as an inclusive or exclusive issue.  The next section,
which also focuses solely on the topic of race, describes the
perceived impact of topic on participants� expectations before
study circles begin.

3.3.3.3.3. Some people implied that the way the studySome people implied that the way the studySome people implied that the way the studySome people implied that the way the studySome people implied that the way the study
circle topic of race is stated may impactcircle topic of race is stated may impactcircle topic of race is stated may impactcircle topic of race is stated may impactcircle topic of race is stated may impact
differently on participants’ expectations.differently on participants’ expectations.differently on participants’ expectations.differently on participants’ expectations.differently on participants’ expectations.

Comments in several of the community focus groups suggested
that when study circles addressed race in some form, the way the
topic was named or stated influenced participants� expectations
about the content of the conversations.  The extent to which
participants� expectations were or were not fulfilled then
influenced their perceptions of study circle programs�
effectiveness in addressing racism.  These expectations as they
related to the topic of race may have differed among European
American/white participants and participants of color in
particular communities.

} In Hartford, where the title of the study circle program is
�Community Conversations on Race,� participants in the
focus groups reported many different expectations for the
content of those conversations.  Their comments
suggested that the topic lacked specificity about what
participants could reasonably expect in terms of
conversations about race and about action after the
small group sessions ended.  The extent to which these
expectations were or were not fulfilled appears to have
determined whether participants thought topic made a
difference in study circles� effectiveness in addressing
racism.

• Several participants of color in Hartford said that
as the topic of race race race race race was presented to them, they
expected a discussion of issues of institutionalinstitutionalinstitutionalinstitutionalinstitutional
racismracismracismracismracism, such as power, economic control, and
exploitation.  Because these issues did not surface
in the conversations � and because the majority
of the dialogue seemed to focus on race relationsrace relationsrace relationsrace relationsrace relations
� these participants implied that �race� as a
general topic was problematic.  These participants
suggested that if study circle programs intend to
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address institutional racism effectively, they should
explicitly name institutional racism as the topic.
Otherwise, some people may expect something
else and leave the conversations unfulfilled.

• In contrast, several European American/white
participants in Hartford suggested that as they
understood the topic of race, they expected to
address race relations and a diversity of
perspectives and experiences in the study circles.
For most of them, the extent to which this
expectation was fulfilled seemed to influence their
perception that study circles on race � which
unfolded as study circles on race relations and
racial awareness � were an effective way to
address racism.

• A number of European American/white
participants in Hartford also expressed their
expectations for the study circles in terms of
concerns and anxieties.  Because the topic for the
study circles explicitly named race as a focus,
these participants said they expected their study
circle sessions to be intense, possibly to create
conflict, and to be tentative in terms of open,
honest expression.  Here are some representative
statements:

I was a little nervous about it because I
didn�t know . . . you don�t know what kind
of things are going to come up.
(European American/white participant in
Hartford)

Perhaps not in so many words, but I
expected during the course of the session
to be at least once accused of being a
racist at some point.  (European American/
white participant in Hartford)

I was afraid we�d try to outdo each other
being good [white] guys.  (European
American/white participant in Hartford)
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These expectations appear to have been largely
unfulfilled, since these same participants reported
that the people in their study circle sessions were
surprisingly candid and cordial.  The positive
contrast between their expectations and the reality
of their study circles seems to have left European
American/white participants with a more positive
assessment of study circles on the topic of race, in
particular their effectiveness in addressing racism.

} In Syracuse, on the other hand, participants in the focus
groups expressed few concerns, expectations, or anxieties
about the study circle sessions.  Because their
community�s study circle program explicitly named three
components of race in the topic (ending racism,
improving race relations, and beginning racial healing), it
is likely that participants there had a better understanding
of the focus of the conversation, more information, and
less uncertainty.  The specific naming of the components
of dialogues on race may in turn have influenced
participants� assessments of the impact of topic on their
study circle programs� effectiveness in addressing racism.
One European American/white participant said:

A topic like that holds out the hope that it�s about
attitudes and it�s about behaviors and these are
things that the individual can affect.  (European
American/white participant in Syracuse)

Based on the conversations in the focus groups and the
individual interviews, it appears that the topic of race has a
particular impact on study circle programs� effectiveness in
addressing racism.  Participants and organizers often held widely
different views, however, on the nature of that impact and what
it meant in terms of overall program effectiveness.  In general,
people agreed that communities need to talk about race.
People of color were most likely to value programs that explicitly
name race as the topic; some European Americans/whites
shared this view.  European Americans/whites, however, were
more likely to consider topics that approach race through
another lens to be most effective.

For the most part, people did not agree about the several other
approaches to talking about race.  People also disagreed about
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who is included or �targeted� by the topic of race; more people
seemed to favor a broad interpretation of �race,� however.

The next part of this chapter focuses on the impact of the study
circle topic from another angle � the impact of topic on
participation by people of different racial and ethnic
backgrounds.  As in this first section, participants� and
organizers� responses to the second part of the research
question varied considerably.

q
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B.B.B.B.B. The impact of the study circle topic onThe impact of the study circle topic onThe impact of the study circle topic onThe impact of the study circle topic onThe impact of the study circle topic on
participation by people of different racialparticipation by people of different racialparticipation by people of different racialparticipation by people of different racialparticipation by people of different racial
and ethnic backgroundsand ethnic backgroundsand ethnic backgroundsand ethnic backgroundsand ethnic backgrounds

Conversations with organizers and participants in many of the
Best Practices learning sites revealed a considerable amount of
difference in opinion regarding the impact of the study circle
topic on participation by people of different racial and ethnic
backgrounds.  Participants and organizers stated many different
theories about which topics attract specific groups of people and
which topics keep people away; they based their theories both
on observation and conjecture.  Yet since community programs
typically addressed only one topic (race or something else) and
organizers in these communities cannot compare participation
across topics, we have very little in the way of hard evidence to
support some of the claims or presumptions presented below.
They are, quite simply, views.  In addition, as stated at the
beginning of this chapter, we did not have access to the
opinions of those who did not participate in study circles at all
and so we do not know if the topic made them stay away from
study circles.  While the full impact of topic remains to be seen,
it is clear that participants and organizers presently view the
study circle topic as having a significant impact � both positive
and negative � on participation by people of different racial
and ethnic backgrounds.

The remainder of this chapter presents two main categories of
responses to this question:

} The impact of the topic of race on participation by
people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds

} The possible impact of other topics on participation

1.1.1.1.1. Participants and organizers suggested that theParticipants and organizers suggested that theParticipants and organizers suggested that theParticipants and organizers suggested that theParticipants and organizers suggested that the
topic of race has both positive and negativetopic of race has both positive and negativetopic of race has both positive and negativetopic of race has both positive and negativetopic of race has both positive and negative
impacts on participation by people of differentimpacts on participation by people of differentimpacts on participation by people of differentimpacts on participation by people of differentimpacts on participation by people of different
racial and ethnic backgrounds.racial and ethnic backgrounds.racial and ethnic backgrounds.racial and ethnic backgrounds.racial and ethnic backgrounds.

Although most participants and organizers said that they greatly
value study circles on the topic of race, many of them
acknowledged that race attracted some people while keeping
others away.  Participants and organizers recognized both

Promoting study circles
is to convey that this is
an issue that affects all
of us and racism is at
the root of a lot of
other problems . . .
[The] big challenge is
how do we package this
so that everybody sees
their own common
interests and how
everybody can benefit
from better race
relations.  That is hard
to do when you are
white and male and you
have had the power in
the U.S.

--Latina/Hispanic organizer
in New Castle County
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positive and negative impacts of the topic of race on
participation by people of different racial and ethnic
backgrounds; however, they often spoke most easily about
groups of people whom study circles on the topic of race failed
to involve.

a.a.a.a.a. People cited at least two main positive impacts of thePeople cited at least two main positive impacts of thePeople cited at least two main positive impacts of thePeople cited at least two main positive impacts of thePeople cited at least two main positive impacts of the
topic of race on participation.topic of race on participation.topic of race on participation.topic of race on participation.topic of race on participation.

Participants and organizers throughout the Best Practices
learning sites suggested at least two main ways the topic of race
impacts positively on participation:

} The topic of race attracts people of all racial and ethnic
backgrounds who have a real interest and commitment
to taking action on the issue.

} The topic of race particularly attracts significant numbers
of African American/black participants, both those who
want to put the issue to rest and those who want to take it
further.

Participants and organizers spoke in detail about how the topic
of race appeals to people with a keen interest in working toward
solutions to community problems, particularly the problem of
racism.  Although few people specifically stated that study circles
on race attract African American/black participants, responses to
questions about participation � as well as the fact that no one
suggested an alternative topic as a way to attract more members
of the African American/black community � strongly support
this claim.

} In Syracuse, organizers gave careful attention to how to
present the topic of race in order to attract as many
participants as possible.  After struggling with this issue
for nearly six months, organizers decided to incorporate
three components of race � racism, race relations, and
racial healing � into the program�s title.  Organizers
viewed this multidimensional topic as the best way to
fulfill a variety of needs and involve a diverse group of
people.  One African American/black organizer
explained it this way:

We started off with many people who are very
committed to the resolution of this issue.  And we

I think the success of
participation has a lot
to do with when people
are committed to the
topic.  They’re there
because they want to be
and they want to
discuss it.  They’re
concerned about their
understanding of it or
they want to expand
their understanding of
race and racism.

--African American/black
organizer in Hartford

I have a personal
interest in promoting
the oneness of mankind
in all different kinds of
ways, and getting
involved in the study
circles was just one way
to do that.
--European American/white

facilitator in Fayetteville
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were trying to think about how we would get
others who are not so focused on this issue
involved, how not to turn them off, how not to
exclude them, how not to just talk to each other
who have strong beliefs in this.  So it was that
discussion around creating the dialogue and the
pamphlets and all that, that we decided that those
were the three areas we would use to take a look
at them.  (African American/black organizer in
Syracuse)

} Participants in all of the Syracuse focus groups indicated
that the opportunity to address race directly strongly
appealed to them and influenced their decision to
become involved in study circles.

Really, it�s just a commitment to . . . trying to deal
with race in whatever ways I can find to do that,
that brought me.  (Multiracial participant in
Syracuse)

The immediacy of how insidious racism is over
and over, in that day-to-day life, is just I wanted to
talk with folk and hear what they had to say . . .
(European American/white participant in Syracuse)

} In Fayetteville, several organizers suggested that the topic
of race attracts participants who want to create real
changes in the community, instead of those who make
the same tired recommendations.  One said:

We had a lot of people who volunteered and
participated who cared deeply about these issues
and already were pretty open-minded.  And that�s
why I valued their suggestions so much, because
they really, they were so thoughtful, they went way
beyond what you normally hear with regard to
suggestions about what can a community do.
(European American/white organizer in
Fayetteville)

} An African American/black organizer in Fayetteville
offered this view of why the topic of race attracts people
of color, particularly African Americans/blacks:

This presented three
unique opportunities
for me to get involved,
meet some people,
learn a great deal, and
maybe introduce — if I
felt it was successful —
into my law
enforcement
community.  At the
very least I felt it
presented an
opportunity for me to
understand better why
this is an issue, what
these problems are, and
what I could do to
personally affect it.
--European American/white

participant in Syracuse

Personally, why I am
involved is that people
of color need to move
forward in this
environment.  Moving
forward in this
environment requires
an effort that is
continued on and
caused by things like
study circles.  I remain
actively involved
because this is
something that can
cause things to happen,
and that continuity
helps that.

--African American/black
facilitator in New Castle

County
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Because we�re continually seeking equality.
Whenever the opportunity raises itself to express
how we�re feeling . . . There are some people in
this community that are going to take advantage
of that opportunity.  (African American/black
organizer in Fayetteville)

b.b.b.b.b. People identified several negative impacts of the topic ofPeople identified several negative impacts of the topic ofPeople identified several negative impacts of the topic ofPeople identified several negative impacts of the topic ofPeople identified several negative impacts of the topic of
race on participation.race on participation.race on participation.race on participation.race on participation.

In nearly all of the focus groups and individual interviews,
participants and organizers easily identified the categories of
people who did not participate in study circles and cited the
topic of race as one possible reason why some racial and ethnic
groups may have stayed away.  Participants and organizers
suggested that the topic of race sometimes negatively impacts
on participation by attracting too many of the �usual suspects�
and not enough of other groups of people; their comments
focused particularly on European Americans/whites and minority
groups such as Latinos/Hispanics and East Indians.  A few
participants suggested that attrition of specific racial and ethnic
groups during the study circle sessions is an additional negative
impact, though the specific racial or ethnic group that gradually
stopped coming varied from situation to situation.

} In Hartford, some European American/white participants
suggested that study circle programs may be able to
involve more European Americans/whites if the topic
does not name race directly.  According to one
participant, �if you go straight at race, you�ll only get
people like us,� meaning those who are most interested
in working on issues of race and who are typically most
involved in their community.  Other participants agreed
that the topic of race may keep away people who are
less inclined to be active in the community.

} In Fayetteville, one Latina/Hispanic organizer shared this
view, saying, �Yes, race probably kept some people
away, and the theme of race kept some people away, but
I think that it kept [away] the people that would not come
anyway.�

} Participants and organizers in both Hartford and Syracuse
suggested that some of the people who did not

It feels a little bit like
preaching to the choir.
And we want to stop
preaching to the choir
and start preaching to
the congregation.  And
even those that haven’t
attended church in a
while.
--European American/white

facilitator trainer in
Springfield

My take is that white
participants were just
thrilled to be involved
in all of this and that
probably came through
very strongly, and they
probably were very self-
congratulatory for their
open-mindedness and
involvement.
--European American/white

organizer in Fayetteville
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participate in study circles on race either do not
recognize race as a problem or wish to ignore it.

} In Fayetteville, several organizers explicitly stated that
European Americans/whites, especially European
American/white males, do not consider race to be their
problem.  One African American/black organizer said:

I just believe that the white male traditionally
doesn�t like to engage in racial settings in terms of
the dialogue, because, quite frankly I believe that
a lot don�t think that there is a problem; that
everything is OK.  (African American/black
organizer in Fayetteville)

Another African American/black organizer in Fayetteville
said, �When you talk about the issue of race . . . They
[Caucasians] don�t perceive it as their problem.  And
that�s a reality.  They don�t.�

} During the conversations, participants frequently used the
word �uncomfortable� to describe why the topic of race
may keep some people away.  In Hartford, some
organizers described the difficulties that people in the
suburbs (primarily European Americans/whites) have with
talking about race:

Actually they didn�t want to talk about race and
that�s why we ended up doing it about youth
issues in general, not about race issues, because
they felt very uncomfortable.  (Latina/Hispanic
organizer in Hartford)

} Other organizers in Hartford suggested that people of all
racial and ethnic backgrounds have a difficult time
talking about race and often find it to be a �scary� topic.
This fear may prevent participation by some.

If you want them to focus on race, and from what
I�m hearing going around the table is that they�ll
touch on every other issue but the issue of race.
They�re not comfortable, even if it�s a diverse
group or if it�s an all-white group, which I�ve been
in as well, they�re not comfortable discussing it.
(European American/white organizer in Hartford)

It’s hard to keep white
males in this.
Anything having to do
with race unity they
find other priorities
somehow.  And I’m not
saying it’s intentional,
but that’s the
phenomenon that I’ve
witnessed.
--European American/white

facilitator in Fayetteville

I think that we have to
work hard and move
deeply to get to people
who wouldn’t
traditionally talk about
this stuff ‘cause it’s too
emotional for them.

--African American/black
organizer in Syracuse
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} Several study circle organizers and participants in a
number of different communities suggested that the topic
of race also negatively impacts on participation by such
racial and ethnic groups as Latinos/Hispanics, Asian
Americans, Native Americans, or recent immigrants from
other cultural backgrounds.  Some of the factors cited for
low levels of participation by these groups include the
extent to which people desire cultural assimilation, the
extent to which race in America is perceived to be an
African American/black-European American/white issue,
discomfort, and perceptions of relevancy.  In Colorado
Springs, for example, organizers reported that people
from the East Indian, Chinese American, Korean
American, and Japanese American communities were not
represented in the �Community Conversations on Race.�
According to organizers, members of these racial and
ethnic groups appear to be either satisfied with what the
city was providing them or uninterested in attracting
attention to their difference.

In addition to discussing the above negative impacts of the topic
of race, participants in most of the focus groups and in some of
the original site visit interviews commented on the level of
attrition in their study circle sessions.  While some participants
attributed the level of attrition to the topic of race, others
ascribed dropouts to scheduling logistics, poor facilitation, or
other unrelated challenges.  In addition, while some participants
observed racial patterns in terms of who left and who stayed,
that is, whether European Americans/whites or people of color
were more likely to leave the study circle groups before the end
of the five or six weeks, others did not discern such patterns.
Since Best Practices team members did not speak with
participants who left study circles before the final session, the
following views are based solely on the observations or
conjecture of those who remained in the study circle groups.

} According to some focus group participants, European
American/white people showed a tendency to drop out of
study circles either because of their discomfort with the
topic of race and the issues that emerged in the
conversations or because they did not recognize racism
as a problem in their workplace or in their lives.

} In Syracuse, one participant of color reported that those
who lacked �a commitment to racial equality and

To get someone, say,
that has just come into
community that is not
comfortable with
language or has
language barriers, that
is going to be a little
more difficult to get
that person to come in
and sit in a group like
this and express their
feelings.
--European American/white

participant in Woodridge
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changing things� were more likely to stop coming to the
sessions.  While she recalled that both people of color
and European Americans/whites left her study circle
group, she said that probably more European
Americans/whites left.  Another participant in the focus
group responded to this by saying that it is hard for
European Americans/whites �to face that privilege issue�
and agreed that people who don�t change their minds
tend to leave the groups.

} Among the Hartford organizers, some reported that they
did not see a difference in attendance by European
Americans/whites and people of color.  Others
experienced a drop-off on the part of people of color in
suburban groups or in groups that lacked significant
diversity.   Some of these people attributed inconsistent
attendance to the extent to which people of color
considered the conversation on race relevant to their own
situations.

} In Woodridge, at least one participant of color reported
that the more intense the conversation in his study circle
group became, the fewer people returned the next week.

} In Colorado Springs, organizers reported that a number
of Latinos/Hispanics signed up for the Community
Conversations on Race, but then dropped out.  Early
analysis among coalition members revealed that this may
have been due to Latinos/Hispanics� discomfort with
talking about race in a public setting.

Based on the large number of people throughout the United
States who have participated in study circles on the topic of race
and the comments of these organizers and participants, it is
clear that the topic of race can and does attract people of all
racial and ethnic backgrounds.  Yet according to participants
and organizers, the topic of race can also keep some groups of
people away, namely European Americans/whites who feel
uncomfortable talking about the issue or even acknowledging it,
and members of other racial and ethnic groups who feel less
personally connected to the issue.  The next section presents
some of the alternative study circle topics proposed by
participants and organizers as a way to address the perceived
negative impacts of the topic of race.

Ours got down to like
three people. . . . the
deeper we tried to go,
the less people showed
up the next week.

--African American/black
participant in Woodridge
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2.2.2.2.2. People named a wide variety of topics other thanPeople named a wide variety of topics other thanPeople named a wide variety of topics other thanPeople named a wide variety of topics other thanPeople named a wide variety of topics other than
race that may achieve greater participation byrace that may achieve greater participation byrace that may achieve greater participation byrace that may achieve greater participation byrace that may achieve greater participation by
people of different racial and ethnicpeople of different racial and ethnicpeople of different racial and ethnicpeople of different racial and ethnicpeople of different racial and ethnic
backgrounds.backgrounds.backgrounds.backgrounds.backgrounds.

Participants and organizers offered a variety of other study circle
topics as possible alternatives to race, explaining that these
topics may result in higher levels of participation by other racial
and ethnic groups, specifically European Americans/whites or
Latinos/Hispanics.  Significantly, African Americans/blacks did
not suggest using a topic other than race to increase
participation by members of the African American/black
community.  Several African American/black participants and
organizers did, however, name other topics that could lead to
more balanced participation in study circle programs.

a.a.a.a.a. Some people suggested topics that would attract moreSome people suggested topics that would attract moreSome people suggested topics that would attract moreSome people suggested topics that would attract moreSome people suggested topics that would attract more
European American/white participants.European American/white participants.European American/white participants.European American/white participants.European American/white participants.

} In Hartford, a few organizers suggested that both young
people and adults seemed more comfortable talking
about issues of diversity.  One European American/white
organizer noted that public schools also seemed to prefer
approaching the issue from the perspective of
multiculturalism rather than racism.

} Participants in other communities, particularly those in
Woodridge, agreed that diversity may be more attractive
to European Americans/whites.  Woodridge participants
noted that the Village administration may have perceived
diversity as �a little more palatable� than race relations to
all sectors of the community.  (We note again that
European American/white organizers in Woodridge
chose the diversity topic partly on advice from an African
American/black coalition member.)

} A number of European American/white participants in
Hartford suggested that the topic of education or perhaps
community relations may generate more interest among
European American/white people.  Given that several
European American/white participants in Hartford had
reported experiencing some anxiety about taking part in
a �community conversation on race,� these suggestions
may stem from their sense of how to make important
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community conversations that address race less
threatening and more appealing to other European
American/white people.

} Other European American/white participants in
Hartford suggested that something hot, topical,
and relevant to a particular place may result in
more participation by European Americans/
whites.

I�ll bet you the large majority of the people who
participated were inclined to feel this way anyway.
And you need a topic, I think, like maybe public
education or community relations, especially after
a local event, which would get other people to the
table.  (European American/white participant in
Hartford)

} In Fayetteville, several organizers shared the view
that education or other broad community issues
may attract more European American/white
participants.  One African American/black
organizer said:

Quite frankly, I think it would have made a
difference in participation and the size of the
group if another topic had been chosen, a topic
that both [African Americans/blacks and
European Americans/whites] are comfortable with.
(African American/black organizer in Fayetteville)

} A European American/white organizer in
Fayetteville suggested that their study circle
program might have attracted more European
Americans/whites, in particular traditional leaders,
if they had chosen a topic such as community
development.

If we could�ve framed it around: �This is our
community, how do we want it to be?� and work
from another direction instead of head-on, we
might have had more people come to the table
sooner. . . . I think more business people would
have [embraced that topic].  I think more of the
status quo, the white power structure would have.
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We probably could have gotten more of our
military active duty citizens . . . (European
American/white organizer in Fayetteville)

This same organizer also suggested that the timeliness of the
issue is important and that she would have preferred to conduct
study circles when the issue was hottest in order to bring more
people to the table.

b.b.b.b.b. Other people suggested topics that would attract moreOther people suggested topics that would attract moreOther people suggested topics that would attract moreOther people suggested topics that would attract moreOther people suggested topics that would attract more
participants from other racial and ethnic groups.participants from other racial and ethnic groups.participants from other racial and ethnic groups.participants from other racial and ethnic groups.participants from other racial and ethnic groups.

} In addition to offering ideas for attracting more European
Americans/whites, participants in communities such as
New Castle County suggested that study circles on
education may be more appealing to Latinos/Hispanics.
Some evidence of this appeal can be seen in Inglewood,
where a significantly large number of Latinos/Hispanics
participated in study circles focused on education.

} One Latina/Hispanic organizer in New Castle County
said, �Personally, I think the Latino community would
jump at the chance of doing something on education.
We have a 40 percent drop-out rate from high schools
� one of the highest in the nation.�

} A Latino/Hispanic organizer in Aurora suggested
�discrimination� as a topic that more Latinos/Hispanics
would be willing and able to talk about, particularly as it
relates to expectations about cultural assimilation.

} An East Indian facilitator in New Castle County suggested
a topic other than race for attracting members of the
Asian American community:

For East Indians in particular, most of them are
first-generation immigrants who came to the
U.S.A. for opportunities.  So they have been
focused on surviving and doing well.  And also
because the culture, Indian families are big and
work is done within the families.  The issue for
Indian people to get involved in study circles may
be that of ethnic identity.  (East Indian facilitator in
New Castle County)
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In a number of the focus groups and interviews, participants and
organizers often described factors other than the topic that
affected participation by people of different racial and ethnic
backgrounds, for better or worse.  Some of these factors related
to the logistics of study circles, such as scheduling, the number
of sessions, and transportation.  Other factors related more to
perceptions of relevancy or notions about the process.  People in
the learning sites cited the attraction of the process or dialogue
model, the attraction of a link to action, and a desire to change
the community as possible explanations for why people do or do
not participate in study circles.  At least one organizer cited the
impact of the program�s leadership, explaining that specific
groups of people may mistrust those who are perceived as the
leaders of the effort and stay away for that reason.

For the most part, participants and organizers agreed that the
topic of race attracts people of all racial and ethnic
backgrounds who have an interest in and commitment to
working on race-related issues.  Participants and organizers also
implicitly agreed that the topic of race particularly attracts
African American/black participants.

People generally agreed that the topic of race impacts negatively
on participation by some racial and ethnic groups, although they
offered several different reasons for this view.  In addition,
people had many different views on which topics might attract
higher numbers of European Americans/whites or people from
other racial and ethnic backgrounds, such as Latinos/Hispanics.

While some study circle programs have indicated a desire to
conduct rounds on other topics � notably the topic of building
strong neighborhoods � others have stated a long-term
intention to focus on the topic of race.  It remains to be seen
what impact these other topics will have on participation by
people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds.

As far as impact on
communities on color,
this has had more
impact on white
middle-class and
upper-middle-class folks
rather than on people
of color.  Yet there is
strong participation
from people of color.
That is why it is good
to stay with same topic.
More and more the
effort works itself
through the whole
community . . .
--European American/white

organizer in New Castle
County

q
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C.  ConclusionC.  ConclusionC.  ConclusionC.  ConclusionC.  Conclusion

It is still too early in study circle programs� history to assess the
full impact of topic on study circles� effectiveness in addressing
racism and on participation by people of different racial and
ethnic backgrounds.  As study circle programs mature and
experiment with different topics, our understanding of the impact
of topic will expand, too.

At present, participants and organizers say that the topic doesdoesdoesdoesdoes
have a noticeable impact on study circles� effectiveness in
addressing racism and on participation by people of different
racial and ethnic backgrounds.  Participants and organizers do
not agree, however, on the nature of that impact.  For many,
study circles on the topic of race will continue to be the most
effective way to address racism and and and and and attract African Americans/
blacks to the effort.  According to other participants and
organizers, study circles on other topics may increase
participation by racial and ethnic groups such as European
Americans/whites and Latinos/Hispanics and still address racism
effectively.

While few patterns currently exist regarding the impact of topic,
there appears to be general consensus on at least one point: the
study circle topic matters to the overall success of a study circle
program.  According to these participants and organizers, the
study circle topic not only drives the content of the small group
sessions, it also conveys the intentions of the program to the
community and often determines who does or does not come to
the table.

q
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This appendix presents
biographical information about
each of the four Best Practices
team members.
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Appendix A: About Best Practices TAppendix A: About Best Practices TAppendix A: About Best Practices TAppendix A: About Best Practices TAppendix A: About Best Practices Team Memberseam Memberseam Memberseam Memberseam Members

Vivian Elliott is an African American/black woman who grew up
in Michigan.  She is an independent consultant with Elliott
Service Systems, Inc. in Denver, Colorado.  Vivian now works
extensively in bringing equitable policies, practices, and
perspectives into teaching, learning, curriculum, and assessment
in school districts throughout the United States.  Contact Vivian
at <vivelliott@aol.com>.

Steve Kay, a European American/white man, is partner at Roberts
& Kay, Inc. in Lexington, Kentucky, a firm dedicated to advancing
democratic practices in workplaces and communities.  Steve grew
up in a Jewish family in Lawrence, Massachusetts.  He works
extensively as a researcher and facilitator on complex community
change, typically involving many different views and interests.
Contact Steve at <steve@robertsandkay.com>.

Biren �Ratnesh� Nagda is an East Indian man who grew up in
Kenya, East Africa.  He is currently an assistant professor in the
School of Social Work at the University of Washington in Seattle.
Ratnesh has developed and conducted extensive research on
intergroup dialogues among college students, both at the
University of Washington and in his previous post at the University
of Michigan.  He teaches courses on cultural diversity, social
justice, and intergroup dialogue practice.  Contact Ratnesh at
<ratnesh@u.washington.edu>.
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Rona Roberts is a European American/white woman who grew up
in rural Kentucky.  She is partner at Roberts & Kay, Inc. and served
as the project manager for the Best Practices study.  Rona is in her
twentieth year of work as a researcher and adviser for
organizational and community change.  Contact Rona at
<rona@robertsandkay.com>.  Roberts & Kay, Inc. also has a web
site, www.robertsandkay.com, that describes the firm�s work quite
thoroughly.

In addition to having diverse education and work experiences, the two women and two men
on the Best Practices team reflect some of the racial and ethnic diversity that characterized the
populations in many of the Best Practices learning sites.  The four team members found that
their own backgrounds helped them to access different information in communities, and
particularly helped deepen their understanding of the information communities shared.

q
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Appendix BAppendix BAppendix BAppendix BAppendix B
MethoMethoMethoMethoMethodologydologydologydologydology

This appendix provides detailed
information about the
methodology used for the Study
Circles Best Practices study.
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Appendix B: MethoAppendix B: MethoAppendix B: MethoAppendix B: MethoAppendix B: Methodologydologydologydologydology

The Study Circles Resource Center (SCRC) commissioned the Best Practices study as an early
stage, discovery-oriented inquiry aimed, in part, at the following questions:

1. How do study circle organizers make decisions and carry out strategies to produce
effective rounds of community-wide study circles, particularly on race?

2. What are the absolute essentials � the practices organizers must use in order to
produce study circles?

3. How effective are study circles in addressing issues related to race?

A.  Developing the research frameworkA.  Developing the research frameworkA.  Developing the research frameworkA.  Developing the research frameworkA.  Developing the research framework

1.1.1.1.1. The research teamThe research teamThe research teamThe research teamThe research team

The Topsfield Foundation, Inc. (TFI) engaged Roberts & Kay, Inc. (RKI), a Lexington,
Kentucky-based firm committed to advancing democratic practices in workplaces and
communities, to conduct the Best Practices study.  RKI constructed a research team that
consisted of the two RKI principals, Rona Roberts and Steve Kay; Biren �Ratnesh� Nagda,
assistant professor at the School of Social Work at the University of Washington; and Vivian
Elliott, principal, Elliott Service Systems, Inc., Denver, Colorado.  Rona Roberts served as
project manager.

See Appendix A for more information about the team.

2.2.2.2.2. The research questionsThe research questionsThe research questionsThe research questionsThe research questions

The Best Practices team worked with TFI and SCRC to identify and refine a set of research
questions to guide the inquiry.  These questions are clearly qualitative, exploratory questions,
appropriate to the first stage of an investigation that is intended to generate some
benchmarks useful for future research:

1. What are the most effective practices for creating a broad-based, diverse organizing
coalition?  Specifically, what are the most effective practices for creating a coalition
that is racially and ethnically diverse?

2. What are the most promising practices for recruiting a diverse group of facilitators?
What are the most effective practices for training and supporting facilitators so that
they can do their work effectively?

3. What are the most promising practices for recruiting participants from all parts of the
community?  What strategies are most promising for recruiting for racial and ethnic
diversity?  What program elements besides recruitment strategies (such as the issue
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being considered, the up-front connection to change and action) are most important
in recruiting for racial diversity?

4. What changes, outcomes, and results do organizers, facilitators, and participants
ascribe to the study circle efforts in their communities?  If on racism and race
relations, what is the range of outcomes?  If on another issue, how do the outcomes
take into account the racial divisions and dynamics of the community?

5..... What strategies, methods, or tactics do study circle organizers use to link study circles
with community change efforts, and which are most effective?  Specifically, how are
programs linking to individual, collective, and institutional change initiatives on the
issues of racism and race relations?

6. To what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles an effective tool
for addressing racism?

7. What impact does topic have on (a) study circle programs� effectiveness in addressing
racism, and (b) participation by people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?

The team worked with a draft of research questions during its first round of seven site visits.
Then, with guidance from SCRC and the program officer at the Mott Foundation, the
questions were further refined and clarified to their final formulation.  See Appendix D for the
different sets of research questions, as well as the interview questions the team used.  Of the
seven questions, Research Questions 1, 2, 3, and 5 are clearly aimed at the discovery and
identification of best practices.  Research Question 4 calls for an identification and
presentation of outcomes and results from study circles.  Research Questions 6 and 7
represent the first stage in an assessment of the appropriateness of study circles as a tool for
community work on race, particularly in addressing racism.

3.3.3.3.3. The 17 learning sitesThe 17 learning sitesThe 17 learning sitesThe 17 learning sitesThe 17 learning sites

The Best Practices team worked with members of the Community Assistance team at SCRC to
identify arenas of excellence in community-wide study circle programs.  Together, SCRC staff
and the Best Practices team developed a list of criteria, presented below.  The Community
Assistance team recommended an array of communities that, taken together, could offer the
Best Practices team excellent opportunities to see particular aspects of study circle practices in
action, and to learn from those who had developed the practices.  The Community
Assistance team believed that each individual learning site had demonstrated excellence in
one or more of the program areas reflected in these criteria.  Here are the criteria, presented
in no particular order:
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a.a.a.a.a. Coalition buildingCoalition buildingCoalition buildingCoalition buildingCoalition building

The core group of people committed to producing the entire study circle effort broadly
reflected the community�s diversity, and involved people who represented many different
kinds of leadership, including those who increased the effort�s visibility and made it attractive
to participate; those who assembled and allocated resources to the effort; those who brought
organizing skills to the many logistical challenges of study circles; and those who attracted
typically hard-to-reach groups, including, in most communities, young people, senior citizens,
low-income people, and people of color.

b.b.b.b.b. Diversity in recruitment or participationDiversity in recruitment or participationDiversity in recruitment or participationDiversity in recruitment or participationDiversity in recruitment or participation

The study circle organizers used effective strategies to ensure significant diversity in the study
circles themselves.

c.c.c.c.c. Involvement of community leadersInvolvement of community leadersInvolvement of community leadersInvolvement of community leadersInvolvement of community leaders

Visible community leaders appeared among the key organizers, the coalition, the facilitator
group (where appropriate), or the participant group.  �Leaders� in this case includes elected
officials, but is not limited to them.

d.d.d.d.d. RecruitingRecruitingRecruitingRecruitingRecruiting

The study circle effort demonstrated particular creativity and success in the recruiting phase of
organizing study circles.

e.e.e.e.e. Action council or task forceAction council or task forceAction council or task forceAction council or task forceAction council or task force

At the end of the study circle sessions, organizers in the community did an effective job of
establishing task forces or work groups committed to specific future action.

f.f.f.f.f. Policy impactPolicy impactPolicy impactPolicy impactPolicy impact

The study circle effort has resulted in changes in public policy either through local or state
legislation or regulatory change.

g.g.g.g.g. TTTTTies to governanceies to governanceies to governanceies to governanceies to governance

The study circle effort involved citizens directly in improving their governance, or built
stronger, more participatory governance structures.
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h.h.h.h.h. TTTTTies to actionies to actionies to actionies to actionies to action

The study circle effort led to valued, significant action in communities or states.

i.i.i.i.i. Other outcomesOther outcomesOther outcomesOther outcomesOther outcomes

The study circle effort produced significant or worthy results not accounted for in other
categories.

j.j.j.j.j. Permanent institutional homePermanent institutional homePermanent institutional homePermanent institutional homePermanent institutional home

The study circle effort has begun developing a permanent organizational base, and a way to
sustain it.

Using these criteria, the SCRC Community Assistance team recommended 17 localities
(communities and states) as good learning sites for the Best Practices study, and the Best
Practices Team accepted the recommendations.  Here are those 17 learning sites:

• Alread, Arkansas
• Aurora, Illinois
• Colorado Springs, Colorado
• Decatur, Georgia
• Fayetteville, North Carolina
• Ft. Myers, Florida
• Hartford, Connecticut
• Inglewood, California
• Lima, Ohio
• Maine
• New Castle County, Delaware
• North Little Rock, Arkansas
• Oklahoma
• Springfield, Illinois
• Syracuse, New York
• Twin Cities, Minnesota
• Woodridge, Illinois

q
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B.B.B.B.B. Primary research methoPrimary research methoPrimary research methoPrimary research methoPrimary research methodsdsdsdsds

Best Practices team members conducted the inquiry in each community using multiple
research approaches.  The fundamental research philosophy involved learning with the
community partners.  This meant that it was important to build working relationships in each
community and to share information and ask for feedback, correction, and improvements at
several points during the project.

A member of the Best Practices team visited each of the learning sites at least once; four of
the sites received two visits.  Thirteen of the sites received a visit by one researcher working
alone.  Four of the sites received visits by a team of two researchers; in each of these cases,
the two researchers represented both a gender mix and a combination of a European
American/white person and a person of color.  All four researchers visited one of the sites
together, and three of the four researchers visited one site together.  Site visits ranged in
length from one to four days, with one and a half to two days being the norm.

Researchers worked with coordinators in each site in advance of the visits.  Typically,
coordinators arranged for researchers to spend time with the greatest possible number of
organizers and coalition members, some study circle participants, key supporters of study
circles, and, in some places, study circle facilitators.  Each visit varied in terms of structure,
depending on the context in the community, the coordinators� time availability, and the
availability of desired participants in the study.  All told, researchers met with 290 people in
the 17 learning sites.  Appendix C presents demographic information from each site visit.

In each learning site, researchers used multiple methods of inquiry, including the following:

1.1.1.1.1. WWWWWritten materialsritten materialsritten materialsritten materialsritten materials

Researchers read about each learning site both before and after each visit.  Before each site
visit, researchers read SCRC file materials about that learning site.  These included materials
forwarded by coordinators, internal SCRC notes about telephone conversations, and, in
several cases, copies of written publicity and descriptions of other forms of media attention
the programs had received.

Following each visit, researchers usually read additional information collected during the visit.
These materials included recent program descriptions; grant applications; promotional
materials; clippings from newspapers or other print media; records, minutes, or financial
reports from study circle organizations� meetings; decisions; products of coalitions, action
groups, or study circle participants; and, in a few cases, written reports about the study circle
program.
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2.2.2.2.2. ObservationObservationObservationObservationObservation

In several learning sites, researchers observed some aspect of the study circle program or
organization at work.  These opportunities included sitting in on an action group meeting;
observing an all-day meeting about celebrating past accomplishments and planning future
work; observing a leadership training program that was sponsored, in part, by a study circle
initiative; and observing a facilitator coaching/debriefing session.

3.3.3.3.3. Individual interviewsIndividual interviewsIndividual interviewsIndividual interviewsIndividual interviews

Researchers interviewed about a third of the research participants individually.  Particularly in
the earliest site visits, the individual interview constituted the most widely used investigative
approach.  Researchers followed a semistructured guide organized according to key themes.
The guide included frequent probes and questions aimed at determining potential new
directions for the conversations based on the interviewee�s knowledge, experiences, and
interests.  With participants� permission, researchers made a written record of the interview.
Most were tape-recorded and then transcribed.  Researchers recorded several interviews by
entering nearly verbatim text into a personal computer during the interview.  Researchers took
handwritten notes on a few interviews.

4.4.4.4.4. Small group interviewsSmall group interviewsSmall group interviewsSmall group interviewsSmall group interviews

Whenever it made sense to the people being interviewed, researchers talked with two or more
people at the same time, using the same thematic guide that framed the individual interviews.
Researchers tape-recorded all group interviews and had them transcribed.

5.5.5.5.5. Focus groupsFocus groupsFocus groupsFocus groupsFocus groups

The researchers conducted, recorded, and produced transcripts from 11 focus groups.  Five
were constructed through purposive sampling, and six were constructed with moderate
degrees of random selection from stratified lists provided by the study circle coordinators in
Syracuse and Hartford.

Purposive sampling � targeting people who have the information and persuading them
to participate:

Aurora facilitators
Alread organizers/facilitators (most focus group participants played at least these two roles)
Fayetteville participants
Maine organizers
Woodridge participants
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Random sampling (to varying degrees) � using tables of random numbers to draw a
reflective sample from an overall population:

Hartford organizers
Hartford participants of color
Hartford European American/white participants
Syracuse organizers
Syracuse participants of color
Syracuse European American/white participants

Researchers used a planned protocol of questions in each of these focus groups, with flexible
opportunities for considering new information if participant interest warranted it.  See
Appendix D for the protocol on �interview questions.�

Researchers chose the focus group approach particularly because of the value of being able
to listen to a group of people who have shared a particular kind of study circle experience as
they talk with each other about topics related to the research themes.  In this way, members
of the Best Practices team deepened their understanding and insights into how study circle
participants and organizers made sense of their experiences.

The five focus groups constructed with purposive sampling � in Maine, Aurora, Fayetteville,
Woodridge, and Alread � included a gender mix and a reflection of the diversity within the
population from which the participants were drawn.

In order to attain some degree of homogeneity and promote an atmosphere of comfort and
trust for considering difficult topics, the researchers constructed participant groups in Hartford
and Syracuse that separated participants of color and European American/white participants
and matched each group with a facilitator similar in racial/ethnic background.  This structure
built on an initial focus group study conducted in New Castle County, Delaware in 1997 that
used a version of this racially homogenous approach for group construction.  In both
Syracuse and Hartford, researchers recruited organizer groups that included a heterogenous
mix by gender, race, and ethnicity.

6.6.6.6.6. Community toursCommunity toursCommunity toursCommunity toursCommunity tours

In some learning sites, researchers themselves toured the communities in order to try to
understand them better geographically.  In others, coordinators or other study circle
organizers provided a guided tour aimed at deepening researchers� understanding of the
program�s context.

7.7.7.7.7. Site visit summariesSite visit summariesSite visit summariesSite visit summariesSite visit summaries

After the first visit to each community, the researcher or pair of researchers wrote a short
summary of findings and sent this in draft form to people who had been interviewed or who
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had participated in focus groups.  Researchers invited comment, correction, and suggestions,
and received some form of response from about ten percent of the research participants.

8.8.8.8.8. Thick descriptionsThick descriptionsThick descriptionsThick descriptionsThick descriptions

Researchers prepared a detailed description of each learning site visited, using the research
questions as the framework.  These thick descriptions included quotations where available,
drawn from verbatim computer notes or, in many later site visits, from verbatim transcripts of
tape-recorded conversations.  Each thick description typically included a timeline of key
events and a guide to the key players.  Researchers made early, tentative suggestions about
possible best practices with regard to each of the major research questions.

Researchers used the thick descriptions for internal learning and did not share them with
communities.  As unpolished but richly descriptive documents, they formed the basis for initial
work on cross-site comparisons, cross-site descriptions, interpretation, and analysis.

9.9.9.9.9. Site analysis chartsSite analysis chartsSite analysis chartsSite analysis chartsSite analysis charts

As one of the foundations for cross-site comparisons, researchers prepared charts showing
abbreviated versions of conditions, decisions, and strategies in each community in terms of
five major factors: background factors, organization factors, participation factors, facilitation
factors, and action-change factors.  Researchers mailed hard copies of the site analysis charts
to program coordinators in each of the 17 learning sites and asked for corrections, updates,
and improvements.  Coordinators in 13 learning sites responded.  Appendix E presents the
full site analysis charts.

10.10.10.10.10. Shared draftShared draftShared draftShared draftShared draft

Four months before the project deadline, researchers sent a rough draft of a report aimed at
practitioners to every person who had participated in any part of the inquiry in the 17
learning sites.  Researchers asked for feedback, changes, suggestions, and improvements.
About 15 or 20 of the recipients responded.

11.11.11.11.11. Advisory groupsAdvisory groupsAdvisory groupsAdvisory groupsAdvisory groups

In May, 2000 SCRC invited a group of ten study circle coordinators to read and comment on
the first draft of the report for practitioners.  The coordinators reflected a mix in terms of their
own experience, the ages of their programs, and the topics their programs have addressed.
Three of the participants in this group came from learning sites included in the Best Practices
study.  The group was mixed in terms of gender, race, and ethnic background.

This Practitioner Advisory focus group met for about 8.5 hours, giving detailed feedback and
suggestions for improvement to the Best Practices team members present, and to much of the
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SCRC staff.  The Best Practices team members took careful notes and made major revisions
to the practitioner report based on this invaluable session.

12.12.12.12.12. CompletionCompletionCompletionCompletionCompletion

After seeking and receiving extensive feedback from many sources, the Best Practices team
and RKI staff revised each document multiple times during the summer of 2000.  Anyone
profiled in the practitioner report received a printed copy of the relevant text and gave express
permission for the team to include the statements in the report.  The team formatted and
printed this comprehensive report in final form, and submitted all other text (practitioner
report, draft of brochure/summary, internal memo on observations or ideas not addressed in
the report, and case studies) to SCRC and TFI on or before September 1, 2000.

q
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Appendix CAppendix CAppendix CAppendix CAppendix C
DemographicsDemographicsDemographicsDemographicsDemographics

This appendix presents
demographic information -- race,
gender, and study circle role -- for
all participants in the Best

Practices study.  It first provides an aggregate
of all study participants and then presents
demographic information from each
learning site.



Demographic Information for All Best Practices Sites, All Visits

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

Learning SiteLearning Site AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

Alread 9 11 20

Aurora 2 3 1 2 12 1 1 22

Colorado Springs 4 2 1 7 2 16

Decatur 2 4 6 12 1 25

Fayetteville 12 5 4 4 1 1 27

Ft. Myers 1 4 2 4 11

Hartford 5 13 7 11 4 1 41

Inglewood 1 4 1 6

Lima 2 4 1 4 11

Maine 4 8 12

New Castle County 4 3 3 1 1 12

North Little Rock 2 5 7

Oklahoma 1 6 1 8

Springfield 2 1 2 2 7

Syracuse 3 4 1 3 6 1 1 19

Twin Cities 2 7 1 15 25

Woodridge 1 7 1 2 9 1 21

TotalsTotals 40 70 3 1 2 36 119 13 1 4 1 290

Males 116
Females 174



Site:  Alread, Arkansas    
Date of Visit:  June 28, 1999Team Member:   Steve Kay

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators

FacilitatorsFacilitators

OrganizersOrganizers 8 11 19

ParticipantsParticipants

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers 1Superintendent 1

TotalsTotals 9 11 20

Site:  Aurora, Illinois    
Date of Visit:  September 30-October 1, 1999 Team Members:  Ratnesh Nagda, Rona Roberts

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 1 1

FacilitatorsFacilitators 1 5 1 7

OrganizersOrganizers 2 1 1 1 5 1 11

ParticipantsParticipants

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers Supporter 1
Mayor 1

Staff 1 3

TotalsTotals 2 3 1 2 12 1 1 22



Site:   Colorado Springs, Colorado
Date of Visit:  June 29, 1999 Team Member:  Vivian Elliott

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 1 1

FacilitatorsFacilitators 1 1 1 3

OrganizersOrganizers 4 1 1 3 9

ParticipantsParticipants 2 1 3

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers

TotalsTotals 4 2 1 7 2 16

Site:  Decatur, Georgia
Date of Visit:  March 21-23, 2000 Team Member:  Vivian Elliott

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 1 1

FacilitatorsFacilitators 1 1 2 4

OrganizersOrganizers 1 1 3Mixed 1

ParticipantsParticipants 1 1 3 4 9

PartnersPartners 1 1 4 6

OthersOthers 2Mayor City Mkt. Mgr.
1 1

TotalsTotals 2 4 6 12 1 25



Site:  Fayetteville, North Carolina     
Dates of Visit:  August 30-31, 1999 and March 7-8, 2000 Team Members:  (1st visit — Steve Kay, Vivian Elliott ) (2nd visit — Vivian Elliott)

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 1 1

FacilitatorsFacilitators 2 2 1 5

OrganizersOrganizers 3 3 3 1 11Mixed 1

ParticipantsParticipants 5 1 1 7

PartnersPartners 1 1

OthersOthers 2Staff  1 Staff1

TotalsTotals 12 5 4 4 1 1 27

Site:  Ft. Myers, Florida     
Date of Visit:  March 24-25, 1999 Team Members:  Vivian Elliott, Steve Kay

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 1 1

FacilitatorsFacilitators 1 1

OrganizersOrganizers 1 3 1 3 8

ParticipantsParticipants 1 1

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers

TotalsTotals 1 4 2 4 11



Site:  Hartford, Connecticut     Date of Visits:  April 22-23, 1999 and March 2-3, 2000
Team Members:  (1st visit — Vivian Elliott, Steve Kay) (2nd visit — Vivian Elliott, Steve Kay, Ratnesh Nagda, Rona Roberts)

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 1 2Jamaican 
1

FacilitatorsFacilitators 1 1 1 3

OrganizersOrganizers 3 4 8 2 17

ParticipantsParticipants 5 9 3 1 1 19

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers

TotalsTotals 5 13 7 11 4 1 41

Site:  Inglewood, California    
Date of Visit:  November 17, 1999 Team Member: Ratnesh Nagda

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 2 1 3

FacilitatorsFacilitators 1 1

OrganizersOrganizers 1 1 2

ParticipantsParticipants

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers

TotalsTotals 1 4 1 6



Site:  Lima, Ohio     
Date of Visit: April 13-15, 1999 Team Member:  Rona Roberts

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 2 2

FacilitatorsFacilitators 2 1 1 1 5

OrganizersOrganizers 1 3 4

ParticipantsParticipants

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers

TotalsTotals 2 4 1 4 11

Site:  Maine     
Date of Visits: May 26-28, 1999 and August 9, 1999 Team Member: Rona Roberts

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 3 3

FacilitatorsFacilitators 3 3

OrganizersOrganizers 4 2 6

ParticipantsParticipants

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers

TotalsTotals 4 8 12



Site:  New Castle County, Delaware     
Date of Visit:  October 26, 1999 Team Member:  Ratnesh Nagda

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators

FacilitatorsFacilitators 1 1 1 4East
Indian 1

OrganizersOrganizers 1 2 1 1 5

ParticipantsParticipants

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers 2 Staff 1 3

TotalsTotals 4 3 3 1 1 12

Site:  North Little Rock, Arkansas     
Date of Visit:  June 27, 1999 Team Member: Steve Kay

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators

FacilitatorsFacilitators

OrganizersOrganizers 1 2 3

ParticipantsParticipants

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers 4Researcher 1 Staff 2
Researcher 1

TotalsTotals 2 5 7



Site:  Oklahoma     
Date of Visit:  April 19-20, 1999 Team Member:  Vivian Elliott

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 2 1 3

FacilitatorsFacilitators 1 1 2

OrganizersOrganizers 3 3

ParticipantsParticipants

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers

TotalsTotals 1 6 1 8

Site:  Springfield, Illinois     
Date of Visit:  October 13-14, 1999 Team Member:  Rona Roberts

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 1 1

FacilitatorsFacilitators 1 1 1 2 5

OrganizersOrganizers

ParticipantsParticipants 1 1

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers

TotalsTotals 2 1 2 2 7



Site:  Syracuse, New York Date of Visits:  August 23-25, 1999 and February 28, 2000      
Team Members:  (1st visit — Ratnesh Nagda) (2nd visit — Steve Kay, Ratnesh Nagda, Rona Roberts)

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators 1 1 2

FacilitatorsFacilitators 1 1 2

OrganizersOrganizers 1 2 1 1 1 6

ParticipantsParticipants 2 1 4 1 9Multi-   
racial   1

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers

TotalsTotals 3 4 1 3 6 1 1 19

Site:  Twin Cities, Minnesota     
Date of Visit:  August 18-20, 1999 Team Member:  Ratnesh Nagda

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators

FacilitatorsFacilitators 1 3 4

OrganizersOrganizers 1 1 2 4

ParticipantsParticipants 2 4 6

PartnersPartners 1 2 1 4 8

OthersOthers 1 Staff 1
Researcher

1

3

TotalsTotals 2 7 1 15 25



Site:  Woodridge, Illinois     
Date of Visit:  October 11-12, 1999 Team Member:  Rona Roberts

MaleMale FemaleFemale TotalsTotals

CategoryCategory AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown AAAA EAEA LatinoLatino AsianAsian OtherOther UnknownUnknown

CoordinatorsCoordinators

FacilitatorsFacilitators 6 6

OrganizersOrganizers 4 1 5

ParticipantsParticipants 1 2 2 3 9East Indian
1

PartnersPartners

OthersOthers Mayor 1 1

TotalsTotals 1 7 1 2 9 1 21
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Information Regarding Research andInformation Regarding Research andInformation Regarding Research andInformation Regarding Research andInformation Regarding Research and
Interview QuestionsInterview QuestionsInterview QuestionsInterview QuestionsInterview Questions

This appendix includes the sets
of research and interview
questions the Best Practices team
members developed and used to

conduct the study.
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A.A.A.A.A. First set of research and interview questionsFirst set of research and interview questionsFirst set of research and interview questionsFirst set of research and interview questionsFirst set of research and interview questions

This first set of questions was developed in Spring, 1999; it was used as the framework in
Alread (with modifications); Colorado Springs (with modifications); Decatur; Ft. Myers;
Hartford (first visit); Lima; Maine (first visit); North Little Rock (with modifications); and
Oklahoma.

RQ1.RQ1.RQ1.RQ1.RQ1. What practices build effective, sustainable community-wide studyWhat practices build effective, sustainable community-wide studyWhat practices build effective, sustainable community-wide studyWhat practices build effective, sustainable community-wide studyWhat practices build effective, sustainable community-wide study
circle programs?circle programs?circle programs?circle programs?circle programs?

INTERINTERINTERINTERINTERVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONS

IN1.1. Tell me the story of study circles in this community.

Probes, if needed:

à Founders?
à Motivation?
à Crisis or not?
à Role race played?
à What attracted coalition members?
à What was going on in the community that made you think study circles might

be worth trying?
à What was pilot/first round like?
à Leadership �genealogy�?
à Strong results
à Danger points/tough times
à Present situation

IN1.2. What components of your community-wide study circle program work well?
à[If necessary, probe topics that stood out from the story.]

IN1.3. As you think about how study circles have developed in this community, from the
beginning until now, what different developmental stages can you identify?

IN1.4. To what extent do you expect study circles to be an enduring feature of life in this
community?  To what extent is that vision based on the present model of �rounds�
once or twice a year?

IN1.5. What would it take to sustain study circles here for the long haul?  What would people
here contribute?  What outside resources would be required?  What do you see as the
most significant challenges in continuing to produce study circles in this community?

IN1.6. What aspects of study circles are most essential to sustain?
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RQ2.RQ2.RQ2.RQ2.RQ2. How do effective community-wide study circle practices affectHow do effective community-wide study circle practices affectHow do effective community-wide study circle practices affectHow do effective community-wide study circle practices affectHow do effective community-wide study circle practices affect
race relations in communities?race relations in communities?race relations in communities?race relations in communities?race relations in communities?

INTERINTERINTERINTERINTERVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONS

IN2.1. How has your community-wide study circle program affected race relations here?

Probes, if needed:

à Impact of study circles on race
à How have race, racism, or racial difference been a factor in study circles on

other topics?
à How have race, racism, or racial difference been a factor in the coalition? In

recruitment?  In retention?  In facilitation and facilitator training?
à How do you measure your programs�s impact on race, racism, and race

relations?

IN2.2. What adjustments have you made to improve your program�s fit with your
community�s particular situation regarding racial or other differences?  Results?

IN2.3. What other efforts in your community address racial difference?  How is your
community-wide study circle program similar to and different from those efforts?

RQ3.RQ3.RQ3.RQ3.RQ3. In what ways are effective community-wide study circle programsIn what ways are effective community-wide study circle programsIn what ways are effective community-wide study circle programsIn what ways are effective community-wide study circle programsIn what ways are effective community-wide study circle programs
beginning to affect (a) community building, (b) social change, and (c)beginning to affect (a) community building, (b) social change, and (c)beginning to affect (a) community building, (b) social change, and (c)beginning to affect (a) community building, (b) social change, and (c)beginning to affect (a) community building, (b) social change, and (c)
public decision making?public decision making?public decision making?public decision making?public decision making?

INTERINTERINTERINTERINTERVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONS

IN3.1. How does your community-wide study circle program address the issue of taking
action?

IN3.2. Please describe the impact you see study circles having on the people who take part in
them.  In particular, tell us what you see happening with participants after the study
circles end.

IN3.3. Beyond the impact study circles have on the people who take part in them, what effect
is your community-wide program having on your coalition members?  On the larger
community?  On racism and racial difference?

IN3.4. Could you describe how you are thinking about the link between study circles and
action?  What would you like to see that link be?  What would it take to produce the
kind of link you would like?
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IN3.5. What impact is your community-wide program having on how people in your
community work together for positive change?

IN3.6. What are your biggest dreams for study circles here?

RQ4.RQ4.RQ4.RQ4.RQ4. What potential do study circle practitioners see for the future ofWhat potential do study circle practitioners see for the future ofWhat potential do study circle practitioners see for the future ofWhat potential do study circle practitioners see for the future ofWhat potential do study circle practitioners see for the future of
face-to-face deliberation?face-to-face deliberation?face-to-face deliberation?face-to-face deliberation?face-to-face deliberation?

INTERINTERINTERINTERINTERVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONS

IN4.1. As a form of face-to-face deliberation, what do study circles offer that is unique or
distinctive in your community?

IN4.2. What future uses and applications do you see for study circles and face-to-face
deliberation in this community?  What would you like to see?

IN4.3. What would it take for study circles to become a way of life in this community?  How
many people would need to be involved?  What else could you say about what it
would take for study circles to become a way of life here?

IN4.4. Going beyond this community, what insights or hopes do you have about the future of
study circles and face-to-face deliberation in the United States?

RQ5.RQ5.RQ5.RQ5.RQ5. How can interested practitioners carry out workable, useful assessmentsHow can interested practitioners carry out workable, useful assessmentsHow can interested practitioners carry out workable, useful assessmentsHow can interested practitioners carry out workable, useful assessmentsHow can interested practitioners carry out workable, useful assessments
of their own community-wide study circle programs’ effectiveness?of their own community-wide study circle programs’ effectiveness?of their own community-wide study circle programs’ effectiveness?of their own community-wide study circle programs’ effectiveness?of their own community-wide study circle programs’ effectiveness?

INTERINTERINTERINTERINTERVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONSVIEW QUESTIONS

IN5.1. What do you already know about your community-wide program�s effectiveness?
How have you learned it?

IN5.2. What do you want to know about your program�s effectiveness that you do not know
now?

IN5.3. What do you definitely want to include and avoid in developing a self-assessment?

IN5.4. How could you use the results of your own assessment?

IN5.5. What kind of time would people here be willing to invest in understanding more about
how to improve this program?

IN5.6. What kind of help would make it easier for you to assess the effectiveness of your own
program?
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B.B.B.B.B. Revised research and interview questionsRevised research and interview questionsRevised research and interview questionsRevised research and interview questionsRevised research and interview questions

The team developed this second set of questions in August, 1999; this set was used as a
framework in Aurora; Fayetteville; Inglewood; New Castle County; Springfield; Syracuse (with
modifications, first visit); Twin Cities (with modifications, first visit); and Woodridge.

RQ1.RQ1.RQ1.RQ1.RQ1. What are the most effective practices for creating a broad-based,What are the most effective practices for creating a broad-based,What are the most effective practices for creating a broad-based,What are the most effective practices for creating a broad-based,What are the most effective practices for creating a broad-based,
diverse organizing coalition?  Specificallydiverse organizing coalition?  Specificallydiverse organizing coalition?  Specificallydiverse organizing coalition?  Specificallydiverse organizing coalition?  Specifically, what are the most effective, what are the most effective, what are the most effective, what are the most effective, what are the most effective
practices for creating a coalition that is racially and ethnically diverse?practices for creating a coalition that is racially and ethnically diverse?practices for creating a coalition that is racially and ethnically diverse?practices for creating a coalition that is racially and ethnically diverse?practices for creating a coalition that is racially and ethnically diverse?

WWWWWe�re interested in how effective study circle programs build stronge�re interested in how effective study circle programs build stronge�re interested in how effective study circle programs build stronge�re interested in how effective study circle programs build stronge�re interested in how effective study circle programs build strong, diverse coalitions.  Y, diverse coalitions.  Y, diverse coalitions.  Y, diverse coalitions.  Y, diverse coalitions.  Yououououou
may call it your management group or steering committee.  I�m talking about the core groupmay call it your management group or steering committee.  I�m talking about the core groupmay call it your management group or steering committee.  I�m talking about the core groupmay call it your management group or steering committee.  I�m talking about the core groupmay call it your management group or steering committee.  I�m talking about the core group
that makes the decisions about how the work will get done.  What have you learned aboutthat makes the decisions about how the work will get done.  What have you learned aboutthat makes the decisions about how the work will get done.  What have you learned aboutthat makes the decisions about how the work will get done.  What have you learned aboutthat makes the decisions about how the work will get done.  What have you learned about
how to build that group so it has the broad-based, diverse membership?  I�m specificallyhow to build that group so it has the broad-based, diverse membership?  I�m specificallyhow to build that group so it has the broad-based, diverse membership?  I�m specificallyhow to build that group so it has the broad-based, diverse membership?  I�m specificallyhow to build that group so it has the broad-based, diverse membership?  I�m specifically
interested in racial and ethnic diversityinterested in racial and ethnic diversityinterested in racial and ethnic diversityinterested in racial and ethnic diversityinterested in racial and ethnic diversity.....

Probes:

à In what ways have you recruited coalition partners from your community�s
different racial/ethnic populations?

à What have been successes?
à [With which groups?]
à Why?
à What have been challenges?  Why?
à What about community-wide study circle work makes participation on the

coalition attractive for partners from different racial/ethnic communities?
à How have you addressed needs that may differ by coalition partner?
à How have you informed potential coalition members of the opportunity to be

part of the effort?

RQ2.RQ2.RQ2.RQ2.RQ2. What are the most effective practices for recruiting a diverse group ofWhat are the most effective practices for recruiting a diverse group ofWhat are the most effective practices for recruiting a diverse group ofWhat are the most effective practices for recruiting a diverse group ofWhat are the most effective practices for recruiting a diverse group of
facilitators?  For training and supporting facilitators so that they can dofacilitators?  For training and supporting facilitators so that they can dofacilitators?  For training and supporting facilitators so that they can dofacilitators?  For training and supporting facilitators so that they can dofacilitators?  For training and supporting facilitators so that they can do
their work effectively?their work effectively?their work effectively?their work effectively?their work effectively?

WWWWWe want to learn all we can about how a study circle program recruits a diverse group ofe want to learn all we can about how a study circle program recruits a diverse group ofe want to learn all we can about how a study circle program recruits a diverse group ofe want to learn all we can about how a study circle program recruits a diverse group ofe want to learn all we can about how a study circle program recruits a diverse group of
facilitators, and then trains and supports them so they do good work.  What have you donefacilitators, and then trains and supports them so they do good work.  What have you donefacilitators, and then trains and supports them so they do good work.  What have you donefacilitators, and then trains and supports them so they do good work.  What have you donefacilitators, and then trains and supports them so they do good work.  What have you done
here about recruiting and training a diverse group of facilitators, and what have you learnedhere about recruiting and training a diverse group of facilitators, and what have you learnedhere about recruiting and training a diverse group of facilitators, and what have you learnedhere about recruiting and training a diverse group of facilitators, and what have you learnedhere about recruiting and training a diverse group of facilitators, and what have you learned
about what does and doesnabout what does and doesnabout what does and doesnabout what does and doesnabout what does and doesn�t work?�t work?�t work?�t work?�t work?
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Probes:

à What does your facilitator pool look like in terms of racial and ethnic diversity?
à How does it compare with the ideal racial and ethnic mix in the whole pool of

facilitators in your community?
à How have you recruited for ensuring diversity among facilitators?
à What have been successes?  Why?
à What have been challenges?  Why?
à What attracts facilitators to this work?
à Do you see facilitators from different racial and ethnic communities having

different reasons for being involved in this work?
à What kind of support mechanisms do you have for facilitators?
à How have you learned to build on facilitators� interests to keep them involved?

RQ3.RQ3.RQ3.RQ3.RQ3. What are the most promising practices for recruiting participants fromWhat are the most promising practices for recruiting participants fromWhat are the most promising practices for recruiting participants fromWhat are the most promising practices for recruiting participants fromWhat are the most promising practices for recruiting participants from
all parts of the community?  What strategies are most promising forall parts of the community?  What strategies are most promising forall parts of the community?  What strategies are most promising forall parts of the community?  What strategies are most promising forall parts of the community?  What strategies are most promising for
recruiting for racial and ethnic diversity?  What program elementsrecruiting for racial and ethnic diversity?  What program elementsrecruiting for racial and ethnic diversity?  What program elementsrecruiting for racial and ethnic diversity?  What program elementsrecruiting for racial and ethnic diversity?  What program elements
besides recruitment strategies (such as the issue being considered,besides recruitment strategies (such as the issue being considered,besides recruitment strategies (such as the issue being considered,besides recruitment strategies (such as the issue being considered,besides recruitment strategies (such as the issue being considered,
the up-front connection to change and action) are most important inthe up-front connection to change and action) are most important inthe up-front connection to change and action) are most important inthe up-front connection to change and action) are most important inthe up-front connection to change and action) are most important in
recruiting for racial diversity?recruiting for racial diversity?recruiting for racial diversity?recruiting for racial diversity?recruiting for racial diversity?

WWWWWe�re interested in how effective programs recruit participants who will make study circlese�re interested in how effective programs recruit participants who will make study circlese�re interested in how effective programs recruit participants who will make study circlese�re interested in how effective programs recruit participants who will make study circlese�re interested in how effective programs recruit participants who will make study circles
diverse.  Wdiverse.  Wdiverse.  Wdiverse.  Wdiverse.  We are particularly interested in what you have learned about how to recruit peoplee are particularly interested in what you have learned about how to recruit peoplee are particularly interested in what you have learned about how to recruit peoplee are particularly interested in what you have learned about how to recruit peoplee are particularly interested in what you have learned about how to recruit people
from all parts of the communityfrom all parts of the communityfrom all parts of the communityfrom all parts of the communityfrom all parts of the community, people who will make your individual study circles racially, people who will make your individual study circles racially, people who will make your individual study circles racially, people who will make your individual study circles racially, people who will make your individual study circles racially
and ethnically diverse.  Tand ethnically diverse.  Tand ethnically diverse.  Tand ethnically diverse.  Tand ethnically diverse.  Tell us what you do, what works, and what doesnell us what you do, what works, and what doesnell us what you do, what works, and what doesnell us what you do, what works, and what doesnell us what you do, what works, and what doesn�t.  T�t.  T�t.  T�t.  T�t.  Tell us how suchell us how suchell us how suchell us how suchell us how such
factors as the topic and a specific approach to action affect your recruitingfactors as the topic and a specific approach to action affect your recruitingfactors as the topic and a specific approach to action affect your recruitingfactors as the topic and a specific approach to action affect your recruitingfactors as the topic and a specific approach to action affect your recruiting.....

Probes:

à How have you recruited participants to ensure participation from all parts of
your community?

à How have you recruited participants to ensure racial and ethnic diversity?
à What have been successes?  Why?
à What have been challenges?  Why?
à How have you sustained the participation of people from different communities

in the study circle process?
à Are there some program elements that are more appealing to certain

participants than others?
à If yes, please elaborate.
à How do you juggle the different needs?
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RQ4.RQ4.RQ4.RQ4.RQ4. What are the outcomes/results of community-wide study circleWhat are the outcomes/results of community-wide study circleWhat are the outcomes/results of community-wide study circleWhat are the outcomes/results of community-wide study circleWhat are the outcomes/results of community-wide study circle
programs?  If on racism and race relations, what is the range ofprograms?  If on racism and race relations, what is the range ofprograms?  If on racism and race relations, what is the range ofprograms?  If on racism and race relations, what is the range ofprograms?  If on racism and race relations, what is the range of
outcomes?  If on another issue, how do the outcomes take into accountoutcomes?  If on another issue, how do the outcomes take into accountoutcomes?  If on another issue, how do the outcomes take into accountoutcomes?  If on another issue, how do the outcomes take into accountoutcomes?  If on another issue, how do the outcomes take into account
the racial divisions and dynamics of the community?the racial divisions and dynamics of the community?the racial divisions and dynamics of the community?the racial divisions and dynamics of the community?the racial divisions and dynamics of the community?

TTTTTell us about the outcomes or results from your communityell us about the outcomes or results from your communityell us about the outcomes or results from your communityell us about the outcomes or results from your communityell us about the outcomes or results from your community-wide study circle program.  What-wide study circle program.  What-wide study circle program.  What-wide study circle program.  What-wide study circle program.  What
have study circles helped bring about with individuals, organizations, and the wholehave study circles helped bring about with individuals, organizations, and the wholehave study circles helped bring about with individuals, organizations, and the wholehave study circles helped bring about with individuals, organizations, and the wholehave study circles helped bring about with individuals, organizations, and the whole
community? [If study circles are on race] Pcommunity? [If study circles are on race] Pcommunity? [If study circles are on race] Pcommunity? [If study circles are on race] Pcommunity? [If study circles are on race] Particularlyarticularlyarticularlyarticularlyarticularly, how have the study circles here affected, how have the study circles here affected, how have the study circles here affected, how have the study circles here affected, how have the study circles here affected
racism and race relations? [If not on race] What do the outcomes tell you about the dynamicsracism and race relations? [If not on race] What do the outcomes tell you about the dynamicsracism and race relations? [If not on race] What do the outcomes tell you about the dynamicsracism and race relations? [If not on race] What do the outcomes tell you about the dynamicsracism and race relations? [If not on race] What do the outcomes tell you about the dynamics
of race and racial divisions in this community?of race and racial divisions in this community?of race and racial divisions in this community?of race and racial divisions in this community?of race and racial divisions in this community?

Probes:::::

à Study circles can have an impact on many different levels: individual,
community, institutional.  Can you identify outcomes of your program on each
of these different levels?

à Are there any others you would add?
à What impact on racism and race relations would you say your program has?

RQ5.RQ5.RQ5.RQ5.RQ5. What are the most effective practices for connecting study circles toWhat are the most effective practices for connecting study circles toWhat are the most effective practices for connecting study circles toWhat are the most effective practices for connecting study circles toWhat are the most effective practices for connecting study circles to
community change?  Specificallycommunity change?  Specificallycommunity change?  Specificallycommunity change?  Specificallycommunity change?  Specifically, how are programs linking to, how are programs linking to, how are programs linking to, how are programs linking to, how are programs linking to
individual, collective, and institutional change on the issues of racismindividual, collective, and institutional change on the issues of racismindividual, collective, and institutional change on the issues of racismindividual, collective, and institutional change on the issues of racismindividual, collective, and institutional change on the issues of racism
and race relations?and race relations?and race relations?and race relations?and race relations?

This question is linked pretty closely to the previous one.  In addition to studying the outcomesThis question is linked pretty closely to the previous one.  In addition to studying the outcomesThis question is linked pretty closely to the previous one.  In addition to studying the outcomesThis question is linked pretty closely to the previous one.  In addition to studying the outcomesThis question is linked pretty closely to the previous one.  In addition to studying the outcomes
of study circles at the individual, organizational, and institutional level, we want to understandof study circles at the individual, organizational, and institutional level, we want to understandof study circles at the individual, organizational, and institutional level, we want to understandof study circles at the individual, organizational, and institutional level, we want to understandof study circles at the individual, organizational, and institutional level, we want to understand
what makes those outcomes happen.  What are the practices you have put in place here thatwhat makes those outcomes happen.  What are the practices you have put in place here thatwhat makes those outcomes happen.  What are the practices you have put in place here thatwhat makes those outcomes happen.  What are the practices you have put in place here thatwhat makes those outcomes happen.  What are the practices you have put in place here that
lead to the outcomes you described earlier?lead to the outcomes you described earlier?lead to the outcomes you described earlier?lead to the outcomes you described earlier?lead to the outcomes you described earlier?

Probes:

à In what ways do you sustain participants� involvement in bringing about
change?

à What ideas about change, action, and results seem to motivate people to take
part in your study circles?

à How have you been able to build on those motivations?
à How do ideas about community change differ among people of different races

and ethnicities?
à How do you help connect participants to community change efforts regarding

race and racism?
à How do they continue their learning and involvement after participating in a

round of study circles?
à Can you please give some specific examples?
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RQ6.RQ6.RQ6.RQ6.RQ6. TTTTTo what extent do study circles that are initially based on an issue sucho what extent do study circles that are initially based on an issue sucho what extent do study circles that are initially based on an issue sucho what extent do study circles that are initially based on an issue sucho what extent do study circles that are initially based on an issue such
as education or criminal justice impact on race relations?  (Do peopleas education or criminal justice impact on race relations?  (Do peopleas education or criminal justice impact on race relations?  (Do peopleas education or criminal justice impact on race relations?  (Do peopleas education or criminal justice impact on race relations?  (Do people
move more explicitly to consider race relations, or does the topic ofmove more explicitly to consider race relations, or does the topic ofmove more explicitly to consider race relations, or does the topic ofmove more explicitly to consider race relations, or does the topic ofmove more explicitly to consider race relations, or does the topic of
race relations diminish in importance or consideration if it is one ofrace relations diminish in importance or consideration if it is one ofrace relations diminish in importance or consideration if it is one ofrace relations diminish in importance or consideration if it is one ofrace relations diminish in importance or consideration if it is one of
many themes in a set of study circles not specifically on race?)many themes in a set of study circles not specifically on race?)many themes in a set of study circles not specifically on race?)many themes in a set of study circles not specifically on race?)many themes in a set of study circles not specifically on race?)

[Combining Questions 6 and 7] W[Combining Questions 6 and 7] W[Combining Questions 6 and 7] W[Combining Questions 6 and 7] W[Combining Questions 6 and 7] We are interested in learning more about how topic choicee are interested in learning more about how topic choicee are interested in learning more about how topic choicee are interested in learning more about how topic choicee are interested in learning more about how topic choice
affects a programaffects a programaffects a programaffects a programaffects a program�s ability to have an impact on race relations.�s ability to have an impact on race relations.�s ability to have an impact on race relations.�s ability to have an impact on race relations.�s ability to have an impact on race relations.

[F[F[F[F[For programs that have not used a race relations topic] How has the choice of topic in thisor programs that have not used a race relations topic] How has the choice of topic in thisor programs that have not used a race relations topic] How has the choice of topic in thisor programs that have not used a race relations topic] How has the choice of topic in thisor programs that have not used a race relations topic] How has the choice of topic in this
community made a difference in whether or not study circles address issues of race, racism,community made a difference in whether or not study circles address issues of race, racism,community made a difference in whether or not study circles address issues of race, racism,community made a difference in whether or not study circles address issues of race, racism,community made a difference in whether or not study circles address issues of race, racism,
and race relations here?and race relations here?and race relations here?and race relations here?and race relations here?

[F[F[F[F[For programs that have considered both race and other topics] In terms of ability to impactor programs that have considered both race and other topics] In terms of ability to impactor programs that have considered both race and other topics] In terms of ability to impactor programs that have considered both race and other topics] In terms of ability to impactor programs that have considered both race and other topics] In terms of ability to impact
on race relations in your communityon race relations in your communityon race relations in your communityon race relations in your communityon race relations in your community, what have you learned about the differences in study, what have you learned about the differences in study, what have you learned about the differences in study, what have you learned about the differences in study, what have you learned about the differences in study
circles on race in contrast with study circles on other topics?circles on race in contrast with study circles on other topics?circles on race in contrast with study circles on other topics?circles on race in contrast with study circles on other topics?circles on race in contrast with study circles on other topics?

[F[F[F[F[For programs that have considered only race topics] In terms of making the most impact onor programs that have considered only race topics] In terms of making the most impact onor programs that have considered only race topics] In terms of making the most impact onor programs that have considered only race topics] In terms of making the most impact onor programs that have considered only race topics] In terms of making the most impact on
race relations in your communityrace relations in your communityrace relations in your communityrace relations in your communityrace relations in your community, how are you thinking about choice of topic for the future?  Is, how are you thinking about choice of topic for the future?  Is, how are you thinking about choice of topic for the future?  Is, how are you thinking about choice of topic for the future?  Is, how are you thinking about choice of topic for the future?  Is
it important to continue using the race topic, or can you envision continuing to work on raceit important to continue using the race topic, or can you envision continuing to work on raceit important to continue using the race topic, or can you envision continuing to work on raceit important to continue using the race topic, or can you envision continuing to work on raceit important to continue using the race topic, or can you envision continuing to work on race
relations by addressing other topics?relations by addressing other topics?relations by addressing other topics?relations by addressing other topics?relations by addressing other topics?

IN6.1. If your study circles did not start with talking about race issues, did it come up later?
How did that happen?  Was it built into the guide, or did it emerge from the
participants/facilitators?

IN6.2. Do you have a sense of how the introduction of issues of race into the conversation
affected the study circles and participants/facilitators?  Any examples?

RQ7.RQ7.RQ7.RQ7.RQ7. Do more people of color get/stay engaged if study circles name raceDo more people of color get/stay engaged if study circles name raceDo more people of color get/stay engaged if study circles name raceDo more people of color get/stay engaged if study circles name raceDo more people of color get/stay engaged if study circles name race
relations explicitly in the first round(s) and then move to other issues,relations explicitly in the first round(s) and then move to other issues,relations explicitly in the first round(s) and then move to other issues,relations explicitly in the first round(s) and then move to other issues,relations explicitly in the first round(s) and then move to other issues,
such as education or criminal justice?such as education or criminal justice?such as education or criminal justice?such as education or criminal justice?such as education or criminal justice?

IN7.1. If you have done different study circle topics, what have you noticed about the
participation of people of color in the different topics?  How well is that participation
sustained when the circles are on the topic of race?  How does participation compare
with study circles on topics other than race, where race is treated as a subtheme?

IN7.2. Thinking more particularly about people of color, in your experience, are they more
likely to become or stay engaged if the study circles explicitly address the topic of race
and racism?  Can you give us any examples of how this has worked in your
community?
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C.C.C.C.C. Questions for facilitators (used in Aurora facilitator Questions for facilitators (used in Aurora facilitator Questions for facilitators (used in Aurora facilitator Questions for facilitators (used in Aurora facilitator Questions for facilitators (used in Aurora facilitator 
focus group)focus group)focus group)focus group)focus group)

What are the most effective practices for recruiting a diverse group of facilitators?  For
training and supporting facilitators so that they can do their work effectively?

1. Please introduce yourself and your involvement in the study circles.

2. How did you get interested in facilitation?

3. Can you please describe your facilitation/participation experience?

4. What were the effective aspects of your training?  How did you use them in your
facilitation experience?

5. How was your effort in facilitating sustained throughout the study circle process?

6. What were some interesting challenges in facilitation?

7. What was the diversity like in your groups?  Did you notice any differences in
participating from different participants who were white people or people of color?

8. How did participants connect dialogue and action?  Was this a concern expressed in
the beginning?

9. What kind of outcomes did you see coming out of the study circles?  How did these
connect to community-level change?  What anecdotes can you share?

10. Can you please describe the impact of this experience on you?
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D.D.D.D.D. MoMoMoMoModerators’ agenda for study circle participants:derators’ agenda for study circle participants:derators’ agenda for study circle participants:derators’ agenda for study circle participants:derators’ agenda for study circle participants:
Best Practices WBest Practices WBest Practices WBest Practices WBest Practices Winter 2000 focus groups on RQ6 and RQ7inter 2000 focus groups on RQ6 and RQ7inter 2000 focus groups on RQ6 and RQ7inter 2000 focus groups on RQ6 and RQ7inter 2000 focus groups on RQ6 and RQ7
(used in Syracuse and Hartford)(used in Syracuse and Hartford)(used in Syracuse and Hartford)(used in Syracuse and Hartford)(used in Syracuse and Hartford)

RQ6.RQ6.RQ6.RQ6.RQ6. TTTTTo what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles ano what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles ano what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles ano what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles ano what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles an
effective tool for addressing racism?effective tool for addressing racism?effective tool for addressing racism?effective tool for addressing racism?effective tool for addressing racism?

RQ7.RQ7.RQ7.RQ7.RQ7. What impact does the study circle topic have on (a) study circleWhat impact does the study circle topic have on (a) study circleWhat impact does the study circle topic have on (a) study circleWhat impact does the study circle topic have on (a) study circleWhat impact does the study circle topic have on (a) study circle
programs’ effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b) participation byprograms’ effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b) participation byprograms’ effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b) participation byprograms’ effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b) participation byprograms’ effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b) participation by
people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?

Elapsed time  0:05
Real time _____ Welcome, introductions, preliminaries, ground rules

• Thank people for coming, invite them to enjoy food.

• Mention general focus of conversation: study circles as a vehicle for addressing racism
and improving community race relations.

• Check verbally on comfort factors: refreshments, any needed materials.

• Introduce self [and comoderator.]  Give yourselves titles (�I�ll be your moderator.�);
avoid giving personal information that could sway opinions.

• Turn on tape recorder, explain its use.

• Do introductions, using first names only.  Please tell me about your history with study
circles.

• State the ending time for the discussion.

• Remind people how much they are appreciated.

• Explain the nature of this structured conversation.  Like study circles or dialogue in
some ways, slightly different in other ways.

It is aimed at getting a lot of information in short amount of time.

It is somewhat structured.  (I came with QUESTIONS.)

The moderator is fully in charge of pace (participants can relax).
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We are asking the same questions of individuals and groups in nine groups in three
communities.

• Explain the way in which confidentiality is protected: no names or identities are ever
used in the reports from the sessions.  First names used during the session are taken
out of written transcripts.  If we want to quote you in the final report, we�ll have to
track you down, show you the quote, and get your permission.

• Emphasize that all comments and opinions are right and valued.  You will not be
asking questions that have wrong answers.

• The purpose of the session is to see how many opinions there are about each topic.
This is not about forced choice.  The purpose is not to reach consensus or persuade
each other.  Strongly encourage people to state their personal opinions, no matter
what opinions others in the group may hold.

• Explain that you will be the guide.  As much as possible, encourage people to speak
one at a time, but assure them that if they get animated, you will help sort it all out
and get it recorded for analysis.

• Let people know that you may occasionally rush some section of the discussion they
find interesting, and may even have to interrupt some people to move on to new
topics or new speakers.  On the other hand, they may notice you pulling more
information from more people than they think is necessary.  Remind them that you will
be the one to worry about all this, and you will make your decisions based on what
the sponsor needs to know.

• Ask people to speak for themselves alone.

• Check for agreement.  (�����Those are my ground rules.  Can you agree to live them forThose are my ground rules.  Can you agree to live them forThose are my ground rules.  Can you agree to live them forThose are my ground rules.  Can you agree to live them forThose are my ground rules.  Can you agree to live them for
the next hour and a half?�the next hour and a half?�the next hour and a half?�the next hour and a half?�the next hour and a half?�)

• Ask if there are any questions.

Elapsed time 0:40
Real time ____

[Section on Topic Choice]

1. Now I would like to ask you to think back to the time you decided to be part of a
study circle.  What was it about the topic that invited you to be part of a study circle?
[Ask people to call out short answers � whoever wants to speak.]

2. Based on the topic, what did you expect they would talk about?
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àAnd what actually happened?  What did they talk about?

Listen for:

Race
Racism
Diversity
Race Relations

 àWhen people talked about _______, what do you think they meant?

 àWhen you talked about ______, what did you mean?

3. We want to understand how people think about the relationship between the topic of
a study circle and the ability of the community to make real changes on racism and
race relations.  Some cities address topics like Criminal Justice, Immigration, BuildingCriminal Justice, Immigration, BuildingCriminal Justice, Immigration, BuildingCriminal Justice, Immigration, BuildingCriminal Justice, Immigration, Building
Strong Neighborhoods, and YStrong Neighborhoods, and YStrong Neighborhoods, and YStrong Neighborhoods, and YStrong Neighborhoods, and Youth Issues, Youth Issues, Youth Issues, Youth Issues, Youth Issues, Youth Vouth Vouth Vouth Vouth Voicesoicesoicesoicesoices.  Can you give us any more
insights into what kinds of topics get people to sign up and come to study circles to
work on race, racism, and race relations, and which topics make them stay away?

4. [If the group includes experience with more than one topic] Those of you who took
part in the study circles on __________, how did that topic itself make it either easier
or harder to talk about issues of racism in this community?  [Repeat, if needed, for
second topic.]

5. Now I invite you to give some advice to the people who organize study circles in this
community and in other places because they want to make a difference in racism.
When is it a good idea to choose a topic that is explicitly about race, and when is it a
good idea to use a different topic?

Elapsed time 1:15
Real time ____

[Section on Race and Racism]

When you think about the study circles here in _________, what difference have they made?

Probes, if needed:

Beliefs Knowledge Action

For you

For other people

For organizations
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[We aren�t exactly trying to fill in every little box, but we are trying to make sure we
know which ones they volunteered, and then, until they wear out on this, we keep
putting more opportunities in front of them?]

[Ways we might ask the probing questions:

�You�ve been talking about ___ but I haven�t heard anyone yet talking about
__.  Did anyone see any change there?�

�One of you mentioned __.  Could anyone give me some examples of that?�

�You have talked a good bit about the ways individual people changed.  Did
you see any changes in any of the community�s organizations?

�You have talked a good bit about different kinds of change.  What about
changes in the community�s institutions, things like government and schools?�

7. Overall, how effective do you think study circles are for helping a community work on
racism?

[Addressing a portion of RQ7]

8. How would you describe attendance and participation at your study circle?

 Probes, if needed:

àHow would you describe those who came regularly?  How about those who
   didn�t come to all the sessions?

àHow would you describe participation by the people who attended?

9. If you could change one thing about study circles, what would that be?

10. Is there anything else you would like to add about the things we have talked about
tonight?

Beliefs Knowledge Action

For community
institutions

For the whole
community
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Elapsed time 1:57
Real time ____

Thank you for coming tonight.  We appreciate it.

Elapsed time 2:00
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E.E.E.E.E. MoMoMoMoModerators’ agenda for study circle organizers:derators’ agenda for study circle organizers:derators’ agenda for study circle organizers:derators’ agenda for study circle organizers:derators’ agenda for study circle organizers:
Best Practices WBest Practices WBest Practices WBest Practices WBest Practices Winter 2000 focus groups on RQ6 and RQ7inter 2000 focus groups on RQ6 and RQ7inter 2000 focus groups on RQ6 and RQ7inter 2000 focus groups on RQ6 and RQ7inter 2000 focus groups on RQ6 and RQ7
(used in Hartford and Syracuse)(used in Hartford and Syracuse)(used in Hartford and Syracuse)(used in Hartford and Syracuse)(used in Hartford and Syracuse)

RQ6.RQ6.RQ6.RQ6.RQ6. TTTTTo what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles ano what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles ano what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles ano what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles ano what extent do organizers and participants consider study circles an
effective tool for addressing racism?effective tool for addressing racism?effective tool for addressing racism?effective tool for addressing racism?effective tool for addressing racism?

RQ7.RQ7.RQ7.RQ7.RQ7. What impact does the study circle topic have on (a) study circleWhat impact does the study circle topic have on (a) study circleWhat impact does the study circle topic have on (a) study circleWhat impact does the study circle topic have on (a) study circleWhat impact does the study circle topic have on (a) study circle
programs’ effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b) participation byprograms’ effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b) participation byprograms’ effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b) participation byprograms’ effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b) participation byprograms’ effectiveness in addressing racism, and (b) participation by
people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds?

Elapsed time 0:05
Real time ____ Welcome, introductions, preliminaries, ground rules

• Thank people for coming, invite them to enjoy food.

• Mention general focus of conversation: study circles as a vehicle for addressing racism
and improving community race relations.

• Check verbally on comfort factors: refreshments, any needed materials.

• Introduce self [and comoderator.]  Give yourselves titles (�I�ll be your moderator�I�ll be your moderator�I�ll be your moderator�I�ll be your moderator�I�ll be your moderator.�.�.�.�.�);
avoid giving personal information that could sway opinions.

• Turn on tape recorder, explain its use.

• Do introductions, using first names only.  Please tell me about your history with study
circles.

• State the ending time for the discussion.

• Remind people how much they are appreciated.

• Explain the nature of this structured conversation.  Like study circles or dialogue in
some ways, slightly different in other ways.

It is aimed at getting a lot of information in short amount of time.

It is somewhat structured.  (I came with QUESTIONS.)

The moderator is fully in charge of pace (participants can relax).
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We are asking the same questions of individuals and groups in nine groups in three
communities.

• Explain the way in which confidentiality is protected: no names or identities are ever
used in the reports from the sessions.  First names used during the session are taken
out of written transcripts.  If we want to quote you in the final report, we�ll have to
track you down, show you the quote, and get your permission.

• Emphasize that all comments and opinions are right and valued.  You will not be
asking questions that have wrong answers.

• The purpose of the session is to see how many opinions there are about each topic.
This is not about forced choice.  The purpose is not to reach consensus or persuade
each other.  Strongly encourage people to state their personal opinions, no matter
what opinions others in the group may hold.

• Explain that you will be the guide.  As much as possible, encourage people to speak
one at a time, but assure them that if they get animated, you will help sort it all out
and get it recorded for analysis.

• Let people know that you may occasionally rush some section of the discussion they
find interesting, and may even have to interrupt some people to move on to new
topics or new speakers.  On the other hand, they may notice you pulling more
information from more people than they think is necessary.  Remind them that you will
be the one to worry about all this, and you will make your decisions based on what
the sponsor needs to know.

• Ask people to speak for themselves alone.

• Check for agreement.  (�Those are my ground rules.  Can you agree to live them for
the next hour and a half?�)

• Ask if there are any questions.

Elapsed time 0:40
Real time ____

[Section on Topic Choice]

1. One of the things we want to learn is what difference the topic of the study circles
makes.  Could you talk about the way you chose the topic(s) for study circles here in
________?

2. What have you learned about how people respond to the topic of ________? [Repeat
with each topic.]
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àDid you have any surprises? (In how people responded to the topic)

3. Have you noticed any differences based on race or ethnicity in the way people
respond to the ________ topic?  The _________ topic?

4. Did you see any patterns in attendance that might be related to race or ethnicity?

5. Clearly you can see that we are trying to understand what makes people decide that
some topics, but not others, are good risks, something that they would be willing to
talk with other people about for several nights.  We are particularly interested in what
topics work best for getting people to address racism in their communities.  Can you
give us any more insights into what kinds of topics get people to sign up and come to
study circles, and which topics make them stay away?

Elapsed time 1:10
Real time ____

[Section on Race and Racism]

6. When you think about the study circles here in _________, what difference have they
made in addressing racism?

Probes, if needed:

[We aren�t exactly trying to fill in every little box, but we are trying to make sure we
know which ones they volunteered, and then, until they wear out on this, we keep
putting more opportunities in front of them?]

[Ways to ask additional probes...

�You�ve been talking about ___ but I haven�t heard anyone yet talking about
__.  Did anyone see any change there?�

Beliefs Knowledge Action

For you

For other people

For organizations

For community
institutions

For the whole
community
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�One of you mentioned __.  Could anyone give me some examples of that?�

�You have talked a good bit about the ways individual people changed.  Did
you see any changes in any of the community�s organizations?�

�You have talked a good bit about different kinds of change.  What about
changes in the community�s institutions, things like government and schools?�]

7. Overall, how effective do you think study circles are for helping a community work on
racism?

8. As people who have organized and carried out study circles, you know there are many
decisions and many steps.  We have talked about the choice of topic, and we are
talking with participants in other focus groups to learn what they think makes a
difference inside the study circle itself.  Keep your organizer hat on, and tell me what
organizers do, outside the study circle sessions themselves, to make study circles an
effective approach for working on racism in communities.

 Probes, if needed:

àcoalition membership and participation
àbuild direct link between dialogue and action

9. If you could change one thing about study circles [to make them more effective? to
make them more beneficial?] what would that be?

10. Is there anything else you would like to add about the things we have talked about
tonight?

Elapsed time 1:57
Real time ____

Thank you for coming tonight.  We appreciate it.

Elapsed time 2:00
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FFFFF..... MoMoMoMoModerators’ agenda for Maine organizer focus group (derators’ agenda for Maine organizer focus group (derators’ agenda for Maine organizer focus group (derators’ agenda for Maine organizer focus group (derators’ agenda for Maine organizer focus group (May 27,May 27,May 27,May 27,May 27,
1999)1999)1999)1999)1999)

[This focus group was conducted with study circle organizers in Maine.]

Elapsed time  0:05
Real time _____ Welcome, introductions, preliminaries, ground rules

• Thank people for coming, help yourselves to food.

• Mention general focus of conversation: study circles as a vehicle for community
problem solving.

• Check verbally on comfort factors: refreshments, any needed materials.

• Introduce self and comoderator.  Give yourselves titles (�I�ll be your moderator�I�ll be your moderator�I�ll be your moderator�I�ll be your moderator�I�ll be your moderator.�.�.�.�.�);
avoid giving personal information that could sway opinions.

• Turn on tape recorder, explain its use.

• Do introductions, using first names only.  Help me understand your history with study
circles.

• State the ending time for the discussion.

• Remind people how much they are appreciated.

• Explain the nature of this structured conversation.  Like study circles or dialogue in
some ways, slightly different in other ways.

It is aimed at getting a lot of information in short amount of time.

It is somewhat structured.  (I came with QUESTIONS.)

The facilitator is fully in charge of pace (participants can relax).

We are asking the same questions of individuals and groups in 16 other Best Practices
communities.

• Explain the way in which confidentiality is protected: no names or identities are ever
used in the reports from the sessions.  First names used during the session are taken
out of written transcripts.  If we want to quote you in the final report, we�ll have to
track you down, show you the quote, and get your permission.
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• Ask group members to hold each other�s identities and opinions in confidence.

• Emphasize that all comments and opinions are right and valued.  You will not be
asking questions that have wrong answers.

• The purpose of the session is to see how many opinions there are about each topic.
This is not about forced choice.  The purpose is not to reach consensus or persuade
each other.

• Strongly encourage people to state their personal opinions, no matter what opinions
others in the group may hold.

• Explain that you will be the guide.  As much as possible, encourage people to speak
one at a time, but assure them that if they get animated, you will help sort it all out
and get it recorded for analysis.

• Let people know that you may occasionally rush some section of the discussion they
find interesting, and may even have to interrupt some people to move on to new
topics or new speakers.  On the other hand, they may notice you pulling more
information from more people than they think is necessary.  Remind them that you will
be the one to worry about all this, and you will make your decisions based on what
the sponsor needs to know.

• Ask people to speak for themselves alone.

• Check for agreement.  (�Those are my ground rules.  Can you agree to live them for
the next hour and a half?�)

• Ask if there are any questions.

Elapsed time 0:40
Real time ____

1. Please help me understand the origins and history of study circles in Maine. (IN1.1)

Follow up, if needed:

à What was going on in the community that made you think study circles might
be worth trying?

à Describe the first efforts
à Developmental stages
à Leadership �genealogy�
à Strong results (and how you �measured� them)
à Danger points/tough times
à Present situation
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Elapsed time 1:00
Real time _____

2. [Write individually first; then speak] Looking back, what were the best and most
important things you or others did to produce study circles (and their deliberation
predecessors) in Maine?

Elapsed time 1:15
Real time ____

3. To what extent do you expect study circles to be an enduring feature of life in Maine?
(IN1.4)

Follow up, if needed:

à To what extent do you envision the future as an ongoing series of �rounds� of
study circles once or twice a year? (IN1.4)

Elapsed time 1:25
Real time _____

4. What aspects of study circles are most essential to sustain? (IN1.6)

Elapsed time 1:35
Real time _____

5. What would it take to sustain study circles in Maine for the long haul? (IN1.5)

Follow up, if needed:

à What would people here contribute, and what outside resources would be
required?

à What do you see as the most significant challenges in continuing to produce
study circles in Maine? (IN1.5 )

Elapsed time 1:45
Real time _____

6. What would it take for study circles to become a way of life in Maine communities?
How many people would need to be involved?  What significant changes would need
to take place?   (Modified IN4.3)
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If time allows, I will also invite conversation on these questions:

7. Going beyond this community, what insights or hopes do you have about the future of
study circles and face-to-face deliberation in the United States? (IN4.4)

8. What impact is your community-wide program having on how people in Maine
communities work together for positive change? (IN3.5)

9. Could you describe how you are thinking about the link between study circles and
action?  What would you like to see that link be?  What would it take to produce the
kind of link you would like? (IN3.4)

Elapsed time 2:00
Real time _____

Adjourn.
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This appendix contains five site
analysis charts that reflect
comparisons among the programs
in the 17 learning sites in terms

of background factors, organization factors,
participation factors, facilitation factors, and
action-change factors.



Appendix E: Site Analysis Charts
Background Factors

AlreadAlread AuroraAurora Colorado SpringsColorado Springs DecaturDecatur FayettevilleFayetteville Ft. MyersFt. Myers
Topic(s)Topic(s) Education: Round 1 Race (SCRC guide); Race (some groups Neighborhoods/ Race (SCRC guide) Race (SCRC guide)

(used SCRC guide) conducted some supplemented sessions a vision for their 
Character Education: circles in Spanish; with own materials -- community (developed
Round 2 (developed also Youth Issues, movies, articles on race own guide, borrowed)
own guide) Youth Voices  guide issues in newspaper) from SCRC materials)

Reason for startingReason for starting Statewide effort Way to address Rise in intolerance in Conflicts within the Racial tension in the 1997 publication of an 
study circlesstudy circles in AR; drug lab in the YWCA mission community: new MCI community: hiring of city: racially motivated article about nat. study
(crisis, mission,(crisis, mission, teacher's home; of eliminating racism; employees unsatisfied; first black school killing; complaints of which found Ft. Myers
critical incident, critical incident, loss of community; increasing (but not Amendment 2; racist superintendent; discrimination by 4 to be most residentially
external spark?)external spark?) threat of school new) diversity in the radio/talk shows; dispute b/w private dismissed AA police segregated city in the

consolidation; community disbanding of Human college and neighbor- officers; city's South; Unitarian Church
lingering tension Relations Commission hood; also saw need perceived inability  already focusing 
b/w natives and to get input for to address race on the issue
those "from off" strategic plan for city

Mission or goal?Mission or goal? Heal the community, Explicit: "To build a Explicit:  "An Specific focus on Explicit:  "To improve Goal changed over time,
Explict or implicit?Explict or implicit? work on school stronger community initiative to help access of citizens to the quality of life for all from addressing 

issues (Implicit) by expanding the improve communication, government and residents through residential segregation to
participation of understanding, and decision-making dialogue and united race issues in general;
citizens…" trust across racial & actions that will eliminate ever-widening network of

political lines…" racial discrimination in public dialogue.
the community." Implicit?

Pilot round?Pilot round? No, but facilitators Yes, w/ YWCA Yes, with 45 Practice session Yes, with membership Yes
held a practice board members, participants with facilitators of Working Group, 
session steering committee, Fayetteville United,

and other community 2 churches
members (60 total)

Number of roundsNumber of rounds 2 Ongoing, about 5 2 1 1 in community; 1 with 3, now moving to 
or 6 groups a young people "rolling" system
quarter, since 1995

Ongoing effort?Ongoing effort? Unclear at this Yes; also launching No -- planned as Actions groups are Yes Yes
point new youth program 1-year effort ongoing, keeping 

voices in the effort
Distinction amongDistinction among Small size; rural Sustainable; high # Unique political culture, Link to government, Strong black-white Tourist area; population
BP sites?BP sites? nature of community; of participants; coaltion building, only strategic plan; leadership collaboration; doubles in winter; strong

high % of leadership of one-year project leadership; successful overcoming turf battles, Action Committees
participation program director recruitment of widening effort

minorities



Background Factors

HartfordHartford InglewoodInglewood LimaLima MaineMaine New Castle CountyNew Castle County
Topic(s)Topic(s) Race and econ. dev't. Education; used Race; Violence; Abortion; ed. reform; sex ed., Race -- use SCRC Race guide

(dev. own session linking Busy Citizen's Guide Youth Issues,Youth Voices; what it means to be American; (2nd/3rd edition)
race and economics); to Ed. and SCRC generally followed SCRC environmental priorities; youth; [community and workplace-
used Spanish guide.  Also Education Manual; in guides substance abuse; and more; based approach]
youth, neighborhoods English and Spanish many guides developed locally

Reason for startingReason for starting Report of Millennium Original interest in Civil disturbances following Desire to foster a new kind of Mission of the YWCA; 
study circlesstudy circles Project that racial and race relations; later Rodney King verdict; Mayor conversation on public issues; proactive way to address race
(crisis, mission,(crisis, mission, ethnic divisions were decided to focus found out that African encourage people to examine relations, old wounds or 
critical incident, critical incident, economic as well as on ed. and schools; American and white clergy the moral and social overtones tensions (Jim Crow laws,
external spark?)external spark?) social issues; unless needed to pass bond didn't know each other; of public issues in a peaceable occupation of  Wilmington  

race was addressed, Hart. to repair schools; racial divide in Lima way after M.L. King assassination.)  
wouldn't achieve goal of mandated, tied to The Department of Labor
becoming top 10 place principals' evaluation program was prompted 
to live and work and strategic plan by reports of discrimination.

Mission or goal?Mission or goal? To bridge divisions that Sought to increase Work on race relations; Aim to foster study circles Mission of the YWCA to 
Explict or implicit?Explict or implicit? separate residents; to parent involvement in promote interracial under- on critical social and eliminate racism (explicit)

set the stage for some the schools standing and cooperation. political issues in a lot of
concrete recs. for (mandated by Functionally implict, though diff. communities statewide;
policy change; explicit Superintendent); stated in study circles Promote dialogue/study circles 
goal of action/change sought to gain newsletter once as a way of public life -- 

support for bond Explicit goal
Pilot round?Pilot round? 4 pilot circles at YWCA No Yes, before new rounds, Pilot circles on abortion, Yes, first with YWCA Board &

in Hartford and 3 in new topics, & when working perhaps others Working Group (organizers); 
Manchester using the with new entities such as then with community members 
standard study circles businesses; very first pilot (8 groups) and at DuPont
guide on race b/w 2 churches, 75 people Company

Number of roundsNumber of rounds 4 1 7 (maybe more) Too many to count!  Four 4 in the community; 1 at the 
"Reader Roundtables," the Department of Labor (DoL)
Lilly Project, and lots of 
others (probably at least 50)

Ongoing effort?Ongoing effort? Yes Another round began Unclear at this point Yes, in different communities Yes
in Spring, 2000; topic 
is Conflict Resolution

Distinction amongDistinction among Explicit link to action; paid Majority people of Leadership of Mayor; differentMany diff. topics; dialogue as Dept. of Labor initiative; work-
BP sites?BP sites? action coordinator; high color; big outcome; topics; longevity; role of a goal; different structural place and community-based 

level institutional support; school leadership faith orgs.; involves different approaches; extensive work circles; strong emphasis 
study circles in sectors of society; coalition- with young people; number of on volunteerism
workplaces building; participation participants; statewide effort



Background Factors

North Little RockNorth Little Rock OklahomaOklahoma SpringfieldSpringfield SyracuseSyracuse
Topic(s)Topic(s) Education -- used SCRC Balancing Justice -- piloted Race (used SCRC guide) For Children's Issues, wrote own guide, 

guide, with Calling the SCRC materials; gathered input thru 4 focus groups;
Roll modification Calling the Roll (education) now Race -- design team rewrote guide

to address relationship building and
prejudice reduction; also use readings

Reason for startingReason for starting Statewide effort in AR; Concerns about OK's The Mayor and other leaders Grant from the Gifford Foundation, 
study circlesstudy circles ongoing dispute between state correction system, sensed simmering race-based tension interested in study circles on children's
(crisis, mission,(crisis, mission, school board and need for reform, mistrust surrounding national events, and issues; race issues were evident in 
critical incident, critical incident, teachers' union, other between stakeholders, local tensions surrounding a these discussions, so decided to 
external spark?)external spark?) background issues  declining public confidence personnel decision by the City of focus on race next

related to the school Springfield
system Public interest in education

issues (in second round)

Mission or goal?Mission or goal? "To get public input on To educate citizens about Study circles as a tool to address To provide opportunities for honest
Explict or implicit?Explict or implicit? educational issues"  -- critical condition of OK's race relations, facilitate interaction conversations; to build relationships

seems to have been correction system; to allow and dialogue among citizens and then across race/ethnic lines; to give the
implicit, since most  citizens to provide input set them on the task of assisting w/ community practical recommendations
participants weren't clear into the decision-making development of a plan to effectively for actions that could improve race
about why study circles process; to strengthen OK's address the city's needs in the relations and equality; and to end 
were being conducted communities (explicit) area of race (explicit) racism/do racial healing (explicit)

Pilot round?Pilot round? No No Yes -- two with solo facilitators and Yes, with race they did pilots with the
two with co-facilitators (co-facilitators advisory board, 2 in organizations, 2
seen as better) community-based, and 1 in paired

congregations.  These led to further
refinement of the guide.

Number of roundsNumber of rounds 1 1 round for each topic; 13 3 1 on Children's Issues
communities in Balancing Ongoing circles on Race since 1998
Justice; 10 communities in 
Calling the Roll

Ongoing effort?Ongoing effort? No No Yes Yes

Distinction amongDistinction among Challenging timeframe; First organized statewide Investment in facilitator training and Desire for CWD to be a long-term
BP sites?BP sites? school board and  sc effort in U.S.; leadership support; focus on organizational community change strategy; lots of

administration took on of League; led to changes; leadership of government experimentation w/ coalition-building, 
recommendations from legislation revamping (single sponsor) organizing; don't have enough circles
the study circles criminal justice system to fulfill participant interest



Background Factors

Twin CitiesTwin Cities WoodridgeWoodridge
Topic(s)Topic(s) Housing, Race, Segregation, and Education Diversity (Toward a More Perfect Union in an

(developed own guide, which has gone Age of Diversity).  Topic was chosen over
through lots of revisions; integrates SCRC race on the advice of an African American
and Kettering models, among others) leader.  Some people, esp. those of color, wanted a

deeper conversation; others saw this as a first
step that might lead to sc on race relations.

Reason for startingReason for starting NAACP-initiated lawsuit against State of Ecumenical Council approached city
study circlesstudy circles Minnesota for inadequate education of officials about addressing diversity;
(crisis, mission,(crisis, mission, children of color -- circles intended to inform DuPage Mayors and Managers
critical incident, critical incident, citizen discourse, make progress on issues; Conference began promoting study
external spark?)external spark?) Wilder Foundation in St. Paul conducted circles.  Also, there was a failed

large community forums to get input; interest high school referendum (stirred up
in race issues recurred in the forums. tensions); increasing diversity in 
The two programs connected to support each the community.
other's work on dialogue on these issues.

Mission or goal?Mission or goal? To build a civil and informed metropolitan level Explicit:  To engage in a community-
Explict or implicit?Explict or implicit? of citizenship and discourse about the issues wide dialogue including as many and

of race, inequality, and segregation.  Also aim as diverse participants as possible to
to find better solutions for addressing region's discuss diversity and produce an 
race-related issues and to move the ongoing action agenda that is 
community forward to concerted action and beneficial to all.  (Some participants wished for
resolution on some of these issues. still more clarity.)

Pilot round?Pilot round? Yes, in both Minneapolis and St. Paul.  None.  Following the initial round, there was a pilot
Partners in the Collaborative conducted pilots. circle at Downers Grove South High School 
Have facilitator practice sessions.  Also had that tested the high school setting.
Town Hall forums and Days of Dialogue circles.

Number of roundsNumber of rounds 5 rounds, starting in 1997 1

Ongoing effort?Ongoing effort? Yes No; some interest in using other guides  (youth,
neighborhoods).  Community organizations are
continuing to incorporate input from participants
through the action agenda.

Distinction amongDistinction among Metropolitan focus; focus on organizations Focus on diversity, but didn't go to
BP sites?BP sites? as sponsors; combination of different great lengths to ensure diversity at 

cultures in the two cities; link of housing, any stage of the effort; government took leadership;
education, and race program not sustained



Organization Factors

AlreadAlread AuroraAurora Colorado SpringsColorado Springs DecaturDecatur FayettevilleFayetteville
Race and genderRace and gender White male Two white females One white female and White male White male 
of initiatorsof initiators one AA male 
Race & gender ofRace & gender of Coalition -- all white, Two white females at first; Two white females, one 1 white male, 1 white One white male, one
key decision-makerskey decision-makers mixed by gender, age, now one white female African American male female, 2 African white female, one

geography, income American females African American male
Diversity of Diversity of Geographic difference, Mostly white organizers at Steering committee more Quite diverse: informal Good economic and
core groupcore group natives, "from off," first, then expanded; the diverse than community and formal leaders; ethnic diversity on

diff. churches, all board is now very diverse overall (50-50 people of color broad citizen Working Group; diverse
segments of comm. and whites) involvement leadership

Nature of Nature of Core committee, all 1st part of YWCA, with Coalition of individuals Coalition/Steering Coalition:  Human
organizing organizing volunteers, serving as Steering Committee; with high level organizational Committee Relations Commission
structurestructure individuals; made now is independent org. contacts (HRC) and Fayetteville 

decisions together with advisory board United (FU) are main 
(coalition) sponsors

Levels w/inLevels w/in One level (core Advisory Board; around Steering Committee City manager and 1st level: team of FU
coalitioncoalition committee) 25 community partners/ for CCR; 80+ "Participating staff provide support; and HRC; 2nd level

supporters Organizations" ($, publicity, plus city commission is Study Circles
support) and other contributors Working Group

How many  How many  All -- served as All of the board members Most or all Most Many through 
coalition/boardcoalition/board facilitators or have participated; pilot groups, as
members havemembers have recorders not all but most facilitators
direct experience direct experience community partners have
with study circles?with study circles? participated
Staff: number,Staff: number, All volunteer 2/paid (part-time): 1 paid Executive 2/paid part-time: 1 AA FU and Working Group
paid or not?paid or not? Program Director and Director (white female) and 1 mixed heritage have no staff; HRD
(race, gender)(race, gender) Administrator (both female); 1 volunteer Director and staff do

(both white females) provide support
Create newCreate new No (not needed) Yes-- Aurora No (one-year program) No -- had alternative Sort of -- Fayetteville
organization?organization? Community Study org. approach: program United (no staff or
501(c)(3)?501(c)(3)? Circles; 501(c)(3) of city government budget); Working 

Group (FU & HRC) 
StrongStrong N/A (no media) Yes -- Beacon  News: Yes-- The Gazette: coalition Free ads and notices in Local reporter covered
relationship withrelationship with great coverage, all staff partner, $; some TV coverage; local non-profit the circles; radio
media?media? have participated in study coverage from AA Voice and newspapers talk shows provided 

circles; local TV & radio Hispanic News; some radio publicity
Sources of fundingSources of funding In-kind services from First the city, in-kind from Corporations; colleges; non- Decatur Downtown In-kind from Human 

school; money from YW; next local fundraisers profits; churches; newspaper; Development Relations Department,
the school board and grants; now city, foundations; city government; Authority; city the city

in-kind from schools, individuals (Urban League commission; matching
fundraisers, grants was fiscal agent) grants; individuals



Organization Factors

Ft. MyersFt. Myers HartfordHartford InglewoodInglewood LimaLima MaineMaine
Race and genderRace and gender Two white males 2 white males, 1 white African American 2 white males, 1 African One white female, one white 
of initiatorsof initiators female, 1 AA male male American male, 1 white female male
Race & gender ofRace & gender of Two white males One white male, one AA One African American 2 white males For The Roundtable Center, 
key decision-makerskey decision-makers male, one white female, male, one African one white female; varies in 

one AA female American female the communities
Diversity of Diversity of Highly diverse; held Fairly diverse in terms Assume largely people "Inner circle" became mostly white, Not much evidence of diversity
core groupcore group coalition-building work- of ethnicity; high level of color, since school mostly male; Clergy Task Force among organizers; youth made

shops with diverse rather than grassroots; system primarily AA is racially mixed some decisions with the Lilly
community leaders advisory group is diverse and Latino Project

Nature of Nature of Independent org. -- 5 project partners: School district -- Coalition of local government, Some individual community
organizing organizing Lee County Pulling Aetna, NCCJ, Office of Inglewood Unified faith orgs., and higher education; coalitions; statewide coalition 
structurestructure Together (all serve Secretary of State, School District and more partners later:  businesses, w/ 8  local steering committees 

as individuals) Democracy Works, individual schools schools, NAACP, Allen Lima for environ. priorities;  Advisory
Millennium Project (MP) Leadership, neighborhood assoc. Committee for Lilly Project

Levels w/inLevels w/in Steering Committee/ Supporting organizations; Committee of '97 Lima Area Clergy Task Force, The Roundtable Center has a
coalitioncoalition Board (8 members) w/ Ad hoc, informal (organizers); 3 people Study Circles Council, ALL board; other statewide or local

visible leadership; plus advisory group; MP from each of 20 Steering Committee, From efforts typically have own
Working Council (40) Diversity Task Force school sites; schools Discussion to Action, other partners working group or committee

How many  How many  Most or all A growing number of MP N/A All or most have participated as Varies by topic, round, and
coalition/boardcoalition/board Diversity Task Force organizers, facilitators, participants; community
members havemembers have members; most advisory former participants make up the
direct experience direct experience group members have Study Circles Council, From
with study circles?with study circles? experience Discussion to Action

Staff: number,Staff: number, Volunteer for 1st two 2 paid: Program Most were school site Staff employed by the city Yes, 1 paid Executive 
paid or not?paid or not? rounds; now have paid Director (white) and participants Director
(race, gender)(race, gender) Executive Director Action Coordinator

(white male) (Jamaican-American)
Create newCreate new Yes -- Lee County No -- has other No The Study Circles Council Yes -- The Roundtable Center; 
organization?organization? Pulling Together: organizational homes coordinated efforts; one outgrowth, 501(c)(3)
501(c)(3)?501(c)(3)? 501(c)(3) From Discussion to Action, did 

apply for 501(c)(3) status
StrongStrong Yes -- News Press: Yes-- Hartford Courant No; they did TV (local cable) provided publicity, Extremely strong w/ Portland
relationship withrelationship with raised the issue, great is one of main partners: use available school produced video from first pilot; a Press Herald ; sponsored
media?media? coverage/publicity, ad space, articles, work- media documentary was also produced, "Reader Roundtables;" also 

meeting space, column place study circles host shown nationally w/ Maine Public Broadcasting 
Sources of fundingSources of funding In-kind from church, Project partners, Central Office Many different organizations fund Lilly Endowment; contracts;

county, chamber; supporting organizations, events; city provides lots of support; trainings; Maine Council of
individual orgs.; grants; comm. orgs., individuals, churches/firehouses donate meeting Churches; newspapers; 
foundations; leaders foundations space; grants to work with youth YWCA; other organizations



Organization Factors

New Castle CountyNew Castle County North Little RockNorth Little Rock OklahomaOklahoma SpringfieldSpringfield
Race and genderRace and gender One white female 1 African American/black female; One white female African American male 
of initiatorsof initiators 1 white male; 1 white female and white female 
Race & gender of keyRace & gender of key 1 white female, 1 Latina female, Two white females State level, multiple white females; African American male and
decision-makersdecision-makers 1 African American female some diversity in 3 local programs white female
Diversity of Diversity of Cross-section of community: state Not diverse Depended on community; Tulsa, Race Relations Task Force
core groupcore group gov't., NAACP, Human Relations Muskogee, and OK City were is quite diverse.

Commission; churches, corporate diverse; others not at all
leadership

Nature of Nature of Coalition of organizations, led by 2 main organizers, w/ official League of Women Voters' offices For the first 2 rounds, the City of 
organizing organizing the YWCA partners: school district; PTA in each comm., most had initial Springfield local gov't. was single
structurestructure Council; Chamber, City of NLR, meeting to invite support from sponsor; now have a 12-person 

Also, the Dept. of Labor Arkansas Friends for other groups; some formed Race Relations Task Force, a 
Better Schools coalitions or steering committees diverse cluster of organizations.

Levels w/inLevels w/in Working Group; community Ad-hoc working group Individual efforts; coalitions of Support from diverse community
coalitioncoalition partners (105); sponsors; organizations; steering organizations

diversity workgroup at DoL committees; League had some
co-sponsors 

How many How many All involved in pilots Most Most or all All but one person on the Race 
coalition/boardcoalition/board Relations Task Force participated 
members have directmembers have direct in study circles
experience with experience with 
study circles?study circles?

Staff: number,Staff: number, YWCA: 1 full-time person, 1/3 time 1 paid coordinator for life of League volunteers and top Sandy Robinson paid as Director 
paid or not?paid or not? assistant, part of other staff's project only state leaders of League of the Community Relations
(race, gender)(race, gender) responsibilities Commission
Create newCreate new No -- within YWCA No No No: program under the Community
organization?organization? Relations Commission and Race
501(c)(3)?501(c)(3)? Relations Task Force

StrongStrong NewsJournal: free ad space to Some change in coverage from Perhaps in individual ?
relationship withrelationship with announce special events and local paper -- change in attitude communities -- coverage
media?media? recruit participants, also towards school system; came to

collaborates on events Action Forum
Sources of fundingSources of funding DuPont, NewsJournal , YWCA, Southwestern Bell funded the Received grant from Edna City of Springfield

individual donations, other partners coordinator; school system McConnell Clark Foundation to 
and sponsors provided in-kind services (office); do Balancing Justice 

official partners 



Organization Factors

SyracuseSyracuse Twin CitiesTwin Cities WoodridgeWoodridge
Race and genderRace and gender White male and white female African American male and white/Jewish 2 white males & an Ecumenical Council
of initiatorsof initiators female with 3 white males and 1 white female
Race & gender of keyRace & gender of key 1st: WM, AAF, 2WF; 2nd: WM, AAF, WF; White male and white female Three white males
decision-makersdecision-makers Now: 2WM, AAF, WF
Diversity of Diversity of The first Advisory Board co-chaired by white Broad and diverse network of partners and Would have liked it to be more diverse;
core groupcore group and black men; the design team was very sponsors; have some difficulty in recruiting had good gender balance, plus the 

diverse; people are recruited strategically for community organizations of color.  EHEP Board  initial active involvement of an African
the Advisory Committee (broad-based support) of Directors is 50% people of color, 50% female American female

Nature of Nature of Ad-hoc committee, then formal board, now Partnership between EHEP (Minneapolis-based) Planning group: school districts; fire
organizing organizing advisory committee; that is a coalition of and Wilder Foundation (St. Paul-based): districts; Ecumenical Council; Public
structurestructure people from the public and private sectors; "Community Circle Collaborative;" plus a Library; Park District; churches; the 

over 30 members serve 2-year terms.  Host decentralized network of partners.  "Cities at Village administration
organization is the InterReligious Council. Work" Steering Committee at Wilder.

Levels w/inLevels w/in The Design Team and Outreach Committee Sponsors/partners (community-based orgs.); Sponsors: School district (played major
coalitioncoalition (merged into Advisory Board/Committee); decentralized network; play different roles: role), Village of Woodridge, park district,

the Advisory Committee has several sub- organizing or project partners; resource partners; library, Chamber, churches; levels of 
committees; plus partners (people) sponsors; media; action partners participation and follow through varied

How many of How many of Most members of the first ad-hoc Advisory Several EHEP Board members and Steering Some
coalition/boardcoalition/board Board (Outreach Team) participated in circles; Committee members at Cities at Work and
members have directmembers have direct most of the present Advisory Committee have representatives from collaborating partners have
experience with experience with participated, though a significant minority has experience with study circles.
study circles?study circles? not

Staff: number,Staff: number, Staff at IRC provide lots of support; have two Paid staff at EHEP (interns, assistants, director); Village provided a coordinator who did 
paid or not?paid or not? paid Program Directors (WM, AAF); 1/3 people of color; 1/2 female. Wilder has three the work as part of his salaried job
(race, gender)(race, gender) hired a consultant to design the guide and staff assigned to Cities at Work project; other

facilitator training. staff also do some work on the project.
Create newCreate new No -- under the umbrella of the InterReligious Study circles have been the major focus of No
organization?organization? Council EHEP's work; it is a 501(c)(3) organization;
501(c)(3)?501(c)(3)? Wilder is self-endowed, non-profit; study circles

is one of its programs.
StrongStrong Very strong with newspaper: extensive, positive Cable access station for St. Paul aired a circle; Local papers did cover the study circles,
relationship withrelationship with coverage; appears to be partner in the effort; neighborhood-based and minority press has promoted the launch.  The Village took
media?media? some positive change in newspaper coverage provided more coverage; sporadic coverage in TC out an ad in one of the papers.

since circles began. dailies; Minnesota Public Radio a good partner
Sources of fundingSources of funding First the Gifford Foundation; now IRC, Gifford, Partners/sponsors; Wilder Foundation; individuals Village of Woodridge

United Way, Niagara Mohawk, and Community other foundations; corporations; religious and
Foundation public bodies; some government



Participation Factors

AlreadAlread AuroraAurora Colorado SpringsColorado Springs DecaturDecatur FayettevilleFayetteville Ft. MyersFt. Myers
NumberNumber 100/Round 1 2,000 to date 400/Round 1 450 300 340/Round 1
of participantsof participants 85/Round 2 275/Round 2 250/Round 2

(population = 400)
Diversity ofDiversity of Students (high school), 26.4% AA; 57.7% 45-50% people of  20-23% people of Reflected diversity 1st Round, about
participantsparticipants natives, people "from white; 7.5% Latino; color in both rounds; color of community; don't 20% black; don't know

off," churches, 2.5% other; some more AA in Round 1, know percentages; about Round 2
faculty members, groups more diverse more Hispanic in Rnd.
different parts of the than others; hard to 2; lacked other kinds Had some problem with
community attract people of color; of ethnic diversity, drop-offs

have a high number political and economic
of student groups that diversity; few working
participate class; some students

Explicit intentExplicit intent Yes, especially with Strategic pairings Yes, on sign-up form, Yes, self-mixing Yes, identified gaps Yes, sign-up form 
to create diversityto create diversity students and faculty among diverse groups asked about political strategy at kick-off: in diversity and dev. included info. about
among groups?among groups? members (split up (churches, women's and social views, look around room, if strategies to fill them; ethnic background;
Success?Success? among groups); other groups); ask for info. ethnicity; your perspective not no group overlooked. some problems

categories of folk on sign-up form and some problem with represented at a table, Increased # of people maintaining balance
assigned by lot work until they have drop-outs among join that group. in groups without an in groups because

a diverse group; people of color Most groups had affiliation to ensure of locations (black
Pretty successful sometimes not diversity; some not as that balance, account or white

successful successful. for attrition. neighborhood)
Where do (did) Where do (did) At the school (all at YWCA, community Community  Churches, schools, City government, Schools, libraries, 
study circlesstudy circles same time, plus a orgs., schools, organizations; meeting  YMCA -- participants businesses, churches, more "neutral" 
take place?take place? make-up session) churches; meeting spaces provided by were asked to choose organizations, locations for Round 2;

space provided by participating a place "not too community centers locations in white or
partner groups; also organizations familiar to you" black communities
community youth influenced who 
service organizations attended

Main recruitment Main recruitment One-on-one; MJH -- brochures; Recruited from Paid AA staff member Appeal to businesses, Newspaper articles,
strategiesstrategies incentives for students; presentations; phone participating orgs.; recruited within AA members of coalition editorials, and 

face-to-face; word of calls; events; tracking media; one-on-one; comm.; face-to-face; (chamber, university, columns; mailings;
mouth system; keeping sc in personal networks of individual phone calls; Ft. Bragg); one-on-one; personal contact 

front of people; Steering Committee; fliers; newspaper media and letter-writing by members
newsletters and appeal to participating notices; press releases; effort; mailings; talk of Steering Committee
mailings; "pitches" orgs.; recruited people announcements at shows; presentations to
at meetings; board of color from facilitator meetings; other groups; target diverse
members recruit; pool credible leaders helped groups; facilitators
newspaper coverage recruited some



Participation Factors

HartfordHartford InglewoodInglewood LimaLima MaineMaine New Castle Co.New Castle Co.
NumberNumber 250/Round 1 Approximately 600 800-950/Round 1 (35 faith orgs.) Approaching 10,000 (guess) 600 in Year 1; 1,706 by Year 2;
of participantsof participants 1,500 by June, 2000 By Spring, 1999, 60 faith orgs., (4,000 + in Lilly Project, 700 2,708 by Year 3; 3,400 to date in 

4,000+ people in the community; in 1st Reader Roundtable, Year 4 (includes 433 in    
hundreds in schools 300 in Environ. Priorities) Department of Labor)

Diversity ofDiversity of Reflected high level Represented diversity Most diverse groups in faith Huge # of youth, including 35-40% people of color; some 
participantsparticipants of diversity in work- in each of the organizations (50-50 black and hard to access groups people of color have participated

places; lacked men, schools; brought in white); student groups not very (new immigrants, in more than one group to ensure
faith leaders, youth, Latino and AA diverse; not sure about diversity detainees); diverse in age, diversity (mostly AA); small # of
Latinos, low-income parents of other community groups gender, geography; some Latino and Asian people -- don't 
folks, those without ethnic diversity identify with issue in the same
graduate degree way

Explicit intentExplicit intent Yes, work with Probably diverse in Yes -- paired white and black Varied by topic, round, and Yes -- aim for at least 30% 
to create diversityto create diversity organizers/hosts of terms of African congregations, very successful; community.  For 1999 people of color in a group; want
among groups?among groups? study circles.  Most Americans and youth groups in Diversity Week Portland Community Asset more low-income people; less
Success?Success? circles diverse in terms Latinos (ALL Youth) intentionally diverse, Builders round, considered attractive to Latinos, Indians,

of white and AA; but adult groups weren't; school and didn't do (transportation white men
working to increase groups not structured for barriers)
numbers of Latinos intentional diversity; 
and Asian participants. don't know about groups in other

sectors of the community
Where do (did) Where do (did) More than 1/3 in At every school Faith organizations, businesses, Libraries, schools,  Dept. of Labor, other workplaces
study circlesstudy circles workplaces; also in neighborhood associations (at churches, youth center, (DuPont, MBNA), schools, 
take place?take place? community orgs., firehouses), schools (middle and community centers, places around the community

newspaper, churches, high -- captive students) community organizations
schools, college 
campus; some open 
sessions in community
centers

Main recruitment Main recruitment Through workplaces, Communications from Make a case to defined groups -- Media -- newspaper, local Personal contact and word of 
strategiesstrategies community orgs., the school; personal churches, businesses, TV, public radio stations; mouth advertising; presentations

churches, and schools contact by teachers/ schools, neighborhood assoc. designate key local person; to different groups; big 
where sc took place; principals; use of Recruit group leaders, use target community orgs.; buttons to increase visibility at
individual contact; ads school media: them to recruit participants. personal invitations; community events; big kick-off
in Courant. newsletters, bulletin Mayor visited congregations, held public notices; events, linked to special 

board, PTA meetings, orientation sessions, personal focus on clear issues occasions (mock study circles);
notices and ads invites; local TV; general info. newspaper coverage, free 

sessions (sample circles); advertising
face-to-face; pilot rounds



Participation Factors

North Little RockNorth Little Rock OklahomaOklahoma SpringfieldSpringfield SyracuseSyracuse
NumberNumber 114 1,000 statewide in  215/Round One 300 in Children's Issues
of participantsof participants Balancing Justice 80/Round Two 750 in Race

500 statewide for Calling 150/Round Three
the Roll

Diversity ofDiversity of 61% white, 27% African Am., Very diverse in Stillwater -- 30% people of color (population is Try very hard to make it a 50-50 split;
participantsparticipants 1% Native American, 1% strong stakeholder 15% people of color).  Second round not always successful; have some

mixed, 10% unknown; participation; some may have been even more diverse. problems getting diverse groups (may
included teachers, students, communities had 50% reflect history of IRC in Syracuse);
parents, school board people of color mostly middle class, educated folks
members; mostly middle class (Muskogee, Lawton)

Explicit intentExplicit intent Yes & no -- Most African Muskogeee -- diverse in Think so, based on Sandy's Yes.  Prospective participants fill out
to create diversityto create diversity Americans attended one of groups; everywhere else description of his assignment demographic sheets -- CWD organizers
among groups?among groups? two groups held at a Black no scheme assign people to groups to ensure a
Success?Success? Baptist Church; attempted to balance of whites/people of color.

recruit from all black  Sometimes have long waiting lists of
churches, but not much whites; have some problems attracting
success; had teachers in sufficient numbers of people of color.
every circle, split up school 
board members

Where do (did)Where do (did) Churches and community 13 communities in the state All over community Community centers, schools, colleges,
study circlesstudy circles centers for Balancing Justice; 10 community meeting places; they don't
take place?take place? communities for Calling the do study circles with intact groups

Roll.  For CTR, no schools.

Main recruitment Main recruitment Sent fliers to interest and Door-to-door; newspaper Leaders champion study circles in Advisory committee members recruit
strategiesstrategies constituent groups, such as ads; fliers; radio; help from hands-on way; carry brochures among their constituencies; big

churches and Boys and Girls members of organizing everywhere; sell the program to key kick-offs; sample dialogues; personal
Club. Guidance counselor coalitions; letters to individuals; attend dinners or events contact
recruited students; Classroom community orgamizations and hand out brochures; go to all p/o
Teachers Association recruited and local editors community; worked with people with
teachers; PTA Council natural connections.  Sandy made the
recruited parents; Chamber hard sells.  Now will draw on members
recruited business people of Race Relations Task Force.



Participation Factors

Twin CitiesTwin Cities WoodridgeWoodridge
NumberNumber 1,200 in study circles (many more 120
of participantsof participants have participated in other related

events)

Diversity ofDiversity of Approx. 1/3 people of color.  Many Some groups not very diverse at all; 
participantsparticipants individual circle groups are not at all people of color and low-income people

diverse; St. Paul struggles with the were not well-represented; did have 
issue of participation by people of people from different sectors of the
color; most groups there are pretty community -- library, civic organizations,
homogeneous; nearly 40% of police department, park district, schools
participants are from suburbs

Explicit intentExplicit intent Yes, do conduct outreach to lots of No -- didn't ask about race or ethnicity 
to create diversityto create diversity different groups.  However, most groups on registration forms.  Assigned 
among groups?among groups? are organized by and within other people to groups according to their
Success?Success? existing entities, so may not be that schedules.

diverse; some homogeneous groups
want to expand their circles to include
more diversity (different degrees of
success)

Where do (did)Where do (did) Schools, churches, wherever the All over community
study circlesstudy circles organizations are located, city government
take place?take place? family centers

Main recruitment Main recruitment Through efforts of sponsoring Sponsor orgs. supposed to recruit 10
strategiesstrategies organizations, especially schools and participants.  This was easier for 

churches; also through articles in institutions such as schools and some
neighborhood newspapers; press releases; governmental bodies.
model newsletter announcements; School District 68 took on major 
brochures; invitations; big kick-off events recruitment responsibilities -- sent information
with publicly visible community leaders home to families, personal invitations from

principals.  Also used Village newsletter,
brochures in community spaces.



Facilitation Factors

AlreadAlread AuroraAurora Colorado SpringsColorado Springs DecaturDecatur FayettevilleFayetteville Ft. MyersFt. Myers
Sources ofSources of Core committee, Recruited one-on-one Personally recruited by Personal contact by Membership and Recruited by Ann
facilitators?facilitators? recruited individually by Mary Jane Hollis, Steering Committee Mayor; YWCA; one- workforce of orgs. and Estlund; ads in 

from different parts volunteers sign up members; recruited on-one; United Way; assoc. in coalition; the newspaper; personal
Grassroots orGrassroots or of the community for trainings from rounds; Urban notices in newspaper; city; orgs. doing TQM; contacts of black 
professional?professional? (grassroots) (grassroots, League may have word of mouth; sign- Ft. Bragg, Cape Fear members of Steering

primarily) contributed people up form; churches; Valley Health, NC Committee and 
(mix of professional from outside Decatur Natural Gas, other orgs. Working Council
and grassroots) (mix) with fac. experience (grassroots)

Co-facilitators?Co-facilitators? Facilitator and Occasionally for Yes -- different races Sometimes, when Yes -- 30% racial No
recorder for each beginnners; usually and genders enough were pairing; nearly 100% 
group not available gender pairing

Investment inInvestment in 1-day training in Diff. strategies: small Team of professional Assistance from Trainers from Cape 1 1/2 day training for
facilitator facilitator Little Rock; practice groups; individual; trainers (from all over Matt L., process Fear Valley Health and first group; additional
trainingtraining sessions seen as three full-day town) and Matt L. for observation/feedback a private consultant w/ trainings and brush-up

very helpful trainings since 1st two rounds.  Used during training experience with trainings
October '98 Food for Thought model diversity

for pilot (not neutral)
Diversity of Diversity of Did represent the Somewhat diverse 40% people of color; Goal of having 1/3 be Successfully Approximately 20%
facilitatorsfacilitators kinds of diversity primarily African African Americans reflected diversity in people of color

in the community American, but not was met the community --
exclusively attempted to create

a balance
Facilitator Facilitator Debriefing after MJH provides lots of Facilitators assigned to Volunteer met with None, but have a None?
supportsupport each session, at support -- calls, going a member of a team, facilitators after each large pool of qualified

the school; did to last or another could call for support/ session to review any facilitators
some session, intervening feedback; also met problems or questions
troubleshooting when necessary, during sessions; open that needed to be

meeting with people communication addressed
Address race in Address race in N/A Use race guide for No Yes No (some facilitators No
facilitator facilitator practice sessions at came with a background
training?training? training in addresing race)



Facilitation Factors

HartfordHartford InglewoodInglewood LimaLima MaineMaine New Castle Co.New Castle Co.
Sources ofSources of Workplaces and orgs. Most school principals Lay people and ministers in Young people (middle Trained professionals, retired 
facilitators?facilitators? in which sc take place; and all of the school participating congregations; school and high school), persons; also recruit through

from pool of participants; community liaisons Clergy Task Force; intro. community members.  Also personal contact; identified 
Grassroots orGrassroots or recruited by hosts/ (school-based sessions; participant pool; targeted graduates of student leaders and teachers; 
professional?professional? organizers; matched leaders/staff) SUCCESS students university facilitation recruited from all parts of the 

by Project Office. certificate program and some community
Mix of grassroots and (mainly grassroots) professional facilitators.
professional

Co-facilitators?Co-facilitators? Yes -- balance of race No Yes -- black/white; adults and Younger students have Yes, when possible; at DoL, 
and gender youth in schools; freshmen worked with adult or older paired one in-house and one 

and upperclassmen student community facilitator
Investment inInvestment in Have held trainings before Training provided by a OSU/Lima Continuing Ed. Have invested in fostering Use basic 4-hr. training model,
facilitator facilitator each round at several Mediator with U.S. Program provided training; excellence in facilitation; conducted by professional 
trainingtraining sites.  Held conversations Department of Justice, frequent training for new & old have trained a substantial trainers and YWCA staff; some 

for facilitators, refresher Community Relations facilitators; later, coalition number of young people training in schools.
training Service members did training for the (in the hundreds) Human Relations Division & 

SUCCESS students YWCA did training for DoL
Diversity of Diversity of Pretty diverse; increasing Reflect diversity of Pretty equal number of whites N/A Substanial  -- don't have exact
facilitatorsfacilitators # of Latinos and schools and African Americans; percentages

African Americans; more don't know male/female 
women than men; ratio; don't know diversity 
"pretty good split" of student facilitators

Facilitator Facilitator Ongoing technical District Coordinator Study circles materials Varied; on-going during large "Behind the scenes support" 
supportsupport assistance provided by provided sc materials, considered good; adults projects with hot-line, mid- from staff; Facilitators' Group

project staff and trainers; attended at least one supported student round check-in, and wrap-up meets bi-weekly: share stories,
hold meetings w/ facilitators meeting at 18 school facilitators dinner and debrief as experiences; strong relationship
to talk about challenges sites, and assisted with typical features between facilitators and 
and successes supplying food & sitters organizers

Address race in Address race in Yes No No N/A No
facilitator facilitator 
training?training?



Facilitation Factors

North Little RockNorth Little Rock OklahomaOklahoma SpringfieldSpringfield
Sources ofSources of People with experience: Used newspaper, radio stations, For pilot, supplied by orgs. that received 
facilitatorsfacilitators participants in AR Leadership fliers in church bulletins, word of letter from Mayor (300 community groups);

Academy; teachers; recruited mouth to recruit facilitators; participants in pilots were facilitators for
Grassroots orGrassroots or people one-on-one recruited from other diverse Round One; participants in pilots or Round
professional?professional? organizations.  One were facilitators for Round Two.

More on the professional side (grassroots)
(grassroots)

Co-facilitators?Co-facilitators? Four of the groups had Facilitator and recorder Yes -- organizers believe it offers 
co-facilitators; four did not. teams significant advantages.  Pairs are 

carefully matched.
Investment inInvestment in Trained by supervisor of Facilitator training in Tulsa and Regional training by Mary Jane Hollis and
facilitator facilitator middle school education (has Oklahoma City for BJ-- used Matt L. for pilots. For Round 2, engaged
trainingtraining extensive facilitation SCRC approach to training; 4 diverse trainers familiar with facilitator training

experience); adapted SCRC don't know about Calling the Roll and work on race relations -- each has
model to 2-hour training noteworthy credentials;  2-hour orientation

plus 3-hour training session
Diversity of Diversity of Limited racial diversity; about 25% racial diversity from that Initial pool was quite diverse because of
facilitatorsfacilitators 25% male facilitators (3 black first training organizations that responded; diversity

females; 3 white males; 8 white of participants has led to diverse
females) facilitators

Facilitator Facilitator Training and localized training None Round 2: 2 two-hour support sessions on a 
supportsupport materials; fact sheet on NLRSD Saturday during round, plus facilitator

provided to augment state fact wrap-up and evaluation at the end of each
book; backup facilitators provided round.  Each facilitator expects to hear
as needed from a trainer at least once before each

support session.
Address race inAddress race in No No Yes- practiced facilitating on
facilitator facilitator race-based topics; two 30-minute 
training?training? conversations, then feedback.



Facilitation Factors

SyracuseSyracuse Twin CitiesTwin Cities WoodridgeWoodridge
Sources ofSources of "Large open community trainings;" one-on- For first round, community volunteers were Identified by School District 68 (school 
facilitatorsfacilitators one recruiting; word of mouth; efforts of recruited by local sponsors; for later rounds, social workers, plus 1 junior high principal);  

partners. Most had experience in counseling recruit experienced facilitators (mostly the Village administration; churches; the
Grassroots orGrassroots or or mediation work.  Board members recruited professionals) from the Minnesota park district, and library
professional?professional? facilitators; Urban League provided some. Now, Facilitators' Network and SPIDR; match

former participants serve as new facilitators. facilitators with groups.
Co-facilitators?Co-facilitators? Yes - interracial/ethnic teams (not given Most are co-facilitated, mix of community Typically not

enough time to prepare as a team) volunteer and professional.  Organizers 
and a SPIDR member match facilitators.

Investment inInvestment in Extensive training (15 hours, developed by Strong partnership with Minnesota Mary Jane Hollis offered two rounds of
facilitator facilitator Design Team); some 3 hours, 4 nights/week, Facilitators' Network and SPIDR, which training, two evenings each, totalling 6 hours;
trainingtraining or 1 night/week for a month.  Talk about the lead trainings (2 evenings or a weekend); Matt L. came for one evening.  The goals

readings, lots of small group work, lots of training has evolved over time; focused a were to understand study circles, have the
practice; have refresher trainings.  (Only 3 little less on process at first, now experience of participating in one,
hours for round on children, SCRC model.) recognize need for both process & content and practice facilitating.

Diversity of Diversity of Very diverse, good multi-cultural cross- Surprisingly diverse from SPIDR and MFN; Mostly white women -- didn't consider
facilitatorsfacilitators section of people in the community that augmented by community volunteers; diversity when recruiting facilitators.

they draw from repeatedly. some youth; gender balance.  Still need (3 of 13 facilitators were people of color)
to increase diversity

Facilitator Facilitator Strong support from organizers, project staff; Informal debriefing in 1998 round; informal No; had planned a facilitator debrief after the
supportsupport organizers make effort to contact facilitators midpoint meeting in 1999 round; free-net first session, but facilitators found it was not

after each session.  Facilitators keep a computer communication line set up necessary
journal throughout sessions. for facilitators in 1997 (unsuccessful);

other training opportunities

Address race inAddress race in Yes -- specific training and discussion of All-day training on issues of race and No
facilitator facilitator race issues. racism.  Plus, special trainings available
training?training? on institutional racism and cross-cultural

communication, provided by other
organizations



Action-Change Factors

AlreadAlread AuroraAurora Colorado SpringsColorado Springs DecaturDecatur FayettevilleFayetteville Ft. MyersFt. Myers
Explicit linkExplicit link Yes No, but connect No; some people Yes -- giving input Yes Yes
to action?to action? people to already absolutely didn't want to strategic plan, 

existing groups, action; some did want move to action
actions action and resolution;

they set up mechanisms
at end of CCR

Focus on Focus on All 3 -- quality of All 3 -- quality of Individual, community Mainly community -- All 3 -- quality of Individual and 
individual,individual, communication relationships; internal decision-making at relationships across community -- 
organizational,organizational, among individuals; transformative level of gov't.; improve traditional barriers, increase
or communityor community changes at school experience; bring neighborhood bringing more people opportunities for
outcomesoutcomes level; improved sense people into relations; also to out into comm. life; interaction; equal
(or multiple)?(or multiple)? of community community life; give voice to changes within gov't, access to resources

togetherness collaboration individuals institutions; (grocery, newspaper)
across organizations collaboration across

organizations

What What Short-term and long- People fill out forms Citizens Project took Action teams (5): Three Action Teams: 8 Action Councils, with
mechanisms didmechanisms did term committees; indicating their areas responsibility to let people Diversity, Schools, Youth Study Circles, liaison from Steering
study circlesstudy circles short-term seem to of interest; these are know what is happening Communication, Faith Community, Committee; each have
organizers createorganizers create have lasted through used to match after the conversations; Neighborhoods, PR (under HRC; also mixed race co-chairs:
to link dialogueto link dialogue Fall,1999; long-term participants with Food for Thought gave Healthy Growth, report to FU); each Education,
to action?to action? seem to have faded; existing efforts people a way to plus strategic has a Steering Strengthening LCPT,
Duration?Duration? the Community Plays continue discussions planning team. Committee Econ. Dev., Media,

committee continues Still active. Special Events, Gov't.
to exist Research, Community

Action forum(s)?Action forum(s)? Yes -- "Celebration No, but have a wrap- Celebrations after each Yes, people signed Yes, people signed Yes, established
Dinner" for Round 1, up after each quarter round; final event up for task forces, up for Action Teams Action Councils
open to whole comm., for all participants to intended to connect which categorized all
125 came; 50 came come together people with existing orgs.; the actions from the
to second one never had a chance to groups; 200 attended

brainstorm "What do
we want to do from here?"

Regular written Regular written Distributed a Newsletter and Some reports on CCR Up-to-date web site; ? Weekly LCPT news
communication?communication? newsletter after each other mailings to appear in Citizens newsletter "Common column in Sunday

session with results participants Project newsletter, Focus" highlights News Press ; LCPT
from each group Freedom Watch study circles work; newsletter

periodic mailings to list.



Action-Change Factors

HartfordHartford InglewoodInglewood LimaLima MaineMaine New Castle Co.New Castle Co.
Explicit linkExplicit link Yes Yes -- created to Not really, though lots of It varied.  Early projects Yes -- though not as successful
to action?to action? increase parent actions have arisen from focused on dialogue; as organizers hoped

involvement in the study circles later ones aimed at 
school improvement action (environment,

Act Against Violence)
Focus on Focus on Individual, community, All 3 -- increase Individual, org., and Community (state) -- All 3 -- changes at individual 
individual,individual, and region; parent involvement; community -- cultivate study circles level, changes within YWCA 
organizational,organizational, foster a sense of changes w/in schools; create context and as a way of public (more visible in community); 
or communityor community Greater Hartford; passage of facilities climate for change; life in Maine; influence changes within DoL; increasing 
outcomesoutcomes bridge divisions; bond; main focus there have also been individuals' civic  community capacity and 
(or multiple)?(or multiple)? increase citizen on organization and organizational changes commitment to their empowerment; more collaboration 

participation community (fostering connections their communities across differences.  Focus is
b/w faith organizations); probably individual and community;
changes in community grew into large organizational 
image, entertainment, focus.  Emphasis on reaching children 
festivals led to recent success in schools.

What What Most of the action No action groups, but From Discussion to Community Asset 3 action groups: Deepening Our 
mechanisms didmechanisms did task forces from Round participants' Action offered people an  Builders Coalition; Knowledge and Skills; 
study circlesstudy circles 1 dissolved; a couple suggestions passed arena for further work, South Portland Changing Our Institutions;
organizers createorganizers create still meet to plan on to principals, then aimed at generating Action Team (made Reaching Our Children; also
to link dialogueto link dialogue cultural awareness brought up in staff action based on ideas recommendations Partners Recruitment; only a 
to action?to action? day, increase diversity meetings from study circles; don't to the high school) small group of people are involved;
Duration?Duration? on non-profit boards; know present status  also link people to existing efforts.

action coordinator (it had applied for Action Guide highlights places to
works with other efforts  501 (c)(3) status) volunteer.

Action forum(s)?Action forum(s)? Yes, listed ideas No After round on violence, Not typically; yes in Yes, after 1st round (led to action
under 8 task forces, they identified 12 initiatives South Portland schools groups); 1998 Forum not successful; 
people signed up. At & encouraged people to & Community Asset didn't hold an Action Forum after 
the second forum, take them up; create a Builders 1999 round; instead holding 
people promoted their context for change through recommitment & launching of new
ideas for action. community-wide round

celebrations & large-scale
community events

Regular written Regular written Website, last updated School and school Study circles newsletter Lilly project had a Newsletter -- The Circular.  
communication?communication? early Spring, 1999; district newsletter Flash! newsletter during project; Periodic event postcards

newsletter; action Roundtable Center had
guide; e-mail/fax a newsletter.



Action-Change Factors

North Little RockNorth Little Rock OklahomaOklahoma SpringfieldSpringfield SyracuseSyracuse
Explicit linkExplicit link Not for participants -- Link to legislative action Yes -- link to action on the part Yes -- focus on people as change
to action?to action? link to action on part of with Balancing Justice of city government; now linked agents; spend time in last two 

school board and through Race Relations Task Force sessions discussing actions 
administration (some participants say more clarity

is still needed)

Focus on Focus on Organizational and Statewide change -- Individual (positive race relations). Individual and institutional (mall,
individual,individual, community -- criminal justice system Institutional and organizational -- banks)
organizational,organizational, recommendations to reform; also break participants as citizen advisors to
or communityor community the school board  and down turf barriers; the a significant number of
outcomesoutcomes administration goal was public input. organizations and institutions
(or multiple)?(or multiple)?

Round 2 (CTR) -- focus
was community
involvement in education.

What What School board & administration None Race Relations Task Force Action subcommittees or task 
mechanisms didmechanisms did are responding to the is supposed to act on forces under the Advisory Committee;
study circlesstudy circles recommendations & have recommendations from the have an Action Guide of organizations
organizers createorganizers create developed 3 advisory groups to study circles working to end racism; some study
to link dialogueto link dialogue address top priorities: circle groups are taking their own
to action?to action? Facilities; Student actions
Duration?Duration? Achievement; Communication, 

plus a Leadership Group; 
they involve community
members in these

Action forum(s)?Action forum(s)? Yes -- most attended, along No, but held Making Yes -- purpose is for each study Had one after Children's Issues; four 
with Superintendent & central Democracy Work Awards circle group to present its key action groups floundered.  Held an
admin.; prioritized issues, Dinner; facilitators recommendations to the Mayor Anniversary Celebration recently
rank-ordered them, chose presented results from study and city gov't. (and now to Race for all participants.
top 5 to submit to school circles to media & community Relations Task Force)
board as recommendations leaders; League presented

results to 1997 Session 
of Oklahoma Legislature

Regular written Regular written No Used LWV newsletter for One newsletter so far to report on CWD news appears in the monthly
communication?communication? information.  Not regularly results; also have a report from InterReligious Council newsletter.

used. Round 1; annual reports of Task
Force to be forthcoming.



Action-Change Factors

Twin CitiesTwin Cities WoodridgeWoodridge
Explicit linkExplicit link Yes -- encourage participants to Link to making changes on an organizational
to action?to action? make presentations to their level, making recommendations for change

sponsor's governing bodies; fifth (clearer to organizers than participants).
session devoted to moving from Created a 39-item action agenda; Village
dialogue to action; involve "action administration continues trying to communicate
partners" whose agendas could the spirit of the dialogue to community orgs.
be informed by the dialogues

Focus on Focus on Individual, organizational, and Organizational/Institutional: 
individual,individual, community.  Also, institutional recommendations are referred to
organizational,organizational, or public policy established organizations
or communityor community
outcomesoutcomes
(or multiple)?(or multiple)?
What What Metropolitan Forum in 1997; "action Recommendations for change are
mechanisms didmechanisms did partners" devoped most promising referred to established organizations or
study circlesstudy circles ideas into projects; institutions that could address them; no one
organizers createorganizers create At Nov. 1999 Action Forum, asked responsible for follow through.  Did form 
to link dialogueto link dialogue people to make a pledge or 3 task forces after action forum; all met at least
to action?to action? commitment to take some action; once but none met more than 4 times; haven't 
Duration?Duration? groups made recommendations; continued.

these are grouped under 5 major 
action goals.  Developed an action
resource directory: "48 Steps
You Can Take" (published on
Wilder web site)

Action forum(s)?Action forum(s)? Yes - participants presented ideas Yes (90 people attended); people chose 3 of
to action-oriented organizations. 6 issues as top priorities: socioeconomic bias;
Action Forum in Nov. '99; also empathy; and education.  Task forces then 
a Metropolitan Citizens Summit in identified 39 actions steps to refer to other
December, 1999 organizations.

Regular written Regular written Yes, info. in Community Matters, No
communication?communication? published by Wilder Foundation.  

Web site for Wilder includes some
information on forums linked to
study circles; periodic mailings to
all involved in the effort
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bibliographical citations for
sources that informed Best
Practices team members

throughout the study.  The source materials
are arranged according to topic.
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